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ABSTRACT 
The IBM Corporation has been pursuing Instrument Unit Derivative studies under 
Contract NAS8-14000, Mod. 1586 revised, titled "Astrionic System Optimization and 
Modular Astrionics for NASA Missions after 1974." The purpose is to define Instrument 
Unit Derivatives which can provide cost effective astrionic systems for numerous programs 
including space tug, conduct system engineering trade studies which will identify modular 
elements from which future aSf.rionic systems may be configured, and to perfonn trade 
studies relating prograJ11 requirements, with the objective of defining a minimum family of 
modular elements. 
The space tug is a proposed chemically fueled transportation system which is 
economical, reusable, multipurpose, and long-lived. It is required to interface with the earth 
and lunar orbiting space stations, the space shuttle, the reusable nuclear shuttle, bases on the 
lunar surface, men during EVA on the lunar surface, experiment modules, fueling stations, 
and satellites. It is a modular vehicle, capable of being reconfigured for a variety of missions. 
A propulsion module, an astrionic module, a cargo module and a crew module are 
envisioned. Additional kits such a- landing legs and manipulator arms are proposed for 
special mission requirements. 
This report defines the results of preliminary studies to define the tug astrionic system, 
subsystems, and components to meet the requirements for a variety of possible missions. 
Most of these elements are packaged in the astrionic module as required by groundrules for 
space tug studies. The emphasis in this study was to demonstrate the modular astrionics 
approach in the design of the space tug astrionic system. Considerable analysis of mission 
requirements is documented to establish "clesign" missions which fix astrionic system 
requirements. The space tug operational interface with space shuttle, space stations, and the 
reusable nuclear shuttle requires transfer of data which must be compatible, whether 
handled by umbilical or by communication media. The study shows the strong generic 
relationship of the data manugement system requirements of these common elements, for 
the integrated space activity in post 1974. 
Requests for infonnation concerning this study should be directed to the fullowing: 
International Business Machines Corporation 
Federal Systems Division 
150 Sparkman Drive 
Huntsville, Alabama 35805 
Telephone: 205-8374000 
Mr. R. V. Walker, Study Manager 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center 
Huntsville, Alabama 35812 
Telephone: 205453-1701 
Mr. B. L. Wiesenmaier, NASA COR. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
This document presents t'1e results of a preliminary study performed to define an astrionic system(s) configured from "r,iodular astrionics" which satisfies the requirements imposed by the broad spectrum of space tug missions. 
The study is part of, and therefore generally consistent with, the objectives and study logic of the" Astrionic System Optimization and Modular Astrionics for NASA Mission after 1974" study, NASS-14000, Mod. 15S~ revised. The objectives of this basic study are to: 
• Perform a system engineering study of adaptation of the Saturn Instrument Unit Derivatives and propulsion stage qstrionics for a family of potential NASA 
missions after 1974. 
• Identify and classify functional astrionic requirements which are common, or peculiar, to boost, post-boost/rendezvous/docking/orbital/injection, and re-entry/recovery phases as applicable to each mission and vehicle combination. 
• Establish the rationale for commonality of functions leading to definition of hardware and software modules for configuring minimum cost astrionic systems for each poten'"ial post 1974 launch vehicle/payload/mission combination. 
• Conduct trade studies which substantiate the cost effectiveness of subsystems and components selected from instrument unit derivatives, or advanced technology, and include the effect existing and new or novel &dvanced management approaches have on overall cost. 
• Identify "baseline" subsystems and components or identify additional study required to establish "baseline" elements for the "modular astrionics." 
• Provide an RDT &E plan which includes preliminary specifications, test programs, schedules and costs for development and implementation of cost effective modular astrionic systems for each class or group of post 1974 ial!~ch 
vehicle/payload/mission combinations defined by the study. 
The basic study flow logic is depicted in Figure I-I. Each of the programs is a Mission/Vehicle/Payload (MVP) combination. Upon assignment for study, the mission &nd requirements of the astrionic system of the entire mission are evaluated and reported in a requirements specification. Other MVP's previouslY studied are related on a mission phase and astrionic system functional basis. Related requirements can at this point be challenged to minimize uniqueness, which can impose unnecessary impact on the layouts to follow. 
Tradeoff unalysis implements the requirements specification in hardware, software, and program elements. Each layout is a candidat~ for acceptance 011 the basis of cost effectiveness. Selection and recommendations of astrionic systems are acted upon by NASA to establish a baseline reference in the case of phase studies or for implementation in the case of changes to mature programs. 
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The key to this analysis is the relating of one program to another to identify common requirements and to facilitate multilateral judgments across programs in the selection of system architecture, hardware, and programmatic impact. 
As stated above, the study flow logic used for the tug astrionic system study IS In ganeral accord with this basic study logic. It is of ~ignificance to note, however, that one prim~ objective at this time was to define an astrionic system for the space tug in terms of weight, power, volume and other physical characteristics in a relatively short time frame. This requirement precluded the opportunity to perform detailed cost effectiveness trades and requirements analysis. Future study effort for space tug astrionics will use the data generated for this study as the departure point from which detailed requirements analysis and cost effectiveness trades can be made. 
Section 2.0 of this report defines the space tug study groundrules and gUidelines. Sectio' .• 3.0 describes subsystem configurations and operations and summarizes the results of studies performed in ti.e areas of maintainability, reliability, safety assurance, displays, radiation effects and orbiUI lifetime considerations at 100 nm, Section 4.0 summarizes the missions, describes astrionic sy·tem operation and details astrionic ~quipments in terms of usage, physical characteristics, installation, weight and power requirements, Section 5,0 discusses the astrionic system commonality between space tug and other space transportation systems, and Section 6.0 defines r~commended future study effort. The appendices to the report present the details of tne analyses performed to support the astnonic system(s) defined. 
A space tug progress report (Appendix C to "Astrionic System Optimization and Modular Astrionics for NASA Missions after 1974." Progress Report - 16 April 1970 to 15 June 1970. IBM No. 69-K44-Q006F. 26 June 1970) was issued in June. That report defined the status of the tug study as of that date and descri"~d some of the preliminary hardware and concepts being considered for the astrionic system. Since that time. additional analysis has been performed to further define the astr;ouic system(sj. This document represents the results of the study to date and therdore supercedes and replaces. in its entirety. Appendix C to IBM Report No. 69-K44-Q006r:. 
2.0 STUDY GROUNDRULES AND GUIDE!JNES 
2,1 GENERAL SPACE TUG GROUNDRULES 
Thesc ground rules and assumptions form the background for this study. 
• The spu<:e tug (see Figure 2-1 for baseline contiguration) includes four basic modules (crew. propulsion. astrionic. and cargo) and auxiliary kits for 
special-purpose missions (landing legs. manipulation arms. etc.) as required. Combinations of the modules and kits will be used for each mission. 
• The tug is based and maintained in space and on the ground. 
• The tug may be contigured for manned or unmanned missions. In the unmanned ccntiGuration. the tug will be operated automatically or by remote control from the earth or from other space clements. 
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The space tug will be delivered to orbit by a space shuttle or Saturn derivative 
vehicle. 
The lunar orbit splIce station is assumed to be in a polar orbit at a circular altitude 
of 60 nautical miles. 
The space tug shall be compatible with the earth and lunar orbiting space stations, 
the space shuttle, and the reusable nuclear shuttle (RNS). 
The space tug astrionic module design shall minimize the need for ground 
support. 
The space tug shall be capable of maintaining a quiescent status for up to 180 
days in earth or lunar orhit when docked to other space elements or free-flying. 
Quiescent periods of up (0 42 days will be required on lunar surface (14 or 28 
days + 14 days contingency). 
The space tug shall be "apable of going from the quiescent state to a fully 
op~rational state within two hours. 
The reusable space tug shdl have a minimum lifetime goal of ten years and the 
capability of being reused at least ten times by replenishment of consumables and 
through performance of required maintenance. Maintenance, as required, and 
reconfiguration capability while in space residence is considered mandatory. 
Major refurbishment may necessitate the need for the tug to be returned to earth. 
Maximum crew safety and a high probability of fulfilling all space tug functions 
and objectives shall be a design goal. Subsystems identified as necessary for crew 
survival will be designed such that no single failure or credible combination of 
failures will result in loss of life. 
In the manned mode, the space tug can be piloted by one crewman. 
The crew module will serve as the primary crew living quarters and a base of 
operations (mission control) for manned missions. 
The crew module will contain an airlock for EVA and multi-simultaneous EVA 
operation capabilities. 
Tug communication systems will be compatible with the Manned Space Flight 
Network, Deep Space Network, SGLS (DOD), available Communication Satellite 
Systems and with space elements, such as the space stations, shuttles, etc., 
depending on the mission. 
The space tug attitude reference system shall have complete freedom in all axes. 
The space tug shall have neuter docking devices compatible with all space vehicle 
hardware elements. 
1-5 
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• Minimum interfaces are required between the space tug and its payload to reduce complexity and increase the flexibility of the kinds of payloads to be transported. However, consideration should be given to how the space tug communications 
and power subsystems could support the payload. 
• The primary propulsion system will be LOX/LH2. Secondary propulsion systems 
may also be LOX/LH2. 
• The first operationall1ight will be flown no earlier than 1977. 
• The tug astrionie system will have the capability to automatically control and monitor the refueling process with automatic shutoff and disconnect capability. 
• The sync orbit mission of the tug for the IBM study will be a baseline. 
• Only cooperative satellites arc cG.Jsidered for all retrieval missions. 
• More than one low-energy mission may be performed between refuelings. 
• The space tug maximum diameter must be less than 15 feet: one throttleable and gimballed engine will be used. 
• The space tug ustrionk system shall not be constrained by lunar lighting conditions. The tug shall be capable of landing at all lunar latitude~ and longitudes 
with appropriate time-phasing. 
2.2 ASTRIONIC SYSTEM GROUNDRULES AND GUIDELINES 
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• Initial study activity of the tug astrionie system will include all elements necessary for space tug attitude control. engine!s) control, guidance. navigation, 
communications, checkout. sequencing, environmental survival of astrionic 
"quipment, data managemellt and reporting. safety assurance, signal distribution, 
astrionic power generation and distribution. and the crew display ~nd command 
system. 
• The astrionie system shall be self-sustaining. 
• The thermal control subsystem wiil be sized only to support the astrionic module. 
• The power subsystem will be sized for the total astrionic system with a quick look at an integrated power system for the total tug. 
• The RCS engine controls and main engine actuators are considered as part of the hardware for other modules. The astrionie module will supply and accept the signals to operate this equipment. 
• Power and envirollmental conditioning Jllay be provided to the space tug astrionics by a space element when the tug is docked with the element. 
• The astrionic module will be p<lckllged to allow a remove and replace maintenance and rcconl1guration concept in space. 
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As a minimum, equipment will be designed for a fail safe and repair operation 
with a fail operational/fail safe condition on equipment required for crew safety, 
The astrionic module will be nominally 14 feet in diameter, and height will be 
optimized, 
The astrio~'lcs to support crew di,nlays and command will be sized for maximum 
of thr~~ crew stations in the crew module . 
The design goal of checkout, either onboard or from an external source, will be to 
locate failures to a lowest replaceable unit (LRU) consistent with the philosophy 
of modular astlionk~. 
• Crew module b,,~kup systems required after separation from the astrionic module 
are not considered in this study. 
• The astrionic system will be capable of checkout and monitoring for the total tug 
consistent with the tug maintenance concept. 
• A standard physical interface for astrionic equipment and a standard electrical 
interface for all electrical equipment will be provided to simplify interchange of 
components and data transfer. 
• The astrionic module will be of modular design providing the capability of 
automatic operation, manual control, and remote operations depending on the 
representative missions defined in the mission !llan. 
• Between missions, maintenance will be performed as required to upgrade the 
reliability to the required level. During the mission, maintenance shall be limited 
to switching-in redundant systems. 
• The low earth orbit is defined as between 80 and 280 nautical miles with a range 
of inclination from 28.5 to 550 . The lunar orbit is assumed to be a polar orbit at a 
circular altitude of 60 nautical miles. 
2.3 DEFINITIONS 
• Remote operation - The control of the system is accomplished from an external 
source. 
• Automatic operation -- The system is completely independent of any external 
control or astronauts. 
• Cooperative satellites - Satellites that are attitude stabilized. have corner 
reflectors, and have a docking adapter(s). 
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3.0 SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
This section of the report describes the astrionic .ubsystems and the components of the subsystems required for the space tug astrionic moduie. A summary of the space tug design mission descriptions and the functional requirements are presented at the first of this section. This is followed by the subsystem component descriptions and summaries of other studies related to the design of the space tug astrionic module. 
3.1 MISSION DESCRIPTIONS 
Extensive effort has been applied to this area to define the typical spectrum of missions to be performed by the space tug. This effort was necessary oecause definitive mission descriptions did not exist at the beginning of this study. 
The approach to the mission analysis was to define the total spectrum of probable tug missions and to group these into sbUar types of missions. A design mission, which would define the most stringent astrionic ,~quirements for that type of mission, was then selected for each g..-oup. These design missions were used as the basis for the space tug modular astrionics study. The following is a brief summary of the design missions used for the astrionic system requirements analysis. The space tug design mission profiles are summarized in Figure 3-1. A more detailed mission description and analysis for each of these missions is included in Appendix A. 
3.1.1 Synchro'nous Orbit Mission 
3.1.1.1 Reusable Stages 
This mission will use two unmanned reusable space tugs (propulsion module (PM) and astrionic module) to place a payload in a synchronous equatorial orbit and return another payload to low earth orbit. 
The space tugs are brought to a 100 nautical mile (nm) circular orbit at an inclination of 28.50 by the space shuttle and configured for the mission. The first tug will perform a partial burn to start the payload on its journey. It will then return to low earth orbit. The second tug will complete a Hohmann transfer to synchronous orbit, jettison the payload, maneuver to and pick up another payload and perform another Hohmann transfer back to low earth orbit. The space tugs will then be deactivated and left in low earth orbit until the next mission or returned to earth by the space shuttle. 
3,1.1.2 Expendable Stage 
This mission will lise one expwdable space tug (PM and astrionic module) to place ~ payload in a synchronous equatorial orbit. 
The space tug will be brought to a 100 nm circular orbit at a 28.50 inclination by th'. space shuttle and configured for the mission. A two-burn Hohmann transfer burn will ph~e the payload in a synchronous orbit. The space tug will jettison the payload and perfvrm a depletion burn to send the PM and astrionic module into space. 
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Figure 3-1. Space Tug Design Mission Profiles (Sheet 1 of 2) 
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3.1 .2 Earth Orbital Operations Missio!!, 
This mission will use a manned or unmanned reusable space tug for orbital operations 
in conjunction with a space station in earth orbit. 
The mission will begin with the space tug inactive and docked to the space station in 
earth orbit. The tug will be activated and will undock from the space station. The space tug 
will then perform maneuvers to transfer (possibly with a payload) from a 270 nm to a 100 
nm orbit, will pick up a payload delivered to earth orbit by a space shuttle or a Saturn 
derivative vehicle, and will perform the maneuvers to return to the space station at a' 270 nm 
altitude. The space tug will then be deactivated until another active mission is required . 
3.1 .3 Lunar Orbital Operations Mission 
This mission will use a manned or unmanned reusable space tug for orbital operations 
in conjunction with a space station in lunar orbit. This miSSion has essentiully the same 
requirements as the earth orbital operations mission, except that the lunar orbiting space 
station is at a 60 nm altitude. 
3.1.4 Unmanned Planetary Mission 
This mission will use one reusable space tug (PM and astrionic module) and one 
expendable space tug (PM and astrionic module) to boost a planetary payload on a 
planetary trajectory. 
This mission will begin with the space tugs configured for the mission and docked to 
the earth orbiting space station. The tugs will be activated and will undock from the space 
station. A partial burn of the first tug will start the payload on its journey. The tug will then 
return and dock to the space station. The second tug will ignite at first tug cutoff to give the 
payload the required delta V for the planetary mission. The second tug will then be 
jettisoned into space. 
3.1.5 Reusable Nuclear Shuttle Earth/Moon Mission 
This mission will usc a reusable nuclear shuttle (RNS) with a space tug astrionic system 
to transfer payloads between earth and lunar orbits. 
This mission begins with the RNS deactivated and docked to a propellant and 
maintenance depot (PMD) in earth orbit. The RNS will be activated and maneuver a safe 
distance from the space station. The RNS will ignite and transfer the payload to a lunar 
orbit in the vicinity of a lunar orbit space station (LOSS). After the payload is removed, the 
RNS will ignite and return to earth orbit. The RNS will be do.:ked to the PMD and 
deactivated until required for another mission. 
3. I .6 Lunar Landing Mission 
This mission will use a fully configured space tug for the landing of a payload on the 
lunar surface and return of men to the LOSS. 
1·11 
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This mission will begin with the space tug configured for the mission, deactivated, and docked to the LOSS. The tug will be activated and will undock from the LOSS. The tug will perform a series of burns to land a, a designated spot on the lunar surface. The space tug dement not being used during the lunarstirface stay will then be deactivated. 
After a 14 or 28 day nominal stay, the tug will be activated and will burn to achieve orbit and return to the LOSS. After docking, the tug will be deactivated until required for future use. 
3.1.7 Four Stage Saturn V Mission 
This mission will use a Saturn V vehicle (without IU) with a propulsion module ~nd astrionic module as the fourth stage. This configuration will be used to transfer payloaQ3 from earth to lunar orbit. 
The configuration will be checked out prior to launch. Complete S-IC and S-I1 and a partial S-IVB burn will place the payload in earth orbit. A second burn to completion of the S-IVB and a partial tug burn will place the payload on a lunar trajectory. After 3 to 4 days of translunar coast, the tug will transfer into lunar orbit and perform a gross rendezvous' with the LOSS. After the payload is deactivated, this mission is complete. The tug may, however, be used for other missions after deactivation. 
3.2 ASTRIONIC SYSTEM PRELIMINARY FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS 
The analysis of the space tug functional requirements is presented in Appendix B t') this report. The preliminary functional requirements have been identified for the IUllar landing and synchronous orbit missions, with requirements relating to other tug missions also identified. TIle effort has concentrated mainly on the navigation, guidance and control requirements. These preliminary requirements were used as a basis for selection of equipment for the space tug astrionic system. 
3.3 DATA MANAGEMENT SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
The data management subsystem integrates the tug astrionics by providing for all subsystem-ta-subsystem signal flow. In addition, the data mal1agement subsystem provides the computational support for the following astrionic functions: 
• Attitude control (TVC or RCS) 
• Engine Thrust Level Control 
• Guidance 
• Navigation 
• Checkol<t and Hardware Reconfiguration Control 
• Data Monitoring and Telemetry 
• Sequencing 
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• Data Bus Control 
• Software Management 
• Display Support 
• IMU Processing 
• Maintenance Support 
• Refueling Support 
To perform the above functions, the data management subsystem will consist of the following hardware: 
• A central processing unit (CPU) of a medium speed range (300K to 400K ops/sec) 
• 32K to 64K of random access main memory 
• A bus control and input/output unit 
• A configuration assignment unit (CAU) for switching units when a failure occurs. 
• A magnetic tape unit for mass storage. 
• A 32K display memory for storing display skeletons. 
• An auxiliary monitor computer. 
The following is a description of each of the hardware components and their uses. A schematic of the data management subsystem and its interfaces is shown in Figure 3-2. Appendix C of this report gives a more detailed analysis of the selection of the hardware and its operation. 
3.3,1 Central Processing Unit 
A CPU in the medium speed range (300K to 400K ops/sec) was selected to perform the data processing and data management and control required for the space tug missions. The CPU will be a parallel machine with floating point operation and will have a 128 instruction repertoire. It will be designed for use on all space tug missions, with the number used depending on the complexity of the mission. 
3.3.2 Random Access Main Memory 
A random access memory will be used for the space tug memory requirements. It will probably be a monolithic memory and each astrionic module will have either 32K or 64K of main storage depending on the mission. The memory would use several basic operating memories (BOM) each containing single bit words. Each BOM would contain 32K x I bit words. The memory would contain 32 BOMs for data storage and 7 BOMs for error correction coding, or a total of 32K x 39 bit words. 
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3.3.3 Bus Control and I/O Unit 
The bus control and I/O unit will serve to control all info~ation flow between the 
CPU and the data bus and between the random access memory and the data bus. It will send 
and receive address and data information to and from the data bus in serial digital form for 
use by the CPU and main memory. It will also perform the same operations between the 
CPU and the main memory. 
3.3.4 Configuration Assignment Unit 
A configuration assignment unit (CAU) is required to monitor itself, the main memory, 
the CPU, and the bus control units. When a failure occurs in any of these prilllary units, the 
CAU will detect the failure in the primary unit and switch to a backup unit. 
3.3.5 Magnetic Tape Unit 
A magnetic tape unit was selected for the mass storage requirements for the space tug 
misskms. The unit will store redundunt programs, extensive checkout and diagnostic 
proglams and programs for refueling support, as well as any mission data which may require 
mass storage. 
3.3.6 Display Memory 
Memory is required to store display skeletons (for manned missions). The display 
skeietons are a hulk storage requirement requiring fast access time. Since the magnetic tape 
unii is relatively slow, the display memory was added for the mannpAl space tug missions. 
The monolithic or magnetic memory will have 32K of 32-bit words and may be "read only" 
if the number and type of skeletons are fixed for a given vehicle. 
3.3.7 Auxiliary Monitor Computer 
An auxiliary monitor computer was added for the storage phase of the space tug on the 
lunar surface. The unit will be a small general purpose computer which will support 
monitoring and displaying of critical parameters to the crew during the 14, 28 or 42 day 
stay on the lunar surface. This will allow the data management hardware to be powered 
down during this period to allow reliability to be maintained at a high level f(' r the entire 
mission. 
3.4 NAVIGATION, GUIDANCE AND CONTROL SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
The plirpose of the navigation, guidance and control subsystem is to navigate, guide 
and control the space tug in performing its desired mission. The navigation function will 
determine the position and velocity of the vehicle from measurements made on-board the 
vehicle. The guidance function will compute the maneuvers necessary to achieve the desired 
end conditions of a trajectory. The control function will perform the maneuvers determined 
from the guidance function, Figure 3-3 is a summary schematic of the recommended 
navigation, guidance and control subsystem. 
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3.4.1 Navigation 
To perform the above functions, the following hardware is used to fulfill the navigation functional requirements for the space tug: 
• IMU (Hexad Strapdown) 
• Laser Radar 
• Star Trackers (2) 
• Landmark Tracker 
• Horizon Sensor 
• Landing Radar 
The following is a description of each of the pieces of hardware and their uses. A more detailed analysis of requirements and the selection of the hardware and its uses is given in Appendix D of this report. 
3.4.1.1 IMU 
An IMU is required for active mission phases to measure vehicle thrust acceleration and provide vehicle attitude reference. A strapdown IMU with six gyros and six accelerometers (hexad configuration) whose input axes are colinear with the normals to the face of a regular dodecahedron was selected. The iMU will be operated in a c1arsical pulse-torque-restrained strapdown control mode, with IMU outputs fed to the CPU for processing. The hexad configuration will allow failure detection and isolation to any two gyro or accelerometer axes and detection of a third failure. 
3.4.1.2 Laser Radar 
The purpose of the laser radar is to provide range, range rate, angular position and angular rate with respect to a target vehicle or location for automatic rendezvous and docking. It can also be 'Ised as a landing aid for a lunar landing at a prepared site. 
The laser radar selected is being developed for NASA by lIT. The radar consists of an electronic unit and a sensor unit. The ungimballed sensor will scan a field-of-view of 300 by 300 and acquire and track targets to a range of 75 nautical miles. Comer cube reflectors, either active or inactive, r J"nted on the target are used with the laser radar. The data from the laser radar is input to the central computer for processing and utilization. 
3.4.1.3 Star Tracker 
Two star trackers were selected for automatic IMU alignment. Although two star trackers are not mandatory for alignment. the two star trackers operating simultaneously provide greater accuracy in alignment and allow redundancy for degraded accuracy alignments with failure of one unit. The star trackers, in conjunction with either a landmark tracker or horizon sensor, are also used for navigation updates during the space tug missions. 
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The star trackers consist of two units; a se;]sor subassembly and an electronics subassembly. The sensor unit is mounted with extemal access to the stars. Star position information stored in the computer is used to initially point the sensor unit. When the selected stars are detected, the electronics unit converts the error signal from the sighting to digital form and sends it to the computer. The computer uses this data to update the pointing commands in order to zero the error. 
3.4.1.4 Landmark Tracker 
The landmark tracker is used in conjunction with the star trackers for autonomous vehicle state updates. It is used for distances up to a maximum of 10,000 :1m from a celestial body. 
The landmark tracker consists of a sensor unit and an electronic unit. The sensor unit, consisting of a vidicon and optics. is gimballed in the pitch and roll axes and mounted external to the vehicle. The landmark tracker sensor will detect landmarks. such as islands. and compare data from several sightings with information previousl v stored in the computer. NaI':gation errors are defined in this process and are used for na'/igation updates for the space tug. 
3.4.1.5 Horizon Sensor 
The horiwn sensor is used in conjunction with the star trackers for autonomous navigation updates beyond an altitude of 10,000 nm. The horizon sensor consists of a sensor unit and an electronic unit. The sensor unit utilizes four infrared search-track units to track the celestial body horizon in four planes separated 90 degrees in azimuth. The sensor unit. mounted external to the vehicle. detects the infrared horizon of a celestial body and inputs this information to the central computer for processing cif navigation updates. 
3.4.1.6 Landing Radar 
A lunllr landing mdar. used in conjunction with a laser radar, is used to provide velocity and altitude with respect to the lunar surface during a lunar landing. It also supplements the IMU inertially measured quantities during the lunar landing. 
The landing radar is composed of an antenna assembly. an electronic assembly and a control assembly. The antenna is deployable and provides accurate information for the lunar landing from 25,000 feet to touchdown. Velocity components from the landing radar are input to the ,'cntral computer processing for use during the descent and ascent phases of the lunar landing mission. 
3.4.2 Guidance 
The guidance analysis has not identified requirements for any hardware above that required for navigation and other functions or SUbsystems. Guidance schemes were analyzed to determine the schemes best ,uited to the space tug guidance function requirements. 
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An optimal guidance (OPGUID) scheme was selected for rendezvous, high energy 
maneuvers, lunar ascent/descent and lunar orbit insertion plane change maneuvers to be 
used during the spectrum of space tug missions, The docking/undocking inputs are received 
from the rendezvous radar. The OPGUID scheme is a general purpose scheme which can be 
used for all space tug design mission phases. A more detailed discussion of the guidance 
schemes considered and information on operation of the schemes are found in Appendix E 
to this report. 
3.4.3 Control 
The control analysis has evaluated the control schemes and laws which would be 
required to implement translational and attitude maneuvers using reaction control system 
(RCS) and main engine thrust· vector control (TVC) subsystems. The schemes u.ed for 
controlling the vehicle were then used to estimate the software requirements dictated by the 
control function. A detailed discussion of the control analysis is given in Appendix F to this 
report. 
Except for the four stage Saturn V mission, the control analysis has not identified 
requirements for any hardware above that required for navigation and other functions or 
SUbsystems. Possible additional hardware for the four stage Saturn V mission may include: 
• 3-axis rate gyro package 
• 2-axis lateral accelerometer package 
3.4.3.1 Rate Gyro Package 
The rute gyro package may be added near the four stage vehicle's point of maximum 
stability or minimum bending. The package would provide data from three perpendicular 
axes to enhance the vehicle stability under marginal flight conditions. 
3.4.3.2 Accelerometer Package 
The accelerometer package may be used to provide load relief for lower stages during 
the boost-to-orbit phase of the four stage Saturn V mission. The package would provide 
latentl accelerations in the pitch and yaw axes. 
3.5 ELECTRICAL POWER SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
The electrical power subsy~tem generates the electrical power necessary to operate the 
onboard electronic and electromechanical components. 
The following astrionic eouipment is required for the electrical power subsystem: 
• 2 Kw Fuel Cell(s) 
• Battery 
• DC Regulator 
• Battery Charger 
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The following gives the description and uses of these items. A more detailed description of the equipment operation and associated trade studies is given in Appendix G. 
3.5.1 Fuel Cell 
A two kilowatt fuel cell wa~ selected as the basic component for the electrical power subsystem. The fuel cell will generate power required for the astrionic equipment. It uses liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen as reactants to generate the power, with water as a by-product of the power generation. 
The amount of reactant required is dependent upon the tug power requirements and length of the mission and thus is mission dependent. 
Likewise, the size of the H2 and 02 tanks required to store the reactants is dependent on the mission requirements. 
3.5.2 Battery 
A battery is required for the manned space tug missions for emergency power for critical components if the fuel cells failed during a mission. The battery selected is a 28 volt de power supply with a 440 amp-hour nominal capacity. A smaller battery may be used for peak loaa'ing for the reusable nuclear shuttle mission. 
DC regulators are requin,d to provide a very accurate voltage reference for telemetry calibrati,)n, signal conditionillg and sensor applications. 
3.5.4 Ba ttery Charger 
.. 
The battery charger is connected between the fuel cells and the battery. It is used to recharge the reusable battery using power outputs from the fuel eell configuration. 
3.6 ELECTRICAL NETWORK SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
The electrical network subsystem will consist of the circuits and equipment required to distribute power and signals to the space tug electrical equipment. 
The following hardware has been identified for indusion in the electrical network SUbsystem: 
• Standard Interface Units (SlU) 
• Data Bus 
• Monitoring and Auxiliary Monitoring units 
• Power Distributor 
• Auxiliary Power Distributor 
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• Junction Boxes 
• Wires and Cables 
This equipment and its use are discussed in the following sections. A more detailed description of the trades concerning the uses of this equipment is given in Appendices C (Items 1,2, and 3), and G (items 4 through 7). 
3.6.1 Standard Interface Units 
The standard interface units (SIU) are used to adapt the input/output unit of the space tug equipment requiring interface with the data management subsystem with the data bus. The SIU is identical for alt monitored units. 
The SlUs contain the circuitry necessary to decode the digital address of the measurement or command, to receive the command or data from the data bus or to deliver data to the data bus. The SIU converts the data to serial or parallel and analog or digital, depending on the form required by the data bus or the device. 
3.6.2 Data Bus 
The data bus concept uses (tentatively in the design) two pairs of twisted wires terminated at the end of the bus acting like a transmission line. These wires, called the data line, are used for two-way digital data transfer. The data bus is controlled by the bus control and input/output unit and transfers digital data between the bus control unit and the standard interface units. 
3.6.3 Monitoring and Auxiliary Monitoring Units 
The monitoring units are used to monitor parameters and sequence equipment not accessed by other standard interface units. The monitoring units will be SIU and I/O devices which multiplex measurements, hardwired from measuring instrumentation, and provide a path for sequence command to electronic switching devices. The SIU and I/O address logic will handle the sequencing commands. 
The auxiliary monitoring units ure identical to the monitoring units, but are used to monitor critical parameters during the storage phase on the lunar surface for the lunar landing mission. 
3.6.4 Power Distributor and Auxiliary Power Distributor 
A main power distributor is used to distribute power from the fuel cell(s). The auxiliary power distributors, in turn. supply the high and low current auxiliary power for load distribution of the astrionic subsystem equipment. 
3.6.5 Junction Box 
Junction boxes are provided on each of the eight component mounting panels of the astrionic module to distribute power and signals to the equipment mounted on each panel. 
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3.6.6 Wires and Cables 
The wires and cables are an estimate of thf~ wires required to distribute the electrical 
power for the space tug astrionic system. 
3.7 COMMAND AND CONTROL SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
The space tug comm~nd and control subsystem will consist of the command, 
telemetry, tracking and voice communications external to the space tug vehicle. 
The command and control subsystem will use the following hardware: 
• Unified 8-Band (USB) Equipment 
o USB Diplexer, Antenna Switch and Power Divider 
• USB Omni Antennas 
• USB Hi-Gain Antenna (Transponder) 
• USB Hi-Gain Antenna Control 
• VHF Transceiver Equipment 
• VHF Diplexer and Power Divider 
• VHF Omni Antennas 
• VHF Command Receiver 
• Command Decode Electronics 
• TV Camera 
• TV Camera Control 
• Audio Equipment 
A block diagram of the command and control SUbsystem is shown in Figure 34. The 
following is a description of each of the hardware items for the command and control 
subsystem. A more detailed analysis of the items in this subsystem is given in Appendix H to 
this report. 
3.7.1 USB Equipment 
The USB equipment was selected to perform the unified requirements for command, 
tracking, telemetry and voice. Therefore. it is the prime link between the space tug and 
ground control stations. The frequency range is 2.1 to 2.3 GHz. 
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The USB equipment consists of a transmitter, a power amplifier, a receiver with preamplifier, a transponder for turn-around of the ranging signal, a premodulator processor providing subcarrier and baseband makeup, and the demodulators for the uplink signals. This equipment processes incoming signals (such as command or tracking) and outgoing signals (such as telemetry, TV and voice). 
3.7.2 USB Diplexer, Antenna Switch and Power Divider 
This equipment is used to provide a path for the command and control links between the USB equipment (transmitter and receiver) and the antennas. The USB diplexer receives data from the USB equipment, sends it into the USB antenna switch (which determines which antenna(s) should be operating) and then into the USB power divider which directs the data to the appropriate operating omni antennas. 
3.7.3 USB Omni Antennas 
Four USB omni antennas are required for complete omni-directional coverage for space tug command and control. These antennas are flush-mounted types and are connected through the power divider. 
3.7.4 USB Hi-Gain Antenna 
The USB hi-gain antenna is required on the space tug for long-range communications and high-bit rates when using TV. The hi-gain antenna has tentatively been identified as a steerable, deployable four-foot diameter parabola with a gain of approximately 26 db. The antenna is deployed through the door of the astrionic module. A gain switching feature is included on the antenna. 
3.7.5 USB Hi-Gain Antenna Control 
A USB hi-gain antenna control capability has been included on the space tug to deploy and steer the hi-gain antenna. The antenna control will receive steering commands from the data management subsystem in body coordinates, thus directing the antenna to its appropriate target. 
3.7.6 VHF Transceiver Equipment 
The VHF command and control equipment will be the prime voice link between the space tug and other space elements, including EVA, and will be a backup to the USB system for voice and low data rates. The VHF equipment consists of a transmitter, a receiver, a moJulator and demodulator and a ranging turn-around capability. This equipment will be used for manned missions. 
3.7.7 yHF Diplexer and Power Divider 
The VHF diplexer is used to combine signals from the transmitter and to the receiver. These signals are transferred to the power divider, which directs the data to the appropriate omni antenna. 
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3.7.8 VHF Omni Antennas 
Two VHF omni antennas are required for omni-directional coverage for 
communications. The omni antennas are blade type antennas which extend a few inches 
from the skin surface. A two watt transmitter appears sufficient for 100 nm 
vehicle-to-vehicle communications. 
3.7.9 VHF Command Receiver 
The VHF command receiver is a small, lightweight, low power drain device to receive 
commands to power the astrionic module during earth storage phases (such as 180 day free 
drift). The receiver will operate in the 136-148 MHz band. Two units at separate frequencies 
will be used. The VHF omni antennas are used to receive the signals. 
3.7.10 Command Decode Electronics 
The command decode electronics performs the functions of a sub-bit decoder and to 
interface with the standard interface unit to put uplink commands on the data bus. The 
decode electronics will decode, verify and command driver circuits for command decoding 
during active mission phases and to bring the quiescent astrionic module out of the storage 
mode. 
3.7.11 TV Camera 
The TV camera may be located in the astrionic module for unmanned missions or the 
crew module for manned missions. The camera will be a commercial grade black and white 
TV requiring 2.9 MHz bandwidth (color will require 4.2 MHz bandwidth). 
3.7.12 TV Camera Control 
The TV camera control unit will provide for remote contl;;;l through the command link 
for lens and filter change, zoom control and complete articulation for the camera. 
3.7.13 Audio Equipment 
The audio equipment is used for manned missions and provides the line drivers and 
interface conditioning between the intercoms (head sets) and the modulators/demodulators 
of the command and control equipment . 
3.8 STRUCTURES DESCRIPTION 
The space tug astrionic module structure provides the load-bearing member for the 
astrionic module and provides a base for mounting equipment on the astrionic module. It 
will also aid in micrometeoroid protection. An astrionic module ring was groundruled for 
the study to provide the flexibility of diverse configurations for the tug for various missions 
requirements. 
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An aluminum honeycomb sandwich shell was one structural option which was studied. (See Figure 3-5.) This shell is 14 feet in diameter and 4 feet high, with a thickness envelope of less than I inch. The radiators are connected to the outside of the shell with low conductivity standoff connectors. The component mounting panels are connected to the interior of the shell. The shell structure exhibited the lightest structural weight of the options studied. 
Another option for the astrionic module is an open frame structure. (See Figure 3-6.) With this option, eight load bearing columns (posts) in the structure are connected at the top and bottom by circular structural rings. The open frames allow the radiator/component mounting panel combinations to be hinged or removable from the openings in the structure. For this struC(lIre, the component mounting panels may be hinged to swing either inward or outward with ,omponenls mounted internally, externally or both. These options would allow maximum accessibility for maintenance. 
The results of the analysis for structural and packaging concepts are given in Appendix I to this report. 
3.9 THERMAL CONDITIONING SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
The thermal conditioning subsystem provides temperature control for the astrionic equipment 10 opemte within its des' ~n limits in both natural and induced thermal environments. 
The hardware defined for the thermal conditioning sUbsytem is as follows: 
• Coolant Pump 
• Service Heat Exchanger 
• Coolant Accumulator 
• Coolant Fluid 
• Radiators 
• Louvers 
., Component Mounting Panels 
• Multilayer Insulation 
• Miscellaneous Plumbing 
Each of these is described in the following sections. Figure 3-7 gives a summary of the thermal conditioning subsystem. A more detailed discussion on the selection of equipment required for the thermal conditioning subsystem is given in Appendix J to this report. 
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3.9.1 Coolant Pump 
The coolant pump is a device used to circulate the coolant fluid through a closed loop thermal control loop during the active phases of the tug mission. The circulating fluid transfers the heat from the electronic equipment to the space radiators and controls the temperature of the astrionic equipment. 
3.9.2 Service Heat Exchanger 
A service heat exchanger is included in this subsystem to allow thermal conditioning of the astrionic module equipment by another space eleme!1t when the tug is docked with that element and for thermal conditioning by ground equipment during system checkout prior to launch into space. 
3.9.3 Coolant Accumulator 
The ~oolant accumulator provides a reservoir for the coolant fluid and the liquid pressurization for the coolant loop. The coolant accumulator selected gives mechanical pressurization using a spring loaded bellows type accumulator. The accumulator also provides volume for !h"rmal expansion of the coolant fluid. 
3 9.4 Coolan: Fluid 
The coolant fluid circulates through the closed loop coolant system to transfer he'lt from the astrionic module ,electronic equipment to the radiators. The coolant fluid must have a low freezing point. as well as the other desirable properties of low viscosity. high specific heat and compatibility with other materials. 
3.9.5 Radiators 
The space radiators reject heat directly into deep space by virtue of the temperature and optical properties of its radiating surfaces. The heat emitted by the radiators is dependent upon radiator area. As the coolant fluid passes through the radiators. heat extracted from the coolant is emitted to outer space. The radiators also aid in micrometeoroid protection for the vehicle. 
Each radiator is 48 inches by 44 inches by 2 inches thick (overall envelope dimensions) and a maximum of eight radiator sections make up the space radiation system. The number of sections can vary depending upon the thermal control and micrometeoroid protection required. The space radiators are mounted to the outside of the structure by low conductivity stand-off mounts. 
3.9.6 Louvers 
The louvers are attached on the outside of the radiators. They are mechanical shutters which arc used to integrate the active ano passive cooling concepts by adjusting the optical properties of the radiating surface. The louvers also aid in micromcteoroid protection of the astrionic equipment. 
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Each louver section is 48 inches by 44 inches by 3 inches thick (ovel"dll envelope di'Uension) and a maximum of eight louver sections are used in conjunction with the space radiator sections. The number of sections can vary depending upon the thermal centrol and micrometeoroid protection required. 
3.9.7 Component Mounting Panels 
The component mounting panels are plates on which astrionic module eqUipment is mounted. A maximum of eight panels may be used with the number of panels determined by the area and locations required for component mounting. A component mounting panel without internal fluid passages may be used for components requiring no thermal control. 
The thernla! conditioning mounting panels have an inlet and outlet for the coolant fluid to flow. The f1ui(l transfers heat from components mounted on the panel as it passes through the pando The panels are 48 inches by 36 inches by one inch thick. The panels include mounting holes for the components. 
3.9.8 Multilayer Insulation 
The multilayer insulation cons:!sts of layers (the number will be determined later) of thin aluminized film. The insulation is located between the inner structure of the vehicle and the radiators. It prO\ides the necessary thermal isolation between the astrionic module co,nponents and the external space environment required during storage phases of the tug mission. 
3.9.9 Miscellaneous Plu!11bing 
Plumbing is required for connection between the thermal control subsystem components. This will include pipes. connections, etc. to perform this task. 
3.10 ONBOARD CHECKOUT SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
The onboard checkout subsystem determines the operational capability of the space tug vehicle, diagtloses malfunctions aiIId reverifies operational status after a maintenance sequence. 
• The checkout study has not defined any hardware to support the checkout subsystem to date. The study lias determined the checkout requirements, defined the types of checkout tests to be performed and conducted a preliminary analysis of checkout methods to meet the space tug checkout requirements . 
The results to date indicate that a centralized checkout approach, which uses the on board computer for test control and data analysis, should be considered as the prime means for space tug checkout. However, built-in-test·equipment, which is test equipment built into prime equipment for malfunction isolation and checkout, offers distinct checkout advantages for unique types of hardware. Therefore, a centralized checkout approach, supplemented by built-in-test-equipment, is recommended for the checkout subsystem. A more detailed descriptIOn of the checkout analysis is given in Appendix K to this report. 
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3.11 SUPPORTING ANALYSES 
The analyses discussed in this sbction were used either as direct inputs to aid in selection of equipment or concepts for the astrionic subsystem or as background information for system and subsystem analysis. 
3.11.1 Maintainability Consideration~ 
The maintainability effort in this study has been to coordinate with and provide required inputs to the system and subsystem analysis and configuration. Emphasis has also been placed on test requirements, checkout function configurations, definition of the lowest replaceable units (LRU), and the ease of access for maintenance. 
Results to date indicate that the replacement capability for astrionic equipment should be at two levels: the LRU level for individual components and the component mounting punel level for replacing a group of related components. Appendix L to this report discusses th~ test capabilities required for the maintainability philosophy and a detailed discussion of the replacement of astrionic equipment. 
3.11.2 Reliability Considerations 
The reliability effort has been used to factor reliability concepts into the selection of subsystem equipment for the space tug missions. Emphasis was placed on factoring redundancy into mission critical astrionic equipment. 
After the astrionic system had been configured from a requirements point of view. analysis was performed to determine the relative reliability of the simplex system. Reliability enhancement was then investigated for duplex, triplex, and for the system as finally configured. The relativ" reliubilities were compared with an assumed reliability goal. This analysis shows that for long duration missions, especiall} the lunar landing mission. reliability goals cannot be achieved, even with triplexed systems. Follow-on effort must concentrate on mission groundrules concerning maintenance on the lunar surface in case of malfunction. Also, very sophisticated redundancy schemes or use of rescue missions should be addressed. 
A mere detailed analysis of the reliability analysis is given in Appendix M to this report. 
3.11.3 Safety Assurance Considerations 
The space tug safety assurance analysis identifies the parameters of the space tug vehide which should be monitored for off-nominal conditions which could cause the loss of crew. vehicle. payload or mission and recommends action to be taken if off-nominal events occur. 
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The following malfunctions or conditions were identified as catastrophic for the crew, 
vehicle and/or payload: 
• Loss of attitude control 
• Guidance reference failure 
• Loss of electrical power 
• Reactant tanks explosion hazard 
• Battery explosion hazard 
• TVC actuator hard over or stationary in one position 
• Loss of crew module life support system 
• Loss of crew module electrical power 
It has also been identified that the capability should exist to: 
• Separate the crew module or payload module from the vehicle. 
• Separate the crew module and astrionic module from the propulsion module. 
• Use pyrotechnic devices as a backup to module interface separation. 
No automatic abort requirement has been identified for any of the tug missions with 
the possible exception of a manned four stage Saturn V mission. 
A more detailed discussion of the space tug safety analysis is given in Appendix N to 
this report. 
3.11.4 Display Considerations 
The display function will provide thc displays and control required by the crew on 
manned missions to perform their assigned mission. The effort to date has assumed two 
flight stations and a housekeeping or experiment station. The switches. lights and dials used 
on present Apollo missions were rejected for the display function and effort has 
concentrated on mUltipurpose electronic displays to meet the display requirements. Three 
cathode ray tubes. along with associated equipment. was selected for the display function. A 
more detailed discussion of the analysis to datc is included in Appendix 0 of this report. 
3.11.5 Radiation Effects Impact 
Radiation effects on the space tug astrionics have been assessed relative to natural and 
induced radiation environments. their effects on components. circuits and systems. radiation 
hardening techniques. a systems hardening plan and penalties associated with the radiation 
hardening. 
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For space tug missions now being considered. natural radiation environments have little 
impact on the design of space tug astrionics. However. in the case of energetic solar flare 
activity. space tug missions may have to be delayed or terminated early, thus imposing an 
operational constraint. 
Interaction of the space tug with induced nuclear reactor radiation from NERVA and 
space base power reactors will impose minimum impact on tug astrionic design. Here again. 
however. tug operational safety constraints will have to be met in order to keep the tug in 
zones of low radiation environments. 
By far. the most stringent environment that the tug could be exposed to is that of 
pulsed radiation from sources external to the tug. Techniques exist to harden electronics to 
this type environment. but will impact cost. weight. power requirements. etc. These 
hardening techniques must be considered in the initial design of the space tug astrionic 
module. To harden a system once the system approach and technologics to implement this 
approach have been finalized becomes a formidable task. 
A more detailed discussion of the effects of radiation on the space tug astrionics is 
given in Appendix P to this report. 
3.11.6 Cost Impact 
A rough order of magnitude (ROM) costing exercise was performed for fhe space tug 
astrionic module for selected missions. A work breakdown structure (WBS) ~as developed 
for the space tug to aid in the tiering of costs for the astrionic module. The astr.'onic module 
components. such as the fuel cell. were cos ted and summed into subsystem cost. astrionics 
cost and tinally astrionic module costs. 
Unit recurring cost for a representative Reusable Synchronous Mission Tug Astrionic 
Module is $8 million which may be prorated over ten missions to $1.52 million per mission. 
Nonrecurring costs are estimated at $87 million which includes $27 million for two night 
test articles. 
Appendix Q of this report gives a detailed analysis of the costing exercise and the 
resulting ROM cost impacts. 
3.11.7 Orbital Lifetime Consideration 
A study wvs performed to determine how long the tug could be stored in a 100 N.M. 
circular parking orbit in a fueled and un fueled statc. To obtain the results. a trajectory 
integration program. which contains an atmospheric drag model. was utilized. Lifetime was 
determined by integrating the initial vehicle state in a 100 N.M. circular orbit until the 
perigee radius of the orbit decreased below 50 km. It was assumed that the tug's angular 
attitude was not controlled during the altitude decay and that tumbling would occur. Net 
lift for.:e~ were zero. TIl is means that the tug would be tumbling. and thus there would be 
no net lift forces acting on it. TIle ballistic coefficient.,6. for the tug was considered to be 
similar to that of the S-II stage of the Saturn V vehicle. 
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where: CD = drag coefficient 
A = area of vehicle projected onto a plane normal to the relative 
velocity vector 
m = mass of vehicle 
The orbital lifetime as a function of the ballistic coefficient is shown in Figure 3-8. The 
lifetimes of the tug in empty and full configurations are indicated on the plot and tabulated 
below. 
Configuration Lifetime 
EMPTY: 18-20 hrs 
FULL: 100-120 hrs 
An estimate was made as to how much total velocity impulse would be necessary to 
maintain or station keep the tug in the 100 N.M. circular parking orbit. The estimate was 
made by assuming that the amount of orbital energy lost per revolution would be replaced 
by adding a velocity impulse to offset the loss. The results are presented below . 
Configuration 
EMPTY: 
FULL: 
Impulse per Revolution 
150 m/sec 
3Q m/sec 
Additional fuel would also be necessary for attitude control. 
In summary the following statem~nts can be made about lifetime considerations at a 
100 N.M. parking orbit. 
• Lifetimes are relatively short compared with requirements for the duration of 
quiescent tug storage. 
• St?tionkeeping fuel requirements at 100 N.M. are excessively high. 
4.0 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
4.1 SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 
The astrionic subsystem descriptions were given in Section 3.0. These subsystems are 
connected and controlled by a centralized computing capability dnd a data bus with its 
associated standard interface units (SIU). A layout of the totai astrionic system is shown in 
Figure 4-1. 
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Figure 3·8. Space Tug Orbital Lifetime 
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The system is configured for a centralized. rather than a federalized, approach to data 
management. The data bus control unit controls the serial. digital data on the data bus and 
is the interface between the data bus and the computers. The SUbsystem equipment is 
connected to the data bus by standard interface units. These SlUs re designed to permit 
unlimited exchange of equipment on the data bus so that no electrical timing or loading 
perturbations are introduced on the rest of the system. The Input/Output (I/O) processors 
are used to adapt the subsystem equipment to the SIUs and the data bus in turn. In new 
designs, the I/O can be an integral part of the equipment. This approach minimizes impact 
of the introduction of new state-of-the-art hardware as the astrionic system matures. Also 
shown on this figure is the fuel cell used for supplying electrical power to the astrionic 
equipment and the thermal control subsystem for thermal control of the components. 
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The subsystem equipment on the data bus supplies data to and receives data from the 
data management processing capability. Figures 4-2 through 4-7 shoY: block diagrams and 
functional interconnections for the subsystems. No attempt was mode to show equipment 
power connections, details of checkout, telemetry signals or redundant information flow in 
these figures. 
Figure 4-2 shows the functional interconnection diagram for the navigation sensors. 
This figure shows how the sensors required for the synchronous orbit mission interface with 
their associated electronic units and the standard interface units. The signals generated by 
the navigation sensors are fed to and from the computer for processing of navigation data. 
The data received from the navigation sensors is processed by the computer for use by other 
space tug functional areas, especially guidance and control. 
The guidance and control functional interconnection diagram is shown in Figure 4-3. 
As is shown, inputs from the navigation function are processed in the computer i.: 
conjunction with guidance scheme computations. After the gtidance and navigation 
computations, the results are used for guidance function processing in the computer. The 
control commands are sent through the data bus and SlUs to the RCS subsystem and the 
main propulsion engine. Feedback loops provide additional inputs back to the computer for 
processing, enabling the guidance and control function to steer the vehicle. 
A functional blocr.: diagram of the command and control subsystem is shown in Figure 
44. The functional interconnects are shown for the components in this subsystem. The 
telemetrY data is processed and formatted by the data management subsystem. This data is 
fed through the data bus and SIU for modulation processing prior to transmission. 
Command data is received by the command and control subsystem, demodulated, decoded 
and sent through the ~~ta bus to the computer processing. The control signals for the 
command and control equipment shown on this diagram are also received from the data bus. 
The distribution and functional interconnects for the electrical power subsystem are 
shown in Figures 4-5 and 4-6. Figure 4-5 shows how electrical power from the fuel cells is 
connected to other astrionic components. Figure 4-6 shows in more detail the "A" bus 
distribution and interconnections. Also shown are the fuel cell interfaces with the data 
management computer and signals to the propulsion module. 
Figure 4-7 shows the functional interconnects for the thermal control subsystem. As 
shown. the computer supplies signals to operate the coolant pumps and .Jceives temperature 
and pressure signals required for proper operation. 
When the functional interconnects are integrated into an 3strionic system by the data 
bus. SIUs and data management subsystem. proper and efficient operation at the system 
level is maintained. 
4.2 EQUIPMENT USAGE FOR SPACE TUG MISSIONS 
The astrionic system components used for the space tug missions are listed in Table 
4-1. This table shows the number or quantity of components or hardware required for every 
vehicle of each design mission used in this study. The number of components arc classified 
as primary (P) or backup (8). The primary units are to be operated when that particular 
piece of equipmcnt is required during the mission. The backup units arc a backup to the 
prinmry unit and arc used when the primary unit has a failure. The backup units may be 
either inactive or in a standby mode dcpending on the mission phase and the criticality of 
the equipment. 
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Figure 4-7, Astrionk Module Thermal Control Funclional Inten:onne<:lion Diagram 
4.3 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF ASTRIONIC EOUIPMENT 
Tables 4-~ through 4-7 define the physical dlaracteristics of each of the hardware items defined during this study, These tables detail the dimensions in inches of the items in width, height and depth, the weight in pounds of each of the components, the "Clive and standby power requirements in de walls and III,: operaling temperature limits (where available) in Fahrenlwit degrees, 
Some of the physkal dtara,terislics given in the ligures arc based on a,'wal buill hardware: others arc based on typical dlaraLlerislics for that type of wmponel1l TIle physical dlaracteristics were used in equipment layouts for the space tug astrionic module to show the feasibility of the astrionic module concL'pt f Sec Figures 4-8 and 4-9), The item numh,'rs shown on the physical dtardclerislics sheets ref,:r to the equipment shown in Figure 4-8, As these figures show, suflident space is avail"ble for equipment used for the worst caSL' mission (lunar landing) as far as equipment is concerned, Future addilional slUdk ... or reliability t.."onsidcrations may increase the .:omponcnts required in the- ~Istrionk moduk, But the capability L'sists for growth capability in the module and som,' incre'lSe ,::t11 I'll' handled, 
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Table 4-2. Space Tug Astrionic Module Equipment Characteristics-Data Management Subsystem 
DIMENSIONS POWER 
IINCHES) (WA TTS'()C) 
OPERATING ITEM NAME OF WT. TEMP. NO. COMPONENT IN H 0 (LBS) (A) (5) LIMITS (OF) 
. 
10 CPU 13" 9.4 7.0 60.0 80 80 
-400 TO 1310 19 BUS CONTROL UNIT 12.0 8.0 3.6 35.0 50 50 
-400 TO 1310 20 MAIN MEMORY 10.0 6.0 5.0 20.0 100 10 400 TO 1310 21 MAGNETIC TAPE UNIT 10.0 7.0 5.0 10.0 15 0 320 TO 1_ 57 DISPLAY MEMORY 5.0 6.0 5.0 10.0 50 5 _TO 1310 38 CDNFIG. ASSIGNMENT UNIT 8.0 S.O 3.0 12.0 15 15 _TO 1310 
A = ACTIVE 
S=STANDBY 
Table 4-3. Space Tug Astrionic Module Equipment Characteristics-Navigation. Guidance 
"nd Control Subsystem 
DIMENSIONS POWER (INCHES) (WA TTS.()C) 
OPERATING ITEM NAME OF WT. TEMP. NO. COMPONENT W H 0 (LBS) (A) (5) liMITS (OF) 
9 IMU 13'" 9.0 80 200 00 TO 500 LASER RADAR 2B.0 30 00 TO 500 4 • SENSOR 8'" 17.0 20.0 00 TO 500 14 • ELECTRONICS 8.0 12.0 12.0 8.0 00 TO 500 STAR TRACKER 23.0 20 00 TO 500 
1 
• SENSOR 9.1 8.1 6.4 14.0 
(30P) 
00 TO 500 11 • ELECTRONICS 5.5 8.1 4.0 9.0 00 TO 500 LANDMARK TRACKER 30.0 40 00 TO 500 2 • SENSOR 4.0 4.0 12.0 22.0 25 00 TO 500 12 • ELECTRONICS 8.0 8.0 12.0 8.0 15 00 TO 500 HORIZON SENSOR 17.0 10 00 TO 500 
.SENSOR(2) 6.0 
(laP) 
00 TO 500 
5 5.5 4.0 7.5 15 • ELECTRONICS 6.0 2.9 6.5 5.0 00 TO 500 LANOING RADAR 34.0 80 00 TO 500 3 • SENSOR & GIM8ALS 21'" 13.0 15.0 00 TO 500 13 • ELECTRONICS 19.0 00 TO 500 RATE GYROS 7.0 3.6 7.0 11.0 45 400 TO 740C ACCELEROMETERS 4,0 3.6 5.0 4.0 8.4 ·730 TO 710C 
A = ACTIVE 
S = STANDBY 
P = PEAK POWER 
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Table 44. Space Tug Astrionic Module Equipment Characteristics-Electrical rower Subsystem 
DIMENSIONS POWER 
IINe.HESI (WA TTS.I)CI 
---.- OPERATING ITEM NAME OF WT. TEM? NO. COMPONENT W Ii D (Lasl (AI (51 LIMITS (OF I 
32 FUEL CELL 16.0 21.0 32.0 165 100· 1600 TO 2200 
OPERATING 
350 TO 2200 
STORAGE 35 REACT ANT - H2 
36 REACTANT -·02 
33 H2 TANK 17.0 17.0 18.0 7.0 34 
°2 TANK 14.0 14.0 15.0 14.0 31 BATTERY 8.8 17.5 10.0 140.0 400 TO 90D 43 DC REGULATOR B.O 6.0 4.0 5.0 37 BATTERY CHARGER 6.0 6.0 3.0 8.0 
A'" ACTIVE 
S'STANDBY 
·FUEL CELL PARASITIC POWER 
Tahle 4-5. Sp''''e Tug Astrioni<: Mmiule Equipment Charaetcristics Electrical fl:ctworks SlIh,ystcl1l 
DIMENSIONS POWER 
"NCHES' (WATTS-DC) 
OPERATING ITEM NAME OF WT. TEMP NO. COMPONENT W .. D (LBS) lA' IS) LIMITS (OF) 
23 SIU 4.3 3.0 2.8 0.4 1 1 -670 TO 2570 24 DATA BUS 13CM3 1.5 
-400 TO 131° 22 MONITORING UNIT 4.0 2.0 2.0 0.5 2 2 -400 TO 1310 22 AUX. MONT. UNIT 4.0 2.0 2.0 05 2 2 -40° TO 131 0 30 POWER DISTRIBUTOR 12.0 17.0 B.O 390 39 AUX PQWE R DISTA. 11.0 9.0 6.0 13.0 29 WIRE &: CAt!LES (LBS) 150 TO 200, 16 JUNCTION BOXES 6.0 6.0 2.0 2.0 
A • ACTIVE 
S - STANDBY 
The- 1..'l)Uil'HlIl'nt dl·st...·ribc..·J 111 Ihi~ sc~lion is IllUUIJIc..'U to I.."OmpOIlL'nt mounting pands. Thesl' pancl!\ also Sl'r\'l' 'IS "":old phlll'!'>" fur Ihl.'rlll.1I (ontrol. The pands an .. ' ill turn l."onnl'L"Ic..'lI to Ihl' inll'rior of Ihl.' astrionil' Illoduk' ~Inldurl.' (Sl.'l.' Figun' 4·101 for thl: astrionil.' l110duk I.:onliguralion. On thl.' uut:rr.ic.h: or Ihl' hOlh.'}'l:Ol1lh ,trllctllfl.' afl.' mounll.'d til.: radi~JlOf~ ,,1111..1 JOUH.'f:rr. for thermal l.'tlllifoi. Thl.'ft...' an' \.'Ight l.:ompon\..'111 mounting p~lIld~ 
,t11d eiglll rJdiator!louver panels. Thi, type of physical ,'Ol1figllratiol1 prtn-ide, Ih" hasis fur moullting thl.' astriol1il.' l..'oJ11polll.·nt~. 
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Table 4-6. Space Tug Astrionic Module Equipment Characteristics-Command and 
Control Subsystem 
OIMENSIONS POWER 
(INCHES) CWATTS.QC) 
OPERATING 
ITEM NAME Of WT. TEMP. 
NO. COMPONENT W H D CLBS) CAl CS) LIMITS COF) 
44 USB ELECTRONICS 21.0 7.0 B.O 42.0 107 
45 USB DIPLEXER 4.0 3.0 1.0 0.5 
-
-'10 TO 1670 
46 USB ANT. SWITCH 2.0 1.0 2.0 0.3 - -'10 TO 1670 
47 USB POWER DIVIDER 3.0 1.0 2.0 0.5 -'10 TO 1670 
6 USB OMN I ANTENNt.~ 6.0 3.0 3.0 0.5 -40 TO 1670 
18 USB HI.(lAIN ANT. CTRL 10.0 8.0 5.0 10.0 10 ",,0 TO 1670 
8 USB HI.(lAIN ANT. 4B.0 48.0 12.0 20.0 ",,0 TO 1670 
27 VHF TRAI~SCEIVER 15.0 7.0 5.0 15.0 25 -40 TO 1610 
48 VHF DIPLEXER 4.0 3.0 4.0 1.0 ",,0 TO 1670 
49 VHF POWER DIVIDER 3.0 1.0 2.0 0.5 -'10 TO 1670 
7 VHF OMNI ANTENNA 2.0 11.0 5.0 1.2 ",,0 TO 1670 
/0 COMM"ND DECODE E LEC. 8.0 5.0 4.0 10.0 5 3 -'10 TO 1670 
-II TV CAMERA 2.0 6.0 10.0 5.0 6 4 0 TO 1670 
42 TV CAMERA CONTROL 3.0 3.0 2.0 2.0 3 4 0 TO 1670 
40 VHF COMMAND RCVR. 4.0 6.0 2.5 2.0 I .5 -40 TO 1670 
17 AUDIO EQUIPMENT 4.0 2.0 1.0 2.0 3 4 0 TO 1670 
A' ACTIVE 
S' STANDBY 
Table 4-7. Space Tug Astrionk Module Eouipment Characteristi,s-Thermal Control 
Subsystem and Structures 
DIMENSIONS POWER 
(INCHES) (WATTS.QC) 
OPERATING 
ITEM NAME Of WT. TEMP. 
NO. COMPONENT W H 0 (LBS) CAl CS) LIMITS COF) 
52 COOLANT PUMP 6.0 8.0 6.0 25.0 150 
53 SERVICE HEAT EXCH. 6.0 5.0 3.0 10.Q 
54 COOLANT ACCUMULATOR 10.0 10.0 12.0 ...J.O 
55 RADIATOR 48.0 44.0 2.0 18.4 
58 COOLANT flUID 50.0 
61 LOUVERS 48.0 44.0 3.0 11.0 
62 COMPONENT MTG PANEL 36.0 48.0 1.5 25.0 
63 MISC. PLUMBING 60.0 
MUUILAYER INSULATION 25.0 
MOUNTING HARDWARE 20.0 
STRUCTURES 400.0 
A' ACTIVE 
S'STANDBY 
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Figure 4-11. Astrionk Moduic Component layout 
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4.4 ASTRIONIC MODULE WEIGHT AND POWER SUMMARY 
The equipment usage shown in Table 4-1 and the equipment physical characteristics shown in Tables 4-2 ihrough 4-7 were used to develop the astrionic module weight and power summaries for the space tug missions. All units used in the astrionic module were considered for the weight summaries. The active power requirements for all primary units of the astrionic module were summarized to show the power requirement. Although all primary units may never be operating simultaneously and backup units are sometimes on standby. the summation of the power for all primary units gives an indication of the total power requirements for the astrionic equipment. 
Tables 4-8 through 4-12 give the detailed weight and power breakdowns for the astrionic modules of the design space tug missions. Table 4-13 gives the summary of the astrionic module weights. and Table 4-14 gives the astrionic module power summary . 
4.5 ASTRIONIC SYSTEM ELEMENTS LOCATED IN OTHER SPACE TUG MODULES 
Some of the astrionic system elements identified during this study will also be located in other modules of the space tug. Figure 4-11 shows the interfaces between the astrionic module and other space tug modules. The following is a preliminary breakdown of the astrionic equipment in the propulsion module and the crew module. Follow-on study and/or other tug contractor studies will provide a detailed definition of these elements. 
4.5.1 Preliminary Propulsion Module Astrionic Equipment 
The only astrionic equipment identified for the l'ropulsion module (PM) is standard interface units (SJU) to interface with the RCS and main thrust engines and the monitoring units which sequence and monitor equipment not serviced by other SJUs. These units will be serviced by the data bus network in the PM. The weight and power impacts for gimba!led actuators for the main engine and for instrumentation were not addressed. Since the worst case mission identities less than twenty of the above units. the astrionic weight impact would be less than 20 pounds and have an active power requirement of less than 30 watts . This impact should be minimal for the propulsion module. 
The crew module (CM I will require SIUs. monitoring units for monitoring and sequencing of the crew module equipment and displays. These units will be serviced by the data bus network in the CM. As with the propUlsion module. less than twenty units should be required. with less than twenty pounds of additional astrionic weight and less than thirty walts of active power requifl·ments. 
The display and control equipment will have a much greater impact on the crew module astrionic system weight and power. The following is a tabulation of the display an<:l control equipment (Sec Appendix 0 for details) in the crew module and ils associated weight and power. 
I-53 
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Unit Unil Total Total 
Number Weight rower .Weight Power 
Unit Required (Lbsl (Walts. ~ (Walts) 
Cathode Ray Tub~ .1 15 IHO 75 540 
Keyhoord 3 13 10 30 60 
Manual Conrrol 
Signal Connector 1 40 110 .0 ~40 
Totals 194 "40 
Some of the equipment presently located in the astrionic module (such as the laser 
r.ldar sensor) may later be found to opemte more efficiently in the crew module for manned 
missions. These components will operate satisfactorily on the astrionic module and are 
presently included in the astrionic module weight and power summaries. 
Therefore. the weight and power for the astrionic equipment in the crew II', dule is 
approximatcly 200 pounds with a power requirement of approximately 900 watts. 
5.0 COMMONALITY OF SPACE TUG ASTRIONICS WITH OTHER SPACE SYSTEMS 
5.1 INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE 
A primary task in the Modular Astrionics Study is to: (I) identify and comparc 
identical and rclated requirements. and (2) establish commonality in function. 
specifications. and software for the astrionic systems for thc several planned future space 
systems. As part of this task. a comparison of the astri:mic systems was made for: 
• Space Tug (10 mission-vehicle combinations) 
• Reusable NU<,:lcar Shuttle (3 separate studies) 
• Space Station 
• Earth Orbital Shuttle (Orbiter and Booster) 
All information used in this comparison was obtained for the six NASA contr;oct'~d studies 
as listed in the references (Scction 5.4). 
5.2 SUMMARY 
Considerable commonality exists in the recommend~d astrionk systems for the 
fourteen mission-vehicle .:ombinations (10 tug, RNS. Spa.:c Station. Shuttle Booster. 
Shuttle Orbiter) at all levels. This commonality includes: 
• Functions to be performed. 
• Mechanization apPf{,ach selected. 
• G(:nerk hardware recommended. 
However. due to the levd or phase of the studies. comparison of the pcrform'lIIce 
requirements (specilications) for the SUbsystems or recommended hardware was not 
possible, 
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Table 4·8. Detailed Weight and Power Summary - Synchronous Mission, 
Reusable Tugs (Sheet I of 2) 
MISSION SYNCHRONOUS )REUSABLE -
1ST TUG) 
QUANTITY TOTAL TOTAL 
COMPONENT POWER WEIGHT 
P B )WATTS) )LBS) 
CPU 1 1 BO 120 
BUS CONTROL UNIT 1 1 50 70 
MAIN MEMORY 2 200 40 
MAGNETIC TAPE 1 15 10 
CONFIG. ASSIGN. UNIT 1 1 15 24 
DATA MANAGEMENT SUBSYSTEM TOTALS 360 T64 
IMU 1 200 80 
LASER RADAR 1 30 28 
STAR TRACKER 2 40 46 
LANDMARK TRACKER 1 40 30 
HORIZON SENSOR I 
- --
N. G&C SUBSYSTEM TOTALS 3tii 1a4 
FUEL CELLS 2 200 338 
REACT ANT - H2 I LBS} 
-
2 
REACTANT - 02 ILBS) 
- -
11 
H2TANK 2 
-
2 
02 TANK 2 
-
3 
DC REGULATOR 2 
-
10 
MOUNTING HARDWARE 
- - 20 
ELEC. POWER SUBSYSTEM TDTALS 200 386 
SIU 20 21 20 16.4 
DATA BUS 1 2 22.5 
MONITORING UNIT 9 9 18 9 
POWER DISTRIBUTOR 1 
-
39 
AUX. POWER DISTRIBUTOH 4 
-
52 
WIRE & CABLES ILBS} 
- -
180 
JUNCTION BOX 8 
-
16 
ELEC. NETWORKS SUBSYSTEM TOTALS 38 335 
USB ELECTRONICS 1 107 42 
USB DIPLEXER 1 
-
0.5 
USB ANTENNA SWITCH 1 - 0.3 
USB POWER DIVIDER 1 
-
0.5 
USB OMNI ANTENNA 4 
-
2 
USB HI·GAIN ANT. CTRL 1 10 10 
USB HI·GAIN ANTENNA 1 
-
20 
VHF DIPLEXER 1 
-
1 
VHF POWER DIVIDER 1 -- 0.5 
VHF OMNI ANTENNA 2 - 2.4 
COMMAND DECODE ELEC. 2 10 20 
TV CAMERA 1 6 5 
TV CAMERA CT"'L 1 3 2 
VHF COMMA"'" ACVR, 2 2 4 
CMND & C.l "L SU6SYSTEM TOTALS 138 TfO 
P'" PRIMARY 
B· BACKUP 
1·5(, 
I l ' 
L I; ! ,-
f 
SYNCHRONOUS )REUSABLE -
2NOTUG) 
QUANTITY TOTAL TOTAL Ii' 
POWER WEIGHT 
P B )WATTS) )LBS) 
1 1 80 120 
1 1 50 70 
2 200 40 
1 15 10 
1 1 15 24 
360 264 
1 200 80 
1 30 28 
2 40 46 
1 40 30 
10 17 
320 201 
2 200 338 
- -
11 
- - 89 
2 
-
13 
2 27 
2 
-
10 
- - 20 
200 508 
lB 19 18 14.8 
1 2 22.5 
9 9 18 9 
1 - 39 
4 - 52 
- -
180 
8 - 16 
36 333 
1 107 42 
1 
- 0.5 
1 
- 0.3 
1 
- 0.5 
4 
- 2 
1 10 10 
1 
-
20 
1 
--
I 
1 
-
0.5 
2 
- 2.4 
2 10 20 
1 6 5 
1 3 2 
2 2 4 
138 110 
.. ~ 
Table 4-8. Detailed Weight and Power Summary - Synchronous Mission, 
Reusable Tugs (Sheet 2 of 2) 
MISSION SYNCHRONOUS (REUSABLE - SYNCHRONOUS (REUSABLE -
1ST TUGI 2NOTUGI 
QUANTITY TOTAL TOTAL QUANTITY TOTAL TOTAL 
COMPONENT POWER WEIG~IT POWER WEIGHT 
P B (WATTSI (LBSI P B (WATTSI (LBSI 
COOLANT PUMP 1 1 150 50 1 1 150 50 
SERVICE HEAT EXCH. 1 
-
10 1 
-
10 
COOLANT ACCUM. 1 
-
30 1 
-
30· 
RADIATOR B 
-
147 8 - 147 
COOLANT FLUID 
- -
50 - - 50 
LOUVERS 8 
-
88 8 
-
88 
COMPONE;~T MTG. PANEL 8 
-
200 8 
-
200 
MISC. PLUM81NG 
-
-
60 
- -
60 
MULTILAYER INSULATION 
-
25 25 
THE RMAL CONDo SUBSYSTEM TO, ALS 150 66ii' TsO 650 
STRUCTURE (LBSI 400 400 
P= PRIMARY 
B= BACKUP 
The more significant areas of commonality include the following: 
• Prime Power Source - Fuel cells are recommended for all tug missions. Two of 
three studies recommend fuel cells for reusable nuclear shuttle (RNS), and fuel 
cells are recommended for the earth orbit shuttle (EOS) orbiter. 
• Signal Distribution - All studies for all vehicles recommend use of a data bus 
system for internal signal distribution. 
• Communications (RF) - All studies for all vehicles recommend unified S-band 
and VHF systems. 
• Navigation and Guidance - Commonality in N & G hardware recommended 
included the following: 
I. IMU - All studies for all vehicles (except one RNS study) recommend the 
strapdown platform as the primary system for vehicle attitude and velocity 
data. 
2. Star Trackers - All studies for all vehicles (except EOS orbiter and booster) 
recommend use of star tracker(s) for navigation aids to obtain attitude and 
position updates. 
3. Landmark Tracker - The landmark tracker is recommended for all tug 
missions (except one), for the space station, and by one study for the RNS. 
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Table 4-9. Detailed Weight and Power Summary - Synchronous (Expendable Tug) 
and Lunar Landing Missions (Sheet I of 2) 
-
. ;;.>SION SYNCHRONOUS LUNAR LANDING 
fEXPENOABLE TUG) 
--
QUANTITV TOTAL TOTAL QUANTITY TOTAL TOTAL 
COMPONENT POWER WEIGHT POWER WEIGHT 
P B fWAITSI fLBSI P B fWATTSI ILBSI 
CPU 1 so 60 1 2 so ISO 
BUS CONTROL UNIT 1 so 35 1 2 50 105 
MAIN MEMORY 1 100 20 2 200 40 
MAGNETIC TAPE 
- - - 1 15 10 
DISPLAY MEMORY 
- - -
1 50 10 
CONFIG. ASSIGN. UNIT 
- - -
1 2 15 36 
AUX. MONT. UNIT 
- - - 3 _6_ 
---1JL DATA MGMT. SUBSYSTEM TOTALS 23il 1'1:;- 416 383 
IMU 1 200 so 1 200 so 
LASER RADAR 1 30 2S 1 30 28 
STAR TRACKER 2 40 46 2 40 46 
LANDMARK TRACKER 1 40 30 1 40 30 
HORIZON SENSOR 1 10 17 - - -
LANDING RADAR - - - 1 -.!!Q.. ~ 
N. G8>C SUBSYSTEM TOTALS 320 201 390 21S 
FUEL CELL 1 100 169 2 200 33B 
REACTANT - H2 
- 3 - 5 
REACTANT - 02 - 17 - 43 
H2TANK 1 3 2 6 
02 TANK 1 5 2 13 
BAITERY - - - 1 140 
DC REGU~ATOR 1 5 2 10 
BATl ERY CHARGEr, 
- - 1 8 
IW_ UNTING HARDWARE 
- - ---li.. - 20 
ELEC. POWER SUSSYSTEM TOTALS 1liil 222 200 583 
SIU 12 12 4.S 23 22 23 18 
DATA BUS 1 - 7.5 1 2 - 22.5 
MONITORING UNIT 9 ,S 4.5 9 9 18 9 
AUX. MONT. UNIT -
- -
POWER DISTRIBUTOR 1 - 39 1 - 39 
AUX. POWER :>ISTR. 4 - 52 4 - 52 
WIRE 8> CASLES (LBS) - - 150 - - 200 
JUNCTION BOX B - 16 8 - 16 
ELEC. NETWORKS SUBSYSTEM TOTALS 30 274 , ""41 "3s6 
USB ELECTRONICS 1 107 42 1 107 42 
USB DIPLExeR 1 - 0.5 1 - 0.5 
USB ANTENNA SWITCH 1 - 0.3 1 - 0.3 
USB POWER DIVIDER 1 -- 0.5 1 - 0.5 
usa OMNI ANTENNA 4 - 2 4 - 2 
USB HI-GAIN ANT. CTRL 1 10 10 1 10 10 
USB HI-GAIN ANT. 1 
-
20 1 - 20 
VHF TRANSCEIVER 1 25 15 
VHF DIPLEXER 1 1 
VHF POWER DIVIDER 1 0.5 
VHF OMNI ANT. 2 2.4 
COMMAND DECODE ELEC. 1 5 10 1 1 5 20 
TV CAMERA 1 1 6 5 
TV CAMERA Ci RL 1 - - 1 3 2 
AUDIO EQUIPMENT 
-
1 - 3 2 
CMND 8> CTRL SUBSYSTEM TOTALS '122" 87 159 ""f25 
p, PRIMARY 
B' BACKUP 
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Table 4-9. Detailed Weight and Power Summary - Synchronous (Expendable Tug) 
and Lunar Landing Missions (Sheet:! of 2 ) 
MISSION SYNCHRONOUS LUNAR LANDING 
(EXPENDA8LE TUGI 
QUANTITY TOTAL TO'7.\L QUANTITY TOTAL TOTAL 
COMPONENT POWER WEIGHY POWER WEIGHT 
P B (WATTSI (L8S1 P B (WATTSI (L8S1 
Q 
COOLANT PUMP 1 1 160 60 w 
SERVICE HEAT eXCH. 1 
-
10 Z 
COOLANT ACCUM. 1 
-
30 :i1 II: 
RADIATOR 6 I - 110 .. COOLANT FLUID - - 60 I-w LOUVERS 6 - 66 Q 
COMPo MTG. PANEL 6 - 160 .. 
'" MISC. PLUMBINr. 
- -
60 0 
MULTILAYER INSULATION 
-
-
-L I-
THERMAL CONO. SUBSYSTEM TOTALS 150 551 
ESTiMATEi' 
15i) 1000 
STRUCTURES (L8S1 400 400 
P= PRIMARY 
B = BACKUP 
4. Laser Radar - For missions requiring rendezvous and docking operations, all 
studies for all vehicles recommend use of the laser radar. except those studies 
which assigned docking as a crew function. 
5.3 COMPARISONS FOR COMMONALITY 
Comparisons to identify .ommonality in the recommended astrionic systems for 
fourteen mission-vehicle combinations were made using the information available from the 
appendices 10 this report and the documents listed in the references. These comparisons 
were made at four study levels and are discussed in the following paragraphs. 
5.3.1 Missions and Mission Elements 
The areas for comparison at this level are: 
• Vehicles - Whether manned or automated and reusable or expended. 
• Operational Base - Location where the "prepare for mission" function is 
performed. 
• Space Operations - Assembly and/or maintenance operations to be performed in 
space. 
• 
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Table 4--1 O. Detailed Weight and Power Summary - Earth Orbital and Lunar Orbital Operations Missions (Sheet 1 of 2) 
MISSION EARTH ORBITAL LUNAR ORBITAL OPERATIONS OPERATIONS 
QUANTITY TOTAL TOTAL QUANTITY TOTAL TOTAL COMPONENT POWER WEIGHT POWER WEIGHT P B (WATTS! (LBS! P B (WATTS) (LBS! 
CPU I 2 80 180 1 2 80 130 BUS CONTROL UNIT I 2 50 lOS 1 2 50 lOS MAIN MEMORY 2 200 40 2 200 40 MAGNETIC TAPE UNIT I IS 10 I 15 10 DISl'LAY MEMORY I 50 10 1 50 10 CONFIG. ASSIGNMENT UNIT I 2 15 36 I 2 15 36 DATA MGMT. SU8SYSTEM TOTALS 4iO 381 4iO 381 
IMU 1 200 80 I 200 80 LASER RAOAR I 30 28 1 30 28 STAR TRACKER 2 40 46 2 40 46 LANDMARK TRACKER I ~ ~ I -~ ~ N, G&C SUBSYSTEM TOTALS 310 184 310 184 
FUEL CELL 2 200 338 2 200 33B REACTANT - H2 
-
- 4 
- - 4 REACT ANT - 02 
-
- 36 
-
- 36 H2TANK 2 
- 5 2 
-
5 °2 TANf( 2 
- I I 2 
-
II BATTERY 1 
-
140 I 
- 140 DC REGULATOR 2 
- 10 2 
-
10 BATTERY CHARGER I 
-
__ 8_ I 
-
__ 8_ ELEC. POWER SUBSYSTEM TOTALS 200 552 200 552 
SIU 22 21 22 17.2 22 21 22 17.2 DATA BUS I 2 
- 22.5 I 2 22.5 MONITORING UNIT 9 9 18 9 9 9 18 9 POWER DISTRIBUTOR I 
- 39 1 
- 39 AUX. POWER OISTRIBUTOR 4 I 
- 65 4 I 
- 65 WIRE & CABLES 
- 200 
- 200 JUNCTION BOXES 8 
-
_!2. 6 
- 16 ELEC. NETWORKS SUBSYSTEM TOTALS 40 369 ~ 369 
USB ELECTRONICS I 107 42 I 107 42 USB DIPLEXER I 
- 0.5 I 
- 0.5 USB ANTENNA SWITCH I 
- 0.3 I 
- 0.3 USB POWER OIVIOER I 
- 0.5 I 
- 0.5 USB OMNI ANTENNAS 4 
- 2 4 
- 2 USB HI.(lAIN ANT. CTRL I 10 10 I 10 10 US~ HI.(lAIN ANTENNAS 1 
- 20 I 
- 20 VHF TRANSCE I VEo R I 25 15 I 25 15 VHF OIPLEXER I 
- I I 
- I VHF POWER OIVIOER I 
- 0.5 I 
- 0.5 VHF OMNI ANTENNAS 2 - 2.4 2 
- 2.4 CMD. OECOOE ELECTAONICS 2 10 20 I I 5 20 TV CAMERA 1 6 5 1 6 5 TV CAME RA CTR L 1 3 2 I 3 2 VHF COMMANO RCVR 2 2 4 
-
- -AUDIO EQUIPMENT 1 3 __ 2_ 1 • __ 3_ 
--L CMNO & CTRL SUBSYSTEM TOTALS Iii;- 127 159 123 
p. PRIMARY 
B' BACKUP 
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Table 4-10. Detailed Weight and Power Summary - Earth Orbital and Lunar Orbital 
Operations Missions (Sheet 2 of 2) 
MISSION EARTH ORBITAL LUNAR ORBITAL 
OPERATIONS OPERATIONS 
QUANTITY TOTAL T07AL QUANTITY TOTAL 
COMPONENT POWER WEIGHT POWER 
P B (WATTS) (LBS) P B (WATTS) 
COOLANT PUMP 1 1 150 50 1 1 150 
SERVICE HEAT EXCHANGER 1 
-
10 1 
-
COOLANT ACCUMULATOR 1 
-
30 1 
-
RAOIATOR a - 147 a -
COOL .. NT FLUIO 
- -
50 - -
LOUVERS a 
-
88 a 
-
COMPONENT MTG. PANEL a 
-
200 a 
-
MISCELLANEOUS PLUMBING - - 60 -
-MULTILAYER INSULATION - -
-lL 
THERMAL CONO. SUaSYSTEM TOTALS 15il 660 ~ 
STRUCTURES (LaS) 
-
- 400 
- -
p. PRIMARY 
B= BACKUP 
• Interfaces - RF interfaces with other space systems and ground stations. 
• Transport System - Transport system used, if required, to transport the vehicle 
to its operating base. 
Comparisons in these areas are illustrated in Figure 5-1 WhlCd shows both the commonalities 
and differences. Significant areas of commonality are: 
• In~pace maintenance is required for RNS, tug, and space station. 
• Signal interfaces (RF) are required between the space systems and between the 
space systems and the ground stations. 
• Automated missions (unmanned) are required for both RNS and tug. 
5.3.2 Mission Events 
The fourteen missions were categorized into eleven mission events. Comparisons of 
these mission events are illustrated in Figure 5-2. Considerable commonality exists for the 
intraorbit transfers, rendezvous and dock, and station keeping events. Commonality exists 
between at least two space vehicles for each of the eleven mission events except: 
• Lunar parking orbit (LPO) to low earth orbit (LEO) transfers are a requirement 
for RNS only. However, the astrionic system functions and their mechanization 
for providing N & G are essentially the same for LPO to LEO transfers as those 
for LEO to LPO transfers, thus providing commonality between two vehicles for 
these mission events. 
1-61 
TOTAL 
WEIGHT 
(LBS) 
50 
10 
30 
147 
50 
88 
200 
60 
--1L 
660 
400 
Table 4-11. Detailed Weight and Power Summary - Planetary Mission 
MISSION PLANETARY 
IRE USEABLE - 1ST TUGI 
QUANTITY TOTAL TOTAL 
COMPONENT POWER WEIGHT 
P B (WAITS I (LBSI 
CPU 1 1 80 120 
BUS CONTROL UNIT 1 1 50 70 
MAIN MEMORY 2 200 40 
MAGNETIC TAPE UNIT 1 15 10 
CONFIG. ASSIGN. UNIT 1 1 15 24 
OATA MGMT. SUBSYSTEM TOTALS JOO 264 
IMU 1 200 BO 
LASER RAOAR 1 3D 28 
STAR TRACKER 2 40 46 
LANOMARK TRACKER 1 40 30 
HORIZON SENSOR 1 10 17 
N. G&C SUBSYSTEM TOTALS 320 201 
FUEL CELL 2 200 338 
REACT ANT - H2 
- -
4 
REACTANT - 02 
- -
36 
H2 TANK 2 
- 5 
02 TANK 2 - 11 
OC REGULATOR 2 
-
....!Q. 
ELEC. POWER SUBSYSTEM TOTALS 200 404 
SIU 23 22 23 18 
OATA BUS 1 2 
-
22.5 
MONITORING UNIT 9 9 18 9 
POWER OISTRIBUTOR 1 
-
39 
AUX. POWER OISTRIBUTOR 4 - 52 
WIRES & CABLES (LBSI 
- - 180 
JUNCTION BOX 8 - 16 
ELEC. NETWORKS SUBSYSTEM TOTALS 41 336 
USB ELECTRONICS 1 107 42 
USB OIPLEXER 1 - 0.5 
USB ANTENNA SWITCH 1 
-
0.3 
USB POWER OIVIOER 1 
-
0.5 
USB OMNI ANTENNAS 4 
-
2 
USB HI-GAIN ANT. CTRL 1 10 10 
USB HI-GAIN ANTENNA 1 
-
20 
COMMA NO DECODE ELEC. 1 1 5 20 
TV CAMERA 1 6 5 
TV CAMERA CONTROL 1 3 2 
CMND & CTRL SUBSYSTEM TOTALS 131 102 
COO LANT PUMP 1 1 150 50 
SERVICE HEAT EXCHANGER 1 
-
10 
COOLANT ACCUMULATOR 1 
-
30 
COOLANT FLUID 
- -
50 
RADIATOR B - 147 
LOUVERS 8 - B8 
COMPo MTG. PANEL 8 - 200 
MULTILAYER INSULATION 
-
- 25 
MISC. PLUMBING 
- -
60 
THERMAL CONDo SUBSYSTEM TOTALS "TsO 660 
STRUCTURES (LBSI 
- -
400 
p. PRIMARY 
B' BACKUP 
1-<>2 
.; .. 
PLANETARY 
IEXPENOABLE - 2NO TUGI 
QUANnTY TOTAL TOTAL 
POWER WEIGHT 
P B (WAITSI (LSSI 
1 1 80 120 
1 1 50 70 
2 200 40 
1 15 10 
1 1 15 24 
3sO 264 
1 200 80 
- - -
2 40 4-5 
- - -
-
_.-
-
240 126 
1 100 169 
- -
1 
- -
B 
1 
-
1 
1 .- 3 
1 
- .....!.Q.. 
100 192 
22 21 22 17.2 
1 2 - 22.5 
9 18 9 
, 
- 39 
-
52 
- - 150 
8 - 16 
40 306 
1 107 42 
1 
-
0.5 
1 
-
0.3 
1 - 0.5 
4 
-
2 
1 10 10 
1 
-
20 
1 1 5 20 
1 6 5 
1 3 2 
131 iii2 
1 1 150 50 
1 
-
10 
1 - 30 
- -
50 
6 - 110 
6 - 66 
6 - 150 
- -
25 
- -
60 
"""i5O 5sT 
-
400 
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Table 4-12. Detailed Weight and Power Summary - Reusable Nucle-dr Shuttle 
and Four Stage Saturn V Missions (Sheet I of::!) 
MISSION REUSABLE NUCLEAR 
SHUTTLE 
FOUR STAGE 
SATURN V 
QUANTITY TQTAL TOTAL QUANTITY TOTAL 
COMPONENT POWER WEIGHT POWER 
P B IWATTS. ILBS. P B IWATTS. 
CPU 1 1 80 120 1 1 80 
BUS CONTROL UNIT 1 1 50 10 1 1 50 
MAIN MEMORY 2 200 40 2 200 
MAGNETIC TAPE UNIT 1 15 10 1 15 
CONFIG. ASSIGN. UNIT 1 1 15 24 1 1 15 
DATA MGMT. SUBSYSTEM TOTALS 36iI 264 36ir 
IMU 1 200 80 1 200 
LASER RAOAn 1 30 28 1 30 
STAR TRACKE R 2 40 46 2 40 
LANDMARK TRACKER 1 40 30 1 40 
HORIZON SENSOR 1 10 11 1 10 
RATE GYROS 
- - -
1 45 
ACCELEROMETERS - - - 1 
-M-
N. G&C SUBSYSTEM TOTALS 32iI 2ii1 313 
FUEL CELL 2 200 33B 2 200 
REACTANT - H2 
- -
54 -
-
REACTANT - 02 - - 486 - -
H2TANK 2 - 12 2 -
02 TANK 2 
-
144 2 
-
BATTERY 2 
-
166 
- -
DC REGULATOR 2 
-
10 2 -
BATTERY CHARGER 1 -
---.!L - -
ELEC. POWER SUBSYSTEM TOTALS 2iiO 1268 2iiO 
SIU 23 22 23 lB 23 22 23 
DATA BUS 1 2 
-
22.5 1 2 
-MONITORING UNIT 9 9 18 9 9 9 18 
POWER DISTRIBUTOR 1 - 39 1 -
AUX. POWER DISTRIBUTOR 4 1 
-
65 4 
-
WIRES & CA~LES - - 200 - -
JUNC·,·'ON BOX 8 
-
16 8 
-
ELEC. NETWORKS SUBSYSTEM TOTALS -4-1- -36S ~ 
USB ELECTRONICS 1 101 42 1 101 
!JS8DIPLEXER 1 - 0.5 1 -
,.lS8 ANTENNA SWITCH 1 - 0.3 1 -
l.SB POWER DIVIDER 1 - 0.5 1 -
USB OMNI ANTENNAS 4 - 2 4 -
USB HI.QAIN ANT. CTRL 1 10 10 1 10 
USB HI.QAIN ANTENNA 1 
-
20 1 
-
COMMAND DECOOE ELECT. 1 1 5 20 1 1 5 
TV CAMERA 1 6 5 1 6 
TV CAMERA CONTROL 1 3 __ 2_ 1 __ 3_ 
CMND & erR L SUBSYSTEM TOTALS 131 102 131 
P= PRIMARY 
B = BACKUP 
TOTAL 
WEIGHT 
ILBS' 
120 
10 
40 
10 
24 
2ii4 
80 
28 
46 
30 
11 
11 
4 
2i6 
33B 
11 
161 
22 
45 
-
10 
-593 
18 
22.5 
9 
39 
52 
180 
16 
336 
42 
0.5 
0.3 
0.5 
2 
10 
20 
20 
5 
2 
102 
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Table 4-12. Detailed Weight and Power Summary - Reusable Nuclear Shuttle 
and Four Stage Saturn V Missions (Sheet 2 of 2) 
MISSION AEUSI'SLE NUCLEAR 
SHUTTLE 
FCURSTAGE 
SATURN v 
QUANTITY TQTAL TOTAL QUANTITY TOTAL COMPONENT POWER WEIGHT POWER 
P B CWATTSI CLBSI P B CWATTSI 
COOLANT PUMP I 1 150 50 1 1 l'.iO SERVICE HEAT EXCH. 1 10 1 COOLIINT ACCUMULATOR 1 30 1 COOLANT FLUID 
- 50 -RADIATOR 8 147 8 LOUVER 8 88 8 COMPONENT MTG. PANEL 8 200 8 MULTILAYER INSULATIQN 
- 26 
-MISC. PLUMBING 
- 60 
-THERMAL CONDo SUBSYSTEM TOTALS -,50" 6iiO 150 
STRUCTURES CLasI 
- - 400 
- -
P= PRIMARY 
B= BACKUP 
• Lunar landing is a requirement for the tug only. This event establishes several special astrionic reqUirements. including: 
I. Control of variable thrust engines. 
2. Use of a landing radar system to provide terminal gui lance data (at 
unprepared sites). 
3. Perform the power-up. checkout and system initialization functions without 
any direct support from an operational base. 
5.3.3 Astrionic Functional Areas 
The astrionic systems were broken down into nine functional areas for comparison as illustrated in Figure 5-3. Considerable commonality exists in all functional areas at this level. The more significant areas of commonality and differences arc as follows: 
1-64 
• Navigation and Guidance - All studies for all mission-vehicle combinatio.1S (except one tug mission) recommend use of an inertial and terminal guidance phase. The inertial navigation, as recommended by the studies, is performed on the basis of measured vehicle attitude and acceleratiGns in the inertial 
measurement unit and then processed in the digital computer 10 obtain vehicle 
TOTAL 
WEIGHT 
CLBSI 
50 
10 
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88 
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I Table 4-13. Aslrionic Module Weight Summaries 
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navigation data from the solution of the vehicle's equations of "'''Ition. According to the selected guidance law, the guidance computer generates vehicle guidance command signals. Navigation aids (star tracker, landmark tracker, etc.) are provided for IMU realignment, position and/or state vector updates. Terminal guidance utilizes all on-board sensor(s) to provide the vehicle-ta-target 
relationship in real time. Ay)lin according to the ~elected guidance law and using this real time data, the guidance computer (except where assigned as a crew function) generates vehicle guidance command signals. The terminal guidance phase is used for the rendezvous, docking, planet approach, iunar and earth landing, as re'luired by the individual missions. 
The space station has an inertial guidance requirement which is primarily a station keeping function. 1be terminal guidance provides a remote control capability for traffic control, rendezvous and docking. 
• Data Management - All studies recommend a data management system utilizing digital computer(s) to provide on-board process control and computations for a 
ramily offunctions. This lamily of functions for most missiun-vehicles mclude: 
• 
• 
I. Navigation and IMU processing 
2. Guidance 
3. Control 
4. Sequencing 
5. Data bus control 
6. Monitor and checkout 
7. Telemetry 
8. Display support (crew) 
9. Software management 
The studies (which recommended a computer approach) recommend a central processor for tug and RNS. Multiprocessors were recommended for the EOS and 
space station. 
Communications - All studies for all mIssIons recommend unified S-band systems. VHF systems were recommended, in addition to the S-band systems. for RNS, EOS, space station, and for the manned tug missions. 
Other Areas - At this level of comparison, two significant differences develop due to the tug modularity requirement. These are: 
I. Each tug module must contain its own prime power source and distribution 
system where the EOS, RNS, and space station have central prime power 
sources . 
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2, The tug requires a component thermal conditioning system where tht EOS 
and space station studies recommend an integrated thermal control and life 
support system. All studies that addressed the thermal control problem 
recommended an active system. 
5.3.4 Subsystem Baseline Hardwa~ 
Three subsystems (power, navigation and guidance. and signal distribution) were selected to illustrate commonality at the hardware level. However. it should be noted that this comparison is made as to generic hardware types and not according to spedlk requirements or specifications. The commonality in hardware usage for these three selected subsystems is illustrated in Figure 54. As shown in Figure 54. some commonality exists in nearly all areas. The morc significant areas of commonality and differences are as follows: 
1-70 
• Prime Power - All studies for all systems (except one RNS study and for the 
space station) recommend usc of fuel cells. batteries or a combination of fuel cells and batteries. An Isotope Brayton system was recommended for the space station due to its large (-15 KWE) power load and long mission duration. 
• Navigation and Guidance 
I. IMU ~ All studies for all systems (except one RNS study) recommend use of 
a strapdown IMU (with digital processor) as the primary inertial system for 
measuring vehicle rate, and accelerations, One RNS study recommended a gimbaled IMU in a "strapdown-to,the-stars" configuration. 
2. Computer ~ All studies for all systems recommended use of a digital 
computer (either dedica["d or use of a centrdl process unit) for performing the N & G processing and computations. 
3. Star Tra,'kers - All studies for all vchicles (except EOS orbiter and booster) 
recommend usc of star trackers for navig:ltion aids to obtain attitude and position updates, The EOS orbiter and booster arc manned vehicles and 
utilize a sextant for attitude and position updates. 
The space station Uses both star trackers :lI1d star sensors, The star trackers 
are used when th~ space station is in an inertial hold position (fixed with 
respect to the stars). TIle stur trackers arc locked-on to selected stars using gimbals and measure the star angles in vehicle coordinates, The star sensors 
arc used whcn the space statioll is in an earth fixed position (rotating in an inertial coordinate system). The star sensors provide tr:lIlsition time for 
selected stars. Correlation of the Knowledge of star celestial coordinates with the transition time provides partial information on vchicle inertial attitude. Multiple transits on difkrcnt stars provide the necessary data for complete 
attitude update. 
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BASELINE HARDWARE 
elECTRICAL POWER 
BATTERIES • • FUEL CELLS • SOLAR ARRAYS • ISOTOPE BRAYTON 
..... ..... ..... 
/ ~7 
• .1. 
• • 1.111 
.(2) 
... ... 
- -
NOTES 
(1) ORBITER ONLY 
(2) LARGE (-25 KWE) POWER 
REQUIREMENT 
(3) EITHER DEDICATED OR 
USE OF CENTRAL UNIT 
(4) FOR USE DURING EARTH DATA MANAGEMENT 
__ FIXED ATTITUDE POSITIONS 
DIGITAL COMPUTERS (3) • • • • • • (5) FOR MANNED MISSIONS; 
NAVIGATION, GUIDANCE AND CONTROL MAY BE USED AS BACKUP 
IMU STRAPDOWN • • • • • • (6) EOS MISSIONS ARE MANNED 
• (7) GUIDANCE FOR DOCKING 
IMU, GIMBAL • ASSIGNED AS CREW FUNCTION 
STAR TRACKER(S) • • • • • • (8) FOR LUNAR LANDING MISSION 
STAR SENSOR • (4) (9) REQUIRED FOR LANDING AT 
LANDMARK TRACKER • •• PREPARED LANDING STRIP 
t--- SEXTANT (5) .(6) (101 CALLED PARTY LINE SYSTEM 
HORIZON SENSOR • • •• • I 
RADAR (RFI • 
LASER RADAR 1 • I • I (7) I • I (7) I • 
LANDING RADAR I. (8) 
RAAlAR AL TIMETER .1 I. 
SUN SENSOR • ILS AND MARKER BEACON .(9) 
VOR .(9) 
DME .(9) 
!!1 ELECTRICAL NETWORKS 
~ DATA BUS rlTl.ailolIe r. I • 
ftttY"'fMf#.£©¥~~t,.',i,'i.o-J.t~ijj-,,-,;.;.)!'. 
~J1~.a~.",~ 
- - -
• 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Landmark Tmckers - The. landmark tmcker i, recommended for all tug 
missions (except one), for the space station, and by one RNS study. From the referenced studies and from the sensors and combinations of sensors investigated, the star tmckers (two) and landmark tmcker combinations provided the most accurate navigation data. However. the landmark tracker's 
use is limited in altitude and most studies for high altitude or long mnge 
opemtions added a horizon sensor or SUII sensor to replace the landmark tmcker. The EOS orbiter and booster use a sextant which can be used as a landmark tmcker. 
Laser Radar - For missions requiring rendezvous and docking, all studies for 
all vehicles recommer.d use of a laser radar except those studies where docking was assigned as a crew function. 
Instrument Landing System (lLS) and Marker Beacon. VHF Omni Ranging (VOR), and Distance M~asuring Equipment (DME) - These systems are to provide navigation and guidance data for land landings. Only the EOS orbiter 
and bOOSler have earth land landing requirements. 
Signal Distribution - All studies for all vehicles recommend usc of a data bus ~ystem for internal signal distribution. 
The requirements I memory and operational speed) for digital -:amputerls) are shown in Table 5-1. As shown in the table. the space station requirements exceed all other mission-vehicle requirements by almas' an order of magnitude. The mnge of requirements for mission-vehicles numbered C!) thl'Ough (13) is 176.000 to 352.000 operations per second and 31,500 to 73.600 31-bit words of main memory. A "common" CPU and main slomge device could be developed for the speclrum of fUUlre space vehicles. and multiples of a "common" system II. 2.3 etc.) could be used for vehicles having requirements larger than the • .. :ommon·· syste. 1 could provide. 
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Table 5-1, CPU and Main Storuge Requirements 
MISSION,VEHICLE OPERATIONS 
TUG - SYNC. ORBIT (REUSABLE 
1ST TUG) 
TUG - SYNC, ORBIT (REUSABLE 
2ND TUG) 
TUG - LUNAR LANDING 
TUG - EARTH ORBIT OPERATIONS 
TUG - LUNAR ORBIT OPERATIONS 
TUG - PLANETARY IREUSABL~ 
1ST TUGI 
TUG - PLANETARY IEXPENDABLE 
2ND TUG) 
TUG -RNS 
TUG - FOUR STAGE SATURN V 
RNS - (MDAC, STUDY REPORT) 
RNS - (LMSC, 5TUDY REPORT I 
RNS - (NAR, STUDY REPORTJ 
NOTES, 
III MAXIMUM RATE 
121 DOES NOT INCLUDE NUCLEAR ENGoNE CONTROL 131 AUTONOMOUS NaG REQUIREMENTS ONLY 
PER SE<:aND (II 
176,000 
176,000 
278,000 
272.000 
272,000 
170,000 
170,CI()\) 
278,000121 
275,000 
250,000131 
N/A 
N/A 
MAIN STORAGE 
(32 BIT WORDSI 
45,000 
45,000 
60,000 
59,000 
59,000 
39.soo 
31.soo 
63,000121 
6O.soo 
38,000131 
79,500 
NIA 
• lo.:khced Miss.les and Spa.:.: Company. Nudcar Flight Sl'~!·~'I1S Definition Study. dated May 1970. 
L Final Briding Dxument, 
, Vol. III of Final Report. pages 7-1 through 7-60, 
• M.:!Oomtell Dougl ... Astrun3uti.:. Company, S,'a.:e Station Definition. MDAC G0605. dated Jul)' 1970. Vol. V Books I through 5. 
• North Amcri.:an R....:kwell Space Division. Proposal for Phase B Space Shunlo: ~m. dated 17 March 1970. 
('.0 RECOMMEIIiDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY 
The study effort 10 dale ""'" "onLcntrat~'d on the pro:liminary design <If a modular 
""trioni.: system 'wluch is pad •• d in a slru.:lural modu'" _-.dh.'d lhe aslrionil. m .. dule I 10 IItL-et the requiun:nl< of the ~'''' tug mi..sioru.. Em~ /las hc.. ... pl;Kcd on the Jc:sip 
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""Irion;' •. 
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6.1 GENERAL STUDIES 
There are several genenli areas of study effort required for the space tug astrionics, These areas are as follows: 
• Correlate study results with astrionic system studies currently being conducted by NASA on SlYdce tug, space shuttle. reusable nuclear shuttle and space station 
vehicles for investigation of commonality of functional requirements and for 
compatibility of electrical. mechanical, and operational time line interfaces. 
• Iterate on the design of the astrionic SySh!llls fer the desi,;n space tug missions. This will indude better d.:fjnition of subsystem components based on the preliminary definition of the aSlrionic system and its components. Particular attention will be paid to the impad of comlnonality across tug missions. 
• Continue the requirements analysis for more explicit definition of the functional 
requirements and specifications for the space tug astrionics. These requirements a-e to be continually factored into the design of the astrionic system. 
• Perform cost-effectiveness trade studies (sec "Astrionic Sy,tem Optimization and Modular Astrionics for NASA Missions after 1974." Progress Report - December 16. 1969 to February i5. 1970. 13M No. 69-K44-0006C for details concerning cost-effectiveness analysis I to determine cost-effective equipment usage and to provide .:ost-effe.:tiw design' for the astrionic system. This study should result in 
a preliminary RDT&E plan for .:ost-effective sysh:ms "onsidering the other space 
clements llIentiull.:d aboy", The required lifetimes uf the cumponents should also be evaluated in Ihis study dfurl. 
• Perform mure det;liled ""aluation, uf the space tug aSlrionk mudule usc fur the RNS and fuur slage Saturn V miSSions. ntis indudes using tli" aslrionic mudule ~lrU(:lurc and L'omponcilis lo function ;'1 cilflcr a prime or;, backup rolC'. 
• ('onlinuL" the syslcm integration effort 10 combine subs~'slcm Lompom!nb mto an 
oplimilcd aSlrionic ,)'slcm 
6.~ MISSION AND REQUI RUtl:l'IiTS ANALYSIS 
The nU!'osion pl.an and pn:linuH.J~) IUI1t:luJnal n:'luircm~n" were dL·\t.·lopcd fur ahL" !<IoJlaCC lug The follo" .. m~ additional t,:ffort to;,. rc'IWh"tllo ,UJlI,kmcnt the mlll~1 L"fforl 
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• Update the functional requirements for all space tug design missions and confirm 
the requirements for commonality. The requirements from other tug contractors 
will be used to aid in delta V versus N, G and C accuracy comparisons. 
Rendezvous schemes versus mission times and delta V penalties should be 
assessed . 
6.3 DATA MANAGEMENT SUBSYSTEM EFFORT 
A data management sub~ystem has been defined using a data bus approach for t.1!~ 
subsystem. Additional effort is required to: 
• Perform more detailed trades for the data bus concept, a centralized input/output 
coccept or some combination of these concepts for the optimum data 
management configuration. This effort will determine the basis for updating data 
management modularity concepts. 
• Continue the investigation of data management software concepts, specifically 
concerning the trades between the modular and wnglomerate software concepts. 
• Assess the data management requirements for NERVA engine control. The 
NERV A control appears to be a complex requirement and may have a large 
impact on data management requirements for the RNS mission. 
• Determine the computer r:quirements for monitoring and controlling the 
automatic refueling of the space tug in space (based on the operational aspect of 
refueling to be determined by mission analysis). 
• Perform further analysis of trades for magnetic memories. which retain their 
current state when power is removed. and monolithic memories which are volatile 
or lose their slale when power is remoV;:d. bUI have Ihe lowesl power. weight and 
volume characterislks. Organization of Ihe memories and error delection and 
correction should also be anal yzed. 
6.4 NAVIGATION. GUIDANCE AND CONTROL ~tlBSYSTEM EFFORT 
The navigalion sensors. guidance schemes and .ontrol schemes ha\"C been defined 
d!lring this sludy. The future effort required to beller define this subsystem is as follows: 
• Perform a more detailed analysis in the selection of navigation sensors. comparing 
tlK componenls with th\· updated functional requiremenls. SpecifiCally. Ihe 
lradeoffs between Ihe sirapdown IMU and Ihe gimballed IMU accuracies will be 
moll! eXlensiwcly defined. 
• Inwesliplc lhe schemes ..... -.I fOI , .• 1.: Idgl"unclions lsuet. as rendez\'Ous. dodtin,. 
plane cha~. 0:1,. I 10 :Jelmmne opiimum schemes in c,')njunclion wilh della V 
and limr penai!lC:S. IThis "'ould be in mnjuRClion ",illl lhe mission and 
n:quimDcnrs all3lym_Ilbe resul~ fir 1m. Slud)· IIRIt,:J then be ~ompared wilh lhe 
pUdoina and .onlrol schemes ro:..-ummendcd to _I" \.-ompalibilil)·. 
• PafOlD'l ~ more delaikd ~ontf<ll ..... Iysis as the RCS and main pmp",hion enpne 
cIuncImsI"" an: defmed by oaher qa.-r !UI .onlracton. 1be detailed maI)"!is 
(Of 1111: ___ lroI 0(11Ia eqwpmenl .ouId abo be p:rfonned. 
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6.5 ELECTRICAL POWER SUBSYSTEM EFFORT 
The electrical power study to date has defined the electrical power requirements for the astrionic module and has made a "quick look" assessment of a centralized power subsystem for the entire tug. Additional study effort required is as follows: 
• 
• 
integrate inputs from other space tug contractors to determine the impact of a centralized electrical power subsystem for the electrical power requirements of all 
space tug modules. An integrated power subsystem would then be sized. 
Investigate the feasibility and applicability of using an automatically managed power subsystem. The study would determine the extent of onboard data 
management capabilities required to effectively manage the space tug power 
subsystem. 
• Determine the power requirements and assodated power subsystem fur the storage phases of the space tug missions. TIlis would be based on equipment usage during the storage phases. The storage power requirements were not addressed in this study. 
6.6 ELECTRICAL NETWORKS SUBSYSTEM EFFORT 
This subsystem effort to date has cstin,atcd the power and signal distribution components for interfacing with ta •• data management and ele.:trical power subsysk.u,. Future effort for this subsystem should concentrate on a better Jetinition of e1e,·trical networks and distribution s,·hemes. 
6.7 COMMAND AND CONTROL SUBS !STEM EFFORT 
The .:ommand and control subsystem study tn dall' has defined VHF and USB 
.:ommunic"tion equipment for usc on the spa.:" lUg. Recommended future sludy efforl is as follows: 
1--" 
• Invcstigah' the IIlterfa.:c re<!,nrclIlcnb between Ihe spac~ lUI! and the DRSS for ~olJlfnunka.ions with 1111..' gruund and other 'I'a\..·c.: I."h.'lth:nh. Spc(ific;JJiy. tha: 
re(luircmcnb fur ,..,d fca"hilily uf u,lIlg Ihe Kli-hand 113 to 15 "H7I for 
l .. ommuni'\.·alion~ ~hOlild be ~Iddrc~!'tct.l. 
• J)cl~rmine rhe L'onUJlUl1iClllon link!> ("urr~nfl~ heU1~ defined fur 'paL:C'-lo'""'pacr 
communi.:aUOIb bClwt:CB Ihl" ~pa"'e lug .u1d rhl" spa.:C' sl.a'liun .. RNS or 'tpace ~hulth...'. VHF is lilt: .... hOh:t.· ..Ii fhi!'> IIIUt.· __ bUI l..:'ur1~ldcrd!l()n sbould Ix- t9vcn 10 'hlng 
.he USB C(luiprnCllf for ,tll:r<o pur'k>"-" Con!'oukrallon ... hould .. 1,,0 hT: gi\t."n tu rh,," 
uS(' 0; .J VHt= uplink .Junn!! rllt.' .. lor.J~~ "h4-, ... · 
• 1f1"·l"SI'~h: Ihr: u~ of V ttf rangll1!! t r.n.!!'C' .tnt! r,.Jng&:' f . .atl" J (0 .. upplcm~nl 'he l.J>Cf 
,.uhr c!tlU1J'tnlcnl TIu." VUF -=(lu.pn~C'nt ,",uuld ~ u)C!;d lor r.1n~ Uf 10 .l;CnnJ Carrent plannmg. mdK..lll. ...... Ih.J1 ".fur r.:Jn~n~ nu} tx. • ..t"","1J un th.: "'p.;.l~(" .Jtuul,-
.1Od ... fl.Ii.:C' ~I..llion 
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6.8 THERMAL CONTROL SUBSYSTEM EFFORT 
The thermal control study to date has defined the equipment to thermally control the 
astrionic equipment. Emphasis was placed on the earth orbit missions. Future study effort 
for the thermal control subsystem is as follows: 
• Perform a more detailed analysis of the thermal control requirements for the 
astrionic module. assuming an integrated electrical power subsystem. Effort 
should be specificaily oriented at determining the thermal protection required for 
the lunar type missions, such as lunar landing and the requirements for a 
protective heating shroud during launch for the four stage Saturn V mission. 
• Perform trade studies to determine the feasibility of usinr, an integrated thermal 
control subsystem to provide thermal protection for tl:e propUlsion and crew 
modules as well as the aSlrionic module. 
68 INSTRUMENTATION SUBSYSTEM EFFORT 
The instrumentation subsystem has not been specifically addressed during this study. 
An effort should be expended to determine the impact of instrumentation (sensors) on the 
design of the astrionic system. 
6.10 STRUCTURES AND PACKAGING EFFORT 
The structures and packaging study ~ffort to date has defined preliminary structure 
and packaging concepts and an equipment layout for an astrionic module. Recommended 
future study effort for this area is as follows: 
• Continue the present sludy effort to better d"fine the structures and packaging 
concepts. This includes structure and packaging troldes for maintainability, 
accessibilily, elc. Silecifically, the structure troldes will determine the optimum 
structuT'd1 conceptCs I to meet the spodce lug modUlarity concept. 
• Perform delilil.:d analysis 10 beller define tile packaging conL'Cpts, especially for 
quick mounting and disconnect techniques for compolll!nts, pipes, el~trical 
wiring. etc. 
• Id.:ntify the module-to-module interfaces ~uired by other SpaL'e tug controlctors 
10 better define the required physical and eleclrical interfaL'CS between the SpaL'C 
lug astrionic module and olher space lug modules. 
(d I ON80ARO CHECKOUT EFFORT 
Tbc checkoul stud)' elTort to date has definL"d preliminary L"Ol'Icepls for LiJec:kout of 
the .pac.: lug equip...,nl. Tbc futun' sludy effort dJould further detail the tl'illie infOl11lilcion 
bel .. ""n lbe .:mtr.dized conlrol aod buill-tn-tI!Sl'ftJuipmo:RI L-onccpIS bo5cd OIIlbe PRSCOlly 
defined .... rd_n: for lhe lug. The 1",,1 aod >of I ...... Impacts moutd abo be furtber dcfmcd 
.... lD mpul 10 11.:·' data ma~nl ... bs)·51cm 
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6.12 RELIABILITY EFFORT 
'!Ibe reliability study to date has determined reliability schemes which may be used for reliability enhancement and the capability of the proposed astrionic equipment to meet preliminarl' reliability goals. Study results indicate the need for more sophisticated reliability enhancement techninues for the longer duration missions. Future study effort should: 
• Assess the feasibility of changes to mission operation requirements which impose severe reliability requirements on astrionic equipment. For example. assess the 
reliability impact of allowing limited astrionic maintenance during the extended quiescent stay on the lunar surface. 
• Reevaluate reliability goals lmd perform trade studies which relate astrionic design impdct to reliability goals. 
• Investigate the feasibility of implementin:; more sophisticated reliability enhancement techniques. 
6.13 DISPLAY EFFORT 
The display study effort to date has concentrated on multipurpose electronic displays to meet space tug display requirements. Recommended future study effort is as follows: 
1·78 
• Investigate other display equipment. such as the deformographic storage display tube. light emitting diodes. fiher optics and CRT to optimize the design of the 
space tug displays. 
• Determine the display requirements and .unit.dints imposed by other space tug contrdctors as an input to the design of the displays for the space tug. 
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APPENDIX A 
SPACE TUG MISSJON ANALYSIS 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
L1 PURPOSE 
The purpose of this document is to describe the space tug design missions that 
determine the astrionic system design requirements and to define the ground rules and 
assumptions used for the conduct of the study. In addition, mission timelines, promes, 
vehicle configurations and communication interface requirements are also presented. 
1.2 SCOPE 
Design missions for space tug are categorized as follows: 
I. Low earth orbit to synchronous Qrbit 
2. Earth orbit operations 
3. Unmanned planetary 
4. Reusable nuclear shuttle 
S. Lunar orbit operations (similar to earth orbital operations) 
6. Luaar lapding 
1. Four stage Saturn V 
In order to arrive at the above categorization. all possible tug missions were evaluated 
from an opemlional requirements standpoint and grouped accordingly. '1ext the astrionic 
requirements for the missions within each category were analyzed and \,' missions which 
imposed the most stringent requirements were selected for detailed analysis. Therefore. abe 
resultant design missions. which arc described in this appendix. collectively impose the 
astrionic requirements for all space tug missions. 
All mission descriptions contained in Ihis appendix stan at the beginning of Ihe 
individual mission. For example. the eart" orbit and unmanned planetary missiOIL~ begin 
with the lug docked 10 the spa .. ., statioll. The tugs required 10 initialize these various 
missions are assumed to have moen brought to the space station using one of the option~ 
shown belo ... 
1.3 G~NERAl MISSION 
The spa~.., tup will be injecl~'" inio low earth orbit 1100 NY to ~10 NIl). allier 
completely or panially deacti ..... ted lu,:ept for the four slap: Salum V mission •• by a 5pKC 
shuttle or Salum dtoi ... ti.... \'Chicle. Whell the boosl '''hicle ha!. achieYc:d its final eartb orbit 
allitude.lbere are two oplions for ~nin@ Ihe spa.:.: 1,,# 10 the S'jIIilce statioll. 
I . A opa~-.: tu~ prenotblt' brought to the ipaCe stalion. QJl be KlnatN to relrictt 
lhe dea.:iivatN .. _ •• >PiI" Iut! and lake il 10 lhe t.p;Ke stalion for ae!nallon and 
fudinJ. The -old" 1,,# would IUC lhe eartb orbital miBion profile 10 KwnpIisb 
lhe miWon. 
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2. The space tug can be activated and checked out. After becoming operational. the 
tug can perform the maneuvers necessary to undock from its boost vehicle and 
rendezvous and dock with the space station. The tug would be deactivated until 
required for a future mission. 
2.0 GROUNDRULES AND ASSUMPTIONS 
These groundrules lind assumptions form the background for this study. The baseline 
space tug vehicle configuration used for this study is shown in Figure 2-1. 
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The space tug includes four badc modules (crew. propulsion. astrionic. and cargo) 
and auxiliary kits for special-purpose missions (landing legs. manipulation arms. 
etc.) as required. Combinations of the mndules and kits will be used for each 
mission. 
The tug is based a'ld maintained in space and on the ground. 
The tug may be configured for manned or unmanned missions. In the unmanned 
configuration. the tug will be operated automatically or by remote control il;)" the earth or from other space elements. 
The space tug will be delivered to orbit by a space shuttle or Saturn derivative 
vehicle. 
The lunar orbit space station is assumed to be in a polar orbit at a circular lltitude 
of 60 nautical miles. 
The spa.:e tug shall be .:ompatible with the earth and IUllar oriliting space stations. the space shuttle. and the reusable nuclear shuttle (RNSI. 
The space tug astrionic module design shall minimize the need for ground support. 
The space tug shall be capable of maintaining a quiescent status for up to 180 days in earth or lunar orbit when docked to other space clen.ents oc free-nying. Quiescelll periods of up to 42 days will be required 011 lunar surface (14 or :!8 days + 14 days cOlllillgency I. 
The space tug shall be capable of going from the quiescent state to a fully 
opemtional state within IWO hours. 
The reusable space tug shall have a minimum lifetIme goal of ten years and the 
capability of being reu~ at ICdst tell times I>y replenishment of conSllmables and through perfomlan.:e of required maimenan.:~. Maintel/'ill.:e. as requir\!d. and 
re.:onliguration capability while in space residenc\' is cohSidell"d mand;ito!,)'. Major n:furbishn.o:nt lIIay nec~'SSitale Ihe lI«d for Ihe lug 10 be re~umed to earth. 
Maximum crew salety and a high probabilit~- of fulfilling all space lug functions 
alld obje.:liws shall be d design twal. Subsyslems identified dS ""~-..sary for ,rew survJ\-a1 will be d~signed such Ihal no 'mgle failure or ,redible combination of faiJures will lL"Sull UI j"", of lifo:. 
In lbe manned mode.lhe spa.:c lug.:an be piloled ,b) one ~-"'-wman, 
Tbc .:re .. · module ",.iII serw ... lhe primary ere .. , linng quarters and a ba.c of 
operations I mis...wn ,ontruli fOf mallned m .. ,"IO'K 
Tbc crew module ,,-til ':Ollt3m an a.nod. for I V A and mulll ... mullaMOUs EV A 
opcr:rllOn .:apabilil."". 
"'-3 
~,. 
• Tug communication sy~tems will be comp~rible with the Manned Space Flight 
Network. Deep Space Network. SGLS (DOD), available Communication Satellitf' 
Systems and with space element~. such as the space stations. shuttles. elc .. 
depending on the mission. 
• The space tug attitude reference system shall have complete freedom in all axes. 
• The space lug shall have neuter docking devices compalible with all space vehicle 
hardware elements. 
• MiJlimum inlerfaces are required belween Ihe spac., lug and ils payload 10 reduce 
complexity and increase Ihe flexibility of Ihe kinds of payloads to be transported. 
However. consideroltion should be given 10 how Ihe space tug communil:alions 
and power subsystems could supporl Ihe payload, 
• The primary propulsion syslem will be LOX/LH:!. Secondary propulsion syslems 
may also be LOX/LH::!. 
• The 1i1'1 operollionall1ight will be flown no earlier than 1977. 
• The tug astrionk sysh:m will Ita"e Ihe capabilily to automalically .:onlrol and 
monitor Ihe refueling process with automalk <,hulon and disconnect capability. 
• The "ynchronous orbit mission of the tug will b~ a b;!sehn~. 
• Only coopemtive ,;atellitL',; arc considered for all retrieval missions. 
• Morc than Ol'~ low~ncrg)' mission liia)' be pl,."rformcd llctwc,,"n rcfudings. 
• rhe space lug maximum dlame'er mus' be Ie" tlt,," 15 fe,'1 One throllieable and 
gimballed engine Will be ,,,cd . 
., Th< spa"e lug aslriOl1l' sySlem shaU nol be .:onstralned by lunar IIghllng 
condilions. The lug shaU be capabl.- ofla1lding al aU lunar lailiudes and 100;gJlude. 
with appropriate hme-pitaslllg. 
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3.0 SYNCHRONOUS ORBIT MISSION (REUSABLE) 
3.1 GUIDELINES 
Vehicle: Two unmanned reusable space tugs (propulsion module, astrionic module), one set of manipulator arms, and one payload (cargo module). 
Payload: Synchronous orbit satellite. 
Mission: Provide the propulsion vehicle to place a payload into synchronous equatorial orbit (with a 28.50 plane change) and return the payload to earth orbit (with a 28.5 0 plane change). The mission will begin in a 100 NM circular orbit at an inclination of 28.5 0 . 
Operation: Unmanned. Unmanned vehicles will have the capability of automatic or remote operations. Possibility of a manned mission to synchronous orbit does exist. 
Frequency of Operation: Assume reusable tugs will be used continuously for a maximum of 60 hours. 
3.2 MISSION DESCRIPTION 
The initial tug operation will begin with the space tug in the cargo bay of the space shuttle and the space shuttle ready for launch. The shuttle will then transport the payload (tug) to a 100 NM circular orbit at an inclination of 28.5 0 . 
When the space shuttle has reached orbit, the space tug will be fully activated. It will be jettisoned from the shuttle cargo bay and will remain in this orbit prior to final assembly for the mission. The second reusable space tug will be brought into orbit and assembled with the first tug. At this point the baseline mission will begin. 
The space tugs will be activated and checked out. After undocking from the shuttle, the tugs will maneuver from the shuttle. When they are properly phased for the synchronous orbit target, a Hohmann transfer burn will be used to transfer the payload to synchronous orbit. The first tug will burn to start the payload on its journey, will separate and prepare for a deorbit maneuver. The second tug will ignite immediately after separation and provide the additional impulse to place the payload in an approximately \9,300 NM by 100 NM orbit. 
The first tug will perform a second burn to deorbit and a third burn to circularize at a 100 NM orbit. The tug will then rendezvous and dock with the shuttle and, afier docking, will be deactivated. 
The second tug will coast approximately one-half revolution after its initial burn and perform a second burn at apogee to change the plane of the orbit to equatorial inclination and circularize at approximately 19,300 NM. Vernier burns and maneuvers will be used for the final rendezvous to the target. The tug will then place the payload and maneuver to and dock with another satellite that is in synchronous orbit. The space tug will be in a station keeping status during this period. 
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After the payload transfer is complete, a retrograde burn will lower the orbit to 19,300 
NM by 100 Ni,; and accomplish a plane change of 2S.So. One-half revolution later at 
perigee, ~ second transfer burn will circularize the orbit at approximately 100 NM. The tug 
will then rendezvous and dock with the first tug at the space shuttle. The space shuttle will 
either (I) bring the tug(s) back to earth for refurbishment along with the payload or (2) 
return the payload and the tugs will be placed in a quiescent mode and stored in earth orbit 
for a maximum of ISIl days and until refueled by another space shuttle mission. Both the 
first and second space tugs will remain in orbit until required fOf another mission. 
The mission profile and space tug vehicle configuration for this mission are shown in 
Figure 3-1. 
3.3 DETAILED MISSION PHASE DESCRIPTIONS 
The space tug is assumed to be launched into a 100 NM circular orbit at an inclination 
of 2S.So in the cargo bay of the space shutt'.e. Space tug active mission will begin when both 
space tugs are fueled and configured for the mission. 
3.3.1 Activation 
After both space tugs reach orbit, both astrionic systems will be completely activated 
and checked out using the tug on board checkout system. The onboard equipment will be 
initialized with mission parameters for the specific mission. The mission parameters will be 
received from either the space shuttle or the ground mission control. 
3.3.2 Undocking and Orbital Coast 
Space tugs will undock from the space shuttle and will begin operational control. The 
tugs will maneuver a safe distance from the space shuttle prior to the tugs' first main burn. 
The tugs will coast in low earth orbit until achieving the proper phasing for the desired 
synchronous target. 
At this point, the mission phases can be divided into Part A. Space Tug I Mission. and 
Part B. Space Tug 2 Mission. 
Part A - Space Tug I Mission 
3.3 .3A Transfer Burn No. I 
When the tug is properly phased for the synchronous target. the tug will perform the 
initial part of the Hohmann transfer burn to achieve an elliptical orbit of approximately 
19.300 NM by 100 NM. 
3.3.4A Separation 
After completion of the transfer burn the lower space tug will separate and maneuver 
to an attitude for the deorbit burn. 
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3.3.5A Orbital Coast No. I 
The tug will coast during the attitude maneuver until it is a safe distance from the 
second tug. 
3.3.6A Transfer Burn No.2 
The transfer burn will allow the space tug to burn to achieve an orbit whose perigee is 
100 NM. 
3.3.7 A Orbital Coast No.2 
Space tu!' will coast in the elliptical orbit until achieving a perigee of 100 NM. 
3.3.8A Transfer Burn No.3 
This transfer burn will allow the circularization of the tug into a 100 NM circular orbit. 
3.3.9A Rendezvous and Docking 
The combination of short duration burns in coast periods will be used to rendezvous 
the tug with the space shuttle. When the tug has completed rendezvous with the space 
shuttle, it will dock with the space shuttle. 
3.3.IOA Deactivation 
When the tug is attached to the shuttle, the tug will be deactivated. The tug will either 
be brought back to earth, where it will be refurbished, or left in earth orbit where it will be 
deactivated and stored for a period not to exceed 180 days. 
Part B - Space Tug No.2 Mission 
3.3.3B Transfer Burn No. I 
As soon as the tug is separated from the other space tug, a burn will be accomplished 
to add the additional thrust necessary to complete the Hohmann transfer and achieve an 
elliptical orbit of approximately 19,300 NM by 100 NM. 
3.3.4B Orbital Coast No. I 
The tug will coast for approximately one-half revolution or until the tug reache~. 
apogee (19,300 NM). Any required target or navigation update will be received during this 
period. 
3.3.5B Transfer Burn No.2 
At apogee, a second transfer burn for the tug will be used to circularize the orbit at 
approximately 19,300 NM. This burn will be a combination maneuver to circularize the 
orbit and acc. mplish a plane change to place the payload in an earth equatorial synchronous 
orbit. 
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3.3.6B Orbital Coast No.2 
The tug will coast in preparation for final rendezvous operations. Any target or 
navigation update will be received during this phase. 
3.3.7 B Rendezvous 
A combination of vernier burns and coast periods will be used to maneuver the tug and 
place the payload in an exact equatorial synchronous orbit of 19,363 NM. 
3.3.8B Station Keeping 
The space tug will maintain attitude control in a synchronous orbit wh;le the payload 
is undocked. After the payload is operational, the space tug will maneuver to another 
previously placed synchronous satellite and dock to that satellite for return to lower earth 
orbit. The tug will maintain an active status and attitude control for the duration of this 
phase. 
3.3.9B Transfer Burn No.3 
After the mission has been completed the tug will perform a retrograde burn to deorbit 
the tug. This burn will perform the 28.5 0 plane change maneuver and place the tug in an 
elliptical 19,363 NM by 100 NM orbit. 
3.3.10B Orbital Coast No.3 
Thr tug will coast for one-half revolution or until perigee (100 NM). Any target or 
navigation update will be received during this coast period. 
3.3.11 B Transfer Burn No.4 
The final main burn of the tug will be a retrograde burn at perigee to place the tug in 
an approximately 100 NM circular orbit at an inclination of 28.5 0 . 
3.3.12B Rendezvous and Dock with Space Shuttle 
The combination of short duration burns and coast periods will be used to rendezvous 
the tug with the space shuttle. When the tug has completed rendezvous with the shuttle, it 
will dock with the first tug. 
3.3.13B Deactivation 
When the tugs are docked, [hey will be activated and either brought back to earth by 
the shuttle where they will be refurbished or left in earth orbit where they will be 
deactivated and stored for a maximum of 180 days. If stored, the onboard systems required 
to insure the integrity of the astrionics may be active during this phase. 
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3.4 INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS 
In order to allow remote control of the tug and manipulator, constant communications 
is required with the ground and/or space shuttle when docking or undocking with the 
payload. The communications consist of TV, telemetry, command and tracking. 
The communication interface shuuld be a USB type system for simplicity of ground 
interface. The ground interface for NASA missions should be to mission control, probably 
via Goldstone, Madrid, and/or Honeysuckle. 
The ground interface for DOD missions should be the Satellite Control Facility via a 
DOD satellite system or the network controlled by the Satellite Control Facility. In both 
cases, the interface should be a USB type (USB/NASA, SGLS/DOD). 
3.5 MISSION TIMELINE 
Initial Conditions 
2 Tugs mated, fueled, payload is attached, and configuration is docked with Space Shllttie. 
A-lO 
BOTH: 
Activation 
Undock (Tug from Space 
Shuttle) and Orbital 
Coast 
SPACE TUG NUMBER I 
Transfer Burn Number I 
Separation 
Orbital Coast Number I 
Transfer Burn Number 2 
Orbital Coast Number 2 
Transfer Burn Number 3 
(lOa NM Circular) 
Rendezvous and Dock 
with Space Shuttle 
Deactivate 
SPACE TUG NUMBER 2 
Transfer Burn Number I 
Orbital Coast Number I 
Transfer Burn Number 2 
(Circularization and 
plane chahge) 
SPACE TUG NUMBER I 
MAX 
DURATION CUMULATIVE TIME 
1-2 hours 2.0 hours 
J.S hours 3.5 hours 
4-8 minutes 
0.5-2 hours 
4-8 minutes 
24 hours 
14 minutes 
2-6 hours 
1-2 hours 
14 minutes 
S-6 hours 
14 minutes 
3.6 hours 
5.6 hours 
5.8 hours 
9.8 hours 
9.9 hours 
15.9 hours 
17.9 hours 
17.9 hours max. 
(Continued on next page) 
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SPACE TUG NUMBER 2 
MAX 
CUMULATIVE TIME 
2.0 hours 
3.5 hours 
3.6 hours 
3.7 hours 
9.7 hours 
9.8 hours 
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SPACE TUG NUMBER 2 
Orbital Coast Number 2 
Rendezvous 
Station Keeping 
Transfer Burn Number 3 
Orbital Coast Number 3 
Transfer Burn Number 4 
(100 NM Circular) 
Rendezvous and Dock 
with Space Shuttle 
Deactivate 
Storage 
SPACE TUG NUMBER I 
MAX 
DURATION CUMULATIVE TIME 
14 hours 
2-6 hours 
2-24 hours 
4-8 minutes 
5-6 hours 
14 minutes 
2-8 hours 
1-2 hours 
30-180 days 180 days max. 
4.0 SYNCHRONOUS ORBIT (EXPENDABLE) 
4.1 GUIDELINES 
SPACE TUG NUMBER 2 
MAX 
CUMULATIVE TIME 
13.8 hours 
19.8 hours 
43.8 hours 
44.9 hours 
50.9 hours 
51.0 hours 
58.0 hours 
60 hours max. 
180 days max. 
Vehicle: One unmanned expendable space tug (propulsion module and astrionic 
module) 
Payload: Synchronous orbit satellite 
Mission: Provide the propulsion vehicle to place a payload in synchronous equatorial 
orbit (with a 28.5 0 plane change). This mission will begin in a 100 NM circular orbit at an 
inclination of 28.50 . The payload and space tug will be brought up to the 100 NM circular 
orbit using the space shuttle. 
Operation: Unmanned with the capability of automatic or remote operations. 
4.2 MISSION DESCRIPTION 
The initial mission will begin with the space tug and payload in the cargo bay of the 
space shuttle at a 100 NM circular orbit with an inclination of 28.5 0 . 
The space tug will start the mission docked to the space shuttle. The tug will be 
activated and checked out and will undock from the shuttle. When the tug is properly 
phased for a synchronous orbit target, a Hohmann transfer burn will place the tug in an 
approximately 19,300 NM by 100 NM orbit. At apogee, a second burn will be accomplished 
with a plane. change of 28.50 to put it in an equatorial orbit and circularize this orbit at 
approximately 19,300 NM. Vernier burns and maneuvers will be used for the final 
rendezvous for proper placement of the payload. 
After the mission is complete, the expendable space tug will be placed in an attitudp, 
for burning out of orbit and will be burned to depletion, thereby disposing of the tug and 
placing it in some orbit outside the synchronous altitude. The mission profile and space tug 
vehicle configuration for this mission are shown in Figure 4-1. 
4.3 DETAILED MISSION PHASE DESCRIPTIONS 
The space tug is assumed to h~ launched innetive into a 100 NM circular orbit at an 
inclination of 28.50 in the ':,r,;0 uay of the space shuttle. 
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Figure 4-1. Synchronous Orbit Mission Profile and Vehicle Configuration 
(Expandable Tug) 
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4.3.1 Activation 
After the space tug reaches orbit, the astrionic system will be complett:ly activated and 
checked out using the tug onboard checkout Hystem. The onboard equipment will be 
initializLd with mission p~rameters for the specitiic mission. The mission parameters will be 
received from either the space shuttle or the ground network. 
4.3.2 Undocking 
The space tug will undock from the cargo hold of the space shuttle and will begin 
operational control. The tug will maneuver a safe distance from the space shuttle prior to its 
first main burn. 
4.3.3 Transfer Burn No. I 
When the space tug is properly phased for the synchronous target, the space tug will 
perform the initial part of the Hohmann transfer burn to achieve an elliptical orbit of 
approximately 19,300 NM by lOO NM. 
4.3.4 Orbital Coast No. I 
The space tug will coast for approximately one-hatf a revolution or until the space tug 
reaches apogee (19,300 NM). Any required target or naVigation update will be received 
during this period from the ground. 
4.3.5 Transfer Bum No.2 
At apogee, the transfer burn for the space tug will be used to circularize the orbit at 
approximately 19,300 NM. This bum will be a combination maneuver to circularize the 
orbit and accomplish a plane change (28.50 ) to place the payload in the earth equatorial 
synchronous orbit. 
4.3.6 Orbital Coast No.2 
The space tug will coast in preparation for final rendezvouo operations. Any target or 
navigation update will be received during this phase. 
4.3.7 Station Keeping 
The space tug will maintain attitude control in synchronous orbit while the payload is 
undocked. After the payload is operational, the space tug will maneuver to an attitude not 
to interfere with any other payloads in synchronous orbit and burn to depletion. 
4.3.8 Transfer Bum No.3 
This bum will be a combinatiOl. of main propulsion and attitude control. The burn will 
be accomplished after achieving the out-of-plane maneuver to allow for depletion of all 
propellants on board and also to allow for disposal of the space tug, preventing it from 
interfering with other objects in synchronous orbit. 
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4.4 INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS 
In order to allow remote control of the space tug, constant communication is required 
with the ground and/or space element when docking with or undocking from the payload. 
The communications will consist of TV, telemetry, and command. Target updating may also 
be required; therefore, tracking must be available. 
The communications to support this type of interface should be a USB type of system 
for simplicity of ground interface. Since the space tug will not be in constant 
communication with a space element, the ground interface should be utilized. The ground 
interface for NASA missions will probably be mission control via Goldstone, Madrid, and/or 
Honeysuckle, since all three stations will have approximately 270-foot antennas. The DRSS 
may be used when the space tug is in a low earth orbit. 
The ground interface for DOD missions should be the Satellite Control Facility via 
either a DOD satellite system or the network controlled by the Satellite Contrl)l Facility. In 
both cases, the interface should be a USB type (USB/NASA, SGLS!DOD). 
4.5 MISSION TIMELINE 
PHASE 
Activation 
Undocking 
Transfer Burn No. I 
Orbital Coast No. I 
Transfer Burn No. 2 
Orbital Coast No. 2 
Station Keeping 
Transfer Burn No. 3 
DURATION 
I - 2 hours 
0.5 hours 
4 - 8 minutes 
5 - 6 hours 
I - 4 minutes 
I - 4 hours 
2 - 6 hours 
To Depletion 
5.0 ORBITAL OPERATIONS M!SSION 
5.1 GUIDELINES 
MAXIMUM ACCUMULATIVE TIME 
2 hours 
2.5 hours 
2.6 hours 
8.6 hours 
8.7 hours 
12.7 hours 
18.7 hours 
18.9 hours max. 
Vehicle: One reusable space tug (propulsion module, astrionic module, crew module, 
payload). 
Mission: Space resident vehicle used for payload/passengel trail. in conjunction with 
a space station in earth or lunar orbit. 
Similar Additional Missions: 
(a) Rescue vehicle for earth or lunar orbit 
(b) Satellite repair or transfer 
Launch Vehicle: Space shuttle, INT-21 or another Saturn derivative. Space tug inactive 
during launch. 
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Storage: Up to 180 days of quiescent operation, either docked or free-flying, at 
approxima tely 270 NM altitude. Operational within two hours. 
Operation: Manned or unmanned. Capable)f heing remotely operated. 
Frequency of Operation: Assume at least one mission every two weeks with less than 
24 hours continuous operation per use. 
5.2 MISSION DESCRIPTION 
The space tug will be launched into low earth orbit aboard a space shuttle or a Saturn 
derivative vehicle. The space tug will be inactive during the launch to orbit. After the launch 
vehicle has completed its orbital maneuvers, the space tug may be activated and will 
rendezvous and dock with the Space Station at approximately a 270 NM altitude with an 
inclination of 280 or 550 • The space tug could also be delivered inactive to the space station 
by another space tug. 
The space tug mission will begin with the space tug docked to the space station and in 
a quiescent mode. To begin a mission, the spac~ tug is activated and its onboard subsystems 
checked out to assure operational capability. The onboard systems would then be initialized 
with mission parameters. The space tug would undock from the docking port of the space 
station and begin maneuvers to rendezvous with the payload at 100 NM for orbital transfer 
of a payload to the Sph. ~ station. Using a combination of transfer burns, the tug v. ... 
maneuver to the vicinity of a space vehicle (shuttle, Saturn derivative vehicle) and dock )" 
the payload. The space tug will then deliver the payload to the space station. After 
delivellng the payload, the tug will either be dockeci to the space station or left in a 
free-flying mode during the storage period prior to another active mission. 
5.3 DETAILED MISSION PHASE DESCRIPTIONS 
The space tug will be launched into low earth orbit aboard a space shuttle or a Saturn 
derivative vehicle and translerred to the space station. The space tug is assumed to be 
docked to the space base before being activated. The following are the detailed mission 
phases for this mission. Figure 5-1 shows the mission profile and the vehicle configuration 
for the earth orbital operations mission. The lunar orbital operations missions are considered 
to have essentially the same requirements as the earth orbit mission, and its profile is shown 
in Figure 5-2. 
5.3.1 Activation/Reactivation 
The space tug will be activated and its astrionic system checked out to assure that all 
modules are operational. After completing activation, the onboard subsystems will be 
initialized with mission parameters. 
5.3.2 Undocking 
The space tug will undock from the space station and maneuver a safe distance away 
from the station prior to its initial burn. The space tug will be visually inspected to detect 
damage by a member of the space station crew as the space tug maneuvers from the station . 
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Figure 5·1. Earth Orbital Operations Mission Profile and Vehicle Configuration 
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Figure 5-L. Lunar Orbit Operations Mission Profile and Vehicle Configuration 
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5.3.3 Transfer Burn No. I 
When the tug is a safe distance from the space station, the tug will perform a braking burn to achieve the desired tJansfer ellipse to place it in an approximately 270 NM by 100 NM orbit. 
5.3.4 Orbital Coast No. I 
Aft"r completion of the transfer burn, the tug will coast in the transfer ellipse until time for the circularization burn. 
5.3.5 Transfer Burn No.2 
On reaching the desired altitude and/or perigee, a second burn is executed to circularize the orbit at approximately a 100 NM altitude. 
5.3.6 Rendezvous and Docking 
After achieving the desired orbit. the space tug will rendezvous and dock to its target. The final docking will be either manual or by remote control. The space tug will remain docked to the target while the payload is transferred to the tug. 
5.3.7 Undocking 
After the payload has been transferred to the tug, the space tug will undock from the vehicle and maneuver a safe distance from it. 
5.3.8 Transfer Burn No.3 
When the space tug is a safe distance from the space vehicle, the space tug will perform a transfer burn to achieve the desired transfer trajectory to intercept the space station. The resulting orbit will be approximately 100 NM by 270 NM. 
5.3.9 Orbital Coast No.2 
After completion of the transfer burn. the tug will coast in the transfer ellipse until time for the circularization burn. 
5.3.10 Transfer Burn No.4 
On reaching the space station altitude. the tug will perform a burn to place the tug in a circular orbit at approximately 270 NM. 
5.3.11 P.cndezvous and Docking 
After completion of the circularization hurn, the space tug will perform a series of short burns to rendezvous and rcdock to the space station. 
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5.3 .12 Deactivation 
After the tug is docked to the space station, the payload will be transferred from the 
tug to the space station, and the space tug will be checked out and deactivated to a 
quiescent status. 
5.3.13 Storage 
In the quiescent status, t;le space tug will either be docked to the space station or 
placed in a free-flying mode near the space station. The tug will remain in this mode until 
activated for maintenance. refueling or another mission. 
5.3.14 Maintenance 
Prior to all missions, the tug will receive a check out. During this maintenance, any 
short life or defective equipment will be replaced and the SUbsystems returned to optimum 
operational status. The frequency of maintenance will depend on the number of missions 
flown, time in space of the vehicle, past failure rates. etc. Inflight maintenance will be 
limited to automatic switch-in of redundant components. 
5.3.15 Fueling 
Prior to each mission the tug will be fueled, if necessary. with the quantity of fuel 
required for that mission plus contingencies. The tug will actively monitor and control the 
fueling process. 
5.4 INTERFACE REQUIREMENT~ 
Due to the requirement for remote control and target updates the tug has a 
requirement for a communications i . 'rface with the ground. space station. and other active 
space vehicles. 
A. Ground: A direct interface to ground (USB) or relayed through the DRSS to 
mission control. This interface includes command. telemetry. voice (If manned). 
tracking. and TV. 
B. Space Station and Other Active Space Vehicles: This interface should be a VHF 
or USB type and include command. telemetry, voice (if manned), tracking, and 
TV. 
The TV reauirement is to allow remote control of the manipulator arms. 
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5.5 MISSION TIME LINE 
PHASE 
Activation/Reactivation 
Undocking 
Transfer Bum 
Orbital Coast 
Transfer Burn 
Rendezvous and Docking 
Undocking 
Transfer Burn 
Orbital Coast 
Transfer Burn 
Rendezvous and Docking 
Deactivation 
Storage 
DURATION 
2.0 hours 
0.5 hours 
O. I -1.0 minute 
O.S hours 
1.0-2.0 minutes 
2.0-S.0 hours 
0.5 hours 
O. I -1.0 minute 
O.S hours 
1.0-2.0 minutes 
2.0-S.0 hours 
3.4 hours 
Variable 
6.0 PLANETARY MISSION - UNMANNED 
6.1 GUIDELINES 
MAXIMUM ACCUMULATIVE TIME 
2.0 hours 
2.5 hours 
2.5 hours 
3.3 hours 
3.3 hours 
11.3 hours 
II.S hours 
I1.8 hours 
12.6 hours 
12.6 hours 
20.6 hours 
24.0 hours max. 
ISO days max. 
Vehicle; One reusable space tug (propulsion and astrionic module) and one expendable 
space tug (propulsion and astrionic module) 
Payload: Planetary probe. 
Mission: Provide the propulsion vehicle for planetary probes. 
Operation: Unmanned, capable of automatic or remote operation. 
Frequency of Operation. Expendable tugs are used once. Assume reusable tugs will be 
used for more than one mission. 
6.2 MISSION DESCRIPTION 
The mission will begin with a fueled space vehicle configured to the basel:ne 
configuration shown in Figure 6-1. The mission profile is also depicted in Figure 6-1. 
The space tug astrionics will be activated, checked out to assure operational capability 
of all systems, and the onboard system~ initialized with mission parameters. The first tug 
astrionics will be configured to perform the necessary man~uvers required to return to the 
space station after separation. 
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When the vehicle is properly phased for the burn, the first spac._ tug will ignite to start 
the paylcad on its journey. The first space Ug will burn a portion of its fuel, separate from 
the payload and return intact to the space statk.n. The second space tug will ignite 
immediately after first tug separation. The second tug will boost the p .. yload to the desired 
cutoff conditions. At this point the engine will be shut down, and the s"ace tug will separate 
from the payload. It is assumed that the payload will then have the capability to perform its 
own navigation, guidance, control and communication& functions to properly carry out its 
mission. 
Space tug No. I will be deactivated and stored at the space station. After maintenance 
and refueling, it will be capable of performing other missions. 
Space tug No.2 will be operated in an expendable mode. After its seflaration from the 
payload, its trajectory will be altered to assure that there will be no contact with the 
payload. After safing of th~ tug, its mission will be complete. 
6.3 DETAILED MISSION PHASE DESCRIPTIONS 
6.3.1 Activation 
The space tugs will be activated and their astrionic systems checked out to assure all 
modules are operational. The onboard subsystems will then be initialized with mission 
parameters. TIle second space tug will assun:c the operational control of the mission aided, 
if required, by the first tug astrionics. 
6.3.2 Orbital Coast 
After the checkout phase is complete. the space vehicle will be oriented to the desired 
attitude prior to engine ignition_ 
6.3.3 Transfer Burn No. I 
When the proper engine start conditions have been satisfied, the engine of space tug 
No. I will be ignited and a partial burn will be accomplished_ At the appropriate time, the 
engine will be shut down_ 
6.3.4 Undocking 
After engine cutoff. vehicle attitude will be maintained, and space tug No. I will 
separate from the rest of the vehicle_ 
At this point, the mission phases can be divided into Part A. space tug No. I mission 
and Part B, space tug No.2 mission. 
Part A - Space Tug No. I (Reusable) 
6.3_5A Orbital Coast 
After separation, the space tug will remain in the coast mode until time for the next 
transfer burn. Prior to the transfer burn., the tug will be oriented to the desired attitude by 
the RCS. Target or navigation update will be reeeivec! as required, 
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6.3.6A Transfer Burn No.2 
At the appropriate time, the engine will be ignited to perform a retrograde burn which 
will place the tug in an elliptical orbit with a perigee of approximately 300 NM. 
6.3.7 A Orbital Coast 
After engine cutoff, the space tug will remain in the coast mode until the next transfer 
burn. Prior to the transfer burn, the tug will be oriented to the desired attitude. Any small 
trajectory alterations necessary during the coast period will be accomplished. Target or 
navigation update will be received as required. 
6.3 .8A Transfer Burn No.3 
At or near perigee, the space tug engine will again be ignited to circularize its orbit at 
approximately 300 NM for subsequent rendezvous with '.he space station at 270 NM. 
6.3.9A Rendezvous 
Using a combination of short burns and coast periods, the space tug will rendezvous 
with the space station either automatically or by remote operation. 
6.3.IOA Dock 
The space tug will perform the appropriate maneuvers, either in the automatic or 
remote operational mode, to accomplish docking with the space station. 
6.3.11 A Deactivate 
The space tug will be checked out and deactivated. 
6.3.12A Storage 
The space tug will remain dormant until required for a subsequent mission. 
Part B - Space Tug No.2 (Expendable) 
6.3.5B Escape Burn 
After space tug No. I separation, space tug No. 2s main engine will be ignited and will 
burn until the proper escape velocity has been attained. 
6.3.6B Undocking 
After engine shutdown, the vehicle attitude will be held constant until space 
tug/payload separation. 
6.3.7B Coast 
After sllpa,'ating from the payload, the space tug will remain in the coast mode. 
Maneuvers may be required to gain separation distance between the tug and payload to 
assure no contact. 
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6.3.8 B Saling 
After the desired spacp. tug maneuvers have been accomplished, the tug mission will be 
tenninated by saling the vehicle and allowing it to go into an uncontrolled expendable 
mode. 
6.4 INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS 
The requirement exists for communications with the tug when it is active during a 
planetary probe to allow target update and status checkscThe communications necessary to 
fullill this requirement are tracking, command, and telemetry. 
Implementation should be via a USB-type system interfacing with Goldstone, Madrid. 
and/or Honeysuckle to Mission Control. 
Space tug No. I requires an interface with the space station. The communications must 
inch. de command, voice and telemetry to allow checkout, activation and repair. Therefore, 
this interface should be a USB-type which will satisfy all requirements. 
6.5 MISSION TIMELINE 
PHASE 
Activation 
Orbital Coast 
Transfer Burn 
Undocking 
Orbital Coasl 
Transfer Burn 
Orbital Coast 
Transfer Burn 
Rendezvous 
Dock 
Deactivate 
Storage 
Escape Burn 
Undocking 
Coast 
Safing 
BOTH SPACE 
TUG STAGES 
SPACE TUG STAGE 
NUMBER I 
SPACE TUG STAGF 
NUMBER 2 
DURATION 
J·2 hours 
2-3 hours 
6-12 minutes 
30 seconds 
0.5-2 hours 
4-8 minutes 
2-4 hours 
0.5-3 minutes 
2-8 hours 
0.5-2 hours 
1-2 hours 
30-180 days 
6-12 minutes 
30 seconds 
0.5-1 hour 
0.5 hour 
MAXIMUM ACCUMULATIVE 
TIME 
SPACE TUG 
STAGE 
NUMBER I 
2 hours 
5 hours 
5.2 hours 
5.2 hours 
7.2 hours 
7.3 hours 
11.3 hours 
11.4 hours 
19.4 hours 
21.4 hours 
23.4 hours 
180 days max 
SPACE TUG 
STAGE 
NUMBER I 
2 hours 
5 hours 
5.2 hours 
5.2 hours 
180 days max 
5.3 hours 
5.3 hours 
6.3 hours 
6.8 hours max 
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7.0 REUSABLE NUCLEAR SHUTTLE (RNS) EARTH/MOON MISSION 
7.1 GUIDELINES 
Vehicle: Reusable nuclear shuttle (RNS). RNS control is provided by space tug astrionics. 
Payload: Space station modules, space tug, propellant, crew, miscellaneous payload. 
Mission: Transfer of payload to and from the moon. 
Frequency of Operation: 2 - 8 round trips per year. 
Operation: Manned or unmanned. Automatic, remote operation or manual control. 
7.2 MISSION DESCRIPTION 
The nuclear shuttle mission, using the reusable nuclear shuttle vehkle, starts from a configuration that has the nuclear shuttle docked to a propellant and maintenance depot positioned in a circular earth orbit. The depot maintains a constant distance between it and an earth space station, so that radiation exposure to the space station is tolerable. A lunar space station in a circular, polar lunar orbit is the destination for a payload. 
In preparation for the mission, the nuclear shuttle undocks from the depot and moves into position to receive the payload from a space tug plying between the space station and the depot. The space tug docks with the nuclear shuttle and transfers the payload, and the tug moves the shuttle into a lower orbit. The space tug then returns to the space station, and the nuclear shuttle proceeds to the moon. 
The nuclear shuttle (see Figure 7-1) transports the payload from an earth orbit to a lunar orbit, exercising the proper maneuvers to place it at a constant distance from a lunar space station orbiting the moon (see Figure 7-2). A space tug from the lunar space station docks with the nuclear shuttle, removes the payload and transfers it to the lunar space station. 
If the nuclear shuttle is to remain in the vicinity of the moon for an extended period, it maneuvers into a lunar parking orbit position which is removed from the space station. When it is to return to an earth orbit, it accepts a payload from the space tug and maneuvers into a transearth trajectory, exercising the appropriate maneuvers to place it at a constant distance from the orbiting propellant and maintenance depot. 
The space tug from the earth space station docks with the nuclear shuttle, removes the payload, and returns to the space station. The nuclear shuttle docks with the depot and is prepared for its next mission. 
7.3 DETAILED MISSION PHASE DESCRIPTIONS 
Initial Conditions 
The propellant and maintenance depot (PMD) will be station keeping with earth space station at a fixed distance. 
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PAYLOAD 
ASTRIONICS 
REUSABLE 
NUCLEAR 
SHUTTLE 
(RNS) 
\ I 
I \ 
, 
NERVA 
ENGINE 
I 1 ~----------------~ Figure 7-1. Basic Configuration of the RNS Vehicle 
Nuclear shuttle will be docked with propellant and maintenance depot. 
The aft interstage of the nuclear shuttle will be jettisoned. 
7.3.1 Reactivation 
The reactivation sequence of the nuclear shuttle will be initiated by either the propellant and maintenance depot personnel or by commands from the space station. 
The automatic checkout sequence will also be initiated by either propellant and maintenance depot personnel or by commands from the space station. 
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PROPELLANT III MAINTENANCE DEPOT 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 22, 23, 24, 25 
/ 
262NM 
55° INCLINATION 
EARTH SPACE 
STATION 
7 
20 
NOTES: 
8 
60NM 
FOLARORBIT 
10 
9 
18 
NUMBERS REFER TO MUSSION TIMELINE REFERENCE NUMBERS LISTED IN SECTION 7.5. 
HEAVY SOliO LINES ARE BURN ARCS. 
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7.3.2 Maintenance 
Any necessary maintenance will be performed during this phase. 
7.3.3 Refueling 
The nuclear shuttle will be fueled commensurate with the mission to be performed. 
7.3.4 Undocking (RNS from PMD) 
The earth space station will command the unmanned nuclear shuttle to undock from the depot. 
If a payload is to be taken to the moon, the space tug will dock with payload and prepare to move it to the nuclear shuttle. 
The nuclear shuttle will maintain a controlled attitude. 
7.3.5 Docking (Space Tug with RNS) 
Space tug will move payload to the nuclear shuttle and dock with it. 
7.3.6 Pre-Operational 
The interface between a manned payload and nuclear shuttle will be checked out, if applicable. Any necessary vehicle checkouts will also be accomplished. 
TIle earth space station will transfer necessary data to the nuclear ~huttle's a.'ltrionic system to perform lunar mission. This data includes such items as navigation update'". time to initiate operations for lunar targeting, etc. 
The space tug, while docked with the nuclear shuttle will move it into a lower orbit and circularize it there. The attitude control of the nuclear shuttle will be inactive during this transfer. 
The space tug will undock from the nuclear shuttle and return to earth space station. 
The attitude control of the nuclear shuttle stabilizes it. The NERVA engine is not operated until a safe distance exists between the nuclear shuttle and earth space station such that the radiation level received at the earth space station is within tolerances. 
7.3.7 Escape Burn (TLI) 
The NERVA enghle will burn for approximately 25 minutes at 75,000 pounds thrust and 825 second nominal specific impulse. 
The nuclear shuttle performs the proper maneuvers to inject into a translunar trajectory which will satisfy lunar targeting. Maneuver wil: De performed such that the radiation level received at the earth space stations is within tolerances. 
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7.3.8 Transfer Coast (Translunar) 
After the NERVA engine burns for approximately 25 minutes, the nuclear shuttle will 
experience periodic cooldown thrusts for approximately 35-50 hours. Tne periodic thrust 
will be used as efficiently as possible to provide final trajectory refinf;)lents. 
The translunar coast phasf: will require 108 hours (Reference A-I). 
7.3.9 Transfer Burn (LOI) 
The NERVA engine will burn approximately 6 minutes to brake the nuclear shuttle 
into lunar orbit. The burn will be accomplished to properly phase the nuclear shuttle with 
the lunar space station. 
7.3.10 Rendezvous (RNS with LOSS) 
The periodic engine cooldown thrust, which will last approximately II hours, will be 
used as efficiently as possible to rendezvous the nuclear shuttle with the lunar space station. 
A minimum distance must be maintained between the nuclear shuttle and the lunar space 
station. 
The nuclear shuttle will control its attitude such that the radiation received by the 
lunar space station and lunar surface base are within tolerances. 
7.3.11 pocking/Undocking (Space Tug with RNS) . 
The nuclear shuttle will maintain a minimum distance from the space station. The 
space tug will undock from the lunar space station and will dock with the nuclear shuttle. 
The space tug removes the payload from the nuclear shuttle and transfers it to the 
lunar space station. 
7.3.12 Transfer Burn 
Lunar space station will command the nuclear shuttle to change its altitude using the 
reaction control system. 
The nuclear shuttle will coast at the new altitude until sufficient distance from the 
lunar space station has been attained. 
The nuclear shuttle will perform, either automatically or on command from Earth, a 
maneuver using the reaction control system to return it to the same altitude as the lunar 
space station, if this maneuver is required for phasing or storage. 
'. 
If extended lunar stay is planned reference Paragraph 7.3 .13. If immediate earth return 
is planned reference Paragraph 7.3.17. 
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7.3.13 Deactivate 
The nuclear ~huttle will automatically perform a deactivation sequem'e to reach a 
semi-active state of minimum attitude control and monitoring. 
7.3.14 Storage 
The nudear shuttle shall remain in this semi-active state for not more than 30 days. 
7.3.15 Reactivation 
The nuclear shuttle will automatically perform a reactivation sequence upon command 
from the earth or the space tug. 
The nuclear shut ~le will automatically ;>erform a checkout sequ~nce when the 
reactivation sequence is ~ompleted and communicate its condition to earih or the space tug. 
7.3.16 Docking/Undocking (Space Tug with RNS) 
Space tug with the payload will undock from the lunar space station and maneuver to 
rendezvous and dock with the nuclear shuttle. 
The space tug will transfer the payload to the nuclear shuttle. 
The space tug will undock from the nuclear shuttle and maneuver tn return to the 
lunar space station. 
7.3.17 Preoperationa'-
The interface between a manned payload and the nuclear shuttl.e wiii be checked out, 
if applicable. Any necessary vehicle checkouts will also be accompiished. 
Earth space station will transfer necessary dat". to the nuclear shuttle's astrionic system 
to perform the earth return trip. This includes liuch items as navigation update, time to 
initiate operations for earth targeting, etc. 
7.3.18 Escape Burn 
The NERVA engine will bum for approximately 5 to 7 minutes at 75,000 pounds 
thrust and 825 second nominal specific impulse. 
The nuclear shuttle performs the proper maneuvers to inject into a transearth 
trajectory. Maneuvers will be performed so that the radiation level received at the lunar 
space stalion and lunar surface base are within iolerances. 
7.3.19 Transfer Coast (Transeurth) 
After the NERVA engine is shutdown, the nuclear shuttle will experience a periodic 
cooldown thrust for approximately II hours. The periodic thrust will be used as efficiently 
as possible to provide final trajectory refinements. 
The transearth coast phase will require 72 hours (Reference A-I). 
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7.3.20 Transfer Bum (Earth Braking) 
The NERV A engine will burn approximately 8 to 12 minutes to brake the nUCltlar 
shuttle into earth orbit. 
The bum will be accomplished to properly phase the nuclear shuttle with the earth 
space station. 
7.3.21 Rendezvous (RNS with EOSS) 
The periodic engine cooldown thrust, which will last approximately 13 to 20 hours, 
will be used as efficiently as possible to rendezvous with the earth space station. 
A minimum distance must be maintained between the nuclear shuttle and the earth 
space station. 
The nuclear shuttle will control its attitude such that the radiation received at the earth 
space station is within tolerances. 
7.3.22 Docking!Undocking (Space Tug with RNS) 
The nuclear shuttle will maintain a station-keeping position with the propellant and 
maintenance depot. 
The space tug will unu, x from earth space station and dock with the nuclear shuttle. 
The space tug with the payload will undock from the nuclear shuttle and dock with the 
earth space station. 
7.3.23 Docking (RNS with Depot) 
The nuclear shuttle will automatically dock with the propellant and maintenance depot 
using the reaction control system. 
7.3.24 Maintenance 
The propellant and maintenance depot personnel will perform the required 
maintenance actions. 
7.3.25 Deactivation 
The earth space station will command the nuclear shuttle to automatically perform a 
deactivation sequence. 
7.3.26 Storage 
The nuclear shuttle will remain in the deactivated state until needed for its next 
mission. 
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7.4 INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS 
The RNS mission will require an interface with the space station, tug, and the LOSS to 
allow targeting updates eluring rendezvous and the transfer of data for status purposes when 
in line-of-sight of these space vehicles. During translunar coast an interface with the ground 
for the same reasons is required. 
The system installed on the RNS should be a USB type systerr. including command, 
tracking and TM. The ground systems will be Madrid, Goldstone, and Honeysuckle with the 
normal data relay to Mission Control. 
7.5 MISSION TIMELINE 
PHASE 
I. Activation/Reactivation 
2. Maintenance 
3. Fueling/Refueling 
4. Undocking (RNS from Depot) 
(I) 5. P~cking (Space Tug with RNS) 
6. Pre-operational 
7. Escape Burn (TL!) 
8. Transfer Coast (Translunar) 
9. Transfer Burn (Lunar Braking) 
J O. Rendezvous (RNS with Lunar Space 
Station 
II. Docking/Undocking (Space Tug with 
RNS 
12. Transfer Burn (Lunar Orbit Change) 
(2) 13. Safing (Deactivation) 
(2) 14. Storage 
(2) 15. Reactivation 
(3) (2) 16, Docking/Undocking (Space Tug 
with RNS) 
17. Pre-operational 
18. Escape Burn (TEl) 
19. Transfer Coast (Transearth) 
20, Transfer Burn (Earth Braking) 
21. Rendezvous (RN~ with Earth Space 
Station) 
(3) 22. Docking /Undocking (Space Tug with 
RNS) 
23. Docking (RNS with Depot) 
DURATION 
(DAYS) 
7 
4 
Max. Min. 
30 2 
(Assumes 
28 day 
lunar orbit 
storage) 
4 
CUMULATIVE TIME 
(DAYS) 
7 
J I 
Max, Min. 
41 13 
Max. Min. 
45 17 
---------------------------24. Maintenance 
25. Safing (Deactivation) Variable 
26. Storage 
(I) This phase applicable only if payload is to be carried to moon. 
(2) This phase applicable only if extended lunar stay time is planned, 
(3) This phase applicable only if payload is to be returned to earth. 
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8,0 LUNAR LANDING MISSION 
8.1 GUIDELINES 
Vehicle: Reusable space tug (landing leg kit, propulsion module, astrionic module, 
cargo module, crew module, and manipulator arm kit). 
Mission: Manned or unmanned lunar landing and return to lunar orbit space station. 
Launch Vehicle: Tug brought to lunar orbit space station by RNS or payload on 
Saturn V. 
Storage: Up to 180 days quie.icent storage in lunar orbit. Up to 42 days on lunar 
surface. Operational within two hours. 
Operation: Primarily manned, but capable of automatic or remote operation. 
Frequency of Operation: Alternately, 28 days on lunar surface with 28 days docked to 
space station. 
8.2 MISSION DESCRIPTION 
The space tug mission will begin with the tug configured for a lunar lan,1ing mission, in 
a quiescent mode, and docked to the lunar space station (60 NM polar lunar orbit Iititude). 
The space tug will be activated, checked out to assure operational capability of all 
subsystems and components, and onboard systems initialized with mission parameters. The 
space tug will undock from the lunar space station when the station is properly phased with 
the prospective landing site. The space tug will transfer to a 60 NM by 9 NM lunar orbit. At 
perilune (9 NM), the space tug will initiate a powered descent burn to the lunar surface. 
After landing, the space tug will spend 14 to 28 days on the lunar surface. The space 
tug systems required for lunar habitation and exploration will be activated, and any 
astrionic subsystems not required during the lunar exploration will be deactivated. 
After lunar surface exploration, the space tug astrionic systems will be activated, and 
the space tug will inject into an initial 9 x 45 NM lunar orbit for subsequent phasing 
maneuvers with the lunar space station. The space tug will rendezvous and dock with the 
space station, and the space tug will be deactivated and stored. The mission profile and 
vehicle configuration are shown in Figure 8-1, 
Prior to the next use of the space tug for lunar landing, the space tug subsystems will 
be thoroughly checked out and defective parts replaced. 
8.3 DETAILED MISSION PHASE DESCRIPTIONS 
Initially, it is assumed that the space tug used for the lunar landing will be docked to 
the lunar orbit space station (LOSS). The LOSS will be in a 60 NM circular polar orbit. The 
space tug will be powered dOl"n to the maximum extent. 
The following are the detailed mission phases for this mission. 
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Figure 8·1. Lunar Landing Mission Profile and Vehicle Configuration 
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8.3.1 Activation Phase 
The space tug will be activated, and all onboard astrionic subsystems will be checked 
out. When all onboard systems are deemed operational, the onboard systems will be 
initialized with the mission parameters. 
8.3.2 Undocking ~hase 
The space tug will undock from the space station and maneuver a safe distance away 
from the space station to begin its transfer burn. During this phase, the space tug will 
maneuver while a member of the space station crew visually checks the vehicle . 
8.3.3 Transfer Burn 
When the space tug is a safe distance from the space station and approximately 1800 
from the landing site, the initial retrograde burn of the space tug will be used to place the 
space tug in a 9 NM by 60 NM elliptical orbit. The burn time will be from 20 to 40 seconds 
in duration. 
8.3.4 Orbital Coast Phase 
The space tug will coast for either one-half revolution or 1.5 revolutions until the 
initiation of powered descent at perilune. During this phase, the onboard systems will be 
monitored and configured for the next burn. 
8.3.5 Powere." Descent and Landing Phase 
At perilune, the powered descent to the lunar surface will begin. This phase will begin 
at 9 l\.M altitude and continue until the space tug has landed on the lunar surface. The tug 
will be controlle(i\.automatically or by remote operation. This phase is assumed to be similar 
with the present . lunar landing mission. The burn time will be from 10 to 14 minutes 
duration. 
83.6 Deactivation Phase 
After laOlding, the on board systems will be checked to detect any possible damage 
incurred during the landing. The subs),stems required to maintain survivability of the crew 
and/or the astrionk systems will be partially activated. All other subsystems will be 
deactivated . 
8.3.7 Storage Phase 
The space tug will remain in the deactivated (or quiescent) state for the duration of the 
lunar surface stay. The on board detection system will detect and report any critical 
malfunctions or off-nominal conditions during the storage phase. This phase will last either 
14 or 28 days, with an additional 14 days contingency capability required. 
8.3.8 Reactivation Phase 
After the lunar surface exploration, the space tug will be reactivated, the on board 
systems will be checked out and the space tug configured for the ascent burn. 
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8.3.9 Powered Ascent Phase 
A 6 to 10 minute burn of the space tug will place the tug in a 9 NM by 45 NM elliptical 
orbit suitable for rendezvous with the lunar orbit space station. Part of the space tug may be 
expendable and left on the lunar surface. The powered ascent is assumed to be similar to the 
present powered ascent by the lunar module on the Apollo missions. 
8.3.10 Orbital Coast Phase 
The space tug will coast until apolune where a burn will be performed to circularize the 
orbit at 45 NM. During this phase, the tug will update or receive data to update its 
trajectory for rendezvous with the space station. 
8.3. I I Rendezvous Phase 
After the coast, a burn will circularize the orbit at 4S NM. The space tug will coast in 
this orbit until combinations of short burns and coast periods maneuver the tug into proper 
position for docking with the space station. The present Apollo rendezvous scheme, after 
circularizing at 4S NM, includes a plane change maneuver (if required), a burn one-half orbit 
after circularizing to provide a constant delta height between the rendezvousing vehicles. a 
two-burn Hohmann transfer to approximately the final orbit. and the final close-range 
rendezvous and docking. These maneuvers will place the tug in a 60 NM circular orbit with 
the space station. 
8.3,12 Docking Phase 
When the tug maneuvers to a close proximity of the space station, the space tug will 
dock with the space station (either manually or by remote operation. if unmanned). 
8.3.13 Deactivation Phase 
With the space tug docked to the lunar orbit space station, the space tug will be given a 
final status check and the onboard systems powered down. The space tug may receive 
external power and/or environmental conditioning from the space station. 
8.3.14 Storage Phase 
The tug will be placed in a quiescent status and remain docked to the space station 
until fueling and maintenance is complete or the next active mission is started. 
8.3,15 Maintenance Phase 
During some or all phases of the mission. the tug will be checked out. If defective 
modules are found during this checkout. they will be replaced at the next appropriate and 
convenient time. Periodic maintenance will be performed. This would be performed during 
slack periods. and any defective modules or units would be replaced and the subsystems 
returned to optimum operating capability. The frequency of maintenance will depend on 
the number of missions flown. time in space. past failure rates, etc. 
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8.3.16 Fueling Phase 
The space tug will be activated for fueling when its fuel supply is exhausted. This may 
be done randomly, such as when the space shuttle brings fuel, or scheduled just prior to a 
mission. The tug will actively monitor the fueling process. 
8.4 INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS 
A USB system should be installed in the astrionic module to allow communications 
with the ground system at Gold~tone, Honeysuckle, and/or Madrid for transmission of 
voice, data and command betw;!en the NASA Mission Control and the tug while on the 
lunar surface. 
A similar communications link is required between the LOSS and the tug for 
command, control and evaluation. 
The ground link is required because the LOSS will not always be within line-of-sight of 
the tug when the tug is on the lunar surface. 
8.5 MISSION TIMELINE 
PHASE DURATION MAXIMUM ACCUMULATIVE TIME 
Activation 
Undocking 
Transfer Bum 
Orbital Coast 
Powered Descent and 
Landing 
Deactivation 
Storage 
Reactivation 
Powered Ascen t 
Orbital Coast 
Rendezvous 
Docking 
Deactivation 
Storage 
2 hours 
0.5 hours 
20 - 40 seconds 
I - 3 hours 
0.2 hours 
4 hours 
14 - 28 days 
2 hours 
.1 - .2 hours 
I - 4 hours 
2 - 8 hours 
0.5 hours 
4.0 hours 
14 - 28 days 
9.0 FOUR STAGE SATURN V MISSION 
9.1 GUIDELINES 
2.0 hours 
2.5 hours 
2.5 hours 
5.5 hOLlrs 
5.7 hours 
9.7 hours max. 
42 days max 
2.0 hours 
2.2 hours 
6.2 hours 
14.2 hours 
14.7 hours 
18.7 hours max. 
180 days 
Vehicle: Satum V (without IU) with the space tug as a fourth stage. 
Payload: Lunar orbit space station, space tugs, CSM derivative, tuel, etc. 
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Mission: Transfer of payloa:! from earth to lunar orbit. 
Frequency of Operation: Will be used in lunar orbit after completion of this mission. 
Frequency or length of deactivation is unknown. 
Operation: Automatically controlled; however, a crew may have control capability. 
9.2 MISSION DESCRIPTION 
The Saturn V/space tug configuration will be launched from Complex 39. Complete 
burns of the S-IC and S-I1 and a partial burn of the S-IVB will insert the configuration into a 
100 NM circular parking orbit. After two to three orbits, the S-IVB will be reignited for the 
transfer burn into a lunar trajectory. The S-IVB will burn to depletion; it will be jettisoned; 
and the space tug fourth stage will complete the lunar transfer burn. 
The space tug/payload will coast approximately three days in the translunar coast. Any 
midcourse corrections will be performed by the space tug. 
When the space tug/payload reaches the 60 NM perilune behind the moon, the space 
tug, in a retrograde attitude, will fire its engine(s) to insert the payload into a 60 NM by 170 
NM lunar orbit. A second lunar· orbit insertion burn will insert the payload into a 60 NM 
circular polar orbit in the vicinity of the lunar space station. After another space tug 
removes the payload from the space tug (fourth stage), the fourth stage will be jettisoned 
unless it is required for use with the lunar space station. 
The vehicle configuration and mission profile are shown in Figure 9-1. 
9.3 DETAILED MISSION PHASE DESCRIPTIONS 
9.3.1 Preflight Operations 
L.1unch pad checkout activities will be conducted for S-IC, S-I1, S-IVB, and space tug 
stages prior to launch to assure that all systems are capable of operating as planned. 
9.3.2 Boost-to-Orbit (To LEO) 
The vehicle will be targeted for a 100 NM circular earth parking orbit. It will attain this 
orbit by complete bums of the S-IC and S-I1 stages and a partial burn of the S-IVB stage. 
9.3.3 Orbital Coast (LEO) 
After S-IVB stage cutoff the vehicle will enter the coast mode for one to three earth 
orbits. During this coast period. additional vehicle checks will be made to assure that all 
systems are capable of proper operation prior to TLI. 
9.3.4 Translunar Injection (TLI) Bum 
The escape burn to a lunar trajectory shall be made by burning the S-IVB stage to 
depletion, separating the S-IVB stage. and igniting the space tug fourth stage for a partial 
burn. When proper cutoff conditions have been attained, the space tug engine will cut off. 
The S-IVB stage will provide a delta V after separation to avoid contact with other space 
vehicles and will be disposed of in an escape orbit, if possible. 
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Figure 9-1. Space Tug Four Stage Saturn V Mission Profile and Vehicle Configuration 
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9.3.5 Translunar Coast 
The fourth stage will coast for approximately three days to reach the moon. Any 
required midcourse corrections will be performed by the space tug. The tug will be rolled to 
equalize the solar heating effect. The ground will aid in target and navigation updates. 
9.3.6 Transfer Bum No. I (LO!) 
Upon lunar arrival, the space tug, in a retrograde attitude, will fire its engine for 
insertion into a 60 NM by 170 NM elliptical polar orbit. 
9.3.7 Orbital Coast (Lunar) 
The space tug will remain in the 60 NM by 170 NM orbit for phasing with the lunar 
orbit space station (LOSS). The coast phase will last one to three revolutions. 
9.3.8 Transfer Bum No.2 (LO/) 
A second retrograde burn of the space tug will circularize the payload in an 
approximately 60 NM circular polar orbit in close proximity with the LOSS. 
9.3.9 Rendezvous (Tug with LOSS) 
After the circularization bum, the space tug will maneuver to accomplish rendezvous 
with the LOSS. The space tug can now dock its payload to the LOSS, or its payload may be 
removed by another lunar space tug. 
The space tug fourth stage mission is now complete; however, all or portions of the tug 
may be subsequently used for lunar operational actil ities. 
9.4 INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS 
This mission, from a support standpoint, is ~he sam" as the lunar mission and should 
use the MSFN while in low earth orbit and use Madrid, G')ldstone, and Honeysuckle ·in the 
translunar coast and lunar orbit phases. 
To implement this interface a USB type system should be instaJleJ 011 the tug with 
voice, command, TM, and tracking capabiltty. 
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9.5 MISSION TIMELINE 
PHASE 
Preflight 
Boost-tcH>rbit 
Orbital Coast 
Translunar Injection Burn 
Translunar Coast 
Transfer Burn No. I (LOI I) 
Orbital Coast 
Transfer Burn No. 2 (L0I2) 
Rendezvous 
DURATION MAXFdUM ACCUMULATIVE TIME 
Up to 20 hours 20 hours max. 
10-14 minutes 
.7-4.5 hours 
6-1 0 minutes 
2.5-3.5 days 
5-10 minutes 
1-6 hours 
2-6 minutes 
1-4 hours 
REFERENCES 
0.2 hours 
4.7 hours 
4.9 hours max. 
3.5 days max. 
0.2 hour 
6.2 hours 
6.3 hours 
10.3 hours max. 
A-I . Guidelin~s and Constl"dints Document, Nuclear Shuttle Systems Defmition Study, 
Phase A, Revisior: No. I, May 28, 1970, MSFC Document No. PD-SA-P-70-63. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE 
The astrionic :ystem, by definition, includes that integrated group of components 
and/or sU'Jsystems which provide the following vehicle functions during a mission: 
• Navigation, guidance, and control of the vehicle 
• Measurement of vehicle parameters 
• Onboard data management 
• Data transmission between vehicle, ground stations, and other space systems 
• Facilitate vehicle tracking by ground stations or other space systems 
• Checkout and monitoring of vehicle fUnctions 
• Detection of emergency situations 
• Generation of t:ie<'trical power for system operation 
• Power and signal aistribution 
• Thermal conditioning of components 
Current practice shows the astrionic system to be at level 5 in the NASA work 
breakdown s~ructure used for determining costs of new programs. 
This appendix defines the preliminary astrionic system functional requirements for 
seven space tug missions. These seven missions were selected as the "design" missions which 
determine the tug astrionic system. Descriptions of these missions are provided in the 
preceding appendix and are summarized in Figure I-I. 
The space tug is of modular design, and vehicle groundrules dictate that the primary 
astrionic equipment be assembled into a structural module or segment called the astrionic 
module. This module is at level 4 in the NASA work breakdown structure. Functions and/or 
equipment external to the astrionic module is to be definEd to the extent needed to size and 
define interfaces and functional requirements of the astrionic system. 
2.0 SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
Analysis 0; projected availability dates for the major NASA space systems and a 
scheduling of the seven design missions indicates that the capability to satisfy the whole 
range of space tug astrionic system functional requirements must be provided within a two 
year time frame. 
Derivation of preliminary space tug astrionic system functional requirements included 
definition of the design criteria and constraints which were assembled from the mission 
operations and vehicle descriptions, study guidelines, system interfaces, and general 
effectiveness and safety requirements as well as definition of typical performance limits for 
the astrionic system functions required in each mission phase. 
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Astrionic system functions are interfaced with overall space tug operations by a cursory analysis of functional flow diagrams for the tug. More work is needed to fully define these interfaces. 
3.0 REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS 
3.1 DESIGN CRITERIA AND CONSTRAINTS 
The astrionic system(s) design criteri" and con~,raints '.'1ere assembled and derived from the missions operations and vehicle descriptions, study guidelines, system interfaces, and general effectiveness requirements. These design criteria and constraints are divided into the following categories: 
(I) Mission Mix and Sched ule 
(2) Operational Bases and Facilities 
(3) Modularity 
(4) Autonomy 
(5) Interfaces 
(6) Environments 
(7) Effectiveness 
(8) Monitor and Control 
(9) Storage 
(10) Operational Life 
(II) Transport 
3.1.1 Mission Mix and Schedule 
The seven design missions, as shown in Figure I-I, encompass fifteen different mission-vehicle-payload combinations. These combinations include three different vehicles with three configurations of one of the vehicles (tug), manned and unmanned vehicles, single mission and reusable vehicles, and payloads that are cargo and manned. From Figure 1·1, it should be noted that all seven representative missions must be capable of being performed in an unmanned mode. i.e., no support frorr .n onboard crew or crew module. Also all seven missions, except the deep space and synchronous orbit with expendable vehicle missions, may be manned or have manned payloads. 
Figure 3-1 illustrates the projected availability dates of the major NASA space systems. Based on these availability dates, a scheduling of the seven representative missions shows that the whole range of space tug astrionic system functions must be made available within a 2-year time frame. This assumes an Apollo Program follow-on. If there is no Apollo Program follow-on, there will be about a 3-year gap between the earth orbit and planetary missions and the lunar missions. 
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3.1.2 Operational Base and Facilities 
Each of the representative missions has a point-of-ongin or operational base where the 
"prepare for mission" functions are performed. These operational bases include: 
(a) Earth base (KSC or other) - for the early synchronous orbit (expendable 
vehicles) missions and for ihe four stage Saturn V lunar missions. 
(b) Earth orbit space station - for the low earth orbital operations, planetary 
missions. and synchronous orbit (reusable vehicles) missions and also as 
maintenance depot for RNS mission support. 
(c) Lunar orbit space station - for tug operations in lunar orbit and lunar landing 
missions. 
The "prepare for mission" functions include checkout, replacement part maintenance, 
replace or load expendables, loading a new program and lor navigational data or parameters 
into the computer. and other operations, such as configure tug(s) for assigned mission (stack 
two tugs for tandem operation and/or add special kits), and load fuel and payload. 
Use of expendables should be minimized to the extent practical. Other supplies. such 
as replacement parts. should be limited as to types and quantities required. 
To meet the functional requirements of the many mission-vehicle-payload 
combinations the astrionic system(s) must possess both a high degree of operational 
flexibility and be readily Changeable through the addition or deletion of special kits. The tug 
is to be of modular design (crew. llstrionic, cargo and propulsion modules plus special kits). 
The tug is to be configured in space by addition or removal of modules and lor kits for 
assigned mission. For some missions, stacking tugs for tandem operation is required. The 
astrionic module/segment for the RNS and Saturn V may be configured at KSC or other 
earth base for these vehicles. 
The astrionics for both the tug and RNS must be capable of being reconfigured, as 
required, in space to provide the required mission tlexibility. This reconfiguration capability 
should be provided by the addition and/or removal of components. This reconfiguration 
capability is made possible with a "modular astrionics" concept and does not require all 
equipment to be designed for "universal" capability. 
3.1.4 Autonomy 
Autonomous operations has been identified as a desirable feature to reduce ground 
support requirements. Substantially less ground support should be required for the tug 
operations than is provided for the Apollo missions. Two areas where ground support should 
be reduced arc: (a) quantity of status data should be reduced by use of onboard diagnostics. 
data compaction, or by limiting transmission time, and (b) ground stations should not be 
required to supply data that can reasonably be supplied by onboard systems. 
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3.I.S Interfaces 
Communication links must be provided with all mission elements. These links should 
be of a USB type and provide telemetry, command, voice (if manned), tracking and TV, as 
required for the individual missions. Some missions will require an interface or relay 
capability to DRSS. For DOD Jlji~sions the interface should be through the satellite control 
facility via a DOD satellite system. 
A hardwire tie-in capability should be provided for data (data bus interface) and power 
interchange between the tug astrionic module and other system elements, including, EOS, 
EOSS, LOSS, and RNS. 
Within the astrionic system(s) of all space elements, a standard interface should be used 
to the maximum extent practical permitting interchange of components or subsystems. This 
interchange of components or subsystems is required to configure astrionics for specific 
missions and to permit updating the astrionics by using improved or advanced 
state-of-the-art equipment. Modifications should be limited to software changes where 
practical. 
3.1.6 Environments 
Natural - the natural environments encountered by the astrionic systems shall be as 
defined in: 
( I) Space - NASA TM X-S3798 entitled, "Space Environment Criteria Guidelines for 
Use in Space Vehicle Development." 
(2) Terrestrial - NASA TM X-S3328 entitled, "Terrestrial Environment (Climatic) 
Criteria Guidelines for Usc in Space Vehicle Devclopment." 
Induced - The astrionics must be capable of withstanding the induced environments. 
either operating or non-operating. as applkable, encountered during: 
( I) Transport to launch site and/or earth base and handling. 
(2) Transport from earth base to LEO by EOS and jettisoning to free flight. 
(3) Transport to lunar orbit as payload in either a four stage Saturn V or RNS. 
(4) Operation in either the fourth stage of the Saturn V launch vehicle or the RNS. 
(S) Expected tug !light operations either as single units or in tandem. 
3.1.7 Effectiveness 
Reliability - The astrionic system(s) shall mcct the reliability requirements when 
maintenance. refurbishment, or replacement are used to maintain the required level of 
reliability throughout its lifetime. Cost effectivcness studies will determine reliability levels 
and maintenance cycle. 
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f I Safety - For all manned nusslOns the astrionie system will be designed for a fail operational - fail safe condition on the equipment required for crew safety. An emergency 
detection system shall be provided with appropriate crew displays, and an abort 
mode/sequence shall be provided for each mission and mission phase where necessary. For 
automated vehicles with manned payloads, a control takeover capability shall be provided to 
the payload. 
Maintainability - Onboard checkout for the complete tug/vehicle is a design goal. 
Checkout to the level necessary to locate failures or degraded conditions to the lowest 
replacement unit consistent with the modular astrionies concept is required. Support from 
the operational base is provided and may consist of supplying spare parts, personnel and 
equipment for replacing components or an entire astrionic module and assistance in 
checkout as required. In-flight maintenance is to be limited to switching-in redundant 
equipment. 
3.1 .8 Monitor and Control 
Mission Control (Earth, Space Station, or other locations) has a responsibility to 
schedule and to monitor and control mission events. Onboard equipment must be provided 
for interchange of datR, receipt and execution of commands. and to aid ground tracking 
stations. 
Most missions rel[uire rendezvous and docking operations. For the terminal rendezvous 
phase and the docking phase where the tug is unmanned and the target is manned, a tug 
monitor and control capability shall be provided to the target vehicle crew. 
3.1.9 Storage 
Between nusslOns storage, either docked to a space station/base or free flying, is 
required. This storage may be either powered-down or in a quiescent state, as required, to 
withstand the space environments, provide periodic assurance as to operational status, and 
to permit the tug to go from the storage mode to operational status within two hours. 
Storage periods of up to 180 days arc required. For the lunar landing mission, a storage or 
quiescent mode is required for up to 42 days (28 days plus 14 day contingency) on the 
lunar surface. 
3.1 .10 Operational Life 
The reusable space tug shall have a minimum lifetime goal of ten years or the capability 
of being reused ten times before major refurbishment. To achieve this lifetime goal, 
"as-required" in-space maintenance is r.onsidered mandatory. Major refurbishment may be 
provided by returning either the tug or astrionie module to earth base. 
The operational lifetime of the astrionic system for the RNS must, as a minimum meet 
the RNS life requirements (presently one year or ten missions). Astrionics maintenance 
support required to provide the operational lifetime should be compatible with RNS 
maintenance plans and facilities. 
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3.1 .11 Transport 
The tug is to be transported to an operating base using an EOS, RNS, or the four stage 
Saturn V. For EOS transport, the astrhlllic module diameter will be limited to fit within the 
EOS cargo bay (less than 15 feet in diameter). 
3.2 LUNAR LANDING MISSION REQUIREMENTS 
The lunar landing mission is used to illustrate typical ~strionic system requirements for 
the "pace tug. Unique requirements of other design missions will be documented in 
f0lbw-on study reports. 
3.2.1 Navigation, Guidance and Control Requirements 
The NG&C requirements were derived during this study and are given in the following 
pa:agraphs. Also for clarity thc following del1nitions are used: 
Navigation - Navigation is the process of determining the state (velocity and position) 
of the vehicle with respect to a selected coordinate system and vehicle attitude with respect 
to the navigation coordinate system. 
Guidance - Guidance is the process of dctermining vehicle maneuvers, engine start and 
cutoff timing and engine throttling conditions required to satisfy a given set of end 
con:litions defined as either orbital constraints or attitude constraints. 
Control- The control function is to maintain vehicle stability and to execute guidance 
maneuvers based on attitude error and attitude rate error signals developed by the guidance 
system. Attitude control is accomplished by gimballing the main engine cr firing RCS 
t!ngincs on l:ommand. 
3.2.1.1 Phase Independent Requirements 
All navigation requirements arc treakd as phase dependent requirements in paragraph 
3.2.1.2. 
Guidance 
All guidance requirements arc treated as phase dependent requirements in paragraph 
3.2.1.2. 
Control 
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• Attitude and translatiunal control shall be provided for mUltiple missions. 
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(\) Manual control 
(2) Remote operation 
(3) Automatic control 
• RCS attitude control dead bands shall be variable to at least two settings, fine and 
coarse. 
• The desired system deadbands shall be set by remote operation, crew, or 
automatically. 
3.2.1.2 Phase Dependent Requirements 
(I) Activation/Reactivation Phase 
Navigation 
• Initialize the navigation subsystem with a state vector (position and velocity) 
received from the space station. This state vector must be to the following 
accuracy: Position:!: 2km, Velocity:!: 2m/sec . 
• The attitude reference supplied by the IMU will be aligned to an accuracy of 
one minute of arc through the use of a star tracker located either on the IMU 
or on the vehicle. The star tracker measures the inertial angles of the IMU or 
vehicle with respect to two r.ataloged stars. 
Guidance 
There are no guidance requirements during this phase. 
Control 
There are no control requirements during this phase. 
(2) Undocking Phase 
Navigation 
• Compute position, velocity and attitude with respect to the reference 
coordinate system through the use of the IMU to an accuracy consistent 
with requirements of subsequent phases. 
• Maintain attitude reference to an accuracy of 10 arc minutes. 
Guidance 
• After undocking has occurred, provide attitude con<.ol commands to: 
(1) Stabilize the tug 
8-9 
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(2) Transfer the tug to a station keeping position 
(3) Control the tug in a station keeping position 
To minimize collision possibility after undocking: 
(I) When going to a higher altitude orbit, separate from mating vehicle in 
direction of present velocity vector. 
(2) When going to a lower altitude orbit, separate from mating vehicle in 
the opposite direction of present velocity vector. 
Control 
• Translational control shall be provided via RCS. 
• The maneuver is not time critical and monitoring of precise attitude control 
following separation is not a requirement. 
• Separation velocities of I ft/sec or less can be used and then nulled after 
separation to allow the crew to check the control systP!T operation. 
• The attitude control subsystem shall execute guidance commands which are 
functions of relative at'titude, position, and rates of change between the tug 
and the lunar orbit space station. 
• The attitude control subsystem deadband shall be set to THO (tentatively 
:!: 0.50 ). 
• The tug shall be oriented and stabilized in preparation for the transfer burn. 
(3) Orbital Coast Phase 
Navigation 
• Accept navigation update and store in computer. 
• Align IMU prior to each navigation update. 
During orbital coast, prior to transfer burn: 
• Update the tug state vector by using a landmark tracker an .. orbital altimeter 
(radar or laser) as inputs to a Kalman filter navigation scheme or frum the 
MSFN tracking network. The accuracy of the update will be: Position 
:!: 2km, Velocity! 2 m/sec. 
• IMU alignment should be performed within one hour of any powered 
maneuver in order to maintain an accurate (10 min vf afC) inertial referenc~ 
during the maneuver. 
L: 
Guidance 
• Provide attitude control commands to: 
( I ) Control the tug's attitude during the coast phase. 
(2) Orient the tug and maintain attitude hold for engine firing for the 
transfer burn. 
Control 
• A minimum impulse limit cycle shall be established in all three axes with a 
wide or narrow attitude deadband. 
• The wide deadband shall nominally be equal to TBO (tentatively:!: 5.00 ) and 
the narrow deadband shall nominally be TBD (tentatively:!: 0.5 0 ) about each 
axis. 
• RCS thruster commands shall be such that the number of thruster operations 
shall be minimized, and the frequency of thruster operation shall be less than 
TBO (tentatively 7 pulses per second). 
(4) Transfer Burn 
Navigation 
When the angle between the plane of the tug orbit and the vector from the center 
of the moon to the landing site is within a predetermined angle and the central 
angle between the landing sitt: and the tug ;s between 170 and 190 degrees, the 
tug will burn into a 9 NM by 60 NM elliptical orbit. 
• Measure transfer burn parameters. 
• Maintain attitude reference to an accuracy of ! 10 arc minutes. 
Guidance 
• Issue commands to start and shutdown the main engine and to control the 
direction of vehicle thrust to achieve a 9 NM by 60 NM elliptical orbit. 
Control 
• TVC shall provide pitch and yaw attitude control. 
• Engine gimbal position and rate shall not exceed TBO (tentatively:!: 6.00 
and:: 0.2o/sec, respectively). 
• The TVC engine shall not respond to frequencies exceeding TBD Hz. The 
break frequency of the actuator should occur at a frequency of 8 to 10 times 
the control freqllency of the system. 
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The attitude control system shall respond to guidance commands within the 
design limits of the vehicle and engine requirements. 
Roll control shall be provided by RCS . 
(5) Powered Descent and Landing 
Navigation 
At perilune, the powered descent to the lunar surface will begin. This phase will 
begin at 9 NM (55,000 feet) altitude and continue until the space tug has 
soft-landed on tt.e lunar surface. The tug may be manually controlled during this 
phase. There are three subphases associated with this maneuver which are: braking 
phase - deorbit from 9 x 60 NM orbit to lunar intersect trajectory; approach 
phase - approach to landing site using throttleable engine; landing phase - fmal 
approach and landing. 
• Compute velocity and position with a sufficient accuracy to land the tug 
within a radius of 1.5 NM of the landing site with a landing velocity less than 
or equal to !.5 ft/sec. The tug state vector will be updated using a landing 
radar and IMU accelerometer measurements as inputs to a Kalman filter 
navigation update scheme. 
• Maintain attitude reference to an accuracy of : 10 minutes of arc. 
Guidance 
• Issue commands to properly initiate and terminate main engine burn for 
descent to lunar surface. 
• Provide attitude control commands to control the tug's ~ngine thrust during 
the burn and to control vehicle attitude during coast pha~es while descending 
to the lunar surface. 
• Provide engine throttle commands as req uired to properly control the tug's 
trajectory to the desired lunar landing site. 
• Accomplish one of the following: 
(I) Guide the tug to a lunar landing with a guidance error less than 0.1 NM 
radius of a predetermined site for landing without a beacon. 
(2) Guide the tug to a lunar landing with a guidance error of less than 0.01 
NM radius of a predetermined site for landing with a beacon. 
• Guide the tug to the desired lunar landing site such that the tug's velocity 
relative to the moon is zero at an altitude of 5.0 feet. 
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Thrust vector alignment to the engine reference line shall be within TBD 
degrees (30; tentatively :t 0.5 0 ). 
At engine start, thrust level gimbal deflection uncertainty shall not exceed 
TBD degree (30; tentatively :t 0.1 0 ). 
Thrust vector angular deviation from zero thrust position due to gimbal 
deflection shall not exceed TBD degrees (30; tentatively :!: 0.750 ) when 
engine is operating at full throttle. 
Pitch, yaw, and roll attitude control shall be accomplished using the RCS 
and/or TVC. 
DUring manual operation, the crew shaH be provid£d with attitude rate 
command capability. The commanded rates will be summed with the vehicle 
rate signal, and the attitude error input will be disconnected from guidance 
and shorted to low side externally. When the vector sum of the attitude rates 
about all axes goes below TBD (tentatively l.Oo/sec), the vehicle attitude at 
that time shall be held by means of RCS thruster commands. 
Response time to crew commanded rates shall be less than 
/102/a2 + TBD (tentatively 0.2 sec) 
= 
= 
absolut .. value of the difference between the constant 
command rate and the initial vehicle rate. 
ratio of RCS torque to rigid body inertia. 
The final vehicle rate shall be within TBD (tentatively :t 0.40 /sec) of 
commanded rate. 
When the manual controller is dropped .nto detent, the maximum time fer 
the vector sum of the attitude rates about all axes to go below TBD 
(tentatively 1.0o/sec) shall not exceed; 
/lei 
+ TBD (tentatively 0.2 sec) 
al 
= difference in two above rates 
= ratio of RCS engine torque to rigid body inertia. 
• Attitude rates from manual rate commands shall range nominally from 
+TBD (tentatively +200 /sec) to -TBD (tentatively -200 /sec) about each axis. 
• The main engine throttling commands shal~ be such that the vehicle rate of 
descent along the calculated local vertical is maintained at the desired rate. 
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• Incremental chang'!s in th~ rate of descent .hall be commanded by means of 
discretes, each discrete representing an incremental change of TBD 
(tentatively 1.0) ft/sec. 
• Discretes shall be available to command positive or negative acceler:;:",n 
along each axis via the RCS. 
(6) Deactivation Phase 
There are no NG&C functions during this phase except those associated with 
checkout. 
(7) Activation Phase 
Navigation 
• Alignment of the IMU will be accomplished by -"ilgning the longitudinal axis 
to the lunar local gravity using IMU accelerometer outputs. Azimuth 
alignment is determined by measuring the angular relationship of the IMU 
yaw axis with respect to two cataloged celestial stars. The azimuth of the 
space stations orbit with respect to the landing site at the proposed liftoff 
time is calculated with reference to the same celestial stars and transmitted 
to the space tug on the lunar surface. The space tug then commands the yaw 
axis into the space station orbit p~'~ne in the downrange direction. 
• The space tug state vector is "'pdated while on the lunar surface by one of 
the following means: 
Guidance 
The position and velocity of the space tug at the time of liftoff is 
transmitted to the space tug from either the space station or mission 
control on the earth. 
The space tug receives signals from orbiting space station or earth and 
computes its astronomical position from this data. 
The space tug calculates its astronomical position using the guidance 
computer whose inputs are the known lunar landing site location and 
prestored ephemeris table locations of the moon with respect to the 
selected inertial references. 
There are no guidance requirements for this phase. 
Control 
There are no control requirements for this phase. 
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(8) Powered Ascent Phase 
Navigation 
A 6 to I 0 minute burn of the space tug will place the tug in a 9 NM by 45 NM 
elliptical orbit. There arc two subphases associated with the powered ascent burn 
which are: vertical ascent and azimuth rotation to place yaw axis down range and guidance commanded pitch-over to attain desired orbit. 
• Measure ascent burn velocity and position accuracy to :t 4 m/sec and ± 4 km, respectively. 
• Maintain attitude reference accuracy to ~ 10 minutes of arc. 
Guidance 
• Issue commands to properly initiate and terminate main engine bum for 
ascent from the lunar surface. 
• Provide attitude control commands and engine throttle commands to control the tug's engine thrust during the ascent bum to lunar orbit. 
o Guide the tug to a 9 x 45 NM orbit with apolune and perilune varying by no 
more than! two kilometers from the above specified values. 
COlltrol 
Control system requirements are same as those for the powered descent phase. 
(9) Orbital Coast Phase 
Navigation 
The space tug will coast to apolune where a coelliptic circularization bum will be initiated. During this phase, the onboard systems will be monitored and 
configured for the next bum. 
• Perform navigation update 
• AIi~n IMU 
Guidance 
.. Provide attitude control commands to: 
(I) Control the tug's attitude during the coast phase. 
(2) Orient the tug and maintain attitude hold for engine firing to circularize 
at 45 NM. 
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Control 
Control requirements are same as for the first coast phase. 
(10) Orbit <::ircularization and Plane Change 
Navigation 
When the tug has reached apolune of the elliptical ascent orbit, the tug will be 
placed into a coelliptic 45 NM circular orbit. 
• Measure coelliptic circularization burn parameters. 
• Maintain attitude reference to an accuracy of :: 10 arc minutes. 
The space tug will coast in this circular orbit until the nodal intl!rs,)ction between 
the plane of the space station orbit and the plane of the tug orbit is reached. A 
plane change maneuver, if required, will then be performed. 
• Perform navigation update 
• Align IMU 
At the node between the space ,(ation and tug orbits a tug burn will correct for 
any inclination between th.! t\Vo orbits. 
• Measure out-of-plane burn parameters. 
• Maintain attitude reference to an accuracy of ! 10 arlO minutes. 
The space tug will continue to coast until one-half orbit after the coelliptic 
circular burn, where th(' tug will burn into a constant delta hdght (CDH) orbit 
with respect to the space station orbit. 
• Perform navigation update 
• Align IMU 
The space tug is placed into a constant delta height orbit with respect to the space 
station. 
• Measure burn parameters. 
• Maintain an attitude reference to an accuracy of ! 10 arc minutes. 
The space tug will coast in the CDH orbit until the central angle between the 
space station and the tug is 170 to 190 degrees. 
• Perform navigation update 
• Aiign IMU 
1 
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Guidance 
Guidan':e requirements for the burn phases are the same as the first burn phase 
and listed in paragraph <.3). The coast phases are the same as the first coast phase 
and listed in paragraph (4). 
Control 
Control requirements are the same as those listed in paragraph (4) for the burn 
phase. Coast phase requirements are the same as those listed in paragraph (3). 
( II) Rendlezvous Phase 
Navigation 
When the central angie between the tug and the space station is between 170 and 
190 degrees. the tug will burn into ,. transfer orbit to rendezvous with the space 
station. 
• Measure transfer burn. 
• Maintain an attitude reference to an accuracy of ~ 10 arc minutes. 
The space tug will coast to the midpomt of the transfer orbit where a midcourse 
cOl'lrcction will be performed. 
• Acquire space station with rendezvous radar and provide range. range rate, 
line-of-site angie. and line-of-site angie rate as follows: 
Range accuracy! 0.5% or 1.0 meter 
Range ratc accuracy! 0.5'.>1> or 0.1 meter/sec 
Line of site (LOS) accuracy: 0.10 
LOS ratc accuracy ~ 0.1 o/sec 
• Align IMU. 
At the midpoint of the transfer orbit. the transfcr orbit will be corrected by a 
midcourse correction burn. 
It Measure midcourse correction burn parameters. 
• Maintain attitude reference to an accuracy of ~ \0 arc minutes. 
The space tug will coast until final phase rendezvous. 
II Continuous update of tug state veclor. 
o Align IMU. 
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The space tug will brake into a station keeping altituu~ ... ith respect to th~ space 
station. This phase consists of placing the tug at a range of 1000 meters from the 
space station with a relative velocity of less than 5 ft/sec. 
• Measure braking maneuver burn. 
• Updal_ the tug stale vector with respect to the space station using a 
rendezvous radar or laser. 
• Maintain attitude control within ! 10 arc minutes. 
Guidance 
Gross Rendezvous: 
• Initiate and perform guidance to accomplish a burn to circularize the tug in a 
45 NM orbit and subsequently to initiate short burns and coast periods to 
maneuver the tug to a coelliptic orbit approximately 15 NM below the LOSS 
by: 
(a) Issuing commands to initiate and termillate main engine h' .• rns. 
(b) Providillg attitude control commands to control the tug's engine thrust 
and attitude during burn and coast periods. 
(I) Guidance during coast periods will consist of maintaining either a 
locally or inertially referenced attitude as determined by a 
pre programmed sequence. 
(2) Guidance during thrusting phases will be closed loop using 
appropriate guidance laws for circularization and phasing 
(assuming optimum launch windows). The guidance system will 
contain the capability to operate in an automatic mode or by 
manual crew control. 
Terminal Rendezvous: 
• This mission phase beginS at some variable lime after the circularization burn 
to place the tug 15 NM below the target vehicle and includes the necessary 
maneuvers to achieve an adequate relationship to begin docking. 
(a) Guidance will be closed loop using a given reference system and 
rendezvous radar as sensors for targeting updates. 
(b) A burn-coast-burn capahility will be included to: 
( I) Begin the tmnsfer. 
(2) Make two midcourse corrections. 
(3) Final circularization. 
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(c) The terminal rendezvous period will end when the separation distance 
between the tug and target vehicle is reduced to approximately I NM. 
Control 
Control requirements arc the same as for the previous burn and coast phases. 
(12) Docking Phase 
Navigation 
A short series of burns will place the tug in the proper attitude with the desired 
rate to automatically dock the tug with the space station. 
• Measure range. range rate, and attitude with respect to the space station as 
follows: 
Range accuracy:,: 0.5% or I meter 
Range rate accuracy:': 0.5% or 0.1 meter/sec 
Angular position accuracy:': 4.0 degrees 
Angular rate accuracy:': 0.5 deg/sec 
Guidance 
• Begin guiding the tug to the target at a distance of not less than I NM from 
the target. The docking procedure shall consist of two phases. The firs~ phase 
shall consist of guiding the vehicle from a I NM range to within a disiance of 
100 feet at a relative velocity of less than 0.5 ft/sec. During this phase, range 
rate will be maintained as a function of range. 
• The second phase will guide the tug to impact with the target vehicle such 
that at impact the range rate is less than 1ft/sec. th,! lateral rate is less than 
0.5 ft/sec, and the lateral displacement is less than I foot. 
• Attitude commands will be issued such that at impact the alignment error is 
less than four degrees and the attitude rate relative to the target is less than 
0.5 deg/sec in each axis (pitch. roll. and yaw). 
Control 
• The attitude and translational control shall be accomplished within the 
following constraints. 
(I) Maximum closing velocity - TBD (tentatively between 0.5 and 2.0) 
ft/sec. 
(2) Maximum lateral offset - TBD (tentatively between 5 and 18) inches. 
J 
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(3) Maximum lateral rate - TBD (tentatively bctween 0.1 and 0.75) ft/scc. 
(4) Maximum alignment angle - TBO (tentatively bctwecn 5 and 10) 
degrees. 
(5) Maximum angular rate- TBO (tcntatively between 0 . .25 and 1.0) 
degrees/sec. 
• The attitude and translational control systcm shall respond to commands 
issued dcpcndent upon relativc attitudc. position. and ratcs of changc 
bctwccn thc tug and thc LOSS. 
• The rcquired commands shall bc issucd to tlw RCS. 
• In contrast to undocking. the mancuver ma~ be time critical and monitoring 
of pre"ise attitudc and translational contr!ll is a relJuiremcnt. 
• The attitude control subsystem deadband shall not exceed TBD Itentatively 
: 0.5) d~grl!~s. 
3 . .2 • .2 Supportinll Subsysten~_/{.c_quircmcnts 
The navigation. guidan~l' and control subsystl'm fundillnal rcquirl'l1ll'nts iJllU minimum 
pl·rfonnan\.:c rcquin.·tlll'nts an: mission and mission phase lh:Pl'luh.'nl. The fUIlt.:tional 
n:quircn1l'llts of several of thl' astrionk subsySlL'ms arc not nc,-"cssarily mission d""pcndcnt 
hut an: mi~~ion phasl.: k .g .. boost. ('oast. storage. L'li..'.) Ul'PI..'lllh.·nt. Thl.'sC subsystems or 
fUI1\..'tions illdllf.k: 
la) Data Monitoring and Reporting 
t b) ('ol11ma nd 
t d ) Se(llIend nl! 
t fI Power and Sign,,1 Ubtrihllti"" 
t h, ChccK,,"t 
3.~.2.1 [Jilta Monihning ant..! Rc..'pllrtint! 
A dat;, monitoring and fcpofling fUlh.:llon shaH I'll.' pro\iul.'u to pl.'rmil the mission 
control p~rsol1nd fl.'rl,.'w or grollnd) to monitor ~lI1d l.'\'JllI~k \\,'hkk IlI,.'rf.)rm~Hlt. .. 'l.· at major 
dt..·dsion points in tht..' missioll, Thl' dolla monitoring. and fl.'porting rlllh.:lion shall he capahk 
of monitoring all critical vchid" paramdc'" and rC'portin!! and/or displaying thc' rc'sultin!! 
data to th" users. 
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The voice and telemetry tranSmiSSion shall be compatible with all space resident 
vehicles, a data relay satellite system and the MSFN and Deep Space receiving and data 
processing networks with respect to frequency, data rates, and modulation techniques. Pulse 
Code Modulation (PCM) and/or Frequency Modulation (FM) shall be used for the 
operational measurements. The maximum PCM error rate shall be (TBO). 
The vehicle transmitting antennas shall be located to provide adequate communications 
capability with a minimum of antenna pointing control. The communications equipment 
shall have a minimum transmitting distance of a few feet to a maximum distance from the 
earth to the moon. The transmitting antenna shall have a minimum beamwidth of (TBO). 
The analog data accuracy shall be a minimum of :': 5% of the full scale measurement 
range. The repeatability, or maximum difference in calibration points found in a series of 
repeated calibrations under the same test conditions, shall not exceed 25 mvdc nominal. 
3.2.2.2 Command 
The command uplink subsystem is the on board receiver(s) used for real-time command 
capability and/or remote vehick control for various missions. The commands may be 
generated and/or initHed from ground control or from other space vehicles. 
The r~quirements for the command function for the space tug are as follows: 
(I) The command uplink function shall receive uplink data. demodulate/decode it. 
verify it, determine the system to which it is destined. and direct it to that 
system. 
(2) The command uplink function shall have, as a minimum the capability to provide 
tinting updates. navigation and guidance function updates, and switchiag 
commands to the tug d~ta management system. 
(3) The command uplink function shall have the capability to provide data to the 
crew (if manned) or the initiator of the command to monitor and evaluate vehicle 
reaction during the command execution process. 
(4) The probability of the command uplink function to process erroneous or invalid 
commands shall be kss than or equal to (TBO) for individual commands to the 
tug. This assumes valid and correct information is transmitted to the tug. 
(5) The command function shall be independent of other space vehicles and shall be 
compatible with ground and space vehicle command stations. 
3.2.2.3 Tracking 
Tracking is the function of determining the vehicle rate of change of position and/or 
position by the usc of a source external to the space vehicle. It also applies to onboard 
tracking aids used to determine other vchicie or object rale of change and/or position 
relative to the source vehide, 
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Although autonomous operation of the tug is a desired design feature. external 
'tm~king of the space tug is required to determine the position and velocity of the tug by 
ground-based external tmcking or space-based whide tracking. The ground-based tracking is 
required to aid the tug during unmanned missions and as a ba~kup to the tug navigation 
system. Tracking by other spa~e clements, such as the space station is required by the space 
whkle to aid the tug in rendezvous and docking and for ~ollisiun avoidan~es. The traCking 
aids on the tug must be ~ompatible with space and ground-based tracking systems. 
3.2.1.4 S"'luencing 
Sequencing is the process of determining the order and the time of commanding the 
exe~ution of events Iboth internal and external to the sequcncing subsystem). ~ritical 
missiun timing and the operation of somc vehide equipment. 
The sequencing functiun shall be ~apable of meeting the following requirements: 
( 1) To sr:quence timc-tkpl'ndent events. a dock rl·rl.'rl'iK~ signal whos~ frcquence 
instability does not ,'x~eed : 2 parts per million shall hl' provided. 
(2) The capability to accumulate. access. and display elapsed mission phase and/or 
sub phase time shall exist. 
(3) The capability to scqUC11I.:C events rdative 10 the fl'I.'llgnilion of cthL'f mission 
l'ritkal C'vents. 
(4) The capahility to recognize. detl'rmille and command ewnts both illkrnal and 
cxll'rllal to till.' astrinnk sysh'm shalll.'xist. 
(5) Scqul.'ncing shalll1l' perfOrllll'J cOllsistl.'llt with 1 hI..' \chicll..' sysll..'l11s configuratillllS 
and timing ,ll'I..'Uri.ll'Y n .. 'quirl.'l1ll'nts, 
(1-.) The capabilit} shall exist to seqllence IlWII lIall) . alltollwlkally or through II", 
spa..:c tug (Ollllllalld subsySh'lll. 
(7) Thl..' capability shall I..'xist to Sl't)Ul!'IU':1' fUllctions as rl'qllirl'u to assist till' dlC(kolit 
and maintenance flillctiol1~, 
18) Th~ capahility shall e~ist to \ar~ the timl' for illitialil1!,! cl'rt:lin oll~rations (such as 
1IIH.lm:killg ). 
3,~,~,5 Power Generation 
The power gelll'ratiDIl slIhsYSh:lll shall furnish sllitahk I..'!\.'\,." I rica I power for satisfa~tory 
opl'ration of all or a portion uf thl.' various suhsYSll..'llls. A surrkk'nt quantity of ..:iel'!riL'al 
energy shall b~ suppli~d to enable the satisfadory "ompk-tion of Ihe mission. 
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Th\,., rl.'<]lIirl:llh.:nts whil,:h follow an: writll'll without rl'garJ (0 mission phasl', 
• The pOWl'r gl'lll.'ratioll rlilldioll shall I"..'ontain a primary l.'k'drical pOWl'r sourl"..'C' 
which shall generate a suitahk dire~t current vollage to power most or. it no 
spedal voltages arc r~quired, all aslrionic system c<.,mpollents/subsystl'ms. "rimary 
source ~apadty shall he suffick'nt to permit suc~cssflll complction of all mission 
phas,'s. 
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The power generation function shall contain, if necessary, special electrical power 
devices which shall convert the power furnished by the primary source to a form 
required by certain components/subsystems. 
The power generation function shall exhibit the caP8'>i1ity of detecting electrical 
faults, such as electrical shorts, and isolating these faults such that no excessive 
electrical transients are generated or without excessive drainage of primary 
electrical power. 
The primary power source shall be compatible with external power sources. 
The primary power source shall be capable of acting as a standby or backup 
power source whenever external power sources are used. 
The primary power source shall be capable of being operated in the following 
manner without excessive electrical transients being generated: 
(I) Switching the astrionics from external to internal power and back again. 
(2) When powering up or powering down the astrionics while on internal 
primary power. 
The power gen,'ration function shall contain a primary power source capable of 
being placed in .t quiescent state. remaining in the quiescent state for up to 42 
days. and then being reactivated to full operating condition. The quiescent state 
shall be characterized by a minimum rate of energy consumption. 
The primary power source shall be capable of being reactivated or replaced during 
scheduled maintenance phases. 
3.2.2.6 P')wer and Signal Distribution 
The power ano signal distribution subsystem distributes electrical power to the various 
components comprising the astrionic system and routes signals between these electrical 
components. 
The requirements that follow arc written without regard to mission phase. 
• This subsystem sball distribute electrical power to the various components 
comprising the astrionic system. 
• This subsystem shall route analog. digital and/or discrek electrical signals between 
components comprising the astrionic system. 
• To facilitate maintenance and checkout. Ilexibility shall be provided through the 
usc or electrical distributors. as retlu;red. 
• This subsystem shall provide switching. both momentary and latching. to 
facilit"te sequencing and signal substitution for redundant functions. checkout. 
and powerin~ up and "owering down of components. 
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• Provision shall be made to switch betwel!n external and internal power. 
• This subsystem shall provide a means by which the onboard astrionics can 
interface with external systems for monitoring, checkout. and data input/output 
functions. Such astrionics umbilical connections are required for: 
( I ) Launch pad operations prior to launch. 
(2) Space Station operations while in orbit. 
(3) RNS operations while the tug and RNS are docked. 
3.2.2.7 Structures. Mounting and Packaging 
This subsystem includes all secondary structures. compor.ent mounting bracketry and 
component packar)ng required to install the astrionic subsystems in the space tug. 
(I) Primary Structures ~ Defincd as thc major load bearing shell and framework of 
the stage. 
(2) Secondary Structures - Defined as astrionic equipment mounting panels. plates 
or stringers which bolt. rivet. bond. etc .. to the primary structure. 
(3) Component Mounting Bracketry - Defined as the brackets or mounts used to 
attach the individual compoaent to the secondary structure. 
(4) Component Packaging- Defined as the exterior housing or container used to 
protect or contain the astrionic hardware. 
The primary structure Illust provide its load carrying function plus the following 
additional functions and/or conditions: 
• Loads environments 
• Equipmenl mOlll:ting 
• Accessibility 
5 Environmental PlOkction 
• Modular interface 
• Weight 
Preliminary requirements for the prinmry structure arc given in Appendix I of this 
report. 
The secondary structures. component packaging. and component mounting hracketry 
shall be designed to a TBD (tentatively I _I » yidd factor of safety. or a TBD (tentatively 1.4) 
ultimate lactor or sarety. whichever governs. 
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The only phase dependent requirements are those associated with the maintenance 
phases of the mission which contain maintenance requirements. 
• Access shall be provided to the astrionics to facilitate servicing and maintenance 
of astrionic equipment. 
• Maintenance actions shall be remove-and-replace operations. These operations 
shall be conducted in a TBO environment. (Possible environments are pressurized 
environments in which space suits would not be required or unpressurized 
environments in which space suits would be required.) 
• Astrionic system layout shall, as a goal, minimize maintenance time. Special 
attention shlill be directed toward reduciug to a minimum the number of 
components resulting in maintenance actions which will consume more than TBO 
hours of elapsed time from malfunction detection through maintenance and 
checkout. 
• Astrionic componelll layout shall be such that (I) components are easily 
accessible and (2) the remove-and-replace operations will cause minimum 
disturbance to adjacent equipment. 
• Astrionk component mounting methods shall be designed to mlmmlze the 
number of special tools and/or procedures required for the remove-and-replace 
operation . 
• Component packagin~ envelope configurations shall meet the following 
requirements: 
(I) Equipment shall be packaged in units that will not exceed TBO (tentatively 
20) inches x TBO (tentatively 25) inches x TOO (tentatively 40) inches. 
(2) Friction hinges shall be utilized so that hinged devices will remain as 
positioned by the crew . 
(3) Each transferrable component shall have a minimum of one hand hold and 
one tether attach point. The attach points shall be in as close proximity to 
the center of the container as possible and in line with the center of mass in 
the direction of transfer. 
(4) Forces for manual release systems shall nol exceed TOO (tentatively 25) 
pounds lateral force or TOO (tentatively 45) pounds pull . 
(5) For purposes of identification. components shall b~ marked and/or color 
coded. 
3.2.2.8 Checkout 
Checkout includes the process of determining the operational capability of the vehicle. 
diagnosing malfunctions. and reverification of operational status after a repair sequence. 
Checkout, as discussed here. indudes pre-l1ight or pre-mission checkout. and operational 
checkout as required in various mission phases. 
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A basic design goal for the space tug is autonomous operation. The autonomous operation includes checkout capabilities. Therefore. a design goal for the checkout system is the capability of checkout of the system independent of external controls or monitoring equipment. 
The following terms are defined to indicate the effects of certain item failures on the mission and to establish a baseline for capability of the checkout system: 
(I) Criticality I failures - Jeopardize the safety of the crew. 
(2) Criticality II failures - Cause primary mission abort. 
(3) Criticality III failures - Cause reduction in fulfilling mission objectives. 
The following requirements are independent of mission phase: 
( I ) Detection of a critical malfunction shall result in switching to an alternate unit, 
module, path. or method to complete the mission successfully. Crew and Mission Control alert shall be provided. 
(2) Monitoring parameters for trends and determining a prediction of the time that an 
unsatisfactory condition will exist shall be considered for incorporation. The 
capability shall exist to alert the crew and Mission Control of equipment degradation or potential equipment failures. 
(3) A preset testinj! sequence using operational inputs as stimuli and analyzing 
outputs shall be provided. 
(4) A preset testing sequence using test stimuli. either generated internally or 
externally. to the unit and analyzing outputs shall be provided. 
(5) Programs necessary for diagnostic testing using data obtained from a number of sources shall be provided. Diagnostic testing is required when the cause of a problem IS not readily apparent from the individual monitor pc.ints. Diagnostic testing wnsists of analyzing symptoms or trends from interrelated test results and determining the nature of the .:atlse. Fault isolation to the lowest replaceable un:~ (lRU) is a goal. 
(6) The .:he.:kout fun.:tion shall provide a .:apability of .:he.:king the entire fug (astrionics plus other modules and payload sys!cms) by monitoring parameters 
and comparing the values against presd limits or expc.:!ed sequence of events. 
t 7) The .:heckout function shall be capahle of remote a.:tivation and monitoring. 
(8) The .:heckout fun.:tion sh;1l1 be so designed as to not adversely affect the 
component or system under test. 
(9) Onboard whide checkout equipment and te.:imiques .hall be ~omp~.t:b1c with 
existing launch and mission support fa~i1ities. 
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(10) Th.: checkout function shall be designed to detect all failures where practical. 
Criticality I and II items shali be failure detectable to the maximum extent 
possible. 
The following paragraphs contain the checkout functional requirements peculiar to 
each phase of the mission: 
Reactivation or Power-up - the checkout function must perform a complete checkout 
of the space tug subsystems. Testing will include complete end-to-end testing for all 
subsystems. Redundant, backup, and alternate paths shall be tested when practical. 
Flight Phases - The checkout function will monitor ,-,perational parameters necessary 
to determine the operational status of the space tug. Limit ch~cks, reasonableness tests, 
trend analysis, and detection of built-in alarm indications will be utilized. End-to-end 
testing of propulsion subsystems shall occur prior to engine burns. Emphasis of the 
testing will be on navigation, tracking and propulsion equipment/stlbsystems. 
Deactivation .- Prior to deactivation, a complete checkout as described earlier will be 
performed. Any anomalies noted during previous phases will be investigated and 
resolved. The checkout function shall then be deactivated except for that portion 
required to support any system functions still active. 
3.3 ASTRIONIC SYSTEM/TUG OPERATIONS INTERFACE 
The interface of astrionic system functions in overall space tug operations is assessed 
relative to a functional flow diagram. 
A top level Functional Flow Diagram for typical tug operations is shown in figure 3-2. 
The major system elements included in this functional flow in addition to the space tug are: 
(a) Transport System - Vehicles for transporting the space tug to its operational 
station may be an EOS or a Saturn V derivative for transport to LEO. For the 
LPO operations. the transport system may be an EOS and RNS 0; a four stage 
Saturn V vehicle. 
(b) Operational Base - The operational base provides necessary assistance and logistic 
support for the prepare-for-mission operations and includes such functions as 
maintenance, liteling, and reconfiguration of the tug, as required, for the assigned 
mission. 
(c) Mission Control - A monitor and control function is required to schedule and 
monitor the tug missions. Mission Control may be at an earth base or at a space 
station. For some missions navigation data will be requireu. 
The following paragraphs relate the astrionic system preliminary functional 
requirements to tug synchronous orbit mission operations. These functional requirements 
are presented in chronological order within the functional now diagram (Figure 3-2) blocks 
as follows: 
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(a) Prepare for Mission (tug function 4) 
(b) Perform Outbound Maneuvers (tug function 2) 
(c) Perform Target Orbit/":tation Operations (tug function I) 
(d) Prepare for Return Mission Phase (tug function 5) 
(e) Perform Inbound Maneuvers (tug function 3) 
(f) Provide Storage Opera~·!ons (tug function 6) 
Follow-on work, dependent on more definition of tug vehic'n and its operations, is 
needed to fully relate astrionic system requirements to tug operations. 
The unmanned synchronous orbit mission, as illustrated in Figure 3-3, transfers a 
payload from LEO to equatorial synchronous orbit, rendezvous and docks to a satellite, 
performs on-station operations, returns to LEO, and rendezvous and docks to the space 
station. Two tugs are used in tandem in the initial mission phase. The first tug, after the 
initial transfer burn, returns to the space station. 
3.3.1 Prepare for Mission (4.(j~) 
The objective of this function is to activate and checkout the tugs, perform any 
necessary maintenance, perform servicing and fueling operations, and assemble vehicle and 
payload. Included are provisions for all orbital support operations. This function starts with 
tug activation and terminates with verification of vehicles flight readiness. 
A. DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS 
(I) The astrionic system shall be ca;>able of being powered up from a storage and/or 
quiescent state to an operational status within two hours. 
(2) A tug checkout, including astrionics, shall be performed. Automatic onboard 
checkout equipment will be utilized to the maximum extent. 
(3) Tug fueling operations will be monitored and controlled by the astrionic system. 
(4) Tug translation and attitude positioning/hold requirements during vehicle and 
payload assembly shall be TBO. 
(5) The astrionic system digital computer must be capable of being loaded (and 
verilied) with a new flight program and/or specilic navigational data and operating 
instructions, as required, for assigned missions. 
*Function number per FFO (Figure 3-2). 
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(6) Just prior to performing outbound maneuvers (2.0). the onboard NG&C system 
shall: 
(a) Initialize the navigation system with tug state vector received from space 
station. Ac.:ur.lcy of state vector initialization shall not be les.s than 
• Position - TBD 
• Velocity - TBD 
• Time - TBD 
(b) Align the platform. Accuracy of alignment shall be as required to provide 
not less than TBD minutes of arc in all three ax~s during the transfer burn. 
B. DESIGN CONSTRAINTS 
(I) The natural environments encountered are as defined in NASA TMX-53798. The 
induced environments are those encountered during translation and attitude 
maneuvers. rendezvous and docking. veh;c1e assemhly. and fueling operations. 
(2) Time allocated for tug checkout shall not exceed TBD minutes. 
C. EFFECTIVENESS 
(I) Reliability - After completion of checkout and any needed maintenance. the 
astrionic system shall not contribute more than TOD to the tug unreliability in 
performance of the assigned mission. 
(2) Safety - TBD 
(3) Maintainability - Provisions shall be made for access to the astrionic equipment. 
and replacement to the lowest replaceable unit shall be accommodated. 
D. INTERFACE 
(I) When <locked to the space station/base. interrace with the <pace station 
(hardwire) shall be provided to ""rmit: 
(a) Manual initiation and monitor of tug checkout. 
(b) Loading new flight program and/or spedal operating instructions and/or 
navigational data/parameters. 
(c) Interchange of power and thermal conditioning. 
(2) When Ih:e-flying near the space station/base. interface(s) with the space station 
. (RF links) shall be I'roviMd to permit: 
(a) Receiving spedal discrete commands/instructions and navigational 
data/parameters. 
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(b) Tmnsmission of tug status data to the space station. 
(3) Interfaces with payloads shall be as defined in applicable Interface Control 
Documents. 
(4) Interfaces with another tug when connected in tandem. 
33.: Perform Outbound Maneuvers (1.0) 
.. _-----
Thc objective of this function is to perform those operations required to deliver the 
payload into the required synchronous orbit position. Included in this phase are the 
prescribed boost-coast phases for transfer. This function is initiated on completion of all 
vehicle assembly and checkout operations and terminates on achieving synchronous orbit. 
This fUlh:tion includes the following subfunctions. 
(a) Orbital Maneuvers and Coast - Maneuver the vehiclc a safe distance from the 
space station and coast until the required position (at equator and the line of 
nodes in the vicinity of the target orbit longitude) is reached. 
(b) Execuk Transfer Burn and Staging - The first tug will provide initial transfer 
velocity and then scparatc, The second tug will complete the transfer burn. 
(c) Coast Coast un"1 synchronous altitude is reached (second tug with payload). 
(d) rircularization and plane change burn Main engine burn to execute plane 
change and circularize orbit. (Second tug). 
A, DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS 
( I) The NG&C subsystem shall provide vehiclc!engine controls. as required. to 
provide a Ilight trajectory resulting in achieving an equatorial sy .. .:hronous orbit 
having the folJ"wing nominal clt4racteristics: 
Nominal Charactoristks: TBD 
Note: NG&C 'lccurdCY requirelttl'nts arc dcpl'nllcnl on lIcgree of autonomy 
required al:d Irajectory flown, Navigation analysis has defined four pOkntial 
Irajectories (direcl ascenl anll slow lIrift Fhasing. low phasing orbit. high phasing 
orhit. .Intl oH'r~ho()1 Ilhasin!!). Nominal N(i&(' 'Jl."I.."u;acil.·s \\/~rl.!' dd"incd for tluc~ 
of these trajL'ctork's hasl'u Oil the fL'quin.'llh.'l1t of hl,jng. within radar range on 
i:h.:hil'\ing syndlrOIlOtb orhil all ifUl..k·. IIl-JI.'pth i:lIlal}sis is n..'quirl'd (0 sclcl't 
uptimum Irajeclory and lIell'fminl' lkgree of aUlonumy available and to provide 
an ..:rror hutlgrt. 
CI During l'oasl periods. v"'tkk altilUlle positiontsl sl",q I,,' provilled as required 10 
ml'l't sol.n hl.!ating and/or anh'nlla pointing rl'quin.'llh.'l1ls. 
(]) Inkrllal stalll~ dal;'1 is 10 hl' pro\titl .. 'd 10 mission I,:ontrul. 
(4) Prnvidl' (oopl.'ralivl.' trad .. in!! for groullu stations. 
(5) Rl'(l'in' and l''\\!l'ull' al1~ t~ngl.'lill!! or n.tvigatioll d.Ha updall.'s. 
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B. DESIGN CONSTRAINTS 
(I) Nominal time for this function is TBD hours. 
(2) Off-5et targeting will be used to minimize total energy required and to place tug in 
near optimum position for the rendezvous phase. 
(3) Environments: 
Natural environments - (same as Function 4.0; see Sec. 3.3.1) 
Induced environments - TBD 
(4) The astrionic module is to be self-5ufficient. 
(5) In event of mission abort - TBD. 
C. EFFECTIVENESS REQUIREMENTS 
(I) Reliability - The astrionic module shall contribute no more than TBD to the tug 
mission unreliability. 
(2) Safety - TBD 
(3) Maintainability - In-flight mamtenance shall be limited to automatic switching of 
redundant components or subsystems. 
D. INTERFACES 
Communication links are to be provided to: 
(a) Receive discrete commands/instructions am 
mission control. 
(b) Transmit status data to mission control. 
3.3.3 Perform Target Orbit/Station Operations (I.Q) 
. ig~tional parameters/data from 
The objective of this function is to rendezvous and dock with a cooperative satellite 
and transfer payloads. This function is initiated on completion of the plane change and orbit 
circularization maneuvers and terminated on completion of the on-5tation operations. This 
function includes the following subfunctions: 
Orbital Coast/Phasing - Vernier bums may be required to achieve position within radar 
range of target satellite. 
Rendezvous Maneuvers - Series of vernier bums to place tug in position for docking to 
satellite. 
Dock - Series of vernier bums to achieve docking to satellite. 
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Station Keeping - Provide and hold altitude positionts, for payload lransfer. 
Undock -- Vernier bum to separate tug from satellite. 
A. DESIGN CH!.RACTERISTICS 
f I) The astrionic system shall contain the necessary onboard fadlities to locate and 
track target si.lellit<'S and compute and execute trdjeclory /maneuvers for 
rendezvous. At completion of this rendezvous the tug shall be in a TBD position 
(about I NM below and behid larget, for initiation of Ihe docking phase. 
f 2, The a<lrionic system shall provide the necessary' . -C 10 execute Ihe dock,ng 
mancuv("rs. 
Note: Docking tolerances arc dependent on docking UleeJlanism used. 
f3, Onboard sensorfs, and communi.:ations link will b,' provided 10 permit visual 
monito,;ng of docking and payload trdnsfer operations by mission control. 
(4, The aslrioni.: sysl<'m shall receive and execute discrele maneuver orders from 
mission control 10 provide vernier payload positioning in orbit. 
f5, Inlernal status data is to he pro\'ided to mission conlrol. 
f6, Provide cooperative Iracking for ground stations. 
17, Receive and execute an) largeling or navigalion dala updates. 
8. DESIGN CONSTRAINTS 
I I, [)lKking largel shall h<' clIlIper;otivc. 
C!, Nominal lime for Ihis fUIh:lion is T80 hours. 
C. EFFECTIVENESS REQUI REMENTS 
Same as for Funclion 2.0. se<' Sec. 3.3.2. 
D, INTERFACES 
( I, ("onullunkatin' link rcquin.'d fur visual moni(or transmission to mission ('ontrol. 
/2' Targd satellite will contain T80 sysleml" facilit;ot.: location and Iracking for the 
rendezvous and dOl'king operations. 
f3, Same as Function 2.0, sec Sec. 3.3.2. 
3.3.4 P~par,' for Ret urn Mission Phase 15.01 
This function is to provide any navigatilln and/or tllrget updating and orbital phasing 
needed prior to initiation of return Imnskr hurn. 
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A. DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS 
TBD 
B. DESIGN CONSTRAINTS 
Same as Function 2.0, see Sec. 3.3.2. 
C. EFFECTIVENESS 
Same as Function 2.0, see Sec. 3.3.2. 
D. INTERFACES 
Same as Function 2.0, see Sec. 3.3.2. 
3.3.5 Perform Inbound Maneuvers (3.0) 
The ~"'iective of this function is to perform those operations required to transfer the 
tug and payload from synchronous orbit to an orbit near the space station. This function 
includes the following subfunctions: 
• Plane change and bmke into transfer ellipse. 
• Coast in trdnsfer ellipse perigee. 
• Bmke into near circular Of bit. 
• Rendezvous and dock to space station. 
A. DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS 
(I) The NG&C subsystem shall provide vehicle/engine controls. as required, to 
provide a flight trajectory resulting in achieving a target in low earth orbit having 
the following nominal characteristi~'S: 
Target Orbit Chamcteristics: . BD 
(2) During coast per' ,ds. vehicle attitude position(s) shall be provided as required to 
meet solar heating and/or antenna pointing requirements. 
(3) Internal status data is to be provided to mission control. 
(4) Provide cooperative tmcking for ground stations. 
(5) Receive and execute any targeting or navigation data updates. 
(6) The astrionic system shall contain the necessary onboard facilities to locate and 
track the space station and compute and execute trajectory/maneuvers for 
rendezvous. At completion of this rendezvous the tug ~hall be in a TBD position 
for initiation of the docking phase. 
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(7) The astrionic system shall provide the necessary NG&C to execute the docking 
maneuvers. 
Note: Docking tolerances are dependent on docking mechanism used. 
(8) Onboard sensor(s) and communications link will be provided to permit visual 
monitoring of docking operations by mission control. 
(9) The astrionic system shall receive and execute discrete maneuver orders from 
either mission control or the space station. 
B. DESIGN CONSTRAINTS 
(I) Nominal time for this function is TBD hours. 
(2) Environments: 
Natural environments _0 (same as Function 4: See Section 3.3,1) 
Induced environments - TBD 
(3) The astrionic module is to be self-sufficient. 
(4) In event of mission abort - TBD. 
C. EFFECTIVENESS 
Same as Function 2.0: see Seco 3.3.2. 
D. INTERFACES 
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(I) Communication links urc to be provided to: 
(a) Receive discrek cOll1mands/instructions and navigational parameters/data 
from mission control. 
(b) Tmnsmit status dala 10 mission control. 
(d Transmit visual monitor data (TV) 10 mission conlrol. 
(2) When docked 10 the space station/basco interface with Ihe space station 
(hardwin:) shall be provided 10 permit: 
(a) Manual initiation and monitor of tug checkout. 
(b) Interchange of power and thermal conditioning, 
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3.3.6 Prepare for Storage (6.0) 
The objective of this function is to pcwer-down the astrionic system for storage. 
A. DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS 
During the stored or quiescent period periodic status data is to be provided to mission 
control or space station on command. 
B. DESIGN CONSTRAINTS 
Storage periods (,f up to 180 days, either docked to a space station or free-flying, are 
required. 
C. EFFECTIVENESS 
TBD 
D. INTERFACE 
(I) When docked to the space station, interface with the space station as specified in 
Function 4.0 (see Sec. 3.3.1) plus providing a power-up/power-down control to 
the space station. 
(2) When free-flying, an RF link is to be provided to receive and exe;ute discrete 
orders from the space station, including power-up/down, initiate self checkout, 
and transmit status data. 
After receiving and executing a power-up order. station keeping orders/data are to be 
received and executed. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this appendix is to describe the data management function, its 
requirements and the associated hardware i'equired for the various space tug missb)ns which 
are: 
• Synchronous Orbit (expendable vehicle) 
• Synchronous Orbit (reusable vehicle) 
• Lunar Landing 
• Earth Orbital Operations 
• Lunar Orbital Operations 
• Unmanned 11anetary 
• Reusable Nuclear Shuttle (RNS) 
• Four Stage Saturn V 
Functionally, data management mtegrates the tug astrionic system by providing for all 
subsystem-to~ubsystem signal flow. In addition, data management provides the 
computational support for the following astrionic functions: 
• Attitude control (lVC and RCS) 
• Engine control 
• Guidance 
• Navigation 
• Checkout and hardware reconfiguration control 
~ Data monitoring and telemetry 
• Seq uencing 
• Data bus control 
• Software management 
• Display support 
• Strapdown IMU processing 
• Maintenance support 
• Refueling support 
C-I 
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Specifically, the following tasks were addressed in detail: 
(I) Identification of constituent data management elements and the preselltatiorl of 
the functional operation of each, including trade-off considelations where 
applicable. 
(2) Establishment of data management organization, subsystem-to-subsystem 
interface approach, and redundancy approach. 
(3) Establishment of software organization and control. 
(4) Deterlnination of memory storage and CPU speed requirements. 
2.0 STUDY GUIDELINES AND GROUNDRULES 
nle synchronous orbit lnission was used as a baseline for the study. Requirements 
(hardware and software) were added or deleted to arrive at total requirements for the other 
missions. 
C-2 
The following groundrules were used as guidelines on which this study was based: 
• De<;gn will minilnize the necessity for ground support during flight; autonomy is 
the design objective. Other design objectives are (I) minimize total weight, power 
consumption and volume, (2) minimize impact of adding or deleting component 
or subsystems to accommodate the various missions, (3) minimize impact of 
software modifications by minimizing the requ .. ed verification effort while 
maintaining assurance in sufficien.;y of effort, and (4) maximize system 
reliability, crew safety and probability of fulfilling all objectives. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Maintenance in space is required. 
The astrionic system must operate autor.latically and be capable of receiving 
remote commands from the earth. moon or other spacecraft. 
The astrionic system must be capahle of maintaining a quiescent status for up to 
180 days in earth or lunar orbit, both docked to other vehicles and free flying. 
The astrionic system must be capable of going from the quiescent state to a fully 
operational state within two hours. 
Critical systems which are necessary for crew survival will be designed such that 
no single failure or credible combination of failures will result in loss of life. 
The astrionic system will interface with the crew module to provide display of 
onboard status. The crew will be capable of manual control and operation of the 
data management subsystem. 
The astrionic system will be capable of operation without maintenance or 
refurbishment during operational periods and any time it is not docked to a space 
station. 
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3.0 SUMMARY 
Based on cu,-ent requirements for i:he various space tug missions, the data manag.:ment hardware will consist of: 
(l) A central processing unit (CPU) of medium speed range (300K to 400K ops/sec.) 
(2) 32K to 64K of random access main memory 
(3) A bus control and input/output unit 
(4) A data bus system with standard interface units which interface all astrionic subsystems to the data bus 
(S) A configuration assignment unit (CAU) which, in addition to monitoring itself, 
monitors the lIIliin memory, the .CPU and blls control unit, and switches to backup units when a primary unit fails (see ref. C-7). 
(6) Primaxy and auxiliary measurement units for sampling command, propulsion and astrionic module parameters 
(7) A magnetic tape unit for mass storage 
(8) A 32K display memory for storing display skeletons 
(9) An auxiliary monitor computer. 
Figure 4-1 shows a basic functional layout for space tug data management. Since component redundancy varies over the space tllg mission spectrum, no attempt was made to depict redundancy in this figure. However, a backup CPU is shown to better illustrate the configuration assignment unit linkage with other devices. 
The auxiliary monitor computer and the auxiliary measurement units are used only for the lunar landing mission to allow the primary system to be powered down during the 28 or 42 day period the space tug is on the lunar surface. By having the primary data management equipment powered down during this period, the overall reliability is maintained at a high level. 
Critical components such as the CPU, data bus, some standard interface units (Stu), configuration assignment unit (CAU) and the bus control and I/O unit will have one backup unit eacJo. for unmanned missions and two backup units for manned missions with error detection and switching of the :lbove items being provided by the CAU. This provides fail/safe operation in the first case and fail/operate-fail/safe operation in the la'.ter case. Error detection for data and addresses on the data bus will be provided by encoding alii data and addresses. 
Stu error detection will probably be provided by stu self detection hardware; and errors in sensor hardware will be handled by software (reasonableness test, limit test, and trend analysis). 
C-3 
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The data bus concept was chosen for subsystem-to-subsystem communication in the 
astrionic system for the following reasons: 
( I ) The data bus has as a feature a standard digital interface that can be specified for 
components performing varied functions in large und complex astrionic systens. 
(2) The data bus concept offers the advantage of flexibility in that subsystems or 
components can be added, deleted, or upgraded wi1h little or no effect on the 
system interface. 
(3) The data bus has a weight advantage OVer the conventional centralized system 
because data bus multiplexing allows all data to and from subsystems to be 
handled by one or a small number of cables. This supports the space tug objective 
to minimize weight. 
(4) The data bus realizes a reliability advantage through a more efficient system 
functional design and because interface circuitry. wiring. and connectors are 
reduced. 
(5) Maintenance is simplified by eliminating signal distributors and J",,!tiple 
connectors, by standardizing a communication technique and by providing ready 
access to components that need to be added or deleted without impacting the 
entire system. 
Results show that use of a conglomerate software organization for space tug is not 
tenable: thus. modular organization will be used for the data management main memory 
software. Using this approach. ~n executive control program will control all CPU operations. 
The software design goal is to totally isolate each function module so that a program change 
in any module will not affect other modules. Thus. for a given phase of the mission. 
executive control program will load from bulk storage into main memory only the required 
function modules. 
A preliminary estimate was made to determine worst case CPU speed and random 
access memory requirements. These estimates show a worst case need for 6~.760 32-bit 
memory locations and a CPU speed capability of 278.000 operations/second. However. the 
requirements for supporting the refueling operation has not been assessed due to lack of 
information. Indications arc that the CPU speed requirement for refueling may exceed the 
278.000 ops/sec. rt'quired during the worst case mission. This problem will be addressed as 
information bemmes available. In addition. CPU speed and memory requirements for RNS 
nuclear engine control were not included due to Ihe ~:\ek of information and complexity of 
this function. Preliminary information indicates requirements for this function could easily 
double the mission requirements for RNS shown in Table 4-1. 
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4.0 DETAILED ANALYSIS 
4.1 DESCRIPTION 
Data management provides the control for all data and signal now throughout the 
sp-,"ce tug. Figure 4-1 depicts the basic data management fun.:tional block diagram While the 
basic astrionic components for aU missions are induded in the diagram. component 
,-.:dundancy is not because it is not the same for unmanned missions as it is for manned 
missions. As noted on the d;agmm. the displays and associated hardware are for manned 
missions only; in addition. the auxiliary computer and its associated monitoring equipment 
are included in tile lunar landing mission only. This hardware is included to monitor critical 
measurements and for display support during the 28 or 42 day period the space tug is on the 
moon; othenYise. the main computer and data bus system would have to be powered up 
during this period. in which case reliability woul<j be significantly reduced. 
Dctemunation of system chamctcristiL's. organization. redundancy. functional 
operation. and interface with other subsystems are the major topiL'S of this discussion. The 
following par.Jgr.tl'hs detail these topics. 
The quantitks of mndom access lllemory (RAM) required to accommodate data 
management Il nctional requirements for each spa~'C tug mission arc pfl'Sented in Table 4-l. 
Based on this table. each mission wiII have eilher 32K or (14K of RAM. 
A study w" .. s made to uetermi:te \\ ··'It memor~ tedmologies should b ... considered for 
use in implementing the required RAM. Tit ... ~arr"ntlli a\"ailabk RAM tcdmologies arc as 
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Figure 4-2. Memory Speed Technology 
4.1. 1.2 Reliability 
« ~ 
(~ 
PW PMF MOS SP 
96542 
MTBF's projected for the early 1970's indicate that, while magnetic memories are 
somewhat more reliable than memories using monolithic technology, implementation 
techniques are available that Cl!il increase the overall l'Cliability of monolithic memories 
~ufficiently to make them candidates for use in space tug. One such technique that lends 
itself well to monolithic implementation uses several basic operating memories (BOM) (see 
reference C-2) each containing single bit words (bit-per-BOM). For space tug purposes, each 
80M would probably contain 32K x I bit words. The total memory unit would then be 
made up of 32 BOMS for data storage, and 7 80MS for error correction coding (ECC), or a 
tota! of 32K x 39 bit words. The 7 ECC bits will detect and correct one error in each data 
path and detect a second error in each path. In addition, spare BOM's may be used to 
replace operating 80M's having a significant number of defcctiv'l bits. This technique 
handles sinj!!e bit transient errors well in that the error is corrected without circuit 
switching: and once the transient has passed, operation continues as though no error had 
occurred. 
One disl:dvant!ge of using lllunolithics is tbat while several errors may be detected alld 
corrected. ..lie fact tliat mon~ithics bave a higher failure rate tban magnr.tic devices 
inlliL-ates a probable increase in maintenance .• '" .other disadvantage with monolithics is its 
volatility chaillcteristic. i.e •• when power is tak~n off the monolithic memory. it does not 
retain its state and must therefore be reloaded when power is returned. 
4.1.1.3 Power. Weight. and Volume 
Figure 4-3 shows projections for mcmory teChnology. weigllt. power. alid volume 
requirements for thc early 1970's based on ilK x 36 bits. ntus. Fi:;ures4-2 alld4-3 provide 
comparisons of ~'clc time. weight. powcr. and volumc fin making ral":lom access memo~' 
trade studies. 
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4.1.1.4 Recommended Approach 
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The advantages of low power. weight. and volume lend to make monolithic technology 
a more attractive choice Ihan magnctic device~ for implementing space tug random access 
memory. Howcver. the probable increase in maintcnan.:e with mOIl .. ~ithic technology and 
the monolithic volatility chardcteristic tend to makc magnetic devices more attr.Jctive. 
Significant progress is being lIM!dc to overcoDIC tile volatility problem. and it is 
probOlble tha: for lhc space tug timc frdnlC this problem will be solved. liowcvcr. it is still 
not ck<lr at this lime which bardwdfC tecbnology OT DlCmory olpnization technique sltould 
be usC>li for sPace tng. While tlte bit-per-BaM mo:.!Jllory olpnization technique lends itself 
weI! to monolithic lechnology; it is nol very L"OllIpalible \Vith memory addn:Wng circuitry 
IIsed with magndic device technology. TIlUs. if is not a s.ilr\lle matter or clloosi~l~ best 
m:morl tcchn~y and best ItlI.'lllOry olpnization techniqw: and (hell pttUi", tile 'wo 
toIdber. A W'W dcl;lil~-d studll s.ltocld be made lilal R!flects nut Ollly 11'".1\14:$ wi&hil1 
itmimre It:(:fln*~ :md tr;do within memory ~Iliution IlXftniqUI5: oot 0!1r0 lmdcs 
tm.ffit cmnbinatioos of these. 
I 
I 
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4.1.2 Bulk Storage 
The required quantity of bulk storage or non-random access memory for SllC;(;e tug will 
range from none for the exp..ndable synchronous earth orbit mission to sever.u hundred 
thousand 32-bit locatiolls for the more complex manned missions. Bulk storagerwill be used 
for some missions to (I) redundantly store dl programs that are used in the random access 
memory, (2) store extensive checkout and diagnostic programs, and (3) store programs for 
refueling support. There are probably other requirements for bulk storage, such as recording 
some mission data, that are not presently dermed. However, the massive amount of storage 
contained in a basic bulk storage unit should be capable of accommodating these added 
requirements. 
The currently available non-random access memory technologies are as follows: 
e Thrum memories 
CJ Disc memories 
• Magnetic tape 
The disc system has a basi.: technology problem of obtaining t' Jl necessary disc flatness 
(about +20 x 10-6 inches) and then maintaining it over temperature ranges and during 
system vibration. 
Magnetic w.pe is Vllry attractive for large volume data storage and for .:lata readout if 
the computing system can be efficiently oriented towards a sequential data source. This is 
the case when using a tape for memory loading. However. for reading non-sr:qu'ential 
information. the magnetic tape is extremely slow. From a cost per bit. weigilt, pow2r, ar,d 
~olume standpoint. magnetic tape is more attractive than the rotating drum system. The 
magnetic drum has an advantage over tapes for non-5cquential information reading with 
access times several orders of magnitude better than the magnetic tape. Table 4-2 shows the 
more important characteristics (If ~he three non-random access storage devices mentioned 
above. 
Table 4-2. Characteristics of Non-Random Access Storaw: Devices 
"'M:;NETIC 
CHARACTERISTIC DIIUM TAn DISC. 
STORAGe SIZE 11i1TS! 10.0 a uP 20.6.106 8xl06 
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The only bulk storage requirement showing a need for fast access time is that of 
display skeletons. This requirement can be handled by a separate monolithic or magnetic 
type memory (32K of 3"-bit words); and if the number and t>,pes of skeletons are fixed for 
a given vehicle, the memory could be a "read only" type, thus eliminating the necessity for 
memory reloading, resUlting in lower power, weight, and volume for this memory. With the 
fast access requirement accommodated by a separate storage unit, the choice for bulk 
storage is the magnetic tape unit. 
4.1.3 Central Processing Unit (CPU) 
The number of CPU operations/second necessary to perform the required functions for 
each space tug mission is shown in Table 4-1. As shown, requirements for the various space 
tug missions result in a wide range of speed requirements, Le., ,he manned missions require 
extensive checkout and diagnostic routine,; and display support programs to be executed in 
real-time by the CPU; whereas, an unma.:nd expendabk mission requires no display 
support and a reduced real-time checkout operation. Thus, operations/second requirement. 
are reduced considerably for the latter mission, and a less powerful CPU will meet these 
requirements. In seiecti.,g CPU's for space tug, the options considered were as follows: 
e For ;Ill missions, use one CPU of medium speed capabili;ty (JOOK-400K ops/sec.) 
that will accommodate the most severe mission Calle. This option tends to 
minimize the required changes in hardware and software for the whole range of 
space tug missions; and it tends to reduce synchronization problems inherent with 
use of several dedicated CPU's. However, for missions using expendabl" space 
tugs, this option has the (jisadvantage of having to use a computer that weighs 
more, costs more, and consumes more power than a less powerful CPU tha' could 
also handle mission requirements . 
• For all missions, use several less powerful CPU's. Tillis. for missions having less 
requirements and using expendable space tugs, only the number of CPU's needed 
to meet requirements would be used. This is feasible with tlte modular astrionics 
approach. However. for missions with greater requirements, it complicates 
software changes. veri!icatioll and maintenance: and it also makes total system 
synchronization. checkout. error correction and maintenance more complex. 
e Design a family ,.f computers with compatible software and operation which will 
handle the mllge of missions while providing .. near-optimum CPU/mission match. 
Thus. the CPU best suited for a particular mission would be used. The 
disadvantage of this approach is the cos! of developing such a family of CPU's, the 
problem of ensuring compatibility betweell family members. and the problem of 
adapting each to the modular structure. 
At this time. the !irst option (one CPU of medium speed capability) appears to be the 
bcs~ choice for space tug. TIlis !inal choice will also depelld on the besl choice for the other 
space elements. such as RNS and space shuttle. While CPU capability may be wasted for 
some tug mission~ using this (lptim·. the ovemll reduction in complexity makes it attractive: 
and it is el\;pectcd as morc d<Jtailed tmde ~tl1dics lire lIIade tlIat tltis adV".lIItage will be seen to 
outweigh the advantages of other options. 
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The numbers shown in Table 4-1 are intended to reflect the 1I!0st stringent 
requirements for each space tug mission; thus, the CPU speed specification was based on this 
table. However, it is possible that the refueling support requirement may be of such 
complexity that the speed requirements on the CPU will be more severe than the real time 
requirements for any mission. This refueling requirement has not been defined well enough 
at this tim' to make an evaluation, but should be addressed as soon as information is 
available. Until such time, it will he assumed that Table 4-1 reflects worst case ;CPU 
requirements. 
Based on requirements for the several missions, the space tug CPU should have the 
following design goals: be in ,,'le 300K operations/second or greater range; weigh 30 pounds 
or less; have power requirements of 30 watts or less; have a 128 instruction repertoire that is 
comp~tible with a ground-based computer, thus easing software development and 
verification support. In addition, the CPU should have floating-point operation capability 
and be a parallel machine. These goals are somewhat more stringent than the goals required 
by an earlier report (see reference C-3). This is due to requirements being better defined at 
this time. C::>U's using extended state-of-the-art technology are being developed that will 
meet most of these goal~. New technology currently under development should easily meet 
all these goals in the space tug time frame. 
4.1.4 Bus Control and I/O l!nit (BCIOU) 
The Bus Control and I/O Unit (BCIOU) will serve to control all information flow 
between the CPU and ,he data bus and between the random access memory and the data 
bus. It will send and receive address and data information to and from the data bus in serial 
digital form. It will receive data and address information from the CPU in [O\!Iallel digital 
form via a Program Controlled Output (PCO) channel or Externally Controlled Output 
CECO) channel where external control is performed by the BeIOU. Data is output from the 
random access memory whenever a data request and memory address is input from the 
BCIOU via the ECO channel. These alternate output paths provide the "'!Jtion to complctely 
control the flow of data request and da,a outputs with program execution (PeO channel) or 
to allow the BCIOU to control the output via the ECO channel once it has been initiated by 
the CPU via the PCO channel. A combination of these two approaches seems to offer the 
greatest flexibility for output control. 
The CPU will 510re in pn:detcrmined memory locations <lny desired sequence of 
addresses and data that arc to be sent to the data bus sys" 'i~: it then initializes cxecution of 
the sequence via the PCO channel. Using the ECO channel then. the OCIOU will Sl:quentil\ll) 
fetch the stored addrL'Sscs and daia from memory and transfer them to thc data bllS Sl:rially. 
Sequencing will continue until the lasl address ill the sequence is processed or until a 
termination command is received from the CPU Ilia the PeO ell'lIl1lel. TIle 1:151 word ill the 
seqUcl1l:e will be a special I/O control word whidl commands the l!('IOU to termin;!lc tlte 
sequence proccssing. Control words will also be' used to clear the BeIOU. initialize I{O block 
transfers. and modify the ECO challllels' stor.lgc addfL'SS fL-gistcr to allow bl'3m:hing. Om:e 
initialized. the OCIOU will perform all of tile control fur.c2ions O\!cessary to compiete 
tl'3nsfer with the data bus system •. 
Inpm data will be transferred to the memory \1a all Extcn\;!l1y Controlled Input cECtt 
channel. TIlis is done by thc OCIOU requesting a memory !.-yc/e and s,."ICl!ifllinG the desired 
saorallt: address. 
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4.1.5 System-ta-System Communication 
4.1.5.1 Introduction 
The trend (see reference C4) in the design of large asr.rionic systems is to incorporate a 
data bus to provide exchange lof information between the various astrionic subsystems 
rather than use a centralized approach where subsystems link directly with a central 
computer or with each other. The data bus concept, its advantages, and the problems 
attendant to its implementation are summarized in the following paragraphs. 
Ule salient feature of the data bus is a standard digital interface that can be specified 
for components performing varied :IUnctions in large and complex astrionic systems. In 
addition, a data bus offers to an "5~rionic system the advantages of flexibility, low weigitt, 
bigit reliability, and ease of maintenance. 
Flexibility results because subsystems or components can be added, deleted, or 
upgraded with little or no effect on the system interface. Components access the datI! bus 
a!ld obtain 1be output information they require to perform their designated functions. 
The weigitt adVantage (= reference C4) of the bus concept over the conventional 
cen~ralized system is a result of muW~xing. In the conventional centralized system. 
numerous wires carry signals to and {rom the various system eomponents in a variety of 
forms and on many cables. In a bus system, all data to and from the components are carried 
on one or a small number of cilbles. 
R~liQ.bility is an advantage that can be relllized because interface circuitry. wiring, and 
conneotols are reduced and more importantly. throU&h a more emcient system functional 
design. ClPllckout is enhanced because tile data bllS serves as 12 sinJg!e test point tllll~ allows 
aCC\!$ to l!llr~ware thro!lgh a cClltr.llizcd integrated testing point. It enables a central digital 
colllput~r or special test device to test and rnDnitor perfofl1lllnce before and during powered 
l11&!1t. 
M~ntenance is Si!pplificd by eliminating signal distributors and multiple conneclOlS. by 
Sland;lrdizing II communii:ation tt.:thniquc. and by provilling ready access to components 
:ha.t mel! to be lldd;:d or deleted wi2hout impacting the: entire S).-stClP. 
M;ay of lhe lilhant;l;:n of tbe data bus S]<-stem Olre ~ pos$lble t~ tl!e 
Icclt;liques or nwlljplellin~. ;\ It.:thnique that a!!!irmes scrW dfil,ilal ~Ia wllidt is to be 
lQmftmed throut.h lime di\'is~n mulliplcl\i11;G on two (w6lm shi:llkd ~ is described 
•• l1ie I1l!Jjor inll!.li:uting f,,"or in di:lwlIinillg tile an:bltr:rture for a 1* dm.i,on 
1ml!t;ill>!:r@bl.lSsysti:mis.tfle method of controllil1gacms to lite bus. U'm:ontrol.kd ~
~ ~ pmnit IIIIllli~ units of d.lb to be ll"Oll'lSlnilled simuI~y wilh llIc I1i0h 
~ltijjty orsmtllbli~ or ~b. 
1i1efC 00: at kMt tlm:c ~ ta:lmiqucs ua: Rfctcn\:li C 4Uo rnnlroll!n; Imu .. ~~ 
They arc 4d"mcitwMl$Ul'l1flWizMas f~; 
(I) £,~~~~~:<\,~b l':ri:t lilts ~ QJIKt1'!l • .11 Q!!ltr;ai aJIIUOl fmi~ or 
.u ~(r is ~iI t4) ~c;lll ~~ ~~al4~.m 
Ilut;: tMt is~ ~"togtfif:;, ~!~ClD cf~'1L~_opmtlllft. C;_Cllltoe 
, 
c. 
respond only upon request; hence, bus control is maintained by the central 
controller. This concl!pt should result in simple input/output device interface 
circuits, but w·.)uld also result in a relatively complex controller with several 
stored sampling formats. 
CO Interrupt Approach - Under this design concept, input/output devices flag the 
central controller when it has information ready or when it requires attention. 
The processor then addresses the input/output device to allow information 
transfer. Bus control is also maintained by the central control unit. Most 
centralized digital computer controlled systems (A7, ATMDC, LVDA. etc.) use 
this approach which can also be implemented for bus control. Advantages are 
lower average transport lag time than the central control approach at the cost of 
requiring an independent interrupt function. Independent data transfers between 
input/output devices are not possible. 
(3) Polling Approad\ - Under this design concept. a polling signal circulates through 
each unit on the bus. An input/output device acquires access to the data bus by 
capturing the polling signal. A somewhat random a,:cess is thereby possible 
without requiring attention from a central control unit. The advantage of the 
concept lies in automatic time mUltiplexing of data indpendent of the central 
controller and input/output device response time. 
4.1.5.2 Functional Opemtion 
The desiruble functional charucteristics of any data bus implemented fcr an avionic or 
astrionic system shonld include the capability for the following: 
II, Any inl'lIt/<>!ltPllt device 10 is.~lIe or receive cOlllmands and data from any other 
device in the s)'~telll indc(lCndcllI of a cenlrul Ilow poilll. 
12, Any inplll/olllpul ,lev icc '0 mndomly access Ihe Irunsmissionllledia. 
131 A masler ':ollirollinll ,:Iemcnl 011 the bus III Ilowru alld. if lIe.:es.~ry. fL'Slricllhe 
data tmusmissi"lI. 
An) ')5IclII ar.:hile~'1I1l: Willdl ~d\le •• '" Ihe>c ~har .. 't.:ru;Ii" shuuld also accolllplish 
Ihe followlOll. 
I.:!t Stalldanlu.: i1nd ,wntnlu.c th" bib control logiC "'IUlIn .-adllllplltloulplIl device. 
,}, a .. -ducc the <abiulg or th~ tr;uullllUIOII nll:'dlil 10 .. 111111111111111 
14. P.:nral the addlllon Of deletIOn 01 IIIPUI'<ru!pllt dcu ...... 10 0, frolll Ihe S}~!':III 
WlIOOul .. d."'~i) .d"'.tmglllh'rlau .... of •· ... nuul I"{:IL 
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4.1 .5.3 Data Bus Selection 
At this phase of the study, the data bus technique that will probably be chosen for 
~pace tug is the central control approach, which uses two pairs of twisted shielded wires 
terminated at the end of the bus. One of the pairs, called the data line, transfers digital data 
serially in a two-way fashion; the other pair, called the address line, provides multiplexing 
control by designating which device will send data and which device will receive it. The bus 
originates in and is controlled by a bus control unit which is interconnrcted with a digital 
computer. The bus control unit provides the addresses that allow one device to 
communicate with any other device and directs the flow of information between the 
computer main storage and each input/output device attached to the bus. The control unit 
relieves the central processing unit of the tasks of communicating directly with input/output 
devices and permits data processing to proceed concurrently with input/output operations. 
The single data path of the bus is time-shared by the input/output devices which operate, as 
commanded, by addresses from the bus control unit. The physical and electrical connection 
between each input/output device and the 'bus is called the standard interface unit. All 
devices, regardless of their differences, can be added to the system without hardware 
changes or addition of new instructions to the central processor, provided they satisfy the 
requirements on their side of the interface. Figure 4-4 is a simplified functional diagram of 
the two pair bus system. 
4.1 .6 Data Bus Standard Interface Unit 
The standard interface unit adapts the mput/output unit of each device to the date 
bus. The functional circuitry is shown on the du\gram of Figure 4·5. 
The standard interface unit is identical for all monitored units. It consists of the 
circuitry necessary to decode the digital address of the measureme.~t or command. receive 
the command or data from the data bus or deliver data to tht J ~ta bi.:~. The unit receives 
serially fOI1l1llt!ed di.gital data from the data bus and makes it available k' the commanded 
location iil serial, parallel. or analog form as required by the device. In like n"omner. the unit 
receives serial. parallel. or analog data from the aallressed location and transmits the data in 
serially formatted digital form onto the data bus. 
By employing the standard interface unit in this form. each device can use known 
standard multiplexers and signal conditi'.mers that are compatible witll that type Ilf 
circuitry. At the same time. the standard interface unit. utilizing latching relays .ar sample 
and hold circuits. performs ali the functions of the switch selector. thus eliminating the 
requirement for that unit. The use of the standard interface unit and formats allows tile 
design of C'.Jch device to be indpendent of the dL'Sigll of any other deVice. 
In operation. thc standard intclface unit receives the digitally coded address from Ihe 
bus address linc. determines Illat the signal is inMlded for its I!I!"ice. and turns on the 
appropriate multiplexer and sequences into the proper ch:mntll. l\le a!ldresse!l stl!ndard 
interface unit will then either receh'c dala from or transmit dala to l:iIe d;lta bus after tile 
data has bL'Cn properly converted by the AJD or D/A COll\'crtCI'l:. Two parallel s\@r,me 
regist~rs will be provi!.lL'd to temporarily slore parallel data while Ihe shift rqisl~r on the 
AID I;;dlier is engaged with time dependent tasks. Till: data wiu be strobed into and out of 
the p.1rallel storage registers to reduce the Loycle time and bus dead timt'. It should b! 
iIOssible to obtain lII:ariy 101m dilly cycle ullage of tlte ,!ai3 bus. 
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Table 4-4. Measurement Power Requirements 
ASTRIONIC PROPULSION CREW ME ASUREMENTS MOOULE MODULE MODULE 
AC AND DC (2 MA EACH) 1.800MA 528MA l,200MA 
DISCRETE (I MA EACH) 600MA 176MA 400MA 
SIGNAL CONDo (10 MA EACH) 4,500MA 1,320MA 3,OOOMA 
TOTAL 6,900MA 2,024 MA 4,600MA 
NORMAL CURRENT (30%) 2,070MA 607.2MA 1,380MA 
PEAK CURRENT (60%) 4,140MA 1,214.4 MA 2,760MA 
NORMAL POWER 56.2W 17.0W 44.6W 
PEAK POWER 112.4W 34.0W 89.2W 
4.1.8"(onfiguration Assignment Unit (CAU) 
The Configuration Assignment Unit (CAU) provides the means for recovery after an error is detecteel in the main storage, CPU or the bus control and I/O unit (see reference C-7). The ir.iliaI step of recovery is provided by the use of interface error detectors which test a d"vice output dynamically and which are self-testing themselves. These are used to provide "rror alarm signals to the CAU and it therefore becomes the prime responsibility of this SUbsystem to react te, the erfClr condition. Basically, then, the CAU can be subdivided into two subfunctions, bootstrap recovery and diagnosis. Through the bootstrap recovery sub function, the CAU serves four purposes. It first provides a nontrivial and complex interface between the failure detection hardware and the diagnosis programs. Second, it provides a means for rapid retry capability for recovery fron transients. Third, it provides a system capacity for ascertaining the existence of catastn:.phic. failures. And, finally, it initiates system reconfiguration when necessary. 
4.2 DATA MANAGEMENT ORGANIZATION, REDUNDANCY AND FAILURE DETECTION 
The organization, redundancy and failure detection was approached with goals of (I) minimizing total weight, power consumption, and volume, (2) minimizing impact of ~dding or deleting components or subsystems to acc0mmodate the various missions, (3) minim;zing impact of software modifications by minimizing the required verification effort while maintaining confidence in sufficiency of effort, (4) minimizing checkout and component switching effort, and (5) maximizing system reliability, crew safety, and probability of fulfilling all objectives. 
Figure 4-1 show~ the data management organization for the unmanned synchronous orbit mission. As mentioned earlier, the random access memory (RAM) organization and redundancy will depend on the hardware technology used. If monolithic technology is 
I, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
employed, the RAM will probably consist of BaM's of 32K words with I-bit per word. 
Thir~y-ninc of these BaM's will be combined to provide 32K of 39-bit words (32-bit data 
and 7-bit error code). One standby BaM will be included to provide capability to replace a 
failed BaM or one with a significant number of defects. However. if magnetic devices are 
employed, the bit per BaM organization will not be used. Further trade studies will 
determine this. 
Memory control and interface will provide capability for each 32K memory to be 
controlled (read or store) by the CPU's (primary or backup). bus control and I/O units 
(primary or backup), and the configuration assignment unit. 
For the synchronous orbit mission, two CPU's will be used: one as the operating 
primary and the other as the standby backup. This provides a fail safe capalJility. Manned 
missions will require two backup CPU's and two backup bus control and I/O unit, to 
provide a fail operate/fail safe capability. The CPU's in conjunction with the configuration 
assignment unit (CAU) provide hardware to detect failures in the CPU, bus control and I/O 
units, and memory: determine if they resulted from transient or hard failures: and switch to 
the backup CPU. the backup bus control or backup memory module. as required. 
The communication between the CPU's and bus control and I/O units will consist of: 
(I) one program controlled output (PCO) channel. (2) one externally controlled output 
tECO) channel. (3) one externally controlled input (ECI) channel. which actually links the 
memory with the bus control and I/O units. and (4) several interrupts. 
Each CPU will have a small dedicated nOIi·volatile memory to provide bootstrap 
startup and loading after the data management subsystem 11<:s been powered down. 
For the synchronous orbit mission. the data bus and each opera~ing standard interface 
unit (SIU) will be provided with one standby backup to meet the fail/iafe criterion. Manned 
missions will require that the data bus and the SIUs handling critk;;i functions be provided 
with two backups to meet the fail operate/fail safe criterion. 
All data and addresses transmitted on the data bus will be encoded for ,'rror detection 
purposes. 
SIU failure detection will probably be accomplished through self detection hardware 
techniqlles. However. trade studies should be made to evaluate both hardware and software 
te~hniqucs for this application. 
Sensors and other devices being monitored or controlled will probably be checked for 
failures through application of software techniques (limit checking. reasonableness tests. and 
t;·e.ld analysis). However. failure detection may be ac~omplished by acdiilg test circuitry in 
the SI U's or possibly a combination of hardware and software may be desirable. A trade 
study should bc madc to result in the best choke. 
As mentioned earlier and shown in Figure 4-1. storagc' for display formats or skeletons 
will probably be provided by a 32K monolithic or magnetic memory for manned missions. 
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The lunar mission will include an auxiliary monitor computer to support monitoring 
and displaying of critic"l parameters to the crew during the 28 or 42 day period on the lunar 
surface. This allows the DMS to be powered down during this period and also allows DMS 
reliability to be maintained at a high level for the entire mission. 
As shown in Figure 4-1, sequencing will be performed via the same SIU-I/O units that 
provide data monitoring and measurements in each vehicle module. Two concepts were 
considered for performing the sequencing function: (I) use separate switch selectors as in 
Saturn program and (2) let SIU-I/O address logic handle sequencing commands. In the 
former case, a separate switch seiector type device would be employed in each module 
(propulsion, crew, secondary propulsion, and astrionic module). In the latter case the 
sequencing commands would be handled by the SIU-I/O address logic just as other 
information (data and discretes) are handled. However, just as with the switch selector, 
some means of read back verification by the computer will be required. Thus, both concepts 
are much the same; the difference being that in the first concept, the sequencers are separate 
units and in the latter concept, the sequencers are integrated with other information 
conveying hardware which mUltiplexes all i.1c\Jming and outgoing information. The latter 
concept was chosen because of the reduction ;n hardware. 
Table 4-5 shows a summary of the ec !;~lllent required for each mission, and Table 4-6 
summarizes power, weight, and volume p,quirements for each data management subsystem 
component. 
4.3 SOFTWARE ORGANIZATION AND REQUIREMENTS 
Two types of software organization were considered [or space tug application: 
(I) 
(2) 
Conglomerate Organization in which a single complete software package is written 
for each mission or phase between missions. Subroutines performing various 
functions are interlaced to minimize the initial programming effort; thus, 
subroutines are highly dcpendent on each other. 
Modular Organization in which function modules are written to perform single 
functions such as navigation, guidance or control for a particular mission or phase 
between missions. Function subroutines are written in modular form so that ea~h 
function module is isolated as much as possible from all others. Thus, an 
executive control program will load from bulk storage into main memory only 
those function modules required to perform a particular mission or phase. 
The modular rather than the conglomerate <'}ftware approach will probably be used for 
implementing the space tug software package. The main reason for this is the fact that 
unlike Saturn, which has a lifetime of only one mission and thus requires only one software 
configuration, space tug will have a lifetime consisting not only of many missions but also of 
many phases between missions, all of which will require different flight software 
configurations. Thus. since only one software configuration is required for Saturn, either the 
conglomerate or t~,e modular appro~ch can be used with little difference in software size 
and verification effort. However, if the conglomerate approach is used with space tug, a 
different software packagt will be required for each mission and for each phase between 
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Table 4-6. Component Characterisdcs 
COMPONENT CHARACTERISTICS 
TEMP. 
COMPONENT DIMENSIONS IINI WT. (LBSI POWER (WI COOLI NG LOAD LIMl'j'S 
W H D EACH A' S' BTU/H R/UNIT of 
CPU 13,4 9.4 7.0 60,0 80.0 80,0 273,0 -40 TO 131 
BUS CONTROL UNIT 12,0 8,0 3,6 35.0 50.0 50.0 170.7 -40 TO 131 
MAIN MEMORY 
(40 BOM·32KI 10,0 6,0 5.0 20.0 50.0 5.0 170.7 -40 TO 131 
MAGNETIC TAPE UNIT 10.0 7.0 5,0 10.0 15.0 0.0 170.7 32 TO 130 
SIU 4,3 3,0 2,8 0.4 1.0 1.0 3.4 ·67 TO 257 
DATA BUS 173,0 INa 7,5 
- - -
-40 TO 131 
MONITOR. UI.ITS 4,0 2.0 2,0 0,5 2.0 2,0 6,8 -40TO 131 
CONFIG. ASSIGN. UNITS 8.0 6.0 3,0 12,0 15.0 15.0 51.2 -40 TO 131 
DISPLAY MEMORY 
140 BOM·32KI 5,0 6.0 5.0 10,0 50,0 5.0 170,7 -40TO 131 
AUX. MONITOR, 
COMPUTER 7,0 5.0 3.5 15,0 20.0 20,0 68.3 -40 TO 131 
AUX, MONITOR. UNITS 4,0 2,0 2.0 0,5 2,0 2.0 6,8 -40 TO 131 
'A < ACTIVE 
S < STANDBY 
missions. Whereas, if the modular approach is used, the executive control program will pull 
from bulk storage and loud in main memory only those function modules that are required 
for the particular phase or missk J. It becomes obvious that not only will much more 
software be required for the conglomerate approach but that the verification effort tends to 
become prohibitive. Figure 4-6 illustrates the difference between the modular and 
conglomerate software structures and shows the advantages and disadvantages in using the 
modular approach. 
The modular executive control function which is presented in more detail in Figure 4-7 
includes interrupt processing, function execution scheduling and control, mission and phase 
initialization, and memory loading, Since functions within a missk n phase must be executed 
at different rates with different timing precision, function modules, according to their 
particular timing requirements, are assigned via system macros to operate under a specific 
sub-program of the control program. The program structure will consist of the following 
sub-programs. 
• Mission Executive: Governs phase-to-phase transition throughout the entire 
-mission. 
• Phase Initializer: Initializes master queue/control tables to proper status at the 
start of each defined mission phase. 
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• WHAT IS MODULAR SOFTWARE? 
MODULAR SOFTWARE CONSISTS OF TWO BASIC PARTS: 
1. EACH OF WHICH IS RESPONSIBLE FOR PERFORMING 
2. 
SUCH AS NAVIGATION, GUIDANCE OR CONTROL 
FOR A PARTICULAR PHASE OF A MISSION; I.E., THE FUNCTION MODULE 
USED IS MISSION DEPENDENT. 
WHICH HAVE A PRIMARY PURPOSE OF 
CONTROLLING ORDER OF EXECUTION OF ALL FUNCTION 
MODULES FOR A PARTICULAR MISSION. THE CONTROL MODULES ARE 
MISSION INDEPENDENT. 
• MI"'OULAh SOFTWARE STRUCTURE ~ 
• 
• 
MAIN MEMORY MAGNETIC TAPE 
!FUNCTION FUNCTION FUNCTION FUNCTION MODULE 1 
MODULE MODULE MODULE FUNCTION MODULE 2 I 
t /" 
e)(~c. COMMAND • 
CONTROL LOAD • MODULES 
-=. 
+ • 
• I~UNCTION FUNCTION FUNCTION I 0 
MODULE MODULE MODULE 
FUNCTION MODULE M -=:J 
CONGLOMERATE SOFTWARE STRUCTURE 
r-------------------MAIN MEMORY MAGNETIC TAPE 
I 
LOADER II--!:.CO:::M=:M~A:::N~Dd2=-l-_.j_~C~O~N~G~L~O~M;.E~R~A~T~E~S~O~F~TW:;:A:R:E_~ ROUTINE I PACKAGE 1 
CONGLOMERATE SOFTWARE 
r CONGLOMERATE SOFTWARE pAcKAGE; 1 PACKAGE 2 
i I I I IIIII I: :~LOAD I---_~ -----j 
L __________ .J CONGLOMERATE SOFTWARE 
PACI(AGE M 
ADVANTAGES OF MODULAR SOFTWARE 
1. ISOLATES EACH FUNCTION SO THAT THE EFFECTSOF CHANGES IN A GIVEN FUNCTION 
MODULE WILL BE CONFINED TO THAT MODULE AS MUCH.oS POSSIBLE, I.E., OTHER 
FUNCTIONS SHOULD NOT HAVE TO BE MODIFIED TO ACCOMMODATE THESE CHANGES. 
THUS, ONLY THE CHANG EO MOOULE WILL REOUIRE PROGRAM VERIFICATION. 
2. NEW MODULES CAN BE ADDEf'I TO THE FUNCTION MODULE POOL WITH MINIMUM 
IMPACT. 
3. MAXIMIZESSOFTWAAE RELIABILITY BY CONFINING THE IMPACT OF PROGRAM CHANGES 
TO THE FUNCTION MODULE BEING MOO:<IEO. 
4. MASS STORAGE IS MINIMIZED SINCE THE ALTERNATIVE TO THE MOOULAR APPROACH IS TO 
HAVE SEPARATE COMPLETE MISSION SOFTW,\RE PACKAGES FOR EACH MISSION OR 
PHASE OF OPERATION. IN THIS CASE, SOME FUNCTION ROUTINES WOULD BE CON· 
TAINED IN EACH OF THESE PACKAGES_ THUS .~EOUIRING REDUNDANT STORAGE. 
• DISAOVANTAGES 
1. SLIGHTLY MORE MAIN MEMORY WILL BE REOUIRED DUE TO THE DIFFERENCE IN 
MODULAR SOr-TWARE STRUCTURE. 
Figure 4-6. Space Tug Software 
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PROCESS 
READY 
MODULES 
1--f"'1 
'-=!!!!!""-----' L ________ .:.== 1 
L. ___________ J 
--------------.. INTERRUPT PROCESSOR 
~UNtTION ,"OOUI.E 
--,.--
T1 SCHEDULER 
SCHEDULES 
NEXTT1 
MODULE 
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• Non·lnterrupt Sequencer: Controls the execution of thuse modules which make 
up the basic iterative computation of any phase, i.e" those functions of a 
non·priority m,ture which are to be operated as a part of a repetitive, ordered 
sequence. 
• Periodic Processor: Controls the execution of those modules of a non-priority 
nature but which are to be executed a given number of times within a specified, 
but not precisely rigid, time frame. 
• Interrupt Processor: Services both hardware and program controlled interrupts 
and routes control to tlie appropriate program module on a priority basis. 
• Timed Schedulers: Schedules the use of the timed interrupts to control the 
execution of priority functions modules which require operation at an exact time 
or at a precisely cyclic rate, 
A study should be made to identify in greater detail the required sonw,lre function 
modules for all space tug missions and phases and show how these can be called into main 
memory as missions and phases change, 
4.4 FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
The details of the data management lunctions, including flow charts, are presented in 
other appendices. The purp05e of this subsection is to enumerate the data management 
subsystem functions, show CPU (operations/sec.) and memory (number of locations) 
requirements per function for each mission. Table 4-1 shows the functions as presently 
defined along with their respective CPU and memory load requirements, The range of 
memory requirements for the ten missions shown in Table 4-1 is 31,568 32-bit memory 
locations for the second unmanned planetary mission to 62,790 locations for the RNS 
mission. The unmanned planetary mission memory requirement is low primarily because of 
the lower navigation requirements. It should be noted here that RNS memory and CPU 
speed requirements do not include nuclear engine control. This is a very complex problem 
and sufficient information is not available at this time to address these requirements. Based 
on the information that is available, it appears the problem of nuclear engine control will at 
least dGlible those memory and speed requirements for RNS presented in Table 4·1. 
The .. ange of CPU speed requirements is 153K ops/sec, for the expendable synchronous 
orbit mhsicn to 278K ops/s':c'. for RNS. This is somewhat lower than the results of the 
earlier space tug report (sec reference C-6), The difkicncc is due mainly 10 refinements in 
navigation and strapdown IMU requirements and a reduction from 25% to 15% for 
contingencies. The contingencies requirement was reduccd because (if increased confidence 
in the refined requirements. 
4.5 PROJECTION OF TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT 
Table 4-7 (see reference C -7) shows the expected com puter technology characteristics 
resulting from extended stalc-of-the-art technology in the 1972·1975 time frame. In 
addition, the expected computer characteristics of new technology development are shown 
for the l'ost-1974 time I.,~me. 
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Table 4-7. Projected Technology Development 
CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT MEMORY INPUT! P:"VSICAl OUTPUT 
'" 
CAPACITY ~ wiS w in ~ ~ ~ ... - " 1<;; 11124 0 
" 
:;Z o :: b " z 
" 
COMPUTER ... 0 0 ~8 i!:!"'0 0 8 ... ~t ;: 0 0;: w[;l z" w-", U O!j w 
" 
>w 220 ",I!! 0 Ii! w w '"~ w ",U "'" ii!i!:! ~~~ wah· ~~ wi!:! "'w 0:" ... ffi~ § U.l ::J -0 w w" w'" U .,'" '"0: ;:'" "",,,, g;:t: U .0: ... '" .,,, .,0: "" wiD ... ~ "In OU "'u Ow", ~ "0 UU UU 
"'" ~~ <>" U .,,, "" ~~ ,,- "o.w 0",'" "'0 u- (;~ "" ~g N" lE~ "l'!. ~c(f "'" ",l'!. -u ,,- ,"0 .. ., u z_ "'-EltTENDED 
TECHNOLOGY 
76 1,5 4,5 475 32/4 8" 84" 0,5 30 0,' PRODUCTION 1,0 2 16 60 15K 1972·1976 
NEW 100 TECHNOLOGY VAAI~ 0.5 3.0 1000 32/4 16K 128" 0.1 0,3 3 32 20 0.25 30 50" PRODUCTION alE 2 POST 1914 
111 80% ADDS. 20% MULTIPLIES 121 THE INSTRUCTION nEPERTOIRE WILL BE VARIABLE THROUGH AN ALTERABLE Aoo CONTROL 
The weight, power and size given include the basic m~mories listed, i.e., 8K words for extended technology and 16K words for new technology. 
By using Table 4-6 in conjunction with Table 4-7, the expected wei.,ht, power and volume characteristics of the I/O and bus control unit and the configuration assignment unit can be approximated for extended and new technology. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
This document presents the results of an analysis performed to: (1) relate mission 
characteristics to the space tug navigation and guidance requirements, (2) identify the 
candidate hardware which satisfy the established requirements, (3) derme the mounting 
constraints of candidate hardware and (4) describe the technology trends for the candidate 
navigation sensors. 
2.0 STIIDY GlIIDEUNE ANn GROUND RULES 
The navigation analysis is based on the following ground rules and guidelines. 
I. The tug will be primarily manned, but will be capable of automatic or remote 
control. 
2. Autonomy is a design goal. 
3. Automatic landing on the lunar surface will be at a prepared site, only. 
4. The target vehicle for rendezvous and docking will be cooperative. 
5. The navigation accuracy required is basically the same as for the LM. 
6. Each mission is assumed to begin with al. of the stages in the stacked 
configuration. 
7. The acturacy requirements for the early flight phases (inertial N&G mode) is set 
depending on available radar range to effect a transition from the early N&G 
mode to a terminal guidance mode. 
3.0 SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
3.1 NAVIGATION REQUIREMENTS 
Navigation and guidance requirements are first related to characteristics of the design 
missions established for the definition of the space tug astrionic system. 
A method is discussed that permits intraorbit operations in a near autonomous mode. 
This method requires knowledge of either the target or chaser vehicle orbit and radar 
tracking of the target by the chaser vehicle. However, considerable time (about 18 M.) is 
needed due to the long synodic period for low earth orbits (100 NM and 300 NM orbits) 
when using Hohmann transfers. 
The preliminary N&G accuracy requirements for orbit transfers are summarized in 
Table 3-1 and were obtained by adapting a set of Keplerian subroutines to determine range 
at nominal transfer completion as a function of errors at injection. 
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From the study conducted and with no excess /1 V available, the best trajectory for 
achieving equatorial synchronous orbit with any desired longitude is the use of a low 
altitude phasing orbit. Four approaches were evaluated and gross results are shown in Table 
3-2. Details are discussed in Section 4.0. 
For the late midcourse correction for the earth to moon transfer, onboard sensors are 
required to measure vehicle to moon line-of-sight. Range and range rate data is desired. 
These studies showed that measurement of these parameters within 2% would provide a 
resultant orbit with perilune within radar range (300 NM) of the lunar space station (after 
any necessary phasing). 
Follow-on in-depth analysis and simulations are required to: 
• For the low earth orbit operations, perform a tiN versus mission time study using 
the near autonomous N&G mode. 
• Determine optimum degree of autonomy for space tug operations. 
• Include second order effects in determining N&G accuracy requirements and 
update or correct accuracies shown. 
Table 3-2. Synchronous Orbit Trajectory Comparison Matrix 
TRAJECTORY ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES 
01 RECT ASCENT • NOMINAL TRANSFER TIME. • LONG PHASING PERIOD (::::2 DAYSI WITH SLOW DRIFT ( ~ 5.3 HOURSI AT NEAR SYNCHRONOUS ALTITUDE 
TO STATION TO ARRIVE AT ANY REQUIRED 
• NOMINAL N&G ACCURACY LONGITUDE. REQUIRED IF TARGET IS 
NEAR OPTIMUM LONGITUDE, • LONG PHASING PERIOD IMPOSES STRINGENT N&G 
• USES NOMINAL fjv, REQUIREMENT OR NAVIGATION UPDATE • 
LOW PHASING ORBIT • MINIMUM oOTAL MISSION • STRINGENT N&G ACCURACY TIME FOR WORSE CASE TARGET REQUIREMENTS WITHOUT 
LONGITUDE AND USING POSITION UPDATE. 
NOMINAL .c,.v, 
HIGH PHASING ORBIT • USES NOMINAL .c,.v, • LONG TRANSFER TIME. 118·20 HRS.I 
• STRINGENT N&G ACCURACY REQUIREMENTS WITHOUT 
NAVIGATION UPDATE. 
OVERSHOOT PHASING • MINIMUM TOTAL MISSION • ~)(CESS t.v REQUIRED. (690 MIS TIME. WORST "ASEI 
• NOMINAL N&G ACCURACY REQUIRED, 
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• Show need and cost of the conservatism included in the use of an offset aim 
point. 
• Perform the radar range versus inertial guidance accuracy requirements trade 
study, including cost effectiveness, for all representative missions. 
• Develop and provide an error budget for the N&G hardware. 
3.2 NAVIGATION SENSOR SELECTION 
Figure 3-1 depicts the preliminary choice of sensors to perform the navigation function 
for the spectrum of space tug missions. It should be noted that the configuration (nosen is 
based on limited trade and compol!cnt data and docs not nrcessarily reflect ':he final 
configuration for space tug navigation. 
The layout is configured for the ... , 'dl1l1d synchronous orbit mission which includes 
automatic rendezvous and docking. 1 'C I . .i,,_ .ion subsystem is comprised of the following 
unit~. 
(I) IMU (Strap-down) 
(2) Star trackers (2) 
(3) Rendel.Yous and Docking Radar (Laser Radar) 
,'.) Landmark tracker 
(5) Horizon Sensor 
For missions that include a lunar landing as one of the mission phases. a landing radar 
is required. 
A matrix of navigation sensors versu:; tug nllSSlOns is presented in Figure 3-2. The 
estimated size. weight. and power requirements for each subsystem are given in Table 3-3. 
The functions of each unit and the mission phases where they arc emp10yed are presented 
below and summarized in the matrix of figure 3-3. 
3.2.1 IMU 
The lMU is employed for all active mISSIOn phases to measure vehicle thrust 
acceleration and to provide vehicle attitude reference. A strap-down configuration was 
chosen since it will perform to the required accuracy and offers advantages in redundancy, 
cost. weight. and power over four redundant conventional gimballed 1M U's, as well as an 
advantage in inherent reliability. Howl'ver, a tradeoff comparison will b~ made in greater 
depth in follow-on studies. The potential advantages which must be evaluated for the 
gimballed configurations include: 
D-4 
• Greater ma turity und production base which should result in lower development 
costs. 
• Capability for launch pad calibrations which eliminates dependence on long-term 
stability of incrtiul scnsor error cocftkknts. 
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Figure 3-2. Matrix Relating Navigation Equipment To Space Tug Missions 
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Table 3-3. Navigation Sensors Physical Characteristics 
SUBSYSTEM WEIGHT POWER VOLUME ESTMTBF EST &ERVICE (LBS) (WATTS) (CU. FT.) (HRS.) LIFE 
IMU4 80 200 0.6 9.000 3.000HRS. 
LASER RADAR" 28 30 1.16 UNKNOWN UNKNOWN 
STAR TRACI(ER (2) 23 EA. 20 AVE EA 0.95 EA. 20.000 7 YEARS 30 PI< • 
LANDING RADAR 34 80 1.10 5,000 
LANDMARK TRACKER 30 40 1.0 40,000 2,OooHRS. 
HORIZON SENSOR 17 10AVE 0.18 174,000 7 YEARS 
13 PI< 
• :iEXAD STRAPDOWN UNIT 
•• C,iASER VEHICLE EQUIPMENT 
3.2.2 Star Trackers. Landmark Tracker, and Horizon Sensor 
Two star trackers were selected for automatic IMU alignment. The star trackers along with either a landmark tracker or horizon sensor was selected to perform autonomous vehicle state updates. The landmark tracker is used for distances up to a maximum of 10,000 NM from a celestial body. Navigation beyond an altitude of 10,000 nmi will require a horizon sensor to reliably, automatically, and accurately update the vehicle state vector during synchronous orbit, planetary, and translunar transearth missions. These units will be used for navigation initializations and orbital-lunar surface navigation. 
The two star trackers and the landmark tracker or horizon sensor serve the same functions the telescope/sextant provide for the LEM. For manned operations, the telescope/sextant' is sufficient. However, for unamnned missions, the star trackers and automatic landmark tracker or horizon sensor are required. 
3.2.3 Rendezvous and Docking Radar 
The function of the rendezvous and docking radar is to provide range, range rate, angular position, and angular rate with respect to a target vehicle or location. 
The laser radar was selected for this function since it can be used for rendezvous, docking and automatic landing. This radar has an advantage over the present microwave rendezvous radars in that it provides the accuracy required for auton.atic docking as well as for rendezvous. Also, it can be used as a landing aid for unmanned lunar landing at a prepared site. 
At present, a laser scanning radar developed by ITT in covperation with NASA MSFC has performed successful simulated dockings at the Martin Denver Slli1ulation L.ooratory. A similar laser radar was mounted on a helicopt~r and successfully docked with a docking collar placed atop of a truck on the side of a mountain. The present state of development of this laser indicates an availability in the 1973-1978 time frame. 
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3.2.4 Landing Radar 
The function of the landing radar is to provide velocity and altitude with respect to the 
lunar surface, and prior to acquisition of the landing site by the laser radar, to supplement 
the IMU inertially measured quantities during lunar landing. 
The landing radar presently employed on the LM appears to provide the functions and 
accuracy required fnr the space tug. 
4.0 MISSION CHARACTERISTICS AND NAVIGATION AND GUIDANCE 
REQUIREMENTS 
Figure 4-1 lists the space tug missions (with all vehicles) and the mission phases 
expected for the spectrum of space tug design missions. The commonality of the mission 
phases for the missions indicates that there is also much commonality for the functional 
requirements. Some pertinent mission characteristics and N&G requirements are discussed in 
this section. 
Requirements and specifications must be related to the functional hardware to be used. 
Thus, the assumption made in this requ;rements analysis is the utilization of a core G&.N 
subsystem consisting of an inertial measurement unit (IMU), digital computer with needed 
flight program (software), and a target sensor (radar). This core system will operate in two 
primary lllOdes: 
• Inertial Guidance - for pre programmed trajectories. 
• Terminal Guidance - for accurate terminal phase guidance requiring direct target 
data. 
Supporting functions and equipment required for this core system include the 
following: 
• IMU Alignment - The duration of all seven design missions is in excess of several 
hours and thus onboard sensor(sj are required for periodic IMU alignment. 
8 Space Navigation - Providing onboard navigation to minimize ground station 
support is a design goal. With the IMU alignment requirement (sensors available), 
the hardware impact in providing position data is not considered to be large. 
Software impact is also not excessive. 
• Trajectory Computations - The capability and data needed to compute onboard 
precision trajectories is mission and mission phase dependent. 
A review of the missions, past studies, and other available data indicates that: 
(1) The intraorbit transfers (earth and lunar orbit operations design missions) are the 
most likely candidate for autonomous operation. 
(2) The synchronous orbit mission will impose the most stringent N&G requirements. 
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(3) The late midcourse correction for tb earth to moon tran .fer, and for automated 
missions, will impose special sensor and/or operational reQ'Jirements. 
This analysis, due to the compacted schedule, was directed toward these three areas. 
In determining the onboard N&G system accuracy requirements, several constraints 
m"..lst be considered, including availability and limitations of the ground stations, number of 
trajectory correction burns, and fuel allocated. The approach taken is to set the N&G 
accuracy requirements for the inertial guidance phase as needed to achieve radar lock-on for 
initiating the terminal guidance phas~. Also a design goal was set to minimize ground 
support requirements. 
4.1 INTRAORBIT TRANSFERS 
Orbital transfers/operations aN to be performed in both 10VI earth c.-bit and lunar 
orbit. The representative mission profile for tug orbital operatjons consist of the tug 
executing a Hohmann transfer from the space station orbit to the target orbit, rendeuous 
and dock, load payload, transfer to the space station orbit, and rendezvous and dock to the 
space station. In performing these transfer maneuvers, there are two basic approaches 
depending on the difference in the tug and target altitude (Ah) and the guidance hardware 
used. 
(a) If Ah is large, an inertial guidance phase plus a terminal guidance phase is required. 
For the inertial guidance, inputs to the tug guidance system are required to define 
both the tug and target state vectors either from ground track or from the space 
station. 
(b) If Ah is small, i.e., target is within tug radar range, only a terminal guidance phase 
is required with inputs from the space station defining the tugs' initial state 
vector. 
Approach (b) above, provides considerable less reliance on data from ground stations 
and should provide more flexible lunar orbit operations. Description of this terminal 
guidance approach is as follows. 
If th~ space station (target) is in a circular near-earth orbit, and the space tug is nearby, 
the motion of the tug with respect to the station can be defined simply by introducing a 
rotating coordinat~ system with the origin at the station. With reference to Figure 4-2. let: 
X Le in the direction of motion of the station 
Y be in the local vertical (up at station) 
Z be in the negative orbit normal at the station 
then, X, Y and Z are coordinates of the tug and the equations of motion are: 
X-2wY=O 
Y + 2wX - 3w2y = 0 
Z +w2 i = 0 
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Figure 4-2. Transfer Trajectory In Rotating Coordinate System 
These equations have the solution: 
x = 2A sin(Cdt +t/l> + a + 3bCdt 
Y = A COS(Cdt +t/l) + 2h 
Z = B sineW! + t/lz> 
where: 
A = I [Y~ + (2XQ-3CdYO)2j ~2 Cd 
B = [Zo2 + (~) 2 j Y2 
a = 
2 Xo + w Yo 
b = 2Yo 
_ Ko.. 
Cd 
( Yo 
2XJ t/l = lan- I 3CdYO 
t/lz = lun- I (_~~o ) 
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These solutiJns permit the orbital transfer operations to be performed with: 
(a) Definition of either (but not both) the target or tug state vector and 
(b) The following equiument onboard the tug: 
(I) Platform aligned (permitting location of the local vertical) or an unaligned 
platform with a horizon or other sensor(s) to determine the local vertical 
(2) Radar or optical tracker to provide range, range rate, and line-of-sight angles 
in tug referer ce. 
As an illustration, suppose that the rug is in a circular orbit coplanar with the station, 
but at an altitude,ah, above the station. 
Then an optimum'transfer is made by using imp llses in the X direction only. The 
equations of motion for arriving at the space station witt velocity Xo are 
x = 4 Xo sin cut 3 Xo t cu 
y = -
2Xo (cos cut-I) cu 
where t is zero at the condusion .:>f the maneuver . 
The minimum energy transfer is made by waiting (phasing) until the tug lies ahead of 
the station at an angle from the vertical 
(J = 790 36' = tan·· 1 (31T - 4) 
then applying impulse to gi"e delta velocity 
av = 
ahcu 
2 
Approximately the ;ame av must be applied at the origin to complete the transfer 
maneuver. These equations define a Hohmann transfer in the rotating coordinate system. 
For orbital operations using an inertial guidance syster.' for the orbit transfer 
maneuvers and then a terminal guidance system for rendezvous, the inertial guidance system 
must provide sufficient accuracy so that the target is within radar or optical range at 
completion of the transfer. A set of Keplerian subroutines were used to determine r~nge at 
nominal transfer completion as a function of error a"t inJection. While suitablt: for 
determining error, these routines do not include second order effects which would have to 
be tr"en into account to determine a nominal trajectory (e.g., earth oblateness). 
Figure 4-3 shows th.-; /!cometry of a Hohm~nn transfer, the coordinate system used, 
and use of an offset ainung point. The duration of the transfer is determined from the 
nominal. For the perturbed cases, the time after perigee is determined from the initial 
conditions, and the nominal duration added to determin~ thr time at the end of the 
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perturbed maneuver, The errors given are therefore the error at expected completion time and not necessarily the error at closest approach. The offset aiming point is used to provide a favorable position for the rendezvous phase and to limit the volume of space the radar must search. 
Table 4-1 shows the errors for two cases. The miss distances are proportional to the input errors. For systems with a radar range of 550 km (::::300 NM) using the offset aiming point as shown in Figure 4-3, the error in X cannot exceed 4.2 mls and the error in Y cannot exceed 3.9 km. For a system with a radar range of 140 km (::::75 NM), the error in X cannot exceed 1.1 mls and error in Y cannot exceed 1.0 km. These errors were obtained by assigning one-half the allowable miss distance to initial position errors and the remaining half to velocity measurement errors. Other combinations may be used. 
4.2 SYNCHRONOUS ORBIT MISSION 
The equatorial synchronous orbit mission, as shown in Figure 4-4 can be performed using only two burns, provided the phasir.g can be completed by placing the tug into a slightly lower orbit and permitting it to drift into the required position (longitude). 
The Hohma~'1 transfer is initated when the tug crosses the equatorial plane. By delaying the initiation of the transfer for a few orbits, the synchronous orbit position can be brought within one orbit period (about 90 minutes) of the injection point. Table 4-2 shows the time for the tug to "catch up" for various altitudes below synchronous orbit. 
Table 4-1. Hohmann Transfer From 100 NM Earth Orbit To 300 NM Orbit 
INPUT ERROR MISS DISTANCE INPUT ERROR MISS DI~TANCE 
1(, 5 MIS 164. KM X,2M/S 75KM 
Y ,5 MIS 42. KM Y .2 MIS 17 KM 
Z ,5M/S 
.03 KM Z. 2 MIS NEGLIGIBLE 
X • 1 KM 10 . KM X.0.5KM 5KM 
Y.l KM 38. KM Y .0.5 KM 19KM 
Z.1 KM 1. KM Z. 0.5 KM 0.5KM 
Table 4-2. Altitude Versus Catch Up Time 
IlH 11", T INMI 110-6 RADISECI IDAYSI 
50 
.2402 18.5 
63 
.3030 14.7 
100 
.4819 9.2 
200 
.9693 4.6 
300 1.4621 3.0 
400 1.9603 2.27 
500 2.4642 1.81 
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where, 
dh = distance catch up orbit is below synchronous orbit 
dro = difference in orbital rates 
t = time to catch up 
The phasing operation can be performed much more quickly using a phasing orbit, but additional requirements are placed on the N&G system. 
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Figure 4-4. Synchronous Orbit Trajectory 
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The displacement due to unit l" ... ~ errors for the transfer, using the same approach as described earlier in section 4.1 for orbital transfers, are shown in Table 4-3. 
For systems with a radar range of 550 km (::300 NM) and using the offset aiming point as shown in Figure 4-3, the error in Y cannot exceed 1.7 m/s and the error in X cannot exceed 2 km. For a system with a radar ral.ge of 140 km (=75 NM), the error in Y cannot exceed 0.4 m/s and in X cannot exceed 0.5 km. The errors were obtained by allowing one-half the allowable mi8s distance to initial position errors and the remaining half to velocity measurement errors. 
For drift phasing after obtain equatorial synchronous orbit, it is required that the variation in Y never exceed the radar range for autonomous operation. From the equations derived in section 4. I , 
Ymax = .\+ 2b 
where, 
A ! 
.. l? 
= - [Y 02 + (2Xo - 3 CdY 0)2 J Cd 
2b = 4Yo _ (2~0) 
Cd = 2'i:" = 0.728 x 10' rad/sec (24)(36()0) 
Note: X and Y are interchan.~ed. 
Table 4-3. Hohmann Transfer From 100 NM To Synchronous Orbit 
RESULTANT ERROR AT APOGEE MISS DISTANCE 
INPUT ERROR X V Z x v Z KM IRSS! 
X.l MIS O. 9,7 O. 0,36 O. 0, 9.7 
Y.l MIS 61.1 56.9 O. 7,97 2,16 O. 83.2 
Z.1 MIS O. o. c, o. 0, 0.15 0,15 
X. 1 KM 54.2 51.3 O. 7,2 1.8 0, 74.0 
V.l KM O. 8.8 O. ,33 O. O. 8.8 
2.1 KM O. O. 6.4 0, 0, O. 6.4 
f 
"l·. 
. , "~, .... , ,_ .. ... _ .. - --------.--.. -~-."-.---------".---.--.. -
Also, 
For the unit errors from Table 4-3, 
Yo =115.3km 
Xo =3.96 mls 
Yo = 15.86 mls 
Ymax = 1075 km 
Ymax = R - H 
where, 
R is the radar range 
H is nominal altitude difference for phasing 
Then by proportion, the allowable guidance error versus phasing time is shown in Table 4-4. 
Table 4-4. Guidance Error Versus Phasing Time 
'-PHASING MAXIMUM GUIDANCE ERROR MAX"'.ilIM GUIDANCE ERROR TIME 
(DAYS) 300NM RADAR 75NM RADAR 
DO 0.51 KM AND 0.51 MIS 0.13 KM AND 0.13 MIS 
lB.5 0.42 0.42 0.04 0.04 
14.7 0.40 .. 0.40 0.02 0.02 
" . 
9.2 0.34 0.34 NOT POSSIBLE 
4.6 0.17 0.17 NOT POSSIBLE 
3.0 0.0 0.0 NOT POSSIBLE 
SHORTER TIMES NOT POSSIBLE 
In Table 4-4 the position and velocity errors were, again, arbitrarily taken as equal. Also, some error should be allowed for the planned difference in orbital altitude, but this error is sma II. 
Several methods are available for phasing, i.e., in reaching the required longitude in an equatorial synchronous orbit, starting from a low earth orbit. These include: 
(I) Slow Drift - Injection into a orbit of slightly less semi-axis major than desired as discussed in the preceding paragraphs and illustrated in Figure 4-4. The impulse required to end the drift is small and can be supplied by small thrusters. 
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(2) Low Phasing Orbit - At the beginning of the Hohmann transfer, only part of (he transfer impulse is applied. This results in a phasing orbit with apogee depend!nt 
on the longitude of the target hover point and with perigee at the low earth orllit. The transfer is begun after one phasing orbit. This method is illustrated in Figure 4-5. 
(3) High Phasing Orbit - At the end of the Hohmann transfer orbit, as illustrated in Figure 4-6, only part impulse to complete injection is applied. The result is a phasing orbit with apogee at synchronous orbit and whose period is dependent on the longitude of the target hover point. Injection b completed after one phasing 
orbit . 
(4) Overshoot Phasing - An excess of impulse is applied at the beginning of the transfer. Synchronous altitude is then reached more quickly, even through the beginning of transfer must be delayed somewhat so that injection still takes place on the line of nodes. Injection takes place when synchronous altitude is reached (before apogee). This method is illustrated in Figure 4-7. 
Phasing can be accomplished without impulse penalty in the second and third approaches. The low phasing orbit imposes less stringent requirement on the guidance and navigation system than the other approaches. 
Table 4-5 shows the errors for the maximum required (low altitude) phasing orbit at the end of the nominal period. These are errors developed in an autonomous system and can be improved by direct observation of the phasing orbit period. If the errors in the second half of the divided burn are neglected, these errors can be translated into equivalent errors at synchronous orbit injection . 
If the effective range of the radar is 550 km (300 NM). then errors at the. end of the injection into the phasing orbit no larger than 0.2 km in position and 0.2 m/s in velocity are needed to insure ecquisition of the target by radar (offset aim point included). If about half the time/position error can be removed prior to the transfer burn. these errors may be increased to I km in position and I m/s in velocity. For a radar with an effective range of 140 km (75 NM). and with half the errors removed prior to transfer burn and using the offset aim point, thp errors should be no larger than 0.25 km in position and 0.25 m/s in velocity, 
Examination of the error matrix (Table 4-3) shows that only the radius magnitude and total velocity are important i.e .. X and Y. These errors are sma 1'1 compared to the errors at transfer so that the neglect of the second portion of the injection is justified. 
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Table 4·5. Low Altitude Phasing Orbit Ermr Matrix 
UNIT Z EFFECT AT SYNC MISS DISTANCE ERRORS X V Z X V TOTAL ORBIT PER UPUT (I<M) 
Ax 0.970 O. O. O. 0.265 O. 1.23 74 91. 
/:i,v 70.04 0.99 O. .004 69 . O. 140. B 1120. 
Az O. O. 1. O. O. O. 1. 6 6. 
Ax 71. O. O. 1. 70. 0._ 142. 9.7 1380. 
Av 0.04 O. O. O. 0.63 O. 0.67 93.2 56. 
Az o. o. O. O. O. 1. 1. 0.05 O. 
NOTE: UNIT ERRORS ARE 1 I<M IN POSITION AND 1 MIS IN VELOCITY 
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Figure 4-7. Synchronous Orbit Trajectory Using Overshoot 
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4.2.1 Position Update at Perigee 
For the low altitude phasing orbit approach the onboard navigation requirements may be relaxed for synchronous orbit injection by using ground track or an onboard horizon sensor. If the error in 'lleasured position at the end of the phasing orbit were zero, the requirements would be the same as without the phasing orbit (i.e., abou. 3 mls without offset aim point). 
The phasing orbit returns through the same point, in the patched conic approximation, so that the only error is in locating the point at which the burn resumes. If the error is u km in Y, this causes also an error on the order of: 
(vp) = 1.32 mls in X 
where 
rp = radius at perigee of phasing orbit, 6929 km 
vp = velocity at perigee of phasing orbit, 9121 mls 
Second order effects can be neglected. Then for a radar range of 550 km (300 NM), and a fraction k of the error: 
k 550 < 8 u + (9.7) (1.32 IL) 
for k = 0.5, then u = 28 km. 
It appears that a suitable system can be devised with a velocity error I mls and a single tracking point near the enu of the phasing orbit with a 30' error of ~8 km. 
Another suitable system could have a velocity error of I mls above, and a horizon sensor - star tracker system capable of determining local vertical to within 0.12 degrees. The re-ignition point is determined by duplication of the local vertical orientation 1n ·space at the beginning and the end of the phasing orbit. 
4.2.2 Platform Alignment 
For a 100 NM radar, such as a laser radar, and from the above discussion, 1 requirement exists for 0.33 mls in velocity measurement with position update using either ground track or an onboard horizon sensor and a star tracker. 
The velocity increment for injection into the transfer orbit is 2460 m/s. If the error in the forward direction is to be small. say 115 of the permitted error, then ene alignment requirement is: 
(0.33) (115) = 0.066 = 2460 (I - cos el) 
hence, e I = 0.42 degrees. 
D-23 
The most significant cross velocity component is that in X. If it !s required that this 
component produce less than 10 km error at synchronous orbit arriv'.I, then the error in X 
can be 10/9.7* = 1.03 mls and a second error requirement is: 
1.03 = 2460 sin e2 
whence, e2 = 0.024 degrees = 1.5 minutes of arc. 
This last requirement is evidently the controlling error for platform alignment for 
synchronous orbit injection. 
4.2.3 Overshoot fAY Requirement 
Figure 4-8 shows the additional impulse requirement for the overshoot phasing method 
of achieving a required longitude in equatorial synchronous orbit. From the figure, the 
impuls~ required without phasing is about 4330 m/s. With worse case phasing, which is a 
delay or one period of the low earth orbit, the impulse requirement becomes 5020 m/s. For 
comparison, both the high phasing orbit and the low phasing orbit require no additional 
impulse beyond the 4330 mIs, and the slow drift requires only slightly more. 
4.2.4 Satellite Placement 
The allowable simultaneous ,'ITors for an equatorial synchronous orbit satellite in order 
for the satellite to have a drift rate along its orbit smaller than 101yr, away from its desired 
3tation is as follows: 
Inclination error ! 112 deg of arc 
Altitude error, deviation 
from ideal value :': 107 meters 
Maximum injection velocity :6.7 mlsec 
magnitude error from 
circular speed 
Maximum injection velocity 7-1/2 min of arc 
direction error, from 
horizon tal 
Achieving a synchrollJus orbit injection with this order of accuracies is considered to 
require a vernier guidanc'" phase lIsing ground track, 
*From Table 4-5. 
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4.3 LUNAR MISSIONS 
4.3.1 Lunar Orbit IQjection 
IQjection into a lunar orbit cannot be made without some form of terminal guidance. If 
a sensor is used, as illustrated in Figure 4-9, which can determine lunar angular diameter and 
position against a star background or in inertial coordinates, a procedure for determining the 
final midcourse correction can be determined. 
MOON 
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Figure 4-9. Lunar Approach Sensor Measurements 
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Given r, r, and 8, the specific angular momentum is: p = 
and the specific energy is: U = 0.5 (r 2 + pO) -p./r 
r 20 
then the eccentricity is 
e = [I + 2p2U V. -J p.2 
and the perilune radius is 
= 
L 
JL{l +e) 
Using the ahove expressions, the sensitivity of perilune 
of rand 0 for a typi<.:al case is shown in Table 4-6. 
altitude to the measured value 
asurements, injection can be These sensi~ivities show that even with quite crude me 
made into a lunar orbit. If the error in measured quantities 
orbit can be close enough to permit acquisition of the lunar s 
range and assuming optimuiH space station position), so that 
If sensors are not available that can measure range and range 
stations to obtain runge and range rate data with the onboard 
can be held to 2%, the lunar 
pace station by radar (300 NM 
the operation is autonomous. 
rate within 2%. use of ground 
sensor providing the angular 
line-of-sight data is another possible approach. 
4.3.2 Plane Change 
,~ments. the space tug must be Because of orbital precession and various mission requir 
prepared to inject into any lunar orbit. Target orbits at TL 
point. By selecting a suitable target orbit the plane change req 
can be up to 90 degrees. Injection can be made without plan 
i must contain the sub-earth 
uired to attain any lunar orbit 
e change at the moon if a wait 
of up to two weeks is acceptable. 
Table 4-6. Perilune Sensitivity to Sen-or Errors 
, , iJ 
METER METER/SEC RAD/SEC 
NOMINAL 37.U4E6 1000. 0.46E·5 
, CHANGE +5% 1000. O.46E·5 
; CHANGE 37.04E6 +5% 0.46E·5 
8CHANGE 37.04E6 1000. +5% 
• 
1.505 
1.603 
1.500 
1.549 
'p 
km 
3242. 
3792. 
3172. 
3512. 
a,p 
km 
---
+550. 
·70. 
+270 
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The impulse required to make ~'Ie plane change decreases with increasing altitude. 
Hence, a general procedure is as follows: First inject into a high altitude lunar orbit, perhaps 
2000 km. A plane change is next made into the plane of the final orbit. Next is a wait for 
proper phasing to occur, and finally execute a Hohmann transfer into the final orbit. If the 
navigation and guidance accuracy is limited, a second Hohmann transfer may be required to 
correct the error of the first. 
The plane change operation can be done with ,1 single burn. In the notation of Figure 
4-2, wait until the tug reaches the intersection of the two orbit planes; this occurs when Z is 
zero. At this time an impulse is applied to force Z to zero. 
Because !f>z is independent of 4>, there is no correlation of time for making the plane 
change with the time for making the Hohmann transfer; so, the plane change must be 
treated as a separate burn in general. 
The properties of circular lunar orbits of interest for phasing are shown in Table 4-7. It 
is assumed that the lunar space station is in a 60 NM orbit. The synodic period is the 
maximum time required for phasing. A high altitude is advantageous both for reducing the 
phasing time and for reducing the impulse required to make a plane change. 
The period of an orbit is given by 
T = 21T ~ ~-
where a is the semi-axis major. 
For the moon, 
r = 1738. km 
p. = 4.9027779 x 103 km3/sec2 
The synodic period, T, is given in terms of the periods of two orbits by 
I 
T 
Table 4-7. Synodic Period For Circular Lunar Orbits 
ORBITAL ALTITUDE ORBITAL PERIOD 
(NM) (MINUTES) 
60 118.920 
100 126.137 
300 164.279 
500 205.640 
1000 321.69B 
2000 600.406 
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4.4 RENDEZVOUS AND DOCK 
The rendezvous phase is a terminal guidance phase and is to place the chaser vehicle in 
an optimum position and attitL'de for the docking phase. This optimum position consists of 
placing the chaser within visual range (for manned missions) and close enough to the target 
so that essentially a straight line trajectory may be used during docking. A series of vernier 
bums are normally used for this ~ hase. 
Docking requirerr:ents are dependent on the type and/or mechanism use for docking. 
The Apollo and Gemini docking n quirements are shown m TablG 4-8 for reference. 
4.5 ONBOARD COMPUl ATION OF TRAJECTORIES AND TRAJECTORY 
CORRECTIONS 
The computation of a preCISIOn nominal translunar trajectory is a difficult task. 
Significant effects are produced by the sun's gravity and lunar vibration. Therefore, 
ephemeris data must be available. No closed form solutions exist, so the trajectories must be 
numerically integrated. Some search process must be used to meet the end conditions, 
which is equivalent to running perhaps 3 or 4 trajectories with given initial conditions. For 
these reasons, it is not considered a reasonable task to generate precision nominal translunar 
trajectories onboard. 
Missions which permit radar contact with the target. e.g .. earth orbital operations or 
ascent from lunar surface to LOSS, can probably be done without a preciSion trajectory 
with little additional impulse requirement. Some extra time would be required for 
correction of the preliminary orbit. 
[n-depth analysis and trade studies are needed to determine the extent on board 
navigation can be efficiently utilized for the tug design missions. 
Table 4-8. Docking kequirements 
APOLLO GliMINI 
PARAMETER TOLERANCES TOLERANCES 
LONGITUDINAL VELOCITY IFT/SECI 0.1-1.0 ±1.5 
VERTICAL AND LATERAL VELOCITY IFT/SECI : 0.5 !O.S 
VERTICAL AND LATERAL DiSPLACEMENT IFTI :! 1.0 ± 1.5 
RELATIVE ANGULAR MISALIGNMENT IDEGI :!: 10.0 ':10.0 
RELATIVE ANGULAR VELOCITY IDEG/SECI -t 1.0 :!:O.7S 
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5.0 SENSOR SELECTION RATIONALE 
The candidate configurations considered and the sensor selection rationale used are 
presented in the following paragraphs. Detailed cost trades were not poil'uimed since finn 
cost estimates were not available. These ost trades would be perfonned in future study 
efforts. 
5.1 IMU 
The IMU is an indispensable unit for navigation. Therefore, the decision to be made 
was not whether to use an IMU but whether to use a strap-down or gimballed unit. The 
strap-down configuration was selected for the space tug based upon the following rationale. 
5.1.1 Trade-Off Considerations 
The strap-down IMU has advantages over the more conventional gimballed unit in the 
areas of weight, power, size, simplicity, reliability, reaction time, and its adaptability to 
either redundancy techniques or to updating with improved inertial sensors. The 
disadvantages of a strap-down IMU are its increased computational requirements, lower 
accuracy and calibration difficulties when mounted in the user vehicle. 
A comparison of the strap-down hexad with a triad strap-down, a triad gimballed 
system, and four commercially available carousel IV IMU's is shown in Table 5-1. The 
comparison demonstrates the advantages of the strap-down mechanization on the basis of 
size, weight, power. system cost. and MTBF for comparable performance. Of particular 
significance is the reliability advantage which arises both from the fact that the strap-down 
IMU has no moving parts other than inertial components and from efficient redundancy 
mechanization provided by the hexad configuration. The reliability for various IMU 
configurations is plotted versus the instrument loop reliability time constants (At) in Figure 
5-1 (Reference D-8). 
Table 5-1. Strapdown Versus Gimballed IMU Trade Matrix 
. 
! SIZE NAVIGATION WEIGHT POWER COST MTBFo ERROR 
CANDIDATE REDUNDANCY IFTl3 ILBt'l IWATTSI I$KI IHRSI INM/HRI 
STRAPDOWN HE)(AD SINGLE IMU 1.6 80 200 200 4000 1.5 
6GYRDS 
6 ACCEL. 
CAROUSEL IV 4 UNITS 5.0 212 1380 480 2500 2.0 
IBOEING 7471 12 GYROS 
12 ACCEL. 
STRAPDOWN TRIAD SINGLE IMU 0.5 44 130 150 2000 2.0 
3 GYROS 
3 ACCEL. 
GIMBALLED TRIAD SINGLE IMU 1.3 74 345 120 1500 1.5 
3 GYROS 
3 ACCEL • 
• MTBF FOR SINGLE IMU 
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A significant advantage of the strap-down configuration is the ability to add 
redundancy by simply adding inertial sensors. Analysis has shown (Reference D-I) that six 
gyros and six accelerometers. whose input axes are colinear with the normals to the face of a 
regular dodecahedron. provides a backup capability that exceeds that of triple redundant 
orthogonal configurations. This mechanization is achieved with only a modest increase in 
weight and power over the conventional three orthogonal sensor package as shown below. 
3 sensor configuration 
6 sensor configuration 
WEIGHT (LBS) 
44 
80 
POWER (WAITS) 
130 
200 
Another advantage is that a strap-down IMU has c;)mplete rotational freedom in all 
axes. while the gimballed platform is limited in at least one axis. usually Yaw. 
For space tug missions which operate only in the space domain. the disadvantages of 
the strap-down are minimized. For example. there is no requirement for the IMU to operate 
during atmospheric flight. Thus. the vibrations and buffeting associated with ascent or 
descent through the atmosphere is not a problem. However. for the four stage Saturn V 
mission, which include an ascent through the earths' atmosphere, vibration and vehicle rates 
will result in degradation of stmp-down performance. AI though the performance of the 
strap-down is degraded, a strap-down IMU's accuracy is sufficient to insert into a 100 nmi 
waiting orbit. For those missions that require additional impulses to achieve new orbits or 
trajectories, a navigation update and IMU alignment might be required. 
Another disadvantage of the strap-down is the inability to calibrate the system in the 
launch configuration. This requires' '''It the inertial sensors have long-term stability of error 
coefficients. Intermittent recalibration of the inertial sensor error coefficients could bound 
this problem. 
In space, only gyro and accelerometer bias values can be determined and the 
calibration techniques are equally applkable to the strap-down and gimballed IMU. 
The computation rates required for updating the direction cosines are a function of the 
maximum vehicle turning rates and vehicle wning whkh are not yet available. It is expected 
that a 32-bit second order alg0~i [hm operating at 100 updates per second will provide the 
required accuracy. Thb is well within the capability of present-day general-purpose 
computers. 
5.1.2 System Description 
The IMU deSCription presented below is for a redundant sensor Strap-Down Inertial 
Reference Unit (SIRU) contiguration developed by the MIT Instrumentation Laboratory as 
presented in Reference D-8. 
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TIll, SIRU Inertial Subsystem is configured as a multiple-sensor non-orthogonal Inertial 
Component Sensor Assembly (ICSA) that is complete with redundant supporting 
electronics. The inertial-component package employs a redundant implementation using six 
single-degree-of-freedom gyroscopes and six linear accelerometers. Each is operated in a 
classical pulse-torque-restrained strap-down control mode. 
Within the inertial-component package, instrument input axes are arranged in a unique 
pattern that corresponds to the array of normals to the faces of a regular dodecahedron, as 
shown in Figure 5-2. This array was selected because it is completely symmetrical; i.e., the 
acute angle (2 a ) measured between any 2 axes is equal (63.40 ) for all axes combinations. 
This symmetry allows realization of maximum redundancy with optimal performance at 
each level of redundant o;-eration. It provides the basis for the high-reliability SIRU 
formulation. 
Since all input axes are non-orthogonal. each instrument's output contains a measure 
of redundant data. This data is processed to obtain a measurement solution that flexibly 
adapts to account for failures of instruments or corresponding electronics. The unique 
symmetry of the measurement array allows signal-flow processing to provide satisfactory 
system performance with any three gyro or accelerometer failures. Further, implementation 
of self-contained failure detection and isolation allows isolation to any two gyro or 
accelerometer axes and detection of a third failure. 
The system has bee:! formulated in a strap-down configuration to take maximum 
advantage of the relative ease of adaptation of the failure-isolation equations and the data 
processing to a digital computer. as well as the inherent advantages of improved reliability, 
accessibility. size, and weight. The processing and storage overhead associated with the 
triad-solution form and failure detection are negligible. 
The (CSA electronic mechanization has been redundantly configured to provide 
supporting instrument electronic functions that are free from single-point failure 
mechanisms. Figure 5-3 illustrates the basics of the mechanization. Functional axes have 
been defined. corresponding to each measurement axis. which consist of a gyro and 
accelerometer module supported by common ac and de power supplies. These supplies are 
repeated on a per-axis basis so that a singular loss does not hazard the redundant 
measurement capabilities. Also. each gyro and accelerometer module includes a temperature 
controller and to"que-to-balance control loop which further extends the axis redundancy. 
The electronic-sj.;tem configuration has been mechanized to provide the necessary 
failure-isolation characteristics with comparative redundant application based on the relative 
reliability of the particular functional elements. For example. the estimated failure rate of a 
DC power supply is less than 10 per Inillion hours. while a gyro module estimate might 
range between 100 and 200 per million hours. dependent upon the instrument and torque 
electronic configuration. Thus. for the DC power supply. dual redundancy is sufficient and 
does not comprombc the end-to-cnd system reliability index. 
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5.2 RENDEZVOUS RADAR 
In selecting a rendezvous radar, the choice was between an electromagnetic unit of the 
type presently used on LEM and a Laser Radar developed by ITT under direction of NASA 
MSFC. The Laser Radar System was selected. The factors that contributed to this 
conclusion are discussed below. 
5.2.1 System Trade-Offs 
Optical (laser) radars have three major advantages over the microwave radar. These are: 
I. The wave length (A) of microwave systems is typically I x 10-2 meters as 
compared to approximately I x 10-6 meters for optical systems. Thus for the 
same beam width. considerably smaller antenna size is needed for the optical laser 
system. 
2. The receiver side lobe pattern in optical systems can typically be reduced to 60-70 
db below the main lobe. This is compared to 20-30 db for the microwave system. 
The narrow beam width of the laser radar results in lower power requirements 
than the microwave system. Also, the side lobes can produce erroneous 
information as a result of their reflection off the lunar surface or target vehicle. 
3. With the optical radar, the transmitter and receiver can be scanned over a 
field-of-view much larger than its own beam width in a relatively simple fashion. 
The present laser system has the capability to scan the transmitter and receiver 
over a 30 degree by 30 degree field-of-view by using piezoelectric beam steerers 
and amplifying optics. Except for phased arrays, which are relatively large and 
power consuming, the microwave scanning radar systems must depend on 
mechanical gimbals for scan coverage. 
One of the prime factors in selecting the laser radar is its applicability to automatic 
docking as well as rendezvous. For automatic docking, the sensor must be capable of 
accurately measuring range. range rate. and relative vehicle attitul'e right up to vehicle 
contact. The laser system will perform accurately to approximately zero range while the 
microwave system is not accurate at a range of approximately 50 feet or less. The estimated 
system performance characteristics for the laser radar system are given in Table 5-2. Table 
5-3 compares some of the more significant characteristics of the laser and microwave radar 
systems. 
Table 5-3 points out some additional advantages and one disadvantage of the laser 
system. The weight of the laser system. induding chaser and target equipment. is 50 Ibs as 
compared to 85 Ibs for the microwave systems. 
One disadvantage of the laser radar as presently designed is the maximum mnge of 75 
NM as compared to 405 NM for the eiedromagnetic unit. Although rendezvous can be 
performed with acquisition '11 this range. it may be desirable to have longer range capability. 
Increased acquisition range requirements result from Ira:lsfer orbit injeclin~ accuracy 
uncertainties. Rendezvous fuel requirements as a function of il1jeClion dispersions can result 
in significant fuel penalties when the acquisition range is limited. A longer range can be 
provided with a more efficient detector which has been demonstrated at a component level 
in the lab and can be incorporated into the system by the '72 to '73 iime period. 
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Table 5-2. Estimated System Performance Characteristics F:lr Scanning Laser Radar System" 
RANGE 
RANGE ACCURACY 
RANGE-RATE 
RANGE-RAT. ACCURACY 
ANGLE COVERAGE 
WITHOUT GIMBALS 
ANGLE ACCURACY 
PITCH AND YAW 
ROLL INDEX 
ACQUISITION SCAN TIME 
ANGLE-RATE 
ACQUISITION MODE 
TRACK MODE 
ANGLE-RATE ACCURACY 
"ASSUMES A COOPERATIVE TARGET 
0--120 KM 175 MILES) 
.± 0.02% OR.± 10CM 
(WHICHEVER IS GREATER) 
0-5 KMISEC. 111.200 MPH) 
± 1.0% OR.±.O.s CMISEC. 
(WHICHEVER IS GREATER) 
± 15 DEGREE PITCH 
± 15 DEGREE YAW 
±90 DEGREE RELATIVE ROLL 
± 0.02 DEGREE 
± 1.0 DEGREE 
1 TO 150 SECONDS 
0-0.4 DEGREE/SECOND 
0-10 DEGREE/SECOND 
± 1.0% OR + O.Q1 DEGREE/SECOI\D 
(WHICHEVER IS GREATER) 
Table 5-3. Laser VS Microwave Rendezvous Radar 
OPTICAL·LASE R 
RANGE ACCURACY (1 N. M. RANGE) ± 1.2 FT 
RANGE (MAX.I 75N.M. 
RANGE (MIN.I OFT 
SIDE·LOBES -60 to 70 DB 
POINTING PIEZO-ELECT 
DEFLECTOR 
SYSTEM WEIGHT (CHASER AND TARGET) CHASER 28 LBS 
TARGET 22 LBS 
SYSTEM POWER (CHASER AND TARGET) CHASER 30 WATTS 
TARGET 15 WATTS 
• ASSUMES COOPERATIVE TARGET 
MICROWAVE 
±80FT 
405N.M. 
50FT 
20 TO 30 DB 
ANTENNA GIMBAL 
85LBS 
235 WATTS 
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No data is presently available on the reliability and service life of the laser unit. 
5.2.2 System Description 
The system discussed herein is a lightweight Scanning Laser Radar (SLR) system that is 
being developed for NASA by lIT (References 0-5 and D-6) to generally address the 
problem of rendezvous, docking and station keeping. The SLR can also be used for other 
mission operations such as a lunar landing aid. The SLR does require that the target be 
cooperative; a four-inch optical corner cube reflector moun ted on the target will allow the 
chaser to cooperatively acquire and track the target from a maximum range of 
approximately 120 km (75 miles). The maximum range of the system is limited to 
approximately one mile against a non-cooperative diffuse target (i.e., the outer skin of a 
space vehicle). The return signal off the cooperative corner cube reflector is several orders of 
magnitude stronger than a non-cooperative diffuse return off any portion of a vehicle target, 
therefore, it is relatively easy to acquire and maintain track on the designated corner cube 
reflc;tor. In addition, the laser radar using the corner ci..be reflector can operate even with a 
sunlit cloud background. 
The target equipment consists of the corner cube reflector and an optical receiver that 
measures the angular direction of the incoming laser beam, while the other vehicle 
equipment consists of a laser transmitter-receiver for range and angle measurements. Both 
vehicle equipments are accurat~ly positioned and oriented relative to the vehicle axes. Thus, 
the SLR measurements can be converted to vehicle coordinates as required for rendezvous 
and docking. 
The SLR is made up almost entirely of digitally controlled devices and digital 
electronics, inclUding the two scanners that position the transmitter and receiver. The radar 
scan patterns for both the acquisition and track modes arc digitally stopped. This feature 
alkws for pre-programming of the scan patterns andior for the remote control of the scan 
by a computer located onboard the space vehicle. 
The radar transmitter-receiver sensor package weighs approximately 20 pounds. The 
radar transmi tier used in the SLR is a semi-conductor laser that is about the size of a 
cigarette package. The beam steerer is made up of solid state devices and optical lenses. The 
radar receiver is made up of optical lenses and tilters and an image disector. 
Functional block diagrams of the chaser and target equipment are shown on Figures 
54 and 5-5, respectively. 
The laser radar system. as presently designed, will scan :1 field-or-view 30 degrees by 30 
degrees without the use of gimbals. However, in order to employ the same system for 
rendezvous and as a landing aid, gimbals will be required since the target directions will 
differ by more than 30 degrees with respect to the space tug axes. A simple indexed gimbal 
system can be employed which can be latched at disaete angles. This will provide the 
attitude flexibility required while preserving the scan feature. The added system weig.'lt is 
expected to be no more than 6 to 8 pounds. A disadvantage of the laser radar when used as 
a It nding aid is that it cannot penetrate dust blown up by the des.:ent engines. Therefore, 
navi ~ation close to the lunar surface probably would be accomplished using only lunar 
land"lg radar input~. However, if corner reflectors are located at the periphery of the 
landing site and at a sufficient height above the lunar surface, a laser radar could navigate 
the landing vehicle to touchdown. 
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i.3 STAR TRACKER. LANDMARK TRACKER AND HORIZON SENSOR 
Two star trackers. a landmark tracker. and horizon sensor were selected for au'onomous navigation and IMU alignment. The two star trackers are used for IMU alig.lment. while the star trackers coupled with the landmark tracker or horizon sensor are us,,<1 for navigation update. 
It sh"uld be noted that two star trackers are not mandatory. Both alignment and navigation updates can be performed with one star tracker by sequentially acquiring and t~king readings on two or more stars. The advantage of two units operating simultaneously is that less time is involved and greater accuracy is achieved because all readings are taken from the same vehicle state. Also. in case of failure of one unit. the second unit can be operated as stated above. thus providing system redundancy. 
5.3.1 Configurations Considered 
The combinations considered for IMU alignment were: 
1. Horizon <.canners Hnd one star tracker. 
2. Honzon s~anners and sun sensor. 
3. Horizon sca~ners and gyrocompassing. 
4. Two star trackers (selected subsystem). 
The subsystem combinations considered for navigation update were: 
I. Horizon scanner with two star trackers. 
2. Horizon scal'.ner and landmark tr.cker. 
3. Two star trackers and laJ1dmark tracker (seleded subsystem l. 
5.3.1.1 Configurations for IMU Alignment 
The horizon sC,lI1ner - star tracker combination for in-orbit IMU alignment will provide a vertical alignment. with n·,;pect to local vertical. of approximately 7 arc minutes and azimuth alignment. with resped to an inertial coordinate frame. of approximately 40 arc seconds. This mode of alignment is satisfadory for earth and lunar orbit. but is insufficient for alignment during translunar or transearth coast or while on the lunar surface. However. alignment on the lunar surfa"e can be performed using the IMU accelerometers for vertical "Iignment and the star tracker for alignment in azimuth as is presently done with the LEM. 
The second combination: horizon scanners and sun sensors. is essentially the same as the first. It is limi ted. howcw r , because of the single objecl ,lvuilable for reference. 
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The third alignment technique employs horizon scanners for lo~al vertical alignment 
and gyrocompassing for azimuth alignment to the orbit plane. This technique will provide 
in-orbit alignment accuracy to approximately 8 arc minutes in each axis. This technique is 
not applicable for azimuth alignment on the lunar surface or for translunar or transearth 
coast because of the low lunar gravity potentia!. 
The fourth and selected subsystem is two star trackers which will align the IMU to an 
inertial coordinate frame. For alignment, the star trackers acquire, lc.ck on, and track known 
stars which are at least 30 degrees apart. This technique. which parallels the method used for 
the CSM and LM. is accurate to approximately 40 arc seconds or less, and has the advantage 
of quick reaction. Furthermore, the two star trackers operating with the landmark tracker 
provide an excellent method for acquiring navigation updates as discussed below. 
5.3.1.2 Configurations for Navigation Update 
Figures 5-6 and 5-7 show the velocity and position <lccurades achievable for 5 different 
subsyst~m combinations including the 3 considered. The errors shown are fOI a "ehicle in a 
100 NM earth orbit. This same accuracy or better can be achieved in a 60 NM lunar orbit. 
However. the accuracy will be less for orbits above 100 NM. 
The relative navigational accuracies achievable for the different subsystem 
combinations are dependent upon the orientation source (stellar or horizon) and the object 
tracked (landmark or local vertical). Landmark tracking can be perfomled more accurately 
than tracking the local vertical (horizon s'~anning). Thus. subsystem combination 3 is more 
accurate than subsystem combination I as shown on Figures 5-6 and 5-7. Also. a stellar 
orientation frame is superior to a local vertical frame because of the bettcr pointing 
accuracy of a star tracker as compared to a horizon sensor. Therefore. subsystem 
combination 3 is superior to subsystem combination 2. 
The star tracker-landmark tracker combination was selected becaw;e of its relative fast 
response and accuracy plus the fact that the same star tracker SUbsystem can be employed 
for ,jlignment. As shown on the figures. the accuracy and response of this system approaches 
that for MSFN tracking. 
fhis configuration will provide the accuracy required for low earth and lunar orbit 
missions and the lunar landing mission. The reliability and ~Iccuracy of navigation updates 
using the proposed subsystem beyond 100 nm and less than 100 nm altitude is dependent 
on the following conditions: 
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iii Accuracy is limited by the knowledge of the locations of landmarks being used. 
• The availability of landmarks is dependent upon: 
Size. shape. and color contrast. 
Local weathcr conditions. 
Slant angle to target whkh subtends a smaller portion of the field of view. 
Optical resolution of targets reduces number of targets as attitude above 
planet increases. 
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For these reasons, the Apollo navigation during translunar-transearth flight used the 
visible horizon as a reference instead of landmarks. 
Beyond 20.000 kilometers (10,000 nm) the navigation optical instrument errors begin 
to predominate. Also the number of available landmarks has reduced significantly. The 
uncertainty of cloud error over the remaining landmarks is increasing. These conditions 
dictate the necessity for a more reliable means of navigation update beyond this attitude. A 
horizon sensor/star tracker combination although less accurate than the star/landmark 
subsystem is never the less uneffectcd by cloud cover because the horizon sensor views the 
obser/able infrared horizon. Therefore, Ihe automatic unmanned Space Tug missions whose 
orbits or trajectories exceed 10.000 nm in altitude will require a horizon sensor :0 perform 
na,igation updates. 
An added feature of the horizon sensor is that it also provides vehicle attitude 
information with respect to the local vertical which might be used as added inputs to the 
vehicie attitude control system. 
Specific vendor unils haw not been selecled. However. Iher<' arc several designs 
available including some wilh solid slalc dele,·lors. These devices haw advantages over the 
more conwntiomll pholomulliplier sensors as follows: 
• Less susceplihle 10 b.lI:kground lighl. 
• More reliable. 
• Smaller. 
The projeclion of slar Ira.:ker lkl".-iol'm,'nt during the 1'170\ j, fl' r "omplclely solid 
slilt~ UllIh with no moving parh. 
SlaT tr~h.:kl.·r~ typii.."ally (oll:-.i~1 of twu 1Illih. thl..' 'l.'llsor "uha:'oo~I..'mhly and thl.' l.·k..:tronil." 
suha:o.scmhly" Tht..' ~l'Jh(1r unit whidl lh.'h.'\..'b till: li,!!ht .,oun .. "\." htar I IIlllst hI..' mOllllh.·d sllch 
litilt il has oplICal .I.:,·e" to the ,tars. tSee Fi!!ufI"' 5-S.1 
A typil.·~,1 fUIl(lional hlod, di~lgralH i~ ~howll ill Fh.!llrl' 5·
'
). 111~ din.'I.:tioll of pointing is 
..:ontrnlkd hy thl' 1..."0mplIh..·r \'i~1 pnintil1!! (01l1111 .... ·!' (0 tltl' ~ .. ·nsor a:-.scmhly. TIle initial 
pointing: (ol11m~lIllh af!,: d~h:rmil1l'u from ",tar position mfurmi.ltioll ,Ior·.u in thl.' i,:omplt.ter. 
The -ensor then hunts ahout tim orientalion until the ,,"'.:ted ,tar" detected. TIle light 
from Ihe sl'lr is fo,:u"'d h~ the optk,.,11 the delech>r whkh in turn tnll.,mils an errnr signal 
to thl' sl~nal prol..."l'",:-.ing .. ·kdrunk." Thl'n.'. thl' '\ign~III' nH1\'l·r .... ..r to tii!!ital form and ~·,mt tn 
rhl' ~omputcr. Thl' I.:omplltcr u:-. .. ·, thi~ 'lgn .. 1 10 updalL' the puintll1!! .. 'ommi.lnd, in arder (0 
lero tltl' ~rror. 
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5,3,3 Automa tic Landmark Tmcker 
The automatic landmark tracker or automatic earth f~ature sensor (AEFS) is similar to the star tracker in that it consists of a sensor ... nil and an el"ctroni<: unit (Se< Figure 5-10), The entire sensor unit consisting of a vidicon and optics is gimballed in pitch and roll. Gimballing and optical magnification is required to obtain the desired accuracy. Gimballing is required for initial image motion compensation for acquisition and then final tracking: optical magnification of 2 or 3 power is required to overcome the TV line limitation for resolution. The gimbal gle readouts requirements are roughly 15 arc seconds requiring a simple inductosyn resolver and a 17 bit encoder. Table 54 lists the estimated performance characteristics. 
5.3.3.1 Sequence of Opemtion 
D411 
• Known Target Mode 
• 
The '~~Id-of-view is directed to the estimated location and tracked with estimated image motion rates. The sautter is opened, exposure made, and the video r~adout 
examined to set the circuits and logic levels. A second exposure is made and the 
video readoui is processed to compute the x value. A third exposure is made 'ind read out wi'~. the scanning lines orthogonal to the previous readout. The vid,co is processcu to compute y. These values dellne the roll and pitch pointing errors. The gimbals arc corrected by the distance of x + y from bo~esight. A second sight is taken (two exposures) and" new x, y. value obtained. A succession of sights. taking two to four seconds per cycle will allow both pointing accura"y to one 
resolution clement. and image 1Il0tion compensation to one resolution element per cycle time. 
The only information wllkh must be stored to identify a known landmark is the geod~tk position. Target separation, sizc. contrast and oth~r pertinent 
,.:har .. u.:tcristks arC' ~H,:~ollntcd for in the sch:.:tion prm.'~ss. 
During all coasting ph a", navigation. an extrapolation of position and velocity by num~rkal integration of the equations of motion is required. The integration s~heme implemented dio:tates the integration increment required. Therefore. the 
number and location of J.mdnwrks must be chosen to maintain the required integration at.:t.:lIra~y . 
The unknown modc of operation i, the ,ame as the known 1Il0de. except that the 
sensor is pointed ma ximllm forward along track and the estimated IMC dpplied if n~cessary. The video is examined to determine if a trackablc targl't is within th~ ficld-of-view. When a trackable target appl'ars. the operation is identical to the known mode. 
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ELECTRONICS UNIT 
~- CONTROL CIRCUITRY & 
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SERVICE liFE: 2000 HRS. 
figure 5·10. landmark Tra(k~r 
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Table 5-4. Performance Characteristics for Automatic Landmark Tracker 
DAY TIME TRACKING !IIIGHT TIME TRACKING 
• ILLUMINATION SOLAR - CLEAR WEATHER 1/4 MOON - CLEAR WEATHER 1300 ELEVATION ANGLE) 13QO ELEVATION A'~GLE) 
• GROUNtI CONTRAST 5; 1 IDIRT ; WATER) 10: 1 ISAND : WATER) 
• IMC REQUIRED NONE 1/2% 
• CYCLE TIME PER FIX 2 SECONDS 3 SECONDS 
• FIELD OF VIEW 14.3° 1 ± 60.000 FT. FROM 14.30 SON.M.I 
• ACCURACY 100 ARC SECO!llDS IWITH NA\lROW 
F.0.V.7.2 ) 
50 ARC SECONDS 172 ARC SECONDS 
5.3.4 Horizon Sensor 
The system disclbsed herein is an improved Horizon Sensor developed by TRW Systems (Reference 0-11 ) which is now being su"cessfully used on the OGO Satellite. The 
,ystcm was developed by TRW for NASA/Goddard to tly aboard the OGO Satellite. 
This Horizon Sensor system utilizes fOlor infrared search-track units to track the earth's horizon in four planes separated 900 in azimuth. The tracking scnsors measure angular elevation of the horizon in each plan" from the nominal local vertical (Figure 5-11 ). 
FOV SEARCHES 
FOR HORIZON 
APPARENT HORIZON 
Figure 5-1 I. Horizon Edge Tracking SdlCllIC 
0-50 
IN TRACK MODE. 
INSTANTANEOUSFOV 
DITHERS AcROSS 
HORIZON EDGE 
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The servo circuit of each tmcker includes those elements necessary te perform the 
search track function (telescope. thermistor, bolometer. signal preampli!:cr, signal amplifier. 
Schmitt trigger. drive amplifier, and path deflection mirror). The servo l{Jop is int'!ntionally 
made to oscillate a: a constant dither frequency with a controlled amplitude. This 
oscillation. manifested by motion of the mirror. causes the field of view of the telescope 
continually to cross ami recross the horizon (Figure 5-11). The output waveform of the 
thermistor bolometer is asymmetrical if the horizon is not in the center of the t1eld-of-vi"w. 
This results in a de output from the Schmitt Trigger (Figure 5-1 ~). The de voltage drives the 
mirror until a null condition is rea"hed. 
TIle analog output of the Horizon Sensor position output is sent to a switching matrix 
(Figure 5-13), where logic supplied by the spacecraft computer selects the appropriate 
signals for local vertical computation. 
The spacecraft logic bases its selection on sun presence and earth presence information 
from each tracker. The sun presence dis.:rete will .:ause the logic to omi! that tracker's signal 
from the matrix computation. Only three angular output signals fed via the matrix are 
summed by amplifiers whose output are vehicle attitude in terms of pitch and roll with 
respect to local vertical. The system is redundant in that the outputs of any three 
search-track units are suflkient to provide attitude information. 
The pitch and roll attitude angles determine the local vertical of the pare,ll planet. This 
local vertical orientation along with two measurements of angles to start using a star track,~r. 
when resolved into the computational coordinates, provide the means to compute the 
vehicle state vector. 
5.4 LANDING RADAR 
A preliminary analysis to determine the requirements for a space tug I.mding radar has 
been made. The requirement for this unit and the description presented below is based 
primarily u)on Apollo LM equipment capabiiity. Ncw technology promises improvements 
which may be ready in time for tug applkations (sec Section 7.5). 
The landing radar (LRI senses velocity and altitude with respect to the lunar ,urfaee 
when the vehicle is moving in a ncar t,mgenthll approach to the lunar surface alld when it 
rotates to a vertical attitude to complete its linal descent. Vl'Iocity and altitude information 
is applied to thc computer where it is used to check and updak inertially dcrived data, This 
data is also displayed during dcseent from an altitude of 40.'100 feet to touchdown (See 
Figure 5-141. 
The LR is .:amposed of an "ntel1l1<l assemhly. electron;", assemhly. and a control 
assembly: it is fun,tiollally divided into a three-heam. "ontinuous-wavc (cw I doppler 
velocity sensor and a narrow-heam. linear fm/cw radar altim<'l,'r. Tlw a"knna assemhly 
consists of a space.Juplcwd array llf transmit and rl'c";,,, ,mtennas on which the solid-state 
transmitters. modulator. dell'ctors, pre-amplifie,,", tes( modulators. and waveguides are 
mounted. TIle transmit array generates four h,·ams. threl' of whkh arc arranged in a lamhda 
,onl1guralion and used hy the doppler ""Iocity sensor. the fourth heam is used hy the radar 
altimeter (see Figure 5-151. The receivin!! anknna, consist of four individual broadside 
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arrays. The receiving array beam widths are wider than those of the transmit ~rray; therefore 
antenna boresighting is not critical. The electronic assembly contains the frequency trackers. 
coordinate converters, high speed counter, and the power supply. It provides binary word 
outputs (to the computer) that correspond to the range along the altitude beam. Pulse 
repetition frequency (PRF) outputs to controls and displays permit display of the velocity 
cO:;'l'onents (V x' Vy, and V z) and attitude and altitude rate. The L R supplies accurate data 
from 25,000 feet to touchdown without mode changes or altitude I>oles and has provision 
for hovering and negative speeds. Self-test device" within the LR enable operational checks 
of the entire LR without radar returns from the lunar surface; the astronauts can evaluate 
the operational status of the LR at any time during the mission. 
S U.I Doppler Velocity Sensor 
n," doppler velocity sensor consists of a solid·'State transmitter. frequency tracker. 
and be""l-to-orthogonal velocity converters: it provides the desired doppler frequencies and 
compo •• .,nt velocity outputs. The received energy frem each beam is detected with the 
direct-to-audio detection technique. The received signals are detected in quadrature to retain 
sign sense and applied to C;;ual pre-amplifiers. Unwanted transmitter leakage is heterodyned 
t~ zero and rejected. becau,e the detectors are ac coupled to the pre-amplifiers. The 
amplified quadrature doppler signals for each beam are then "pplied to velocity sensor 
frequency trackers. which search the band of expected doppler frequencies with a 
narrow-band width filter. When the doppler signal appears in the tracker band. the tracker 
iJcks on and continuously tracks and mters the doppler spectrum. The outputs (fc + DI, fc 
+ D2' fc + D3) )fthe velocity sensor frequency trackers are converted to Vxa. Vya. Vza and 
applied in prf t~ .rm to the high speed counter and. then, to the computer. The converter aico 
generates output signals representing three orthogonal velocities and range rate Jlong the 
altitude beam supplied in prf form to displays. 
The radar altimeter is of the narrow-beam. linear. fm/cw type: it consists of a 
solid~tate transmitter. frequency tracker. and an altitude converter and provides outputs 
that represent range along the altitude beam. The received energy is detected in a manner 
almost ident;':.1 with that of the doppler velocity sensor. The detected quadrature signals 
are amplified in a dual pre-amplit1er and applied to the altimeter frequency tracker. The 
frequency along the range beam is the sum of the range frequellcy and the doppler 
frequency (fr + fd). The doppler component is removed in the altitude converter by mixing 
operations: the range frequency signal is applied to the altitude frequency 'onverter. where 
the range signals are derived. 
60 MOUNTING AND LOCATING CONSIDERATIONS 
The fol.lowing paragraphs list the more pertinent poinls that must be considered in 
mounting and locating the navigation sensors. In general. each transmitting and sensor unit 
must be mounted such that it has a known and fixed relationship tu the primary space tug 
axes. In addition. each sensor must be located in a temperature controlled environment 
consistent with the unit operating temperature range. Typically. each sensor is designed 
(temperature control built in) to operate over a moderately wide ambient temperature range 
(0 to 500 (, ,. 
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6.IIMU 
In addition to the above, the strapdown IMU should be mounted as near the center of 
the vehicle as prdctical in order to minimize the sensed centrifugal accelerations caused by 
vehicle rotations or on the (+) pitch axis of the vehicle if mounting in the center of the 
vehicle is impractical. 
6.2 STAR TRACKER 
The star tracker subsystems must he located to provide optical access to the stars and 
mounted with a known fixed orientation to the IMU. This problem we., solved in Apollo by 
mounting both the star sensors and IMU on a rigid navigation base. This configuration 
permib full three-axis reference orientation measurements to a high degree of accuracy. 
63 LANDMARK TRACKER 
The sensor unit of the landmark tracker should be mounted on the rigid navigation 
base and located such that it has optical a.:.:css to the earth or lunar surface while the star 
sensors are tracking stars. If this is not pra.:tical. then the sensor should be mounted on the 
underside of the vehicle and the sell,or mount relat;onship to the navigation base mount 
should be measured: 
6.4 LASER RADAR 
In order to employ the laser unil for rendezvous. do.:king and as a landing aid, the 
transmitter-detector unit must be located to provide approximately 180 degree coverage. 
For rendezvous and docking. the sensor unit will be looking nominally along the positive 
longitudinat axis "I' the vehide. For landing. the sensor mllst be capable of looking within 
10 to 20 degrees of the negative longitudinal axis. The ideal location for the docking 
maneuvers is to have the s,'nsor borcsight axis aligned coaxially with the docking axis of the 
vehide. However. if this is too great a constraint 011 :. 'e docking adapter design. the sensor 
can be 10cateJ adjacent to thl' docking porI. 
The wave length of thc laser is t,'mperature sensitive. The unit as prcs,'ntly designed 
operates at 550 F : ~oo F hy lh. g passiw copper heat sinks to dissipate its own heat (~I 
wall). Thus. it is ne~essary to regulat,· the temp~ra:ure of the sensor sue" that thermal 
effects extern,,1 to the unit not Ill' :llIowed to sigtlllkantly affeLl the sensor's internal 
temperature boundaril·s. Therlllal coat in!,;., and thermos bottle insulation techniques can be 
used to passi"e1y mall1tall1 thamal equtlwrtum to Wllhltl ,'ertain houndaries. 
6.5 LANDING RADAR 
The landing f""ar antenna a"emhly must h,' horl'sighted and localed such that the 
transmitted signals strike the lunar surfa,e nominally heneath the vehicle during the lunar 
landing phase. 
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6.6 HORIZON SENSOR 
The Horizon sensor must have an unobstructed view of the infrared horizon. Therefore. the general location of the horizon sensor is the positive or negative yaw axis of the vehicle. Previous projects have selected the top side of the vehicle (NEG. YAW). However, the Horizon Sensor application is limited to high altitude orbit missions where the vehicle skin may obstruct the view of the earth. Therefore. it is recommended that the horizon sensor be located on the underside (POS. YAW) axis of the vehicle to permit an unobstructed view of the horizon. 
7.0 FUTURE TECHNOLOGY CONSIDERATIONS 
7.1 IMU 
Characteristically, the strapdown and gimballed platforms differ primarily in the implementation of an inertial reference frame for accumulating specific force (gravity. thrust) measurements. 
The inertial platform mechanization stabilizes the instrument package from vehicle motion through the usc of gimbals. The result is a relatively passive instrument environment in which the accelerometer information can be resolved in inertial navigation data. 
In contrast, the strapdown system is mounted directly on the vehicle. The sensor measurements represent specific force and angular rates in vehicle coordinates. Thus, the instruments encounter the full dynamic environment. Further, in order to maintair the inertial reference frame, an analytical computation algorithm must be implemented to resolve the instrument data into the inertial reference frame. 
The strapdown IMU performance trends are better and are due principally to recent developments in permanent magnet torquers whirh result in more stable torquer scale factors, wheel bearing mate,; .. 1 improvement, and experiments in gas bearing gyros. Future developments in the 70's of the electrostatic and laser gyro promise to eliminate instrument moving parts with the ability to sense high vehicle rates with low drift. 
Weight reduction trends in gimballed platforms are due to the use of beryllium in platforms and gimballed structures and to reduction in size of instrument sensors. Strapdown weight reduction is due principally to thc elimination of gimbals and their high power requirements. In addition, the strapdown IMU lends itself to integrated packaging concepts that tend to reduce weight. 
Increased gimbal platform reliability is being achieved through the use of redundant or backup system~. A disadvantage of this scheme is the large increases in power and weight. 
The use of multiplc gyro and accelerometer configurations i •. strapdown IMU's has greatly increased reliability with a modest Increase in weight. The MIT hexad strapdown which contains 6 gyros and 6 acceleromcters in an optimum configuration promises to provide reliability greater than a triple redundant platform configuration. 
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7.2 STAR TRACKERS 
Slar Irackers are used 10 measure Ihc relalionship of Ihe IMU wilh respeci 10 inerlial 
space by measuring Ihe angular positions of Ihe inerlial componenls 10 known slar 
posilions. At present. most slar Irac'kers employ gimbals 10 vary their linc-of-sile C LOS, 10 
known slars. Fulure advances will eliminale Ihc use of gimbals and replace Ihem wilh an 
eleclromechanical beam deOeclion scheme. Thb will ,esull in si!!nillcant weigh I reduclions 
in Ihe order of 10 Ibs. 
The recenl developmenl of completely Solid Siaic Slar Trackers promise high 
reliabililY. relative insensilivily 10 backgrounJ light. climination of high voltage powcr 
supplies. Ihe use of multiple sensors. and compalibilily wilh integraled circuil lechnology. 
7.3 HORIZON SENSORS 
There are four principallypes of Horizon sensors: 
I. Radialion Balance 
, Conkal Scan 
3. Radially orienled 
4. Edge I rack ing 
AI present. only Ihe edge Iracking scheme has been widcly implcmented. 
The horizon sensor accuracy is limited in its abilily 10 view a d","inable horizon. AI 
presenl that accuracy is in Ihe order of 0.02 degrees. Fulure advances will nol appreciably 
reduce this uncerlainly. One honzon sensor manufaclu r , . already uses Ihe beam scan 
lechnique with four sensor heads. Advanced sludies. pr, 'y,lI1derway. on fully digilal 
horizon sensors promise fulure reduclions il' size. weigh I anu power. In addition. Ihe digital 
horizon sensor will have beller mainlainability. reliabilil,' and added compalibilily 10 
modularity COl1<:Cpls. 
7A LANDMARK TRACKERS 
The prescnl usc of Ihe vidicon oplk,,1 measuremenl sdlemc provides accurale local 
verlical Iracking bUI docs nol provide aJ: wealher capabllily. In addition. Ihe present 
landmark Irackers usc '.limbals 10 frcely rolale Ihe sensor heads. A beam deOeclion 
mechanism will probably be implemenled 10 replace Ihe gimbals wilh a subsequenl 
reduclion in weight. Recent pxp~rimenls with radiomct~rs indicale an all wealher capabililv 
bul requires a 2 fool anlenna opcraling al 15 GHZ. 
7.5 LANDING RADAR 
Fulure advances 11\ Vagi Las~rs promis':s 10 replace the presenl landing radars for 
fUlure space missions. The Vagi Laser radar would perform Ihe sallie lask more accuralely 
wilh less power. size. and weight. The pre.enl slale of developmenl of Vagi Lasers indicate 
Ihal Ihis equipmenl lIIay be available in 1973- 1978 lime l"ramc. 
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7.6 lASER RENDEZVOUS RADAR 
The present ITT laser scanning radar is limited in power because the detector (Gallium 
Arsenide' is very inefficient. This power limitation limits the available tracking range to 75 
11m. Experiments with other types of detectors indicate that the efficiency can be increased 
about 40 times. This will result in large output power thereby increasing the 
non..:ooperativc and cooperative target trdcking ranges. Systems using these efficient 
detectors can be incorpordted into the laser system by the '72 to '73 time period. 
7.7 POSSIBLE COMJlINATION Of NAVIGATION fUNCTIONS 
II is quite likely that space communication. rendezvous and docking. and lunar landing 
can be accomplished using a multiple beam Vagi laser. This sensor would have le5.' weight. 
size. power. and increased reliability over th.· present equipment combinations. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
This appendix prt-sents the results of the analysis of the tug guidance requiremenh. The approach has been to analyze a set of mission phases instead of a specific mission. This set of mission phases has been chosen such that a subset of it can be used to accomplish any of the tug missions. The mission phasl'S addressed are t oulated below: 
• Docking/Undocking 
• Rendezvous (c,'rth and lunar orbit operations and syn.: orbit missions) 
• High Energy Maneuvers (RNS, unmanned planetary, and i,~ur stage Saturn V) 
• lunar As<:ent/Descent (lunar landing mission) 
• lunar Orbit InserHon Plane Changes (four stage Saturn V or RNS) 
2.0 STUDY GUIDELINES AND GROU:\IDRUL.ES 
2.1 DOCKING/UNDOCKING 
The responsibility of guidance during the '.iockil1g phase is to take the tug, at a mnge of approximately 1000 meters and range rate of less tnan 1.5 m/scc with respect to the target vehicle, and a.:wmplish the following: 
• Perfonn maneuvers to obtain the dc.ired closing geometry 
• Close with target vehicle such that docking is accomplished with terminal 
wndiiions within prescribed limits. 
Docking can take place in either the manual or automatic mode. II is assumed that for automatic docking, the target vehicle is cooperative in Ihat it can either be turned to a desir~d docking attitUde or that its orientation can be determined from laser radar measurements. It is also assumed that the tug's motion is essentially coplanar with that of the target vehicle. The terminal conditions of the docking maneuver should be within the follOWing limits (Reference !O-5): 
• Range mtc: 1.0 ft/se.: 
• lateral rate: U.S ft/sec 
• lateral displac ~men t: 1.0 ft. 
• Attitude crror: 4.0 deg. 
• Attitude rates: 0.5 deg/sec. 
Radar measurements are assun.cd 10 provide range, range rate and large! vc.hiclc azimuth, elevation, and altitude. 
During undocking, the guidance function is responsible for guiding the tug to a distance of 500 mders from the mating vehicle. 
E·I 
2.2 RENDEZVOUS 
The responsibility of guidance during Ihe rendezvous phase is to perronn the targeting 
and issue engine start/stop and attitude commands 10 guide the tug from one orbit to a 
coplanar orbit with 1!;e target vehicle and within a I"dnge of 1000 meters with a I"dnge rate of 
less than 1.5 nt/sec. This includes earth/lunar orbital operations and synchronous missions. 
It is assumed that knowledge of Ihe target vehicle state will ~ provided by the navigation 
function. This knowledge will be in Ih~ form of a ground or space clement Ii.e .. space 
station' updatable ephemeris which can be augmented by rendezvous I"ddar. 
2.3 HIGH ENERGY MANElUVERS 
Included in this set "f maneuvers are Ihe injection bums for lunar and .'lterplanelary 
IrajL'<:tories. burns coming into and going oul of lunar orbit and four slage Saturn V boost 
bums. The purpose of Ihe guidance function during these hums ;, 10 place the vehicle in the 
rlesir.:d trajectory willi respecl to the primary body. Targeting for lunar and interplanetary 
trajedories will be assumed to be 'imilar to that used on the Apollo lunar t1ight5. thai is. 
the target conditions will he the elements on a coni.: whi.:h has been predelennil!ed to yield 
the desired n-body tmjectory. 
~.4 LVl\AR DESCENT AND ASCENT 
In Ihe lunar descenl phase. the guidance scheme is ;,esponsibk for issuing engine 
start/stop/throttle and alti!ude .:ommands to guide ~he tug from a parking orbit to a 
predetermined landing sigh'. The guidance respom.ibili:IY during U'e as.:enl phase is 10 issue 
engine .:ommands thai will lake the tug frolll the landing sight and rendezvous with the 
LOSS. It is assumed thai the navigation function H;,duding landing radar) will provide 
position and velocity with sllflident ac.:uracy to ensure mission success. (See Appendices B 
and D. I The lunar descent phase is the only tug mission phase that requires that the tug 
main engine be capable of Ihrottling. 
2.5 LUNAR ORBIT INSERTION PLANE CHANGES 
The lunar orbit plane change analysis performed here ilssumes impulsive type velocity 
increments. That is. il is assumed that the engine burn duration is short enough to assume 
velocity is gained instanlaneollsly. II is also assumed that the line of apsides of the incoming 
tl"djedory about the moon is nearly colincar with the line of nodes between the i;acoming 
tl"djectory and the LOSS. 
3.0 SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
A summary of the guidance funclion requirements is tabulated in Table 3-1. As will be 
noted. both guidance and targeting schemes were considered. The targeting provides the 
guidance scheme with the end conditions it must satisfy. Targeting inputs from external 
sources (ground control. space station. etc. I do not effect the autonomy of the tu[.. In most 
cases targeting would be supplied before mission initiation and no other inputs would be 
required later. assuming on-board navigation sensors inputs were available. An exception to 
this is the lunar ascent where targeting information must be sent down from d space resident 
element. 
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OPGUID is a gUidano:e scheme which will handle all maneuvers Ihe tug is required 10 
make except docking. Because its commonality. flexibility. and ea.~e of verifl~ation. 
OPGUID is the recomm'!nded guidance scheme for the space lUg. (Reference Table 3-2 fo! a 
summary of tug guidance schemes.) This recommendation is compatible with the conclusion 
reached from studies or. space shuttle guidam:e (Reference E-II ). The main disadvantage of 
nOI using OPGUID is that many schemes rdlher Ihan one must be progf'dmmed and verified 
to have full guidance capability. 
3.~ DOCKING/UNDOCKING 
Only one generdl guidance scheme was .:onsidered for docking. n.is was dictated for 
the mosl part by the assumption of full-on. full-off type RCS translational thrusters. The 
general .:harJctcristics of the scheme will be discussed below. It should be noted that the 
scheme can be used for either automatic or manual docking. The main emphasis was placed 
on the aUlomatic mode sincl! less previous work has been devoted 10 it. The docking 
maneuver will take place in the following steps; 
• At a range of 1000 meters. il will be determined whether the target vehicle is 
active or passive. 
• If the targel vehicle is active. both vehicles will be aligned along the line-of-sight 
(lOS) between the two. If the mating vehicle is passive. its altitude will be 
determined and a "go-around" maneuver will be performed such that the lOS 
coincid~s with the target vehicle's axis containing the docking adaptor. 
• Closing will then proceed by on-off RCS thrusting such that range rate is 
maintained as a function of range until docking is accomplished. 
The undocking maneuver will take pla.:e in the following manner; 
• The docking adaptor will release the tug. 
• Using the RCS. the tug will depart from the mating vehicle along the LOS to a 
range of 500 meters. 
3.3 RENDEZVOUS 
The guidan~e schemes considered for the rendezvous maneuvers were a 
ve!ocity-deficiency type and the fuel-optimal type (OPGUID). The choice of the scheme 
depend. on whether the guidance requirements for a single tug mission phase or all tug 
mission phases are to be optimized. Table 3-1 contains a tabulation of potential schemes. 
3.4 HIGH ENERGY MANEUVERS 
The guidance schemes considered for the high energy maneuvers were the fuel-optimal 
type (OPGUJD). the iterative guidance scheme (IGM) used in the Saturn V boost. and a 
velocity-deficiency type. Of these three guidance schemes, OPGUJD appears to be the most 
attractive. IGM requires many presettings and much preflight analysis to insure its stability. 
This would be especially true for the mission where the tug astrionics guides the low thrust 
RNS. The velocity - deficiency scheme. though relatively simple. requires preflight analysis 
to insure near-optimum fuel consumption. Also. terminal trajectory errors tend to be 
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somewhat larger with this scheme than the other two. On the other hand. OPGUID requires 
a minimum number of presettings and achieves the greatest accuracy but requires more 
storage and computer speed. A summary of the requirement~ for the candidate guidance 
schemes is presented in Table 3-1. 
3.5 LUNAR ASCENT AND DESCENT 
For the lunar ascent and des..:cnt phase. the gLJldancc schemes considered were the 
present Apollo schemes. IGM. and OPGUID. The final choice was between the Apollo 
schemes and OPGUID. with the Apollo schemes being simpler and OPGUID offering more 
flexibility. See Table 3-1 for recommendations. 
3.6 LUNAR ORBIT INSERTION PLANE CHANGES 
The fuel penalties for the plane changes required for insertion of the tug into a lunar 
orbit coplanar with the LOSS arc very severe when insertion and plane change are made 
simultancl>usly. It has been foulld that significant fuel savings can be realized. if relatively 
large plane changes are required. by inserting into a high apolune ellipse. perfonning the 
plane change near apolune and cin;ularizing with the LOSS at perilune. 
4.0 DET AI LED ANALYSIS 
4.1 GUIDANCE SCHEME DESCRIPTIONS 
Since several of the guidance schemes to be considered can be used in more than one of 
the guidance functions. their descriptions will be presented here for later reference. 
Reference Table 3-2 for a summary of guidance scheme advantages/disadvantages. 
4.1.1 OPGUID 
OPGUI D is a guidance scheme based on the Pontryagin maximum principle which 
yields fuel optimal trajectories satisfying up to six end condition ..:onstraints. The derivation 
of the equations in the scheme is presellted in Reference E-3 and a program:mploying them 
is documented in Reference E-2. A brief description of the equatiom. to be solved is 
presented below. 
The governing differential equations for (Ill optimum powered trajectory are as follows: 
p.r U 
r ~ 
'3 + a (t) D (4-1 ) 
(4-2) -; (3 P.f T V) -- U U = 
- p. ;J 
r5 
where r = radius vector 
U= vector in desired thrust directic.a 
p.= gravitational constant 
a(1) = thrust magnitude 
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It is desired to detennine the initial conditions on these equations such that constraint and 
transversality equations are satisfied. 
To gener .. te the trajectory, initial ~esses are made, with respect to some inertial 
system, for the two angles which locate Vand the components of the vector IT. The initial 
magnitude ofUis arbitrary. The totaJ burn time, tf, is also estimated and then equations 4-1 
and 4-2 are numerically integrated from the initial time to tf. Errors in the constraint and 
transversaJity equations are used to modify estimates of the initial conditions and the 
process is repeated until the errors are within predefined limits. The initial solution should 
require no more than 5 iterations and subsequent solutions are to two iterations. 
The advantages of this scheme can be summarized as follows: 
• Real-time true optimal guidance 
• Mission flexibility 
• Minimal presetting required 
A comparative disadvantage of OPGUllJ is the large number of computer operations 
required in the numerical integration and iterative solution of equations 4-1 and 4·2. 
However, when compared to the overall capability of th'J tug computer dictated by other 
functhnal requirements, the addition required by OPGUID is not expected to be a deciding 
factor in sizing the tug computer. 
4.1.2 IGM. 
The iterative guidance mode, IGM, is a closed loop, near-optimum guidance scheme 
based on the calculus of variations. That is, the iterative scheme computes steering 
commands as a function of the state of the vehicle-velocity, position, longitudinal 
acceleration, and gravitational acceleration - and the desired cutoff conditions. The 
guidance commands are updated each guidance cycle, using the updated state of the vehicle. 
The iterative guidance scheme is a path adaptive guidance scheme in that it will retain its 
near-optimum properti.,s under all expected types and magnitudes of vehicle perturbations 
without any loss in accuracy at .:utoff. 
From Reference E-I the general form of the commanded thrust direction is shown in 
Equation 4-3. 
x = a + bt (4-3) 
where X = angle defining thrust direction 
a,b = trajectory dependent constants 
t = time 
The constants "a" and "b" are cletermincd by the position and velocity-to-be-gained to 
satisfy tcrnlinaltrajcctory conditions. 
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The tenninal conditions for the iterative scheme are defined by tIve quantities; radial 
distance from the center of the earth, velocity magnitude, path angle against the local 
hurizontal, inclination of the orbit plane to the equator, and descending node of the orbit 
plane relative to the launch meridian. The velocity will be forced {"line in a plane defined 
by the inclination and descending node. The radius and path angle will also lie in the same 
plane. 
4. 1.3 Velocity Defi.;iency 
In the velocity deficiency <Reference E-9) guidance scheme, sleering commands are 
generated by directing the thrust vector along a vclocity-to-be-gained vector. The desired 
present velocity is usually calculated by determining the conic velocity at the present radius 
such that the trajectory satisfies certain constmints. The velocity-to-be-gained is the 
difference between the desired and actual velocity vector. In most cases, the desired present 
velocity is obtained by the solution to Lambert's problem. This requires the vehicle to pas.> 
through a given aim point at a given time. 
The velocity deficiency is the simr1est of the guidance schemes considered. Its major 
shortcoming is that special care must be taken to insure that the performance of the scheme 
is near-optimu m. 
4.2 DOCKINGIUNDOCKING 
4.2. I ooGo-Around" Maneuver 
Docking Ihe tug with a target vehicle whose altitude cannot be remotely controlled 
presents a difficult problem. It arises because the lug must approach the ta:get vehicle along 
a line through the axis of the target vehicle .:ontaining the docking adaptor. This means that 
the tug will. in the 'VOfS' ca..e, have to m:gotiatc a 180 di.1lfCC m;lIleuver about the largel 
vehicle. at a safe distance. 10 obtain the proper geometry for the docking 10 proceed. This is 
illustrated in Figllr" 4-1. Also shown gr-~phica!ly are the t,ruidm .. -.: laws which will ~onlro! Ihe 
go~ .. round maneuver. 
The mnge-r-.JI1!,'" ralc law mainta!lIs tire mnge al a conslant wlte, k I. ,,'bile the 
L"/cva!ioll angle is rcduci.-d 10 lero. The dotti.'d line represents the trajectory of eJe,,"3lion 
angle and elevation angle m!c dvring Ihe manL'll""". As IS indi;:al .. -d. the IUg'saltitude will be 
mainlaini.'d along the lOS dmjl'g the -go-around-- pro.::i.-durc. Thi .. phase of tile dOI.1;;ing will 
rcmlinate wlten ihe "'''''lIlion all~k is k'ss tllan 30 . 1be mane,,'..: .. will nol ',.., pcrfonned if 
Ihe ck~,,!toll angle IS r.,-", Imn St>. Durinetlle mammc,- IIIe ;aimu.b or ',"I.~lr-pJ~ angk 
.. ill be controlled lit tl.~ ""II" ...... nner ," Ibe cleV-3lion angk. 
In 1"" c",", Qf" paw,,,, taq!C' \eti<.ie. lhe dOSIllt; manm~"r IlriU hc inilWed by ~ 
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In the case of a target vehicle whose attitude can be controlled. the "go around" 
maneuver and azimuth and elevation angle control are not necessary. To accomplish the 
docking. the vehicles would align themselves along the LOS and close with range nlte as a 
function of range as shown previously. 
4.2.3 Combination Go-Around and Closing 
A procedure for reducing both the range and elevation angle simultaneously was also 
considered. Starting from 1000 n""ters. this would involve maneuvering to some 
intermediate range while redudng elevation. Should the elevation not be within limits when 
the intermediate range is reached. range will be held constant until elevation is reduced 
within limits and then closing will continue as described in 4.2.2. 
4.2.4 Simulation Results 
Simulations of the do.:king procedure were performed using the techniques discussed 
in Ihis section. The purposes of these simUlations were to: 
• Confirm Ihal the pro,'os;:d doddng techniques worked 
• Delcrmille the ReS impulse Il.'quircmenls for docking 
The as,;umplioll' made in Ihe simulation were as follows: 
• Idcal al!ilUdc conlrol 
• 
• 
TIlt." gUldam .. -",· \!"U;Jtlon~ UUlib:ti were of lhe f.orm ~ho\\'n 111 Figr,rl&':' 4-1 .. ilul 4-~. For 
... ngc "gntroL the: ~~Hdun!! cunc"" were ~'" tolll.)w~ 
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It should be noted that deadbands about the origins of the phase plane guidance 
curves, equal to one-half of the allowable docking tolerances, were also simulated. 
Initial conditions for each of the simulations were: 
Range '" 1000 m 
Ranle rate"" 0 mlsec 
Elevation'" 0 to 1800 
Elevation rate"" oo/sec 
Azimuth "'00 
Azimuth rate'" oolsec 
The two quanti tie:; that were varied were the initial .:lc:vation angle ( .. ) and the 
intennediate range the tug must maintain until the desired elevation (within limits) is 
achieved. A summary of the total docking time and the ReS fuel requirements is plOlled in 
Figure 4-3. As was expected. the tilll£ and ReS fuel requirements increased as the Io-around 
angle increased. It is also indicaled that these quantities inen:ased as lhe intennedi;ue "'lige 
was increased. 
FiJUres 4-7 throug1t 4-15 present plots of how the various quantities involved reacted 
during a docking simulation with a go-around anJle of 1800 and an inlennediale ran., of 
I 000 met~rs. As can be SC\!n. all quantities perfonned in accordance with the SUllJCSted 
guidance laws. Similar plo[s for an in[ennediate range of 500 mett:rs are presented in Fiplres 
4-1 b to 4-24. The ..eelningly erratic behavior .. ear the ori~n of some of the phase plane plols 
is due [0 [he de3dbands used in the simulations. 
It should be noted that ,Ob"" .~ .. in Ihe guidance "qua lions used 11<:re do nol repfC>Cnl 
3n op[lInai ehOl.:e. The) were ch=11 [0 delllonstrate rltal Ihe bask 1~'ClmrqUC'> for docklllJ 
guidan.:e are sound. 
4.3 RENDEZVOUS 
The burns whIch are I"\lwred lor Ih .. ",ruknuu> n1.U"'u.....- .ne .bo ... n In Fip1~ +4 A> 
.:all be ~n. from four 10 ><""n bu"", .. n· ne..:~I) TIl.: flnl burn ('S!"~ .. Ir.an,.(e; 
clbp.c (rom [be mlll~1 orbll wh..:h mUI'", .. ;I> .. """"do orbtl .. I k-~ un.:c: <".>p.tbtill) mould 
also e\l~t for .. ~1U.J1I Inllkou ..... , ...... <.llon burn bel""" "'I,,,,,,-.. !Ift!! 1/'" ~II 10 
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The targeting ior all the bums in the rendezvous procedure will be calculated using 
conic methods (See References E-3 and E-S). Equations for the targeting are in the process 
of being developed under Appendix to of contract NAS8-l4000. It should be noted that 
the rendezvous techniques can be applied to any type problem from 
10w-earth-orbiHo-synchronous-orbit type to the simple carth/lunar orbit operations type. 
Once the targeting calculations have been made, guidance will be accomplished using 
either a velocity-deficiency or optimal guidance law. Recommendations are made in Table 
3-1. 
4.4 HIGH ENERGY MANEUVERS 
The phases of guidance addressed here are those which arc responsible for putting the 
vehicle on a lunar or interplanetary trajectory, for entering or leaving lunar orbit. or 
boosting to earth parking orbit. Since accuracy and fuel economy "iC p.;rticularly 
important. only optimum or near-optilllulIl guidance techniques were considered. The 
optimization referred to is with respect to :ud in all cases. 
The schemes that were considered were OPGUlD. lGM. and velocity deficiency. The 
bulk of the detailed analysis for these maneuvers was considered with the schemes 
themselves. A detailed description of cadI scheme can be fOllnd in section 4.1. 
Assumil1t~ computer rl'quir~menH arc not a limiting factor. OPGUID is ckarly superior 
to the other two guidance sdlemes. However. if OPGUI D is not used. the d,.oke between 
lGM and velo";ty dcl .... iency will depelld on the vehICk' dlarac: cristics. For short. high 
thrust burn~ Whl:TC fa~t guidan~c rC~I~tlon is required. IGM i~. : ..upcr or to vdn~ity deficiency. 
For low thru:;t, long duration burns Ihc vdodty defiCiency sch," ",~ has :ilc "dvantage. An 
example of the low thrust ,:;ISC would he the RNS mission (Rcfcre\\cc F-lJ I. 
4.5 LUNAR ASnNT AND DIS('l'NT 
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It should be noted that Eq. 4-4 specifies both thrust magnitude and direction. This implies 
the use of a throttleable engine. 
There are several weak points in this solution. First, the optimization criteria, integral 
of acceleration, assumes that specific impulse is constant regardless of thrust level. This is 
not always the case. Also, over the bum arcs that are encountered, the assumption of 
constant gravity is not valid. The situation can be improved by substituting an average 
gravity vector into Eq. 44. it should also be pointed out that the guidance equation tends 
to become unstable as UtGer approaches zero. The singularity in the equation can be 
avoided by holding tGO to II constant value when it becomes less than a pre-assigned limit. 
With its weaknesses, however, Eq. 44 has been found to yield near-optimum solutions to a 
variety of problems. A slightly modified version of Eq. 44 is used in the Apollo lunar ascent 
scheme (see Reference E4, sect'.on III}. 
The se~ond ~andidate system is the one presently used for Apollo lunar descent. It 
assumes that the thrust ve~tor can be expressed as a polynomial of the form (Reference E-8 
page 28-95). 
(4-5) 
Solving the equations of motion using Eq. 4-5 yields the desired descent thrust as a fUllction 
of "tGO" and the d~sired final ,tate (Reference E-7 page 5.3-1 H). 
l> " -V) 12 ( I (4 ' ) aT = aD - g - i(;O tv D - - tCO::- r - rD· --, 
It should be noted that the abo,e equation abo implies the use of a throllicable engine. 
On(.~ minor diffi('lait~ ut.:cu" USII1!! any of the suggr.-stcd guidan~t!' s~hemcs. This 
dltlh:ulty I' that commanded attitude. at landmg for des.:ent ,,"d at liftoff for as.:cnl. 
cannot be clllbtrdincd -nIt! pr',bkm I' u,udll~ circumvented by diViding th" powered 
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4.6 LUNAR ORBIT INSERTION PLANE CHANGES 
A tug entering lunar orbit from the earth may have to negotiate up to a 900 plane 
change in order to rendezvous with the lunar orbiting space station (LOSS). It is desired to 
perform the plane change maneuver when the vehicle velocity is as low as possible to 
optimize the fuel requirements. One method of accomplishing this is to make the plane 
change burn at the apolune of a high elliptical orbit. The geometry of the maneuver is 
sh<1wn in Figure 4-5. As is indkaled, three burns are required. It should also be noted that 
this geometry assumes that the line of apsides of the incoming hyperbolic orbit coincides 
with the line of nodes between the incoming hyperbolic orbit and LOSS orbit. 
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To gain some insight into how much velocity impulse the three burn maneuver can 
save, a standard Apollo incoming hyperbolic trajectory was chosen as a test case. The 
trajectory had a semi-major axis of 4222.6 kilometers and an eccentricity of 1.437. This 
resulted in a perilune radius (Rp) of 1845 kilometers. 
A plot of velocity impulse as a function of apoluile radius (RA) and plane change was 
formed. The results are shown in Figure 4-6. The solid line represents the case where the 
plane change and circularization are accomplished in one burn. The other curves are for the 
three burn maneuver with apolune radii as labeled. From the plot. it is evident that the three 
burn mode is more efficient than a single burn when the apolune radius is greater than 8845 
km and the plane change is greater than 50. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
The control function as used herein includes both attitude and translational control. 
The purpose of attitude control is to maintain stability and to execute guidance 
maneuvers. Attitude control is accomplished by gimballing thrust vector control engines or 
firing reaction control system (RCS) engines. Translational control will also be used in 
executil'g guidance maneuvers. Translationai control is achieved by throttling the main 
engine or firing the appropriate RCS thrusters. Main engine throttling capability wiII be 
particularly useful for the lunar landing mission. RCS translational control will be of 
particular value when used for docking maneuvers. 
Major emphasis was placed on the synchronous orbit missions (SOM) for this study. 
However, hardware and computer software estimates for control functions are included for 
the tug missions which dictate design requirements for the astrionic system. 
2.0 STUDY GUIDELINES AND GROUNDRULES 
• Capability for manual and remote override of the automatic control function will 
be provided. 
• Only one main engine per propulsion module. 
It All control law functions will be performed in the digital computer. 
• The guidance function shall provide uttitude errors. attitude rate errors. position 
errors, and position rate errors to the control function as needed. 
• During burn, the main engine will be used for pitch and yaw attitude control: the 
RCS will be used for roll attitude control. 
• During coast, three-axis attitude control will be provided by the RCS. 
• For the four stage Saturn V configuration, the Instrument Unit will be deleted 
and the astrionic module will assume complete control from ground launch. 
• RCS engine control package and main engine actuators mounted on the PM are 
excluded from study at this time. 
3.0 SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
3.1 SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS 
The software requirements for the control function of the space tug missions are listed 
in Table 3-1. Note the following for proper interpretation of the tabulated values: 
• Memory requirements include 25'l contingencies. 
• Time requirements include 15'if. contingencies. 
F-I 
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Table 3-1. Control Function Software Requirements Summary for the Space Tug Missions 
TOTAL (32011lT1 EQUIV. EQUIV. MISSION FUNCTION MEMORY ADD'S CALLS/SEC ADD'S/sEC 
SYNCHRONOUS • TVC 1030 673 10 6730 ORBIT MISSION Res 1044 1508 20 30180 (EXPENDABLE) 
SYNCHRONOUS TVC 1720 673 10 6730 ORBIT MISSION Res 1044 1508 20 30180 (REUSABLE) 
FOUR STAGE TVC 5215 1298 10 12980 SATURN V Res 1044 1508 20 30180 UNCLUDES 
ALL STAGES) 
EARTH ORBITAL TVC 1720 673 10 6730 OPERATIONS Res 1044 1508 20 30180 
UNMANNED TVC 1720 673 10 6730 PLANETARY RCS 1044 1506 20 30160 
REUSABLE TVC 1720 673 10 6730 NUCLEAR Res 1044 1508 20 30180 SHUTTLE 
LUNAR ORBITAL TVC 1720 673 1'.1 6730 OPERATIONS Res 1044 1508 10 30180 
LUNAR LANDING TVC 2020 1350 10 13500 Res 1310 1800 20 38000 
• TH RUST VECTOR CONTROL (TVC) 
• The RCS software estimates include the combined impact of 3-axis attitude and 3-axis translational control. 
• Software requirements for RCS attitude control were assumed to be identical to RCS translational control. 
• The lunar landing mission softwar'~ requirements include engine throttling software estimates. A throttleable en~ine requirement has been identified only for the lunar landing mission. 
3.2 HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS 
With the exception of standard interface units. additional hardware may be required only for the four stage Saturn V configuration to enhance vehicle stability and load relief during earth launch. This would include the following: 
(I ) One 3-axis rate gyro package 
(2) One 2-axis lateral accelerometer package 
The requirements for the above hardware will be established in follow-on study effort. 
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3.3 MODULE INTERFACES 
Control interfaces with the propulsion module, the electrical support equipment, and 
the command function for the synchronous orbit mission are illustrated in Figllre 3-1. 
4.0 DETAILED ANALYSIS (TRADE STUDIES) 
4.1 SYNCHRONOUS ORBIT MISSIONS CONTROL ANALYSIS 
4.1.1 Unmanned-Expendable Tug Stage 
4.1.1.1 Hardware Requirements 
. The control hardware requirements are minimal. Assuming a data bus in used, only 
interface units to and from the data bus will be required (see Figure 4-1). With a centralized 
I/O, no additional hardware will be required. 
The space tug synchronous orbit mission TVC subsystem control law will require 
vehicle body-referenced attitude error inputs only. These will be transmitted to the control 
function by the guidance function. The guidance function utilizes navigation sensor inputs 
to compute the attitude error signals. 
RCS SUbsystem control law inputs required will be vehicle body-referenced attitude 
errors and attitude rate errors. The attitude error signal will again be transmitted to the 
control subsystem by the guidance subsystem. Attitude rate errors will be determined by a 
combination of guidance and control function computations. 
Vehicle angular rate sensors will not be a hardwl!re requirement because the required 
angular rate signals will be derived from IMU attitude inputs to the computer. If IMU sensor 
noise prohibits explicit rate derivation, pre-filtering and/or state estimation techniques can 
be employed. Associated software requirements for this application should be minimal. Rate 
derivation techniques have been proven on space vehicles such as Minuteman, LEM, and 
CSM. 
4.1.1.2 Attitude Control Analysis 
4.1.1 .2.1 Thrust Vector Control nvC) Subsystem. Pitch and yaw attitude control will be 
accomplished by TVC during the burn portions of the synchronous mission. The conceptual 
TVC subsystem is shown in Figure 4-2. The guidance and navigation measurements and 
computations will supply attitude error inputs to the control law. They will be multiplied 
by the control gain factors and then will be transmitted to the digital compensators. The 
compensator outputs will be the cngine position commands. Engine position feedback, 
either electrical or mechanical, with shaping will serve to provide desired actuator responses 
to positioning command inputs. With mechanical feedback the servo position shaping will be 
inherent to the actuator hardware. 
Effective damping will be provided by the tilter designs (lead-lag filters). This 
eliminates the requirement for explicit rate feedback. The time-varying control gains will be 
adjusted to anticipated variations in thrust, vehicle center of gravity, and vehicle moment of 
inertia in order to maintain suitable stability margins and a near constant control natural 
frequency. 
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Figure 4-1. Synchronous Orbit Missions Control Hardware Requirement8 and Interfaces 
With Data Bus Integration 
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TVC engine gimbal requirements which must be defined as part of the actuator design include the following: 
• Maximum angular gimbal rate 
• Maximum gimbal angle 
• Bandpass frequency range of the actuator control 
Simulation tools are most effective for determining the appropriate TVC engine gimbal requirements based on maneuvers and potential disturbances. Further delinition of operating modes is required. Simulations should be exercised in follow-on work to establish appropriate gimbal requirements for the tug engine. 
The TVC SUbsystem control law Can be written as follows: 
Bc = K</> D(Z)I1</> (pitch or yaw) 
where 
• Bc is the engine deflection command signal 
• K</> is the attitude control gain 
• D(Z) is the digital fiI ter 
• 11 </> is the attitude error signal before liltering 
This equation will be updated 10 times per second during a burn. 
The piteh and yaw tilters are assumed to be eighth-order and of the form: 
D(Z) = Ao + AlZ-1 + AZZ-2 + ... yo ASZ-8 
1.0 + BlZ-l + B1Z-2 + ... + 8SX-8 
Multiple-case filters arc not considered for the unmanned expendable stage of the synchronous orbit mission. 
The control gains will be time varying for computer implementation purposes. The desired values of the control gains for a particular time of !light will huvc prev;ously been determined by incorporating predicted vehicle data in control design. The implementation equations will be based on straight linc approximations to the gain versus time profiles. The values of K</> for each straight line segment beginning at time TI and ending at time TF will be incremented according to the following equation: . 
11K</> = 
K</>F - K</>I 
(TF - TIl 10 (computed live times during each burn) 
F-7 
It will be assumed that five straight line segments are required for each burn. The recursive 
ec;,.,.ation for KI(J is then 
(computed 10 time~ per second) 
Actuator servo loop will require either digital or mechanical feedback compensation. 
The configuration of Figure 4-2, assuming fourth-order servo position shaping fIlters, will be 
considered for computer sizing. 
A summary of the groundrules used to assess the computer requirements for the TVC 
subsystem follows: 
• The control law will be computed 10 times per second. 
• The digital fIlter implementation will be cascade-direct. 
• The memory requirements will be sized for 32-bit words. 
• The computer speed requirements will be based on equivalent ADD's per second. 
~ A MULTIPLY execution will be assumed equal to four equivalent ADD's. 
• Each non-arithmetic operation will be equal ,0 one equivalent ADD. 
• Redundancy considerations will not be included in the results. 
The unmanned expendable stage TVC computer requirements are summarized in Table 
4-1. Note that the fIlter computation computer requirements are most significant for TVC. 
Table 4-1. TVC Computer Requirements for the Unmanned-Expandable Synchronous 
Orbit Mission 
NUMBER NON· TOTAL EQUIV. 
REQUIRED MULT. ADD/SUB ARITH DATA MEMORV ADDS CALLS/SEC 
8/8 FILTER 
(REFERENCE F·ll1 2 17 17 64 38 272 29B 10 
4/4 FILTER 
(REFERENCE F·121 2 9 9 40 25 188 170 10 
4KI(J 20 2 2 4 6 280 - -
KI(J 2 - 1 4 3 16 10 10 
I INPUT/OUTPUT e - 3 1 24 18 10 LIMITERS 2 
-
2 18 10 58 38 10 
MISC. 
OPERATIONS 
- -
2 4 4 10 6 10 
TOTAL 
- 92 100 380 282 824 538 10 
F-8 
EQUIV. 
ADDS/SEC 
2,980 
4,700 
-
100 
180 
380 
80 
15,380 
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4.1.1.2.2 Reaction Control Subsystem. RCS phase plane logic design is generally based on two major considerations: 
(l) Minimizing RCS fuel requirements 
(2) Minimipng the time required to drive the vehicle attitude error and rate error (&41,&41, respectively) to the limit cycle 
A trade relationship exists between (I) and (2). Therefore, the phase plane design for & particular mission phase depends healily on the mission phase requirements. For example, fast response time is r.~quired during a lunar landing mission. The astronauts may need to maneuver quickly in order to avoid a boulder, etc. Simultaneously, RCS fuel minimization is a requirement. These factors are weighted accordingly and then incorporated into the phase plane design. 
Parabolic switching lines are often used when time is of essence. Straight lines are often used when time is not critical and simplicity is desired. The illustrations shown in Figure 4-3 are examples of such phase plane portraits. Straight line phase plane portraits will likely be adequate for the synchronous mission. 
The h<'S attitude control implementation (Figure 4-4) wiII be used for roll axis control during bum modes and for three-axis attitude control during coast modes. The groundrules and assumptions used for assessment of the RCS requirements are as follows: 
• The three axes will be uncoupled for nominal control. 
• Only the nominal control case will be considered. 
• The phase plane control law inputs will be attitude errors and attitude rate errors. 
• The computational solution rate will be 20 samples/sec (Reference F-IS). 
• A coarse deadband of S.O deg will be selected for coasting (References F-I and F-7). 
• A fine deadband of 3.0 deg will be selected for docking purposes (References F-3, F-16,and F-17). 
The phase plane portrait of Figure 4·3 (b) could conceivably be used for the expendable stage attitude control during docking maneuvers. This phase plane portrait would satisfy typical attitude control docking requirements of (I) maximum alignment angle of 4 degrees and (2) maximum angular rate of 0.5 deg/sec. This is possible because the attitude error deadband (30 ) and the attitude rate error deadband (.20 /sec) are less than these maximums. The control equation flow for this RCS logic is shown in Figure 4-S (see Reference F-lS). The three-axis attitude control functiop computer reqUirements, based on the equation flow diagram, are summarized in Table 4-2. 
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Table 4-2. 
MEMORY EaUIV. EaUIV. 
REaUIREO ADD'S CALLS/SEC AOO'S/SEC 
417 603 20 12,060 
4.1.1.3 Translational Control (TC) Analysis 
Three axis translational control will be provided. Translation along a particular axis will 
be provided by firing the appropriate RCS thrusters. TC implementation will be analogous 
to the RCS implementation in the following respects: 
• The range, elevation, and azimuth axes are analogous to the pitch, yaw and roll 
axes. 
• Translational rate error and position error signals are analogous to the attitude 
rate error and attitude error respectively. 
• Phase plane logic will again be employed. 
• The optimal time phase plane trajectory will be a parabolic function. 
TC will be designed such that the following docking requirements will be met: 
(I) The maximum lateral offset will be I ft. 
(2) The maximum latera! rate will be 0.5 ft/sec. 
... (3) The maximum closing velocity will be 1.0 ft/sec (see Reference F-3). 
TC software requirements will be assumed identical to those of the previous section. 
4.1.2 Unmanned-Reusable Stage 
4.1.2.1 Hardware Requiremen ts 
These are the same as ',:hosc described in Section 4.1 .1.1 . 
4.1.2.2 At!itude Control Analysis 
4.1.2.2.1 Thrust Vector Control Subsystem. The TV(' SUbsystem is generally the same as 
that described in Section 4.1.1.2.1. However. because of vehicle contiguration changes, it 
will be necessary to switch t1lters at least once per tug stage during the mission. The impact 
will be software storage requirements. The contigurations and t1lter requirements are 
summarized in Table 4-3. 
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Table 4-3. 
CONFIGURATION • FILTER REQUIREMENTS 
BURN NUMBER 1 - TUG 1 + TUG 2 + PAYLOAD USE FIL11:R A ONLY TUG 1 BURN NUMBER 2 TUG 1 ONLY USE FILTER B ONLY BURN NUMBER 3 TUG 1 ONLY USE FILTER B AGAIN 
BURN NUMBER 1 TUG 2 + PAYLOAD USE FILTER CONLY 
TUG 2 BURN NUMBER 2 TUG 2 + PAYLOAD USE FILTER C AGAIN BUliN NUMBEfl 3 TUG 2 ONLY USE FILTER D ONLY BURN NUMBER 4 TUG 2 ONLY USE FILTER D AGAIN 
• REFERENCE APPENDIX A, REUSABLE SYNC ORBIT MISSION FOR MISSION PIIOFILE. 
The computer TVC memory requirements will increase over that required for the unmanned-expendable stage mission as shown below: 
Unmanned-expendable stage mission 
Due to additional filter requirements 
Due to additional 11K", requirements· 
Total for unmanned reusable stage mission 
Memory Locations Required 
824 
272 
280 
1,376 
4.1.2.2.2 Reaction Control Subsystem. The RCS implementation will be the same as that described in Section 4.1.1.2.2. 
4.1.2.3 Translational Control (TC) 
TC will be the same as that described in Section 4.1.1.3. 
4.2 GENERAL CONTROL CONSIDERATION 
4.2.1 Thrust Vector Control Analysis for Other Space Tug Missions 
4.2.1.1 Hardware Requirements 
The control function for all tug missions, except the four stage Saturn V. have the same hardware requirements. Additional control sensors may be required for the four stage Saturn V mission. These are (I) a three-axis rate gyro package and (2) a two-axis lateral control accelerometer package. For all 'Other missions and mission phases, control inputs will 
• The 11K", storage requirements are based on four bums (20 straight line segments per axis). 
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, 
be obtained from guidance and navigation functions (refer to Section 4.1.1.1). Other 
hardware requirements pertain to interface units to and from the data bus. The seven 
missions' hardware requirements are summarized pictorially in Figure 4-6. Physical and 
electrical characteristics of the candidate rate gyro and control accelerometer packages are 
listed in Table 4-4. 
4.2.1.2 Attitude Control Law Comparison 
4.2.1.2.1 Candidate Thrust Vector Control Laws. The following TVC laws applicable to 
space tug missions are briefly discussed in this section: 
(I) The LM TVC laws 
(2) The CSM TVC laws 
(3) The Saturn IB TVC laws 
(4) A modified TVC disturbance acceleration nulling scheme 
The intent of these discussions is to present some of the present-day TVC laws and 
philosophies and their applicability for the space tug TVC subsystem. 
(I) The LM TVC subsystem (Reference F-8) uses two basic modes of operation: 
• The Acceleration Nulling Mode utilizes RCS for attitude control and TVC 
for disturbance angular acceleration nUlling. 
• The Attitude Control Mode employs TVC for pitch and yaw attitude control 
and RCS for roll control. 
Because the LM TVC gimbal rate capability is limited (max gimbal rate of 
O.20jsec), the Attitude Control Mode was designed for flight situations which 
impose only mild requirements on the attitude control subsystem. 
Table 4-4. 
-
INPUT OPERATING 
POWER INPUT RANGE TEMP. DIMENSIONS WEIGHT 
SENSOR (WATTS' (oISEC' (OC, (HXWXL IN,' (Las' 
RATE GYRO PACKAGE 45 ±20 -40 TO +74 3,62X7.06X 11.11 
(REFERENCE F·13, 7.06 
LATERAL ACCELER- 8.4 ±.IO -73 TO +71 3.62X4.0X5.0 4.0 
OMETER PACKAGE 
(REFERENCE F·14, 
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Strenuous control requirements are met by employing the RCS for three-axis 
attitude control (Acceleration Nulling Mode). During this mode, it is desired that 
the gimbal engine thrust vector point through the vehicle center of gravity so that 
the disturbance angular accelerations due to gimbal engine thrust misalignment 
and vehicle center of gravity offsets are minimized. 
The TVC law for the Acceleration Nulling Mode consists of two parts. First, the 
engine sign command is determined, and, second, the time required to null the 
disturbance acceleration is c,<,mputed. The engine is then gimballed at a rate of 0.2 
deg/sec in the acceleration nulling direction for the duration commanded. The 
drive direction is redetermined every 2 seconds. 
The TVC sUbsystem controls the attitude about two axes and the RCS controls 
the attitude about the third axis when the Attitude Control Mod" is employed. 
During this control mode operation, the attitude error and its first and second 
derivatives are driven to zero along the time optimal trajectory in the three-axis 
attitude phase space (Reference F-8, page 3.5-2). The output of the control law is 
actually a polarity, either plus or minus, or zero. Thus, in a plane the engine is 
commanded to gimbal in either a positive or negative direction at a f~ed gimbal 
rate (0.2 deg/sec) or remain at the null position. The comp!ltation onh~gimbal 
command is repeated every 0.2 sec. Between evaluations of the attitude control 
law, the engine moves at the fixed rate or remains at null position. 
The primary advantages of the Attitude Control Mode are as follows: 
• It allows reduction of RCS fuel consumption. 
• It reduces the number of RCS engine firings for engine reliability purposes. 
The LM engine control laws are not considered desirable for general space tug 
application. They were designed for an engine possessing very limited 
maneuvering rate capabilities to trim misalignment conditions and perform 
limited rendezvous. docking, and landing conditions. 
(2) The CSM TVC law (Reference F-7) provides attitude control about the pitch and 
yaw axes. Roll control is provided by RCS. The attitude errors are transmitted to 
the digitally implemented compensation filters whose outputs are the commands 
to the engine gimbal servos. The control law is expressed as follows: 
where: 
• Bc is the engine deflection command signal 
• Ao is the attitude control gain 
• F(Z) is the digital filter 
• ~'" is the attitude error signal before filtering 
F-\7 
,! 
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Damping is inherent in the filter design for stability. The filter gains are adjusted 
to variations in thrust, vehicle center of gravity, and vehicle moment of inertia. 
This type of TVC control law is adequate for most space tug missions and mission 
phases. 
. (3) The S-IB stage TVC control law depends on attitude, attitude rate, and lateral 
acceleration feedback. The compensation filter implementations consist of 
electrical networks. This implementation is commonly known as analog filter 
implementation versus the digital filtering implementation used by the CSM. 
Lateral acceleration feedback is included to provide structural load relief due to 
vehicle bending during the S-lB stage boost through the max Q region in the 
earth's atmosphere. Filter gains are preprogrammed to insure stability and to 
provide satisfactory transient responses to control commands and disturbances. A 
similar control law will possibly be needed for the S-IC stage boost of the space 
tug four stage Saturn V missions. Lateral acceleration feedback may be required if 
the nominal control law does not provide adequate load relief. 
F-18 
The bending moment of a boost vehicle can be expressed as 
K 
MB = Kaa + KBE BE + i:l Kih 7]i 
where 
• MB denotes the total bending moment 
• a denotes the angle of attack 
• iii denotes the latcral acceleration of the ith bending mode 
• Ka , KBE' Kii i denote the appropriate coefficients 
Lateral acceleration feedback tends to increase ii anef to reduce a. For the 
critical station on Saturn V, the increase in ij would have been significant enough 
to nearly counter the reduction in a. Therefore, the reduction in the total 
bending moment that would lHlve been achieved by including lateral acceleration 
feedback was considered too small to warrant including lateral accelerometer 
control sensors. 
The TVC laws for the three stages of the Saturn V incorporate attitude error and 
attitude rate feedback only. The Saturn V control function is also implemented 
with analog tilters. Lateral acceleration feedback is not presently required for 
Saturn V since the attitude/attitude-rate control law provides sufficient load 
relief. 
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(4) A modified disturbance acceleration nulling scheme may be used for the tug lunar 
landing mission. The purpose of the control law is to compute the change in the 
engine gimbal angle (.6.Bc) required to point the thrust vector through the space 
tug center of gravity. (The derivation of this angle is shown in Figure 4-7.) The 
engine deflection command would be incremented each computation cycle by 
.6. Bc. The engine command would be updated not more than perhaps every 2 
seconds to allow engine deflection damping following the issuance of an engine 
deflection command change. The equation flow for the engine commands would 
be as follows: 
Bc
o 
= .6.Bco 
Bc' = Be· I + aBc· i = 1,2,3, ... n 1 1- 1 
It should be noted that this scheme is similar to the Acceleration Nulling Mode 
employed by the LM. When the Acceleration Nulling Mode is selected, Bc is in 
effect divided by the engine gimbal rate to compute the time required for the 
engine gimbal to null the disturbance acceleration. 
4.2.1.2.2 Space Tug TVC Law ReqUirements. The operational TVC attitude control law for 
the space tug will be dependent on the particular mission and mission phase requirements. 
Three versions of the TVC law, TVCI, TVC2, and TVC3, will be sufficient to encompass all 
missions and mission phases. These are as follows: 
TVCI: Bc = AoF(Z)</JM. (pitch or yaw) 
Be = AoF{Z)</J.6.</J + A I F(Z)if,.6.</J + g2F{Z)y Y (pitch or yaw) 
TVC2: BR = AoRF{Z) </JR .6.</JR + AIRF{Z)';'.6. ';'R (roll) 
TVC3: BCi = BCi_1 + .6. Be (pitch or yaw) 
TVCI (based on the CSM TVC law) will be the most commonly used of the three laws. 
It will be used for pitch and yaw attitude control during all thrusting missions and mission 
phases except during certain phases of the lunar landing mission and of the four stage ~·,turn 
V mission. The IMU will furnish the necessary attitude measurements needed to compute 
the engine deflection commands. Roll attitude control will be provided by RCS. 
TVC2 (based on the S-IB stage TVC) is a strong candidate for the S-IC and S-II stage 
bum portions of the four stage Saturn V mission. However, g2 will be zeroed throughout 
the S-IJ stage burn. Body-referenced lateral accelerometer and angul'lr rate gyro inputs may 
be required to provide vehicle stability and load relief due to vehicle bending during S-IC 
stage burn. The accelerometer package and rate gyro package will likely be located in the aft 
section of the S-IVB stage instead of in the astrionic module. Thc sensors will thus be less 
susceptible to vehicle bending disturbances. TVC'2 will be used to accomplish pitch, yaw. 
and roll attitude control. TVC I will be used for pitch and yaw control during the S-IVR and 
space tug burn modes. Roll control will be provided by RC'S. 
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TVC3 will provide disturbance angular acceleration nulling during descent and ascent 
phases of the lunar landing mission (refer to the previous section). Pitch, yaw, and roll 
control will be provided by the RCS. 
A potential problem area associated with TVC I deals with recovery from space tug 
transients occurring because of vehicle center of gravity offsets and thrust vector 
misalignments. This phenomenon generally occurs during engine thrust buildup following 
the engine start command. Thrust vector misalignment of the chemical engine should not be 
significant enough to pose a recovery problem. However, an p.xcessive c.g. offset attributed 
to configuration or payload is not acceptable because, with limited engine deflection 
capability, sufficient control authority would not be available. After thrust has reached 
steady-state and attitude recovery has occurred, steering misalignment correction, a 
guidance function, will serve to keep the vehicle acceleration vector pointed in the desired 
direction. The steady-state engine gimbal angle will align the thrust vector through the 
vehicle center of gravity. 
4.2.1.2.3 TVC Software Requirements. Of the tug missions, the four stage Saturn V mission 
(Figure 4-8) will impose the most strenuous TVC subsystem software requirements. 
Representative mission filter requirements* are shown in Table 4-5. 
Refer to Table 4-6 for the estimated S-IC and S-II stage TVC computer requirements. The 
S-IVB stage and space tug TVC computer requirements will be assumed to be the same as 
the space tug TVe requirements listed in Table 4-1. 
Refer to Section 3.1 for a summary of software requirements for the total control 
function for all space tug missions. 
* For this study, the TVC subsystem solution rate will be assllmed to be 10 samples per 
second for all stages. 
Table 4-5. 
STAGE 
S·IC 
S·IC 
S·IC 
50IC 
S·IC 
5·11 
5011 
5·11 
5·11 
$·IVB 
SPACE 
TUG 
CHANNEL 
PITCH AND" AW ATTITUDE ERROR 
ROLL ATTITUDE ERROR 
PITCH AND YAW ANGULAR RATE 
ROLL ANGULAR RATE 
PITCH AND YAW LATERAL ACCEL. 
PITCH AND YAW ATTITUDE ERROR 
ROLL ATTITUDE ERROR 
PITCH AND YAW ANGULAR RATE 
ROLL ANGULAR RATE 
PITCH AND YAW ATTITUDE ERROR 
PITCH AND YAW ATTITUDE ERROR 
FILTER 
ORDERS 
6/6 
4/4 
6/6 
4/4 
6/6 
6/6 
4/4 
6/6 
4/4 
8/8 
8/8 
NO. OF 
CONTROL GAIN 
STRAIGHT LINE 
SEGMENTS 
4 
2 
4 
2 
3 
4 
2 
4 
2 
4 
2 
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Table 4-6. Four Stage Saturn V Mission. S-IC and S-II Stage TVC Compl..ter Requirements I 
NUMBER NON· TOTAL EQUIV. EQUIV. L i , REQUIRED MULT. ADDISUB ARITH DATA MEMORY ADDS CALLSISEC ADDSISEC 
8-ICSTAGE [J 
6/6 FILTERS 
(REFERENCE F·11I 8 13 13 48 29 618 678 10 8,780 
4/4 FILTERS :< 9 9 32 20 140 154 10 1,540 U I,' 
4K 78 2 2 4 6 364 
- - -
CHANNEL GAINS 
K 8 1 4 3 64 40 10 400 
I , 
L 
DECISIONS 
(REFERENCE F-12, 1 4 1 5 4 10 40 
SIGNAL MIXING 6 12 10 28 18 io 180 
\, 1 j 
, 
LIMITERS 8 2 16 10 224 144 10 1,440 
TOTAL (S·IC' 148 178 632 485 1,443 1,038 10 10,380 U ~ :,j 
8-11 STAGE 
6/6 FILTERS 4 13 13 48 29 412 452 10 4,520 
4/4 FILTERS 2 9 9 32 20 140 154 10 1,540 
4K 20 2 2 4 6 780 
- - -
r , i j 
L I ] 
G 'J 1 
4 CHANNEL GAINS 
K 6 1 4 3 48 30 10 300 
DECISIONS 1 4 1 5 4 10 ,'0 
SIGNAL MIXING I 6 12 10 28 18 10 180 LIMITERS 6 
1110 
2 16 10 169 108 10 1,080 
TOTAL (S·II) 134 472 365 1,081 769 10 7,660 
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4.2.2 ReS Thruster Sizing Considerations 
The RCS engine thrust magnitude requirements for attitude control are dependent upon: 
• Vehicle and payload characteristics 
• Maximum and minimum angular acceleration requirements about each respecti':e axis for specified mission maneuvers. 
• Locations of the RCS thrusters. 
• Number of thrusters firing for a commanded maneuver. 
The RCS thrust magnitude requirements for translational control are dependent upon the folloWing: 
• Maximum a-:d minimum acceleration requirements along e"dch respective axis for midcourse maneuvers. docking, renaezvous, etc. 
• Criticality of available fuel. 
• Vehicle mass chamcteristics. 
• Number of thrusters firing for a commanded maneuver. 
The total number of ReS engines required to perform the desired attitude and translational control functions is dependent on factors which include: 
• Redundancy requirements 
• Thruster location - translational control requires no resultant moment about the 
c.g.: attitude control is effected by generation moments about the c.g. - therefore 
any sharing of engincs between the two functions is dependent on engine location. 
4.2.3 Manual and Remote Operati<:l.'1 R'Jquiremenls 
4.2.3.1 RCS Attitude Control Requirements 
For manned missions. capability for manual or remote override of the automatic control function will be provided. For manual override. the pilot will issue attitude rate commands to the control function (Figure 4-9). The attitude rate commands will be differenced from the actual body nltes to form ratc error inputs to the control law. Rate commands are especially desirable for pilot takeover since man is able to sense rate changes. For remote override. attitude or attitude rate commands will again be issued to the control function via the guidance function. Remote operation of the tug may require a television display system at the remote station and onboard the tug. 
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The pilot will have the option of providing either attitude rate or angular acceleration 
command inputs to the control computation whim the manual control mode is selected. The 
attitude rate command will be similar to that discussed above. The angular acceleration 
command is more direct in that the pilot has a more direct link to the on-off logic of the 
RCS engines (refer to Figure 4-10). 
4.2.3.2 RCS Translation Control Requirements 
The pilot will have at least two options for selecting the type of translational control 
depending on the circumstance. The two primary options will be: 
• The pilot will be able to select any particular set of reaction engines for 
translational control along any of three axes (acceleration control). 
• The pilot will be able to select a desired 4 V along the axis of interest, and the 
engine selection and bum operation will be automatically performed. 
4.2.3.3 Control Impact of Throttling Main Engine 
The main engine will have throttling capability. The pilot will select a 4 V type control 
particularly for the lunar landing descent/ascent phase. The 4 V command will serve as a 
command input to the digital processor in which a routine will compute the desired thrust 
level. Acceleration control will also be available; that is, the pilot will have the option of a 
more direct thrust control. 
The TVC attitude control subsystem will be affected by thrust level command changes. 
A thrust level reduction with no alteration in the control gains will result in less control 
authority which mayor may not result in an uncontrollable condition. Control gains which 
are adaptive to thrust level commands will provide the necessary compensation. 
A throttleable engine requirement has been identified only for the lunar landing 
mission (Reference Appendix E, Guidance Analysis and Implementation). 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
This appendix presents the results of preliminary studies for space tug electrical power requirements and layouts. Primary emphasis is given to the synchronous orbit mission as a baseline, but the entire family of candidate space tug missions is treated on the basis of commonality of requirements with the baseline mission. Additional data is presented on a power system option for the lunar landing mission which yields a significant cost reduction but also entails a substantial weight penalty. 
A major portion of the study effort was devoted to identification of electrical load requirements and ultimately the derivation of a power profile for ,:->e synchronous orbit mission. This was accomplished through the preparation of work sheet: which included mission by mission equipment lists, power per component and identification of active, standby and ina~tive quantities of each component. Data obtained in this manner was then compiled and time correlated with the mission timeline to generate the power profile for the first tug for the synchronous orbit mission. A time weighted average power was then derived from the profile and, due to relatively minor variations between mission astrionic equipment lists, was used as an estimating base for coarse sizing of tile power system for remaining missions. 
The spectrum of space tug missions addressed in this study are divided 'lito three classes, (I) unmanned expendable (2) unmanned reusable and (3) manned reus,,;'le. In the interest of ac"jeving acceptable reliability while minimizing cost for the expendable and unmanned reusable tugs the modular concept illustrated in Figure I-I was adopted. Although detailed reliability analysis has not been performed on this power system approach it is expected to be capable of meeting the fail safe and repair criteria for expendable tugs and the fail operational/fail safe criteria on manned reusable vehicles. 
A "quick look" assessment was made of the additional electrical loads imposed by the crew module and propUlsion module equipment in order to determine the impact of an integrated power system located in the tug astrionic module. 
The power distribution concept developed fl>, the synchronous orbit tug follows the modularity concept of Figure I-I. The emergency power supply which would be used only on manned missions has been included to show the routing of power to thos~ critical astrionic loads which would be needed to return the crew safely to an orbital base. 
2.0 STUDY GUIDELINES AND GROUNDRULES 
The following guidelines and groundrules apply to the space tug cl"drical power study effort: 
I. Stomge phases of the tug missions will not be included in the power and net 
energy calculations for any missions other than the lunar landing mission pendwg further definition of storage load magnitudcs and duty cycles. TIlc storage phase 
will be treated as a separate mission and will be analyzed in subsequent study tasks. 
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Figure I-I. Modular Power Concept 
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2. The power system will be sized for the total astrionic system and a "quick look" made at an integrated power system for the total tug. 
3. 
4. 
Power and environmental conditioning may be provided to the space tug astrionics hy a space element when the tug is docked with the element. 
As a minimum. equipment will be designed for a fail safe and repair operation with a fail operational/fail safe condition on equipment required for crew safety. 
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5. Crew module backup systems required after separation from the astrionic module 
are not considered in this study. 
6. Between missions, maintenance will be performed as required to upgrade the 
reliability to the required level. During the mission, maintenance shall be limited 
to switching in redundant systems. 
3.0 SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
The conclusion of this phase of the electrical power system study is that common fuel 
cell power systems varying only in the number of fuel cells, size of reactant tanks and 
addition of an emergency battery power supply can effectively support the entire spectrum 
of candidate missions for the space tug, as defined for this stUdy. The choice of fuel cells for 
this family of missions is supported by identification of space tug mission power/time 
requirements on the power technology map of Figure 3-1 (Reference G-I). This map is 
based on the assumption that the power system is provided with the entire mission reactant 
requirement at liftoff. The region of optimum weight application for fuel cells will be 
greater still if the concept of on-orbit resupply (e.g., prior to entering storage phases) is 
applied to the tug missions. 
The choice of fuel cells for the synchronous orbit baseline mIssIon is based on 
consideration of the factors presented in the selection matrix, Figure 3-2. Most of these 
factors apply equally well to the other space tug missions because of equivalent power levels 
and a relatively narrow range of active phase time durations. The factors shown were 
weighted from 0 to 10 depending on the relative importance of each. For example, low 
weight and availability of hardware were considered very important and thus were weighted 
at a 10 level. The generation of a useful by-product was considered less important and thus 
weighted at a 4 level. These weighting factors are shown at the top of Figure 3-2. Each of 
the electrical power source/conversion candidates were compared for each of the weighted 
factors and assigned a value relative to the weighting factor. For instance. for the low weight 
factor, the fuel cells are relatively light, therefore. it is assigned a high value, 7. The batteries 
are heavy and are assigned a low value, I. Each of the candidates are compared in this 
manner. The totals show that the fuel cells receive the highest total, and they were selected 
as the optimum candidate for electricai power generation, with batteries or fuel cell/battery 
combinations as other advantageous candidates. 
For the lunar landing mission, power requirements arc unique in that they are 
characterized by (I) high energy, short time duration power demands imposed by the 
orbit-to-surface and surface·to-orbit tlight phases followed by extended periods of low 
power storage operation and (2) restraints imposed by operation in the lunar surface 
environment such as the extended periods of darkness which tend to preclude consideration 
of power systems which are dependent on solar energy. For this reason, an additional power 
option (fuel cells and rechangeable batteries) is presented as a cost reduction option. 
The recommendation of fuel cells as the primary power source for the space tug is in 
keeping with the trend now in evidence for contemporary space transportation systems. 
Early phase study results on the space shuttle orbiter, which is characterized by mission 
times in the order of seven days and power levels comparable to those for the tug (with crew 
module support), have advocated fuel cells as the best primary source technology wi th 
ava:lability in !he 1972-73 time frame. A common technology for the space tug and other 
transportation systems would yield signit1cant benefits in distributing of power system 
development costs. 
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4.0 DETAILED ANALYSIS 
4.1 SYNCHRONOUS ORBIT MISSION 
The severe payload weight restraint for the synchronous orbit tug mission dictates 
weight minimization as the dominant trade factor for the power system. Secondary 
selection factors include the need for uninhibited maneuverability (docking, satellite 
retrieval, etc.) and freedom from aerodynamic drag penalties when in low earth orbital 
stomge. 
4.I.1 Power Requirements and Source Selection Criteria 
Power requirement analysis for the synchronous orbit mission was carried out through 
the use of specially prepared work sheets which identified (1) ~striollic equipment 
complement by mission and (2) electrical load per component. From these lists equipments 
were categorized as steady state or intermittent loads through consultation with the 
responsible subsystem engineers. Intermittent or cyclic loads were, then, further analyzed in 
terms of function and usage by mission phase to generate the power profile for the 
synchronous orbit reusable second tug, shown in Figure 4-1. 
From the power profile a time weighted average power of 837 watts was calculated as 
follows: 
Pavg 
where: 
T = 
!J = 
tn = 
Pavg= 
total active mission time (hours) 
time at power level PI (hours) 
time at power level Pn (hours) 
time weighted average power (watts) 
Based on 60 hours total mission time for the synchronous orbit second tug: 
Pavg= 
Pavg= 
2/60 x 1040w + 1/60 x 940w + .5/60 x 840w 
+.14/60 x 900w + 6/60 x 760w + .07/60 x 900w 
+4/60 x 760w + 6/60 x 960w + 24/60 x 800w 
+.14/60 x 900w + 6/60 x 760w + .07/60 x 900w 
+8/60 x 980w + 2/60 x 740w 
836.96:::: 837 watts 
Selection of a power source to satisfy the mission power requirements identified in 
Figure 4-1 is based on the following criteria: 
G-6 
• Weight - compatible with synchronous orbit payload capability 
• Mission Compatibility - non-interference with primary mission objectives (i.e., 
docking, satellite rendezvous, EVA) 
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• 
• 
Availability - technology available in 1972-73 time period 
Autonomy - independent of other space tug modules and other space vehicles 
except for resupply and refurbishment from another space element 
• Cost - cost competitive with other applicable power source technologies but as a 
secondary consideration to low weight 
4.1.2 Applicability of Power Source Technologies 
4.1.2.1 Solar Army/Battery System 
A solar array/battery s:'stem is the lightest available power source for the synchronous 
orbit mission. as seen fron. the power source weight comparison, Figure 4-2 (Reference 
G-2). This system, however, is considered to impose unacceptable penalties in terms of 
mission compatibility and was rejected primarily on the following factors: 
• 
• 
• 
Special vehicle orientation is required to obtain the required power with 
reasonable army area. 
External appendages (array panels) would interfere with docking maneuvers.·EVA 
and communications antenna patterns. 
Solar array aerodynamic drag during low orbit stonlge is significant. It is 
estimated that 1700 pounds of propellant is required to maintain the 100 nm 
orbit for the soiar array area required to generate one kilowatt of power 
(Reference G-3). 
4.1.2.2 Primary Battery System 
A primary battery system is not considered applicable for the synchronous orbit 
mission due to the following prindpal factors: 
• Excessive weight 
• Need for battery replacement after each round trip to synchronous orbit 
On the ba.is of a 60 hour mission at the 840 watt average power h!vel a redundant 
primary battery system using silver-zinc batteries at an energy density of 100 watt-hrs per 
pound would weigh 1008 Ibs. calculated as follows: 
W Bat er Wei ht = Total Mission~nergL 
B· t y g Energy DenSIty 
60 Ius. x 840 watts 50,400 w-h 
WB = = 
. I 00 watt~hrs/lb I 00 w~h7ib 
WB = 504 Ibs x 2 (redundancy I = 1008 Ibs 
G-8 
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Figure 4-:!. Non-Redundant Power Source Weight Comparison-Sync Orbit Mission 
(60 Hr. Duration) 
G-9 
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This weight of batteries alone added to the weight of other power system components 
(cabling, distributors, etc.) would amount to an estimated 1300 pounds for the power 
system which is considered excessive for the synchronous orbit mission. 
4.1.2.3 Fuel Cell System 
As shown in Figure 3-1, the envelope of power-time products for the space tug 
missions falls almost entirely within the region of desirable fuel cell utilization. In addition, 
fuel cells represent the next lightest power source to solar arrays as indicated by the weight 
comparison of Figure 4-2. Fuel cells thus appear to best satisfy the selection criteria 
established for the synchronous orbit mission by virtue of the following factors: 
• Weight - lighter than any source except solar cells 
• Mission Compatibility - non·position sensitive and free of external appendages 
which could interfere with mission operations 
• Reliability - suitable for manned missions of longer duration as demonstrated on 
Apollo and Gemini flights 
• Availability - available with little {)f no development risk due to past program 
experience 
• Autonomy - free of any dependence on external elements except for periodic 
maintenance and resupply of expendables 
• Cost - lowest cost system with acceptable weight. as indicated in Figure 4-3 
(Reference G-2). 
4.1.2.4 Nuclear System 
Nuclear systems are not appropriate for application to relatively low power. short time 
duration missions such as those considered in this study. They were eliminated from further 
consideration for the space tug based on the following factors: 
Availability 
High Cost 
G-IO 
- very questionable due to development lag resulting from lack of 
assigned missions 
- isotope costs vary from as low as $24 <Reference G-4) per thermal 
watt for Strontium 90 (very hazardous) to $500 (Reference (;4) 
per thermal watt for Plutonium 238 (relatively safe) but due to low 
efficiency of conversion devices the ratio of thermal power to 
electrical output power is approximately 20 to I. Thus. the isotope 
cost alone for a Pu 238 fueled system using thermoelectric conversion 
and rated for a I KW electrical output would be on the order of ten 
million dollars. 
- the use of either ra<!;oisotope or nuclear reactor heated systems can 
result in severe radiation hazards and require extremely heavy 
shielding of the power source. particularly for manned missions. 
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(REF. G·2) 
Figure 4-3. Non-Redundant Power Source Cost Comparison -Sync Orbit Mission 
(60 Hr.) 
G·II 
4.1.3 Conclusions 
From this review of available power source technologies it is concluded that a fuel cell 
system is the optimum choice for the synchronous orbit mission. Other power sources 
reviewed, such as solar arrays, primary batteries, and nuclear systems, bave serious 
disadvantages due to (I) excessive weight (2) lack of compatibility with mission objectives 
or (3) lack of availability in the specified 1972-1973 time frdme. 
4.1.4 Preliminary Design - Fuel Cell System 
Based on the above conclusion that a fuel cell system best fulfills the requirements of 
the synchronous orbit space tug mission, preliminary design data for such a system was 
developed for the astrionic module power source. 
4.1.4.1 Fuel Cell Sizing 
In consideration of the 840 watt average power level derived from the power profile. 
Figure 4-1. a fuel cell of nominal one kilowatt capacity was considered initially. Several 
factors such as the preliminary nature of astrionic load data and the potential need for crew 
module and propulsion module support led to the conclusion that more growth margin in 
the basic Electrical Power System (EPS) building hlock should be allowed for initial sizing. 
Thus, the Allis-Chalmers 2 kilowatt. gas/liquid cooled fuel cell modul.;, Figul'\! 44, was 
chosen as the focus for preliminary design. This fuel cell has undergone intensh'e 
development since 1961 under various contracts from NASA (MSFC and MSC) specifically 
for aerospace a:>plication and has received considerable attention in studies performed for 
the USAF. This fuel cell offers a very favorable power-ta-weight ratio (85 Ib/KW) and low 
reactant consumption. 
Following are salient characteristics of the Allis-Chalmers :! KW, capillary matrix fuel 
cell (see Reference G-5): 
Power Output/Module (nominal watts) 
Voltage (volts de) 
Weight (lbs/module) 
Size (overaIHnche.) 
Reactants 
Parasitic Power (watts) 
Specific Energy (approx. wt-hrs/lb) 
Thermal Control Medium 
:!ooo 
29 
169 
16x:!lx3:! 
H,O, (()O -
900· 
Stack-gas cooled (vehicle coolant used 
to cool gas) 
• Weight of reactant tankage and tankage components not included. 
4.1 .4.:! Reactant ReqUirements 
Using the active mission average power level of 840 walts and mission time of 60 hours 
the total number of kilowatt-hours to be supplied by the fuel cell is: 
KWH = 60 x 0.840 = 50.5 kilowatt-hours 
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Applying the specific reactant consumption rate of 0.S3 Ibs/KWH (at 1.5 gross power output and 100 days operation time) yields: 
Weig,llt of Reactant WR = 0.S3 Ibs/KWH x SO.s KWH = 41.S Ibs 
Allowing 10% for reactant boiloff and 10% contingency gives a total reactant weight for the active mission of 50.4 Ibs. Since the reactant is consumed in the ratio of S parts oxygen to I part hydrogen the weight of the individual reactants is: 
W02 = (S/9) 50.4 = 44.S Ibs of 02 
WH2 = (1/9) 50.4 = 5.6 Ibs of H2 
4.1.4.3 Reactant Tank Sizing 
Assuming subcritical cryogenic storage of the reactants the required tank weight is calculated from: 
(I) Ibs of H2 x 1.19 = Ibs of H2 tank (Reference G-7) (2) Ibs of02 x 0.30 = Ibs of 02 tank (Reference G-7) 
Substituting in (I) and (2): 
5.6 x 1.19 = 6.65 Ibs of H., tank 
44.S x 0.30 = 13.45 Ibs 0(02 tank 
Tank volume is calculated from: 
(3) Ibs of H2 x 0.25 = cu. ft of H2 tank (Reference G-7) (4) Ibs of02 x O.QJS = cu. ft of02 tank (Reference G-7) 
Substitutinr in (3) and (4): 
5.6 x 0.25 = 1.4 cu. ft of H, tank 
44.S x 0.0 IS = O.SI cu. ft of 02 tank 
4.1.4.4 Emergency Batlery Sizing (Manned Missions) 
Sizing of an emergency battery. which would be applicable to manned missions c~liy. is based on the following tabulation of critical loads requi~ed to return the crew safely to a space station or other space element: 
G-14 
i\strionic Load 
CPU (computer) 
Bus Control Unit 
Memory 
Unified S-Band Equipment 
SIU/IO 
Mass Storage 
Power (watts) 
SO 
SO 
100 
107 
20 
IS 
z-'''tt.)· ... ~· t • •. --W~- . 
\ 
, 
1 
! 
1 , 
1 , 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
'I' , ,
I 
f 
-
r 
... 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Astrionic Load (Cant) 
Laser Radar 
IMU (Guidance System) 
USB Antenna Control 
Command Decoder 
Total 
Power ( wa tts) 
30 
200 
10 
10 
Using 19 hours. the maximum Ilight time requircd to reach a point of safety (oc,;urs in the lunar landing mission). the energy required from the emergcncy battery is: 
E = 19 Hrs x 12 Amperes (622 watts «, 28 volts) 
E = 418 Ampere hours 
The silver-zinc LEM descent battery illustrated in Figure 4-5 (sec Rel-"rcncc G-8) is typical of the size and type battery required to lilrnish this emergency power. The battery ',auld be subjected to deep discharge (8S',¥) without detectable voltage degradation bec,lUse of the relatively few discharge ':ydcs it wOl::d sec in such emergency service. TIle 30 day wet stand life of the battery cou!;d be c>.tended by design modil"ication if this stand life proves incompatible with tug r.mintenaJJ<:c and repair pro<:edures. 
4.1.4.S Dislribution and Control Concept 
The distribution schemc for the synchronOl:S orbit second space tug is shown in Figure 4-6. In the redundant system shown. both 1 KW fuel cells ked a common power distributor which. in turn. supplies high and low ,urrent auxiliary distrihutors in the "A" and "BOO load distribution subsystems. A bus [ie switch allows a singiL' fud cdl [0 feed the entire astrionic subsystem in the even[ of "Iilure of one fud cell. In normal operation [he system would bc isolated (bus [ie open). ,lI1d the fuel cells would ol)erak in a load sharing mode to reduce electrical stress and ex[cnd fud cdl ,'perating lifetimc. As nut cd preViously. [he componcnts shown in dashed lines arc <lpplicahlc [0 manned missions. only. <lml provide for emergency powcr to critical loads in [he eyen[ of simultaneous r"ilure of both [he "A" and "B" fuel 
,'ell systems (e.g .. meteriod puncture 01 ho[h [ank se[sl. The swi[,hing scheme provides for complete isolation "I' the nitic,,1 load bus from [he norn", I bus distribution system 10 protc~l the cmcrgcn&:y ~lIPJlly from I"lllt~ uL:...:lIrring ill hu~~~ or wiring uf ~hc normal systcm. 
4.1.4.6 Power Weight Sumlllar) 
The power supply and I'0\wr distrlbu[ion wel!!!!t ,1I111I11aries. I"",,,d on preliminary design. Il)r the upper lug fur Ih", ~Yl1d1funoll~ orhit mi",,,,iol1 .In..' prc~~l1h:u in Tilhk 4-1. 
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DISCHARGE CHARACTERISTICS 
TYPICAL 
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<:I ~ 30 
5 28 
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RATE: 16 AMPS 
aooF -
" , 
81311&"MA~~ 
HIGH ENERGY DENSITY, SILVER·ZINC 
PRIMARY LEM (DESCENT) BATTERY 
o 100 200. 300 400 600 
YIELD - AMPERE HOURS 
VOLTAGE (20 CELLS) ............... 21.0 VOLTS (MIN.) 
CAPACITY ....................... 400 A.H. (MIN.) 
• •••••...•..•..•..•.••• 440 A.H. (TYPICAL) 
DISCHARGE RATES ••..•••.••.••.•. NOMINAL: 16.0 AMPERES 
•••.•.•••.•...•• MAXIMUM: 4O.0AMPERES 
OPERATING CONDITIONS 
TEMPERATURE ., ••••...•.•..••••• + 400 F TO + 9(10 F 
MODE OF OPERATION •••.••••••..•• VENTED 
SHOCK •.••••••••.•.••.••••••.•• 16 G'. 
VIBRATION .••••.••••••.••.•.•••• 10 G'. 
LIFE ••••••••.••••.•••..•••..••• 30 DAYS 
WEIGHT ........................ 140 LBS. (MAX.) 
VOLUME •••.•••• , •••••••.••...•• 1642 CUBIC INCHES 
ENERGY DENSITY ..•.••.•••••••.•• 94 WATT HOURS/LB. (TYPICAL) 
..•••.•.••••••••• 8.6 WATT HOURS/CU. IN. (TYPICAL) (REF. G-8) 
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Table 4-1. Power Supply and Power O:-lribution Weight Summaries (Synchronous Orbit -
Second Stage) 
Component QUln'" W. {Eol w. {To.oll 
Fuel Cell 2 169.0 lb. 338lbs 
Reactlnt (H2) - 5.51bs l11bs 
RHCtant (O2) - 44.5Ibs 89lbs 
H2 Tank 2 7.01bs 141bs 
02 Tonk 2 14.01bs 28lbs 
DC Regulator 2 5.01bs 10lbs 
--
Total Power Supply Weight 490 Ibs 
.. 1~ redundancy of fuel cells tanks and reactants 
Component Quan° W. {Eol W. {To.olI 
Power Distributor 1 39.0 lb. 39lbs 
Aux. Power Distributor 4 13.0 I'" 521bs 
Wire and Cables - - 180 lb. 
Mounting Hardware - - 201bs 
Junction Boxes 8 2.01bs 161bs 
Total Power DistributiOn Weight Summ .. y 3071bs 
Total Power Weight Summary 7971bs 
4.~ FUEL CELL APPLICATION TO OTHER MISSIONS 
4.2.1 Spa~-Iu~ 
4.~.1 .1 Commonality of Power Requirements 
As previously noted. with reference to Figure 3-1. the power/time requirements of all 
of the candidate space tug missions addressed in this study lie in the fuel cell domain. Also 
because of Ihe commonality of mission operational phases (i.e .. docking. separation. 
rendezvous) the trade factors which led to the recommendation of fuel cells for the 
synchronous mission apply equally well to the other candidate missions. The fuel cell 
system proposed has considerable tlexibility in adapting to the three mission classes 
(expendable. manned reusable 'lI1d unmanned reusable) by the modular addition of fud 
cells. reactants. tankage and batleries to achieve the required mission reliability. 
4.~.1.2 Power Weight Summary·· All Tug Mi~sions 
Based on the 840 \Va It average power level derived from the synchronous orbit profile 
and adive mission durations as follows. obtained by analysis of the mission prol1les. a 
weight sllllllnary for the spectrum of space tug missions was prepared and appears in Table 
4-2. 
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Spece Tug Million DU"'1:ion of Active Mission Choun' 
Synd'lronous Orbil (First Tug), Reusable 18 
Synchronous Orbit (Second Tug). Reusable 60 
Synchronous Orbit, Expendlble 24 
Lun .. Landing 29 
e_th Orbital Operations 25 
Lurw Qrbihl Operations 25 
Planetery Mission. Reuuble Tug 24 
PlaneAfY Mission, Exp. Tug 7 
Four Stage Saturn V fsee Note 1) 100 
The following assumptions were made in computing the weights: 
• Power distributor and auxiliary power distributor weights will be comparable to 
weights of present IV distributors. 
• Flat cable techniques will be used resulting in an estimated total cable weight 
(signal and power) of 177 pounds. 
• Reactant tankage weight is approximately 40'k of reactant weight (vendor 
supplied rule of thumb). No consideration "·.IS been given to the selection of 
existing or actual cryogenic tanks for these missions. 
4.2.1.3 Reusable Nuclear Shuttle (RNS) Earth/Moon Mission 
The reusable nuclear shuttle mission presents a unique requirement to the astrionic 
module power system by virtue of the high peak power demands associated with operation 
of the NERVA engine. A preliminary analysis of RNS power requirements was made and 
the power profile. Figure 4-7. derived based on the following: 
I. The RNS lunar mission timeline presented in Appendix A. 
2. Power requirements during the three primary modes of NERVA engine operation 
are (Reference G ; 2. G 13): 
a. 9 KW start transient at cooldown initiation 
b. 5.2 KW required during engine burn 
c. 200 walls. average power during woldown 
d. 60 walls. avemge power during coast 
Note I - Sizing assumes that the other three Saturn V stages have separate power systems 
and are independent of the tug ;!strionic module. except for signal interface. 
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3. 
4. 
Electrical load imposed by astrionk equipment is 0.84 KW, ;! .... "rage. in addition to the NERVA engine requirements. 
No electrical loads. other than those itemizt'd in (2) and (3). are fed by the 
astrionic module power system. 
Examination of the power profile. Figure 4-7, shows that th,! 2 kilowatt fuel cell proposed for the other tug missions can adequately support the RNS mission, if peaking batteries are added to supply the short duration peak power demands imposed by NERVA (loads in excess of rated fuel cell capacity). The fuel cell system is particularly applicable to the RNS mission because of its total containment within the nuclear shuttle vehicle and resultant protection against NERV A engine radiation which could degrade externally mounted power sources. su~h as solar arrays. 
4.2.1.3.1 Peaking Battery Requirements. As shown by the shaded areas of the power profile. the maximum energy requirement above the 2 KW fuel cell rating is 1.72 kilowatt-hours which occurs during the first NERV A burn. The secondary battery weight required to supply this energy. using silver-zinc secondary batteries at an energy density of 22 watt-hours per pound (55w-h/lb at 50';; depth-of-discharge) is ulculated as follows: 
1.72 x 103 watt-llrs WB = 
22 watt-hrs/lb 
= 781bs. 
The minimum time between engine burns is approximately 60 hours (2nd burn to 3rd burn). thus allowing ample time for battery charging between burns from the fuel cell primary source. Since all other burns are of considembly less energy content than the first. a battery sized for the initial burn will easily support the subsequent burns required for this mission. 
4.2.1.3.2 Euel Cell EneTID' Re.9,uiremen(l;. The unshaded portion of the power profile. Figure 4-7. represents energy to be supplied by the primary fuel cell power system. Summation of the power-time prodlKts from the profile yeilds a total energy requirement of 270 kilowatt-hours which must be supplied by the fuel cell system. At a spednc reactant consumption of 0.83 Ibs per kilowatt hour and with boiloff and contingency allowances of 10',; em:h. the required wdght of fuel cell rea.:tant is: 
WR = C.83 ib/kwh x 270 kwh = 
plus IO'/' boiloff allow 
plus 10'.; contingency 
Total weight of reactant = 
2241bs 
231bs 
231bs 
270lhs 
This .:alculation allows fur hattery .:harging hy the fuel .:ell system. al an energy efticienc~ or 70'·; for th,' si!'~r-/.inc balkrics. 
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4.2.1.3.3 Preliminary Weight Statement. Based on the foregoing analysis, the estimated 
weight of the power system for the RNS earth/moon mission, with 100% fuel cell, reactant, 
tank and battery redundancy, is: 
2 - 2 kw fuel cells@' 169lb/each 
2 - sets of peaking batteries @ 78 Ib/set 
270 Ibs reactant/fuel cell x:1 F.C.'s 
2 - sets reactant tanks @ 108 Ib/set 
·Power distribution and conditioning 
Total weight of power system 
3381bs 
1561bs 
540 Ibs 
2161bs 
3071bs 
15571bs 
·From Table 4-2; weight for unmanned reusable missions 
This weight appears compatible with values obtained for the other tug missions. leading 
to the conclusion that the combination of 2 KW fuel cells and silver-zinc secondary 
batteries, to support peak loads. constitute a prime candidate power system for the 
tug-supported RNS mission. 
4.2.2 Other Space Trans~lOrtation Systems 
Reference has already been made to the current interest in fuel cell systems for space 
transportation systems such as the orbiter vehicle of the space shuttle. The Air Force has 
also indicated an intense interest in fuel cells as the primary source for hypersonic aircraft 
and the so-called "aerospace plane." A trade study conducted for the Air Force entitled 
"Fuel Cells for Air Force Requirements" (Reference G-9) in October 1967 concludes that 
fuel cells are the best choice for manned orbital and space missions which extend for more 
than a few days and involve vehicles designed primarily for transportation purposes. This 
conclusion is supported by trade-off data from that study which is presented as Table 4-3. 
showing that fuel cells represent a superior choice in terms of low weight and low cost pcr 
mission based on projected performance in the next 20-30 years. It should be noted that 
total power system cost for the aerospace plane program are distributed over SO missions to 
obtaill the per-mission weight and cost ligures presented in T .. ble 4-3. The signilicant weight 
and cost increases for the "single-shot" sources (silwr-Linc primary and metal-oxygen 
batteries) are due to the need for replacement after each mission, whereas. the fuel cells. 
secondary batteries and turbinc-gencrators arc reusable sources. Silver-zinc secondary 
battery weight is high because of 1,lle conservative depth of discharge (40'if) and specilic 
energies 40 WH/LB employed. 
4.3 CONSIDERATIONS FOR INTEGRATED TUG POWER SYSTEM 
One goal of the study is to make a "quick look" assessment of the advantages and 
disadvantages of an integrated tug power system. that is. a central power system located in 
the astrionk module and capable of supplying the total combined mission requirements of 
the astrionic loads. crew module loads and propulsion module loads. The obvious advantages 
of this approach arc reduced power system design time and reduced weight through 
elimination of duplicate power sources. Potential disadvantag~s include overdesign of the 
power system for missions on which the crew module is not /lown and total dependence of 
. the crew module on the astrionic module for its electrical power supply (except for portable 
life support systems). The usc of an integrated power system would parallel the Apollo 
command module/service module concept in wh;.11 all primary power sourc.!s (fuel cells) for 
the crew support functions <Ire located in the adjacent service module. 
Table 4-3. Weight and Cost Trade-Offs for Aerospace Plane Mission-
Povver Source Wt-CO't .... Miaionu 
Wt (1111) 
High Current Densitv' Fuel Call at 0.9 Volts/Cell 
Fuel Cell BoI..,., 1151bo1KWI 15.0 
Cry""nlc H2 + T ........ 19.2 1111 H2 x 2.5) 23.0 
Cry""nic 02+ TanklliiO 1731111 ~ x 1.5; 110.0 
Total Fuel Cell lImerv SVllem 14i.O 
Low Cuneol Oonsil'( Fuel Cell .. 1.1 Volts/Citl 
Fuel Cell ~ 125 IIII/KWI 25.0 
Cryogenic H2+ Tonkop (7.51111 H2 x 2.5) 18.8 
Cry""nic 02 + Tonk ... 159.8 1111 02 x 1.5) 89.7 
Toul Fuel CeIlBfitBfY System 133.5 
Silver-Zinc SecoodM'y Battery 
(cycle life of 5Of'iat 40% discMrge, 40 Wltt-hour 
per Ib of batter,!, or 25 Ibs/KWH' 2,500.0 
Single.shot Silver·2inc PrimifY BIIttery 
(100 Wltt·hour per Ib of battery, or 
1011ll/KWH) 1,000.0 
Possible Siogfe-5hot Metal·Oxygen Battery: 
(200 .-tt-hour per Ib of battery. or 
Sibs/KWH) 500.0 
Future Gas Turbine-Generator Set (H2-0?1 
Gas Turbine-Generator Set Equipment 20.0 
Cryogenic H2 + Tankop (191bs H2 x 2.5) 47.5 
Cryogenic 02 + Tankage n51 Ibs 02 x 1.G) 226.5 
Togi GIS Turbine-Generator 294.0 
.. Mission Time 100 Hours for 50 Missions; Auxiliary Power = 1 KW and 100 KWH 
.. " For Target or Projected Performance in 20 - 30 Years 
':-IS) 
10.00 
4.800 •• 
10.400 •• 
25:20 
8.10 
3.760 •• 
8.40· .. • 
20.26 
100.00 
20,000.00 
40,000.00 
1.0 
9.50··· 
21.10··· 
31.60 
••• Assumed Cryogenic Tanks at S10.00per Ib of Dry Tank and Last (Life' for ill! Missions (SOJ 
4.3.1 Crew Module Requirements_ 
Although study time limitations precluded a detailed analysis of the electrical loads 
imposed on the tug power system by the crew module, preliminary estimates of these loads 
were obtained from the crew module study contractor. These estimates are presented in 
Table 44. 
• 
Table 4-4. Power Requirements for Crew Module 
Crew Module Funclion POWIr (v.ns) Power (v.us' 
(3 min crew' (6f'1111n crew' 
Crew.nd CI'ItW Support 15 30 Food~nt 20 40 
_Mo_nt 77 128 Temp .• Humidity Conlrol 110 184 Almo~ic PurifiCIIlion 230 384 Instrumenution II Controls 110 110 At~ic Supply 250 418 Unscheduled Experiments __ 0 
----l!Q Subto .. ls 812 1344 20% Contingency 
--ill 2ti9 Subtotals 974 1613 Displays (.trionlc equipnwnd ~ 840 
1814 2m 
4.3.2 Propulsion Module Requirements 
No estimate of tug propulsion module loads was available for this study. However. it is estimated that these loads would be comparable to those estimated for the space shuttle orbiter which are approximately 500 watts (see Refer1:nce G-IO). Duration of propulsion loads are expected to be in the order of minutes and, thus. would be handled by the addition of peaking batteries in preference to incruasing prime power source rating. 
4.3.3 Impact on Power System Sizing 
Assuming that peaking batteries can, in fact. be used to support propUlsion module loads the effect of an integrated power system concept would be to increase the required rdting of the individual fuel cell modules and to double or triple the amount of fuel cell reactant to be carried at time of tug activation. The total load requirements obtained by adding the requirements for the 3 and 6 man crew modules to the 0.84 KW average load for astrionics equipment are 2.65 KW and 3.29 KW, respectively. Thus, an increase to a 3 KW basic fuel cell module would probably be required unless the crew module load duty cycles are significantly less than 100%. If a more detailed analysis of crew module loads reveals that substantial load blocks are intermittent in nature it is possible that the 2 KW units could be retained. as this unit has an ov.:rload capability of 4.5 KW for a S minute period. 
In any case, the amount of additional fuel cell reactants required would be significant. Based on the 60 hour mission time of the synchronous orbit se'.:ond tug and the crew module power requirements presented in 4.3.1, the additional reactant and taok weight for crew module support would be: 
3 man crew - 253 Ibs 
6 man crew - 342 Ibs 
These figures are based on 100',> fuel cell redundancy and a reactant consumption rate of 0.83 Ibs/KWH. 
Required weight of peaking batteries cannot be estimated until a thorough analysis of the total load profile for the integrated power sY3tem is made including the ma!lnitude and duration of propUlsion module peak load requirements. 
(;-25 
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4.4 LUNAR LANDING MISSION 
A secondary mission addressed in the power system analysis is the lunar landing 
mission for the space tug. From a power system standpoint this mission is characterized by 
full power operation for time intervals measured in hours followed by V?ry low power 
operation for periods in excess of one month (lunar and orbital storage). Unique constraints 
imposed on the power system by this particular mission are: 
• Oper.ltion in extended periods of sunlight and darkness on lunar surface. 
• Non-interference with vehicle maneuvering capability as required in lunar take-off 
and landing. 
• No exposure of power system components susceptible to damage by the lunar 
environment. 
4.4.1 Mission Power Requirements and Source Selection Criteria 
Due to non-~' dilability of delinitivl! electrical load requirements for the tug astrionic 
equipment. the following load ligures were estimated from present Instrument Unit 
requirements and on the premise that a passive (non-power consuming) thermal control 
would be used: 
Equipment Type Flight Phases Storage Phases 
Guidance and Navigation 
Instrument & Communications 
Battery Charging 
900 walls 
000 walls 100 walts 
100 walts 
.:!OO watts Totals 1500 walls 
Using thL'Se r"'v,~r requirements a preliminary power protile and energy budget for the lunar 
landing n'.~ "ion were developed. as shown in Figure 4-iS. 
Selection of a power source to satisfy the mis.,ion requirements identilied in Figure 4-8 
is based on the following criteria: 
• \Ve~t· compatible with lotal aslrionic module weight allowance 
• Volume compatible with total aslrionic module volume allowance (storable for 
launch in cargo bay of shuttlcl 
• 
• 
• 
Cost Effl'ctivcness optimill'd for both reusable and expendable versions of 
space tug 
Rehability ,,<lequate for manned missions bUI suitable for remote operation 10 
aIlO\·;-·u~,con unmanned versions 
Mission Compatibility mlllimum illterference with primary space tug mission 
objectives ill'.Iu<ll1lg docking ol'erations. long term orbital storage and lunar 
landing and take-off 
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LUNAR STOR£GE 
." .. , . . 
. -. ':' . --
OUTBOUND 
ORBITAL 
STORAGE 
1410 42 DAYS ----<11011"".1-- 1. HRS +- 1410 28 DAYS TIME" 
UNDOCK REDOCK 
POWER PROFILE 
TOTAl. MISSION ENERGY 
379.5 KWH 
ENERGY BUDGET 
Figure 4-8. Power/Energy ReqUirements Lunar Landing Mission 
• Autonomy - independent of other space tug modules and other space vehicles 
except for resupply and refurbishment from space station 
• Crew Safety - maximized by use of proven technologies and with adequate 
provisions for emergency operating modes 
G-n 
4.4.2 Applicability of Power Source Technologies 
4.':2.1 Solar Array/Battery System 
A solar array/battery pow::r system coull:! satisfy all of the stated criteria for the lunar 
landing mission with the important exception of mission compatibility. The two major areas 
of incompatibility are: 
• The need for array orientation which might conflict with tug maneuverability and 
the presence of external appendages which would callse interference with docking 
operations, EVA and communications antenna patterns. 
• The long period of darkness which would require an unacceptable weight of 
secondary batteries to power the system during lunar night (14 earlh-day 
duration). 
Solar array systems would also be less cost effective than chemical conversion systems 
as shown in the cost comparison chart, Figure 4-9 (Reference G-2). 
4.4.2.2 Primary Battery System 
A primary (non-rechargeable) battery system is unacceptable for the tug lunar landing 
mission due to excessive weight. Using the projected energy density achievable with 1973 
technology of 100 watt-hours per pound, the weight of primary batteries alone (excluding 
other components of the power and distribution system) would be 2500 pounds. 
4.4.2.3 Fuel Cell System 
A fuel cell system satisfies all of the power source selection criteria but is not the most 
cost effective system when applied to the high power, short time duration flight phases. This 
is due to the fact that the fuel cell must be sized to support the maximum power demand 
(1.5 KW) Which, in the case of the lunar landing mission, represents only a small percentage 
of the total mission time. It does, however, represent the lightest applicable power source 
for this mission as shown in the weight comparison chart. Figure 4-10 (Reference G-2). 
4.4.2.4 Secondary Battery/Fuel Cell System 
A system comprising secondary batteries to support the high power short duratio[) 
phases of the lunar landing mission in conjunction with small fuel cell units capable of 
recharging the batteries during the extended lunar and orbital storage periods offers an 
attractive power option for the lunar landing mission. It appears to be the most cost 
effective system because the lower cost batteries can readily supply the mission flight phases 
(19 hours maximum duration) with a resultant drastic reduction in required kw rating and. 
hence. in cost of the fuel cells. While considerably heavier than the fuel cell system (Figure 
4-10) it is more readily expandable with increasing astrionic load requirements by virtue of 
the simplicity of a hattery system (e.g .• peripheral equipment such as reactant tanks, water 
recovery systems, etc. needed for large fuel cells are not required). 
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Figure 4·10. Power Source Weight Comparison 
4.4.2.5 Nuclear Power Systems 
The lunar landing mission does not represent a feasible application of nuclear power 
systems, primarily because of the high cost and shielding weight pen~l~il's i .. vclyed with such 
systems. In addition, the development status of both radioisotope :md reii~tor heated power 
systems makes their availability for the projected space tug hilrdware »rocurement dates 
very questionable. 
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4.4.3 Conclusions 
Preliminary analysis of the electrical power requirements for the tug lunar landing 
mission and a survey of aV2ilable power conversion technologies indicate that these 
requirements can be supported by a secondary battery/fuel cell system at minimum cost. 
This system offers a distinct advantage is cost effectiveness due to the use of batteries for 
the high power, short duration, orbit to lunar surface and return r-!la~es. A system 
comprising fuel cells as the primary source with supplemental peaking batteries 10 
significantly lighter but is more complex and costly than the hybrid battery/fuel cell system. 
4.4.4 Preliminary Design - Lunar Landing Mission Power Option 
4.4.4.1 Battery Sizing 
Reference to Figure 4-7 shows that the maximum energy which must be supplied by 
the battery system is 28,500 watt-hours dUling the lunar ascent phase of the mission. 
For silver-zinc secondary batteries, which provide the best obtainable energy density 
(watt-hours per pound), the maximum permissible depth of discharge to achieve the desired 
cycle life (72 charge-discharge cycles in 3 year, 36 mission tug lifetime) is 45% without 
voltage degradation. . 
The energy capacity of the baltery system must then be: 
28,500 watt-hrs. 
0.45 
= 63,400 watt-hrs. 
Assuming an energy density of 55 watt-hours per pound, predicted achievable by 
Ag-Zn secondary batteries by 1975, the total weight of batteries required is: 
63,400 watt-hours = 1150 Ibs. 
55 w-h/lb. 
Based on a 28 voU OC system. the total battery ampere-hour requirement is: 
63,400 watt-hrs. = 2265 ampere-hours 
28 volts 
Assuming that the total ampere hour requirement is supplied by ten (10) 225 amp-hr 
units, failure of a single battery would result in loss of only one-tenth of the system 
capacity. 
4.4.4.2 Battery Charging 
Using a 70% watt-hour efficiency, which is typical for silver-zinc secondary batteries, 
the energy which must be replaced during the lunar storage charging period is based on the 
battery energy expended during the ten (10) hour luna," landing phase or: 10 hrs. x 1500 
watts = 15,000 watt-hours, plus the charging losses. Charging energy which must be supplied 
by the fuel cells t" th~!l: 
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15,000 watt-hours - 21 400 tt . 
- , wa -.r..nurs 
0.70 
Based on a 30 hour charge rate for the batteries, the required charging power is: 
21 ,400 wa tt -hours 
30 hours 
= 715 watts 
To minimize required fuel cell capacity and, hence, cost and because there is ample 
time to accomplish battery charging in serial fashion, it is assumed that on~-tenth of the 
total charging power will be supplied to a single battery until it reaches the charged state at 
which time charging power will be switched to the second unit, etc., until all units are fully 
recharged, in a total elapsed time of 300 hours 02.5 days). Any additional available 
charging time will be used to sequentially sc;;.n and trickle charge the batteries to replace any 
energy lost due to self-discharge and insure full battery capacity for the ascent phase. 
4.4.4.3 Fuel Cell System 
The fuel cell system to perform the battery charging function and to supply the power 
to astrionic loads which are activ~ during the lunar storage phase consists of a single 
200-watt unit similar to the Allis-Chalmers radiation cooled unit developed for Air Force 
orbital operations, with its associated reactant tanks and electrical supervisory subsystem. 
Due to its radiation cooling concept which utilizes louvered shutters over a variable 
emissivity heat rejection surface, its light weight (31 lbs.) and small size, this type unit is 
greatly simplified compared to the liquid cooled units flown on past missions. The fuel cell 
approaches a battery in installation simplicity since the only peripheral equipments required 
are the hydrogen and oxygen reactant tanks and ports for exhaust of product water. The 
physical configuration of the proposed fuel cell is shown in Figure 4-11. 
4.4.4.4 Schematic 
The power distribution scheme for the lunar landing mission is illustrated in Figure 
4-12. A segmented distribution bus is shown with provisions for 100% redundancy of the 
battery charging system shown by dashed lines. In this concept the astrionic loads needed 
for the stomge phases of the mission would be switched to the "storage bus," removing load 
from the A and B battery buses during battery charging. The bus tie switches between the 
storage bus and the A and B battery buses would be closed, during emergency modes only, 
to allow powering critical astrionic loads from the fuel cell(s) in the event of battery system 
failure. 
4.4.4.5 Weight Summary 
Table 4-5 is a weight summary of the baseline and redundant versions of the 
battery/fuel cell system. Included in the table is 2 summary of the alternate system using 
two kilowatt fuel cells as the primary source, with peaking batteries provided for loads in 
excess of fuel cell capacity and for emergency power. As shown in this summary, a weight 
saving of 648 pounds is obtainable with the primary fuel cell system. without redundancy. 
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Table 4-5. Weight Summary 
System Secondo"" aottOfY/Fuel Cell 
Non·Rodundon' Rodundon. 
component Weith· Q...., Weigh. a-
Ea:h CLboI Total CLboI 
-.v 115 10 1150 10 Fuel Cell 31 1 31 2 R_ ...... CH2. 0 21 
- - 119 
-
_",Tonks 
- 2 48 4 
8IC1o<y Chorpr 8 1 8 2 
OCR ......... 15 2 30 4 
WIre a CIbIe • 
- - 177 
-Oistributors 35 5 115 5 
Relays • Switches TBD THO 30 Tao 
Mounti .. H ....... Tao THO 15 TBD 
--
Total EPS Weight 1783 
OClbfe _itht eJtlrapole1" hom IU caIbIe weight of 482 fbs ...... nws ute of fl., cable 
18CImiqurIs for.1 wins AWG No. 16 and lIMn .. 150')1, weflht nduc:tionl Md 
nductton in s .... wiring by vinue of Data Bus (50'% q&W11ity reduct01I. 
4.5 APPLICATION OF POWER MANAGEMENT CONCEPTS 
Weigh. 
TotaICLboI 
1150 
62 
23B 
96 
16 
60 
250 
175 
50 
20 
--
2117 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this appendix is to present guidelines. assumptions, considerations, and 
a preliminary design for space tug communications. The objectives of this study were to: 
• 
• 
Identify the parameters which affect thc design of the tug communications 
Configure composite tug .:ommunications which would cover the spectrum of tug 
operdtions 
• Identify the fun.'tional components required for each lug mission 
• Estimate the power. size. and weigh! of the communications components to 
support the overall astrionic module design 
Of the basic tug design missions for astrionics as described in a previous appendix of 
this report, the unmanned synchronous mission received the most emphasis. However. all of 
the missions were considered sufficiently to permit a composite design to satisfy the 
reqUirements of all known missions. 
The level to which the communications could be conccptually designed was limited by 
the lack of definit..: communic(ltions requiremcnts in the form of bandwidth. data rdtcs. 
redundancy rcquimd. ctc. Howevcr. sufficient groundruies and gUidelines did exist to make 
the conceptual design mcaningful for planning pu;rposcs. 
2.0 GUIDELINES. ASSUMPTIONS, AND CONSTRAbt\'TS 
2.1 GENERAL 
TIle mcrall rcqum:nlt:nl fOI" tug ':Olltlltllm~atlOn, " SImply to prontk tlte 
CC.IIluuunication "'1'lI1C~'" reqUIred lur slIc.:=1111 lug operutlOlL', TIII:se s-en-It:\. . \%ill include 
uplink conlll1<llld and 'OICC dlannct-. [lro~islOu fcr tracl;ll1~ mId r.lIlg.mg, and downlink data. 
voic'lil, and TV on Unilied S,BaIlU I USB). VHF rangmg .md EVA ,01lt1ltUm,atlons "'ill be 
pro\idl!d olS reqUired 
TIIC ~n~ral bUulelmc,," ror tit" 'pa .. -.: ,,,t: .t~irtu;U' ')~ICCl ,!ud~ arc rn.'Wntcd III .. 
pre\1l'Jus appi:ndlt.. TIl<lS.: Wltl.:1! mllSl ctm:.:tI) afI",,! It.;: .ommum.:allOlU blicml ~.: 
• ('<lmrat1hrll:~ %'110 dmHlr eJ1th ",,-bltt::g .J'l">" tl.!ll, .. " .H.lSS •. t:;= ,ninl.tr:; 
~r..;:.:;: ~lItm;1 ,l.OSS. r.~~~~.· n:td;;"" tfClt~(h: ,R~~Sl . .:::d CltL""Z't! t~ 
/I. (·crn;>.!UbClt~ \ut1l .;tID'. \\,tp-~d Sr-~ •• , H.-Pl !'I.z:,.."l& aM.'iFNn D..-;p S!:-h'" 
N~"nJ& It1S):'''ht1 tb f"s •• ""'..0._ (.1'~:-~ i.e .... 5'':';Cl GSl.lSn 
.' 4. c::;::.::1!~~cr;. ~~~ .. ' t!;L t"\:~~ \o.l~~2~2;; "'il~:.:.~t:1 cURSS~ t:1 .. c·t:;:=-_",!.W 
~r::...::::~::-'C:..L!:-:,c ~:::l:;.;L::::~:...'<:> 
I 
! 
, r: 
l 
~' 
.' 
• Capable of maintaining a quiescent status for up to 180 days. 
• Minimize power and weight. 
2.3 ASSUMPTIONS 
The following assumptions have been made in conjunction with this study: 
• The prime communications link with the tug will be in the S-band frequency 
range of 2.1 to 2.3 GHz. 
• The man.o:.<!d missions will require VHF voioo for communications with other 
elements ,uch as shuttle, space stations, al'id RNS. The VHF system can also 
provick ranging data. EVA communication:; will be via VHF. The storage mode 
command receiver will also operate in the Vl\IF band. Two VHF bands (136 - 150 
MHz and 260 - 297 MHz) arc available for the above. 
• DRSS and/or Tactical Communications Satellite (TACSAT) will. be operating in 
19i7 when the space tug is scheduled to begin operating. 
• Any support for tile tug payload (other than in:ercom service orTV)l:r.quired.of 
the communications subsystem will be through the data bus standard interlace 
units (Stu). 
• TIle DSN ground stations (85-fecl and 210-feet diameter antennas) win be 
avuilable for lunar :md planetarY lIIis,.ion5. The 85-foot an.tcnna will be aVll.ila.blc 
when TV is required from the tug: at synchronous orbit altitUde. 
2.4 CONSTRA{!\'T!) 
The following arc consIdered conslmints which wilIliffcct tl\;! cOlllmUllicatio(1.'J.Uesillll: 
• nlC ~chiclc dbll1ctcr of 14 feet will require OIllIlL untCnil3s 10 b<! piac~: on 
opposite sid;::; to obtain Ilcur ollll1i dirc~lion:l1 CQVC,Jt,C. 
o ,\slrionic nl\luak height of 4 fi:ctpl'lccs a cOlIstr-Jiut 011 t~ niOIUlting orlItc iL 
fcet diJllleler hii;Jin OlntCl1llZl If it is located in i/le :lslnoll;c module:. The 
II1:!XimLUIt :1Uo .... ':lble Ulmtute diam!:\er a!Sl) lIit:;lIlS Ille h.i1;;lhtailMt\n;l;mu~t ~ 
stored withilt the \"Chich: .mu erected for us<:. 
• C'omp;llihlTlty \Utb &lSFN Ullt! Af SGLS In:!}' require two $I!is of eqUipnicllt 
d;;p.:nI!ms em tlle m!~>ioll. 5~lJ.<:;: MSFN .!Ut! SGI;.S l;!nir;gd s-bg@;l:<JlI~t js 
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2.5 MISSIONS 
The detailed mission descriptions are given in a previous. appendix of this report. The 
unmanned synchronous orbit (reusable or expendable) mission was used. as the baseline for 
this study. TIllS communications study considered the foliowing lUg missions: 
• Synchronous orbit; unmanned, reusable or expendable 
• Lunar landing; manned with unmanned capability 
• Low earth orbit; manned with unmanned capability 
• Lunar orbit; manned with unmanned capability 
• Planetary; unmanned. This is a boost mission only and maximum range was given 
as 30,OOONM. 
• Reusable nuclear shuttle; manne.d. or unmanned. This mission involves the use of 
the 'tug astrionic module equipment for the RNS. 
• Four Stage Saturn V; manned or unmanned. The tug is the 4th stage of a Saturn 
V launch. vehicle und, ill addition to providing the launch functions, the astrionic 
module may operdte on any mission up to lunar distances. 
3.0 SUMMARY OF RESULTS. 
The results of this study are: 
• An estimation of the tug communicatioll requirements 
II, A pl'l.1liminary desiglt for space tug CQlllmUlticatiOlls 
.; The iJlcntification of the equipIIICnt required to meet communications 
requirements. eslirnatioll or~quipment chamcteristics :lIld.missionusa~ 
.; J~enlifica.tioll of the design par.JlIlctclS an<l CQllsido:r.lliollS 
A S\lIllm3r)' of tug COmnltlllil:utiOlls interface rCI)Uin!IIICIll5 is gi\"t!1I in T:!W.~ 3-1 and 
ill.l!siralcd: in f-iElAro 3-1. The most ~wn: !!Cljuirclnent is th:!t for TV tllll\Slllission fram the 
tll!. Thi$ requiremi!ut will dictale u hith-"1in mll;:1\111l o~llhc 1uganll. the usc of u l'llfC 85 ft. 
di:II'IC\~f U't'llll!\ untCIlIl:t. for synchronous orbit IIl11iSions_ 
(lllty fO.llr different cqllipment cOllfij;t!t"J.tIOns mmlted. with the QiffCi"Cll~~"Uu8!d by 
whO:ifi<:r ill\! \"chilllc .... ,,. ll];llllled or UIlIn;UlIICd or wilcther 10111; free drift st(ll':l~ in c;1rth 
Qfbit ,\!';ISte4111!reu. 
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Table 3·1. Space Tug Communications Requirements Summary 
-
R_ 
-
RFLink 
-
c.rior CftennII/Function c_ _ .. - _I .... 
F_ ............ 
-
.... -
TUlIOa.FN All 2.2-'!'::QHz .-0_ • MH. 12.db 
-'.OOO.HM 
..... 1 - Voice 3kHz .2. 2<.000 "'" 
1 - TJlIId.I,. 50 KHz '2. 210._.NM 
1-TV- 2.JtMHz 30. 
raFN,orDIN All :U'-2.2GHz '-D~ 30KHz '2'" ....... -tlt,T"I l-V,*- 3KHz .2. 
1 -Track,,. 50KHz. 
.2" 
T.,. til !IItutI6e; &to",,", 131 MHz • -Dioi'"' 50KHz .2. --1OONIA 
_R!laLo. 
R __
t - Vatc. 3KHz '2'" S,-.... .. TUII, &tO~ 131"'z. .-0_ 5OKH;: '2'" 
-.. -S"""R"Lo. 
R __
t - Voice, 3KHz .2. 
TlJII 10 DMIS- ~Ortt>It U-2.3GHlt .-0_ 30KHz. '2'" 24.DIXt,NM 
l-V" 3KHz .2. 
1 ~. Treckifte 10kHz .,dD 
D~_IOT .. EI]r1h (Jrrbit 2.1-2.2GHz. .-D_, JO Kij.z. '21Jb ~~ .... 
l-VDim 3KHz .2. 
l-T~. 10KHz. 12., 
.. 
T,._.EVA .... """"-I. 1.~ar l-Y~ 3 tcttz .2. -~fl. 
-.MHz 
-
.~. 
EVA.II:l,T'4, All ......... , ~~ ...... t-v.G, 31(~ '2. ' .... ~t...tfk'-* 
'-DlOjtoI 1 KHit 1:t~ 
A composite communications fUllctional blo;:k diagr.lm is illustrated in Figure .3-2. It 
S>~ws nl! of the equipment needed for the totlll tug missions in simplex form. 
A 'Ur.lilled s-band system was CllOSCIl for the tug-to-ground Iiuk because t.f its 
u\,;lilnbiHty (sp~ce ami ground systems). its ability to it;'lIull!! the reqlliremcnTh of 
simultaneous P\7M data. \'Oiee. and TV on the downlillk. :mll il. ability 10 p.mide 
comma.nds arnl voice 011 the uplink. It also pro~idcs lra.:kll\J;; aud r.lll.!;illl~ d!Jla. A hi~'!'Iin 
(4 ft. dbmc!Clr) siccr .. blc ;!l1tcrtn:t 011 tile tug appears ne.:=a11' to mainbht the reqtl!r;:d 
situal to noise r:llio for commercial qUlllit), TV on the downlink. A simples system has 
t::nt:!lh-cly been ehosen bee.lUsc of rclati\1!ly short durntion ffiissions (42 day ma:.;mulll) 
;mil the nbiIH:.' 10 tn:lintatn tilll S~i,.tcm by replaCelUCllt III sp""'. 
A YlIr n>ice link IS n.·,:ummcndcd for tIn: manned lntS'>tons. Th~ redund;!l1c~ tUHF 
and VHF) is desir.lbll! from a mission !XJlDt of ..-iew anll the L-um:nt plar.nmg for the shllttle 
and Sl);tce ~taltoll nr-d;;.: use of VHF for tIte plinlc \1:1fli;!c-to-\chicl\! commulll.:atiolls !illk 
{iter U-uJ. Thus VHF IS r;:quln~d OD the tug fot .. -nml';ttibibt~. VHf !Ii .>1ttr.lCII~ for the 
\-.:ll1c!c-{l»\'"cm.:lc Itnk bc..:auw It t, 15S l<'J5;;CpUble to 51:;11.11 dropouts du:; to trregubrities. in 
t~ .. nlimnot [!.1ltcm 11m v.ill !lCnml I1:'lt1bl~ '"il~ .'tM'llmUnllriltIOll.' .rod rolmll.ll1U. 
n:ptd!<.~ of n:hiclc.aUltu~. f~_'m f'tpirt' 4·1. II C en be..:= tr.;tl !~pmrer IS n:qllm:!i oJ\: .. 
Icl'r:,f tkq~:n"1i .\~llF' 't!L-~ c..':m!iI oL"!!(,."!1~" for.1 t1\'CQ t! 6t:.;:!i.~ 
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The incorporation of a ranging capability within the VHF system may be required to 
be compatible with the shuttle and space station. 
A Command Decoder Electronic unit is required to perform sUb-bit decoding and to 
provide the interface between communications equipment and the standard interface imit of 
the data bus. It also performs as the active decoder in the storage mode of operatlon. 
Redundancy is planned. 
A VHF command receiver is required to receive commands when the tug is ,n the 
storage mode. Redundant receivers are planned. 
Th~ equipment required for tug communica"(ions is listed in Table 3-2. The table gives 
estimates of the characteristics of size, weight, power, and heat dissipation. The equipment 
usage on a mission basis is listed along with the total system requirements of weight, power, 
and heat dissipation. 
The communications design should exploit the concept of modular design to make 
reconfiguration and maintenance in space relatively easy. Most of the communications 
equipment is small and has a natural interface for removal. Other larger equipment, such as 
the USB equipment, will be divided into functional units as lowest rep! Jceable units. 
The communication sub"ystem design parameters are discussed in a later section of this 
appendix. Aside from user requirements, the important design considerations are: 
.. Bandwidth 
e Onboard transmitter power 
18 Frequency 
III Antenna gain (size) at transmitter and receiver 
G Factors of power, size, weight 
e Cost 
iii Reliability and maintainability 
This study has brought out the fact that better definition of tIle user requirements for 
communications is required in order to permit a more detailed design analysis. A number of 
assumptions were necessary to arrive at the preliminary design proposed in this report. 
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Characteri~tics 
Component Name Quantity Size Im.1 Weight Power 
leachl {eachl Iwalts} 
W H 0 Ilbs) Act. Slby, 
UnifJed S·Band Equipment 1 21 n 7 42 107 
USB Diplener 1 4 3 1 0,5 -
USB Antenna SWitch 1 2 2 1 0,3 -
USB Po ..... er Divider 1 3 2 1 0.5 -
USB Omnl Anl€lnnas 4 6 3 3 0,5 
-
USB Hi Gain Amenna Control 1 10 8 5 8 10 
USB Hi'Gain,Antenna 1 48 12 12 -
VHF Transceiver EquIpment 1 15 7 5 15 25 
VHF Dlplexer 1 4 3 4 1 -
VHF Power DIVider 1 3 2 1 0,5 -
VHF Omnl Antennas 2 2 11 5 1.2 
-
VHF Command Receiver 2 4 6 2.5 2 1 0.5 
Command Decoder ElectrOniCs 2 8 5 4 10 5 3 
TV Camera 1 2 6 10 5 6 
TV Camera Conlrol 1 3 3 2 2 3 
Auclio Equipment 1 4 2 1 2 3 
CJ ::::J c=r c=r c=r c=r c:::J ,-. ._---1 c:::J 
",', ~ 
. -'- _ ..... ---
Equipment Required 
. Mlnioris 
SYnc, Orb, Sync. Orb. LUFi2lr Low Earth LUllar , P;anetary 
ReUse. E)(pend. LandIng Orbit Orbit Unmanner' 
Un-manned Unmanned Manned Manned Manned 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
X X X X' X X 
- - X X X -
X - X X X -
~ - X X X -
X - X X X -
X 
- -
X 
- -
X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
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X X X -
-
- -
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r---
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4.0 DETAILED ANALYSIS 
4.1 SYSTEM DESIGN ANALYSIS 
4.1.1 General 
The design of communications equipment for a vehicle such as the space tug involves 
the consideration of a number of factors. Of these, user requirements are foremost. 
However, only general requirements existed: a command uplink, a downlink consisting of 
digital data, voice, and TV, provision for tracking and ranging, and vehicle-ta-vehicle voice 
communications. To fill the gap in specific requirements, estimates of bandwidth 
requirements ranging from 50 KHz for VHF to 10 MHz for Unified S-band were made to 
use in calculating the communicat.ion link parameters. 
4.1.2 Design Considerations 
The communications design is an iterative process with many implicit trades. Some of 
these normal system trades are an interaction of: 
• Onboard transmitter power 
.. Bandwidth; determined by data/command bit rates, TV requirements, and 
number of simultaneous channels 
• Frequency 
• Onboard antenna size (gain) 
• Receiving antenna size (gain) 
• Factors of pnwer. weight, and cost are also involved in configuring a satisfactory 
system 
The elements for space tug communications design ar;, summarized in chart form in 
Figure 4-i. The chart also includes typical ranges of values involved in the communications 
link calculations. The direction in which some dependent factors will vary with the 
independent 'factors are illustrated. For example as the frequency is increased ( t ), the path 
losses will increase ( t ), and the antenna size for a given gain will decrease ( .[ ). 
4.1.3 Operational Considerations 
An understanding of all the operatiomll considerations for the tug is important since 
these will greatly impact the communication requirements and thus the design. At some 
later time in the communications design cycle, the initial operational requirements should 
be examined to see whether too great a penalty is being paid in communications 
complexity, cost, weight, and power to meet a given operational requirement. 
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A summa~ of the tug communications usage is given in Table 4-I for the synchronous 
orbit mission. Table 3-1 summarized the tug communications requirements for the RF links 
involved. 
The factor of whether the tug is manned or unmanned for a given mission greatly 
impacts communications. For the manned versions VHF voice communications (transceiver 
and intercom) must be provided. Also, some of the functions which could be handled by 
manual control (antenna control, baseband make-up selection, switching, etc.) in the 
manned version must be handled by stored onboard programs or remote commands. 
Another mission factor which impacts design is whether the tug must be placed in a 
free drift earth orbit storage mode for 180 days. For this case redundant command receivers 
and command decoders must be added to process commands to power up the vehicle and 
bring it out of the storage mode. 
4.1.4 Detailed Link Analysis 
4.1.4.1 General 
Using the concepts outlined by Figure 4-I, the general range equation parameters were 
calculated or estimated for the range of variables encountered in the tug missions. This was 
done to establish transmitter power, transmitter antenna gain (size), and receiver antenna 
gain for a given link distance, frequency, bandwidth, and signal to noise (SIN) ratio. 
4.1.4.2 Calculations 
The following equations were used in calculating the characteristics of the tug 
communications system. 
Power Budget 
Pt = Pn + Ap + NF + LT + LR - GT - GR - NIF + SIN 
where: Pt = transmitter power output in dbw 
Pn = receiver noise power (sensitivity in dbw) 
Pn = kTB, k = Boltzmann's constant = 1.38 x 10-23 watt-sec. 
Ap = 
NF = 
LT = 
LR = 
GT = 
GR = 
NIF = 
SIN = 
T = antenna noise temperature in OK 
B = receiver bandwidth in Hz 
transmission path loss in db 
Ap = 37.8 + 20 log f + 20 log d 
f = frequency in MHz 
d = distance in nautical miles 
receiver noise figure (db) 
transmit losses (db) 
receiverline losses plus polarization losses 
transmitter antenna gain (db) 
receiver antenna gain (db) 
noise improvement factor due to modUlation techniques (db) 
required signal-to-noise ratio (db) 
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l .. Table 4-1. Tug Communication Usage - Unmanned Synchronous Orbit Mission 
Communication Mission Phase Communication Requlremants Channels Used Channel Description 
Priliaunch • Load computer memory All equipment exercised. USB -1.5,5,or10MHz CheckGut - • Checkotit comniand, ranging, 1 - Unified S-Band bandwidth. Provision for ranging, (external to and data. channels S-Band Xmit. PCM data, video on Shuttle) • Provide link with GSE for 2.2·2.3 GHz, downlink. Command/data up. 
checkout of subsystems. S-Band receiver 
(links with GSE transmitters 2.1·2.2 GHz VHF - 50 KHz bandwidth; 
and receivers may be vin 1-VHF 136-138 MHz 200 Hz to 20 kbps. hardwire thru_ umbilicp.! Command Receiver Provision ~or command up. 
or antenna ha-ts) 
Launch- TBD TBD 
--Onboard Depends on whether Shuttle 
Shuttle will interface electrically 
with Tug communication 
system placed in standby 
mode. 
Earth Orbit • Command subsystem ON All equipment exercised. Same as above Checkout • Verify command links Hi-gain antennas extended. 
and data links USB for direct ground comm., 
i!I Transmit onboard USB comm. via DRSS (bent 
checkout data pipe concept possible using 
hi-gain antenna) 
Trans· • Commands up, data down USB prime. Ground station Same as above Synchronous 6 Tracking tracks USB signal. 
Synchronous • Commands up, data down USB prime. S-8and if video Same as prelaunch Orbit D Tracking or hi data rates rqd. 
Trans·earth Same as trans· 
--
-
! 
L 
synchronous 
. 
Earth Orbit Command up, data down VHF from ground and/or Same as prelaunch Rendezvous S·Band to/from ground 
and Docking 
with Shuttle 
orStaticn 
Earth Orbit Command the subsystems S·8and powered down. Same as prelaunch Storage to quiescent mode. 
Tracking requirements for VHF receiver and command 
free flying TugTBD. If SUbsystem in keep-alive mode 
Tug docked to Station, 
commuriications can be 
completely powered down. [ 
Li 
[j 
[I 
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Parabolic Antenna Gain 
G = 20 log f + 20 log D - 52.6 
where: f = frequency in MHz 
D = diameter in feet 
G = gain in db 
4.1.4.3 Tabulation of Parameters 
The following tabulations of paranlC ... .> are useful in understanding the effect or 
contribution of each parameter in tug communication link considerations. It should be 
understood that the values used in this study are theoretical or estimates in some cases but 
should serve as a good starting point for future tug studies. 
Figure 4-2 illustrates in generalized terms the effect antenna type, size, and frequency 
have in reducing transmitter power required. 
Table 4-3 lists typical tug antenna configurations and the net gain resulting from the 
combinations with various ground receiving antennas. 
Table 4-4 lists the free space path loss for the several anticipated tug communication 
links. 
Table 4-5 lists typical receiver noise figures for the receivers involved in the tug 
communication links. 
Table 4-6 lists theoretical receiver noise power for various bandwidths. A noise 
temperature of 30QoK was used but the temperature can vary from 300 K to 30000 K 
depending on the direction the antenna is pointing. The temperature used for antennas 
looking at the earth is usually 2900 K. Together the receiver noise power (~ensitivity) and 
the receiver noise figure determine the receiver input power required. 
4.1.4.4 Results 
A unified S-band communications link was chosen as the prime link for tug 
communications. It can provide the required bandwidth and signal-to-noise ratios and is 
already is use in many space programs. Its current use means usable equipment already 
exists, and second generation improvements are realizable within the tug development cycle 
time. 
The advantage of the UHF Unified S-band frequencies (2. I -2.3 GHz) over VHF is the 
increased gain attainable with reasonable-size antennas (2 to 4 feet diameter) and the 
existence of ground facilities operating at S-band. The advantage of S-band over SHF 
Ku-band (13-15 GHz) is the consiLlerably lower atmospheric attenuation at S-band. The 
requirements for and the implementation of a Ku-band link for tug to DRSS needs further 
investigation. 
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Figure 4-2. Generalized Antenna Performance Curves 
Table 4-3. Typical Tug Antenna Configumtions and Net Antenna Gains 
Tug Antenna Communicating Station Antenna 
Nominal Link Tvpe Size Gain Name Type Size Gain Net Antenna 
Frequency (db) (db) Gain or Loss (db) 
VHF (136 MHz) Omni 1ft. ·3 Shuttle or Station Omni 1 ft. ·3 (,6) 
Omni 1 ft. -3 MSFN Multi· S ft. +15 +12 
helix dia. 
Omni 1ft. -3 DRSS Vagi 5 ft. +16 +13 
UHF (2.2 MHz) Omni -3 MSFN Parabola 30 ft. dia. +43 +40 
Omni ·3 DSN Parabola 85 ft. +53 +511 
Omni ·3 DSN Parabola 210 ft. +61 +58 
Omni -3 DRSS Parabola 8ft. +32.3 +29.3 
Parabola 2 ft. dia. +20.3 MSFN/DSN Parabola 39'/85' 43'/53' +63.3/+73.3 
Parabola 4 ft. dia. +26.3 MSFN/DSN Parabola 30'/85' 43'/53' +69.3/+79.3 
Parabola 8 ft. din. +32.3 MSFN/DSN Parabola 30~J85' 43'/53' +75.3/+85.3 
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Table 4-4. Path Loss for Tug Communication Links 
Nominal Link Link Distance Path Loss Mission Use 
Frequency INM-Max.) Idb) (Tug Location and Contact! 
VHF 1136 MHz) 100 120.5 Separation and Rendezvous Communications 
with Shuttle, Station, Tug, or EVA 
1.000 140.5 LEO Communications with MSFN or AF SGLS 
24.000 16B.l LEO Communications with DRSS crTACSAT 
UHF 12.2 GHz- 100 144.6 Vehicle to Vehicle; Tug to Tug, Shuttle, or Station 
Unified S·Band) 1.000 164.6 LEO Communications with MSFN or AF SGLS 
24.000 191.2 LEO Communications with DRSS orTACSAT 
Sync Orbit Communications with MSFN or AF SGLS 
30.000 194.1 Planetary Mission Communicatiars with MSFN 
210,000 211.0 Lunar Missions with DSN (Earth) 
SHF 114GHz) 24,000 210.2 LEO CO"Tlmunications with DRSS 
Table 4-5. Typical Receiver Noise Figures 
Link Receiver Noise Figure 
VHF 1136 MHz) Tug/Shuttle, Station 10·12 db 
ORSS/TACSAT 10·12 db 
MSFN/AF SGlS 8·10 db 
UHF 12.2 GHz) Tug/Shuttle, Station 4·6 db 
ORSS/TACSAT 4·6 db 
MSFN/AF SGlS 24 db 
SHF 114. GHz) Tug 6·8 db 
TORS 4·6 db 
.', : 
I 
I , 
I H-15 
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Table 4-6. Rer<liver Noise Power 
,. 
Receiver 
Bandwidth Noise Power 
(kTB); T = 3000 K 
50 KHz ·156.8 dbw 
1.5 MHz .142.1 dbw 
5 MHz ·136.8 dbw 
10 MHz ·133.8 dbw 
The example power budget of Table 4-7 shows that a 20 watt onboard tug transmitter in conjunction with a 4 ft. diameter antenna on the tug (pointing at the ground station) and an 85 ft. diameter ground receiving antenna (tracking the tug) is sufficient for the transmission of commercial grade TV. 
Twenty watts of transmitted power is easily realizable and equipment size and weight are reasonable. It should be noted that only a 3 db gain is obtained by doubling the output power, and this method of increasing performance is costly in terms of dollar cost, onboard weight, and power dissipation. The manipulation of antenna size and frequency is a more practical way to obtain required signal-to-noise ratios. 
It may be noted in the example of Table 4-7 that polarization losses and noise improvement factors (NIF) were not included. These would not likely affect the overall results of this brief preliminary study. 
The power budget for the VHF tug-to-shuttle/space station 100 nmi. link was calculated (see Table 4-8). It shows that a 2 watt transmitter on the tug would be adequate for this application. Omni antennas were assumed for both vehicles. The role that VHF is to playas a back-up for the USB voice and command links needs further definition and analysis. 
This study has revealed the requirement for a low power VHF command receiver for reception of commands during the storage phase. This receiver could share the VHF antenna system used by the VHF transceiver for the manned missions. 
Other link margins or power budgets w(:n calculated in conjunction with this study but are not included here for brevity. It is recognized that this study is not complete, but one objective was merely to illustrate the factors involved in the conceptual design of tug communications. 
A study objective was to configure a tug <"1mmunications layout to permit engineering estimates of size, weight, and power requiremr nts. The results are summarized in Figure 3-2 and Table 3-2. 
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Table 4-7. Unified S-Band Tug-to-Ground Link Calculations (Sync Orbit Mission) 
Parameter Nominal Value 
Tug Transmitter Power (2Ow) + 13.0 dbw 
Transmit Line Losses 
· 
2.5 db 
Tug Antenna Gain (4' Dish) + 26.3 db 
Free Space Path Loss ·191.2 db 
Ground Antenna Gain (85' Dish) + 53.0db 
Receiver Line Losses 
· 
2.5 db 
Re;:eived Carrier Power ·103.9 dbw 
Receiver Noise Power (JeTB) ·136.8 dbw 
Receiver Noise Figure + 2.0 db 
Required Power to Receiver ·134.8 dbw 
Signal·to·Noise Ratio (SIN) 30.9 db 
Required SIN for TV Transmission 30.0 db 
Signal Margin + 0.9 db 
Notes: 
! 
1 ID ~ ,. :: .. 
I .,. ;-i'! 'I!", .. 
~ u~ 
:1 
Distance: 24.000 NM (Sync Orbit Max Distance) 
Frequency: 2.2 GHz (Nominal USB) 
Bandwidth: 5 MHz (2.9 MHz TV plus Down Data) 
Table 4-8. VHF Tug-to-Shuttle* Link Calculations 
Parameter Nominal Value 
I ~ f\ LJ :ill Tug Transmitter Power (2w) 3.0dbw Transmit Line Losses · 2.5 db Tug Antenna Gain (Omni) 
· 
3.0 db 
Free Splce Path Loss ·120.5 db 
! ~ 
Shuttle Antenna Gain - 3.0 db 
Receiver Line Losses 2.5 db 
Received Carrier Power -128.5 dbw 
~ " Receiver Noise Power (kTB) ·156.8 dbw Receiver Noise Figure 12.0 db 
·144.8 dbw 
~ Signal·tQ·Naise Ratia (SIN) 16.3 db Acquired SIN 12.0 db 
m 
Signa! Margin + 4.3 db 
Notes: 
I W 
l 
·Shuttle. Station. ar Tug 
I [; 'stance: 100 NM F'"equency: 136 MHz Bandwidth: 50 KHz 
" 
J I 
.j. 
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4.2 SYSTEMS DESCRIPTION 
4.2.1 General 
The communication elements for tug have been configured as a result of this study to 
meet the anticipated requirements for several tug missions. This i< a conceptual design based 
for the most part on existing equipment capabilities. In some instances, existing equipment 
(such as Apollo CSM and LM) characteristics were used as guidelines for estimating the size, 
weight, and power of the equipment outlined here. As mentioned earlier, this preliminary 
system configuration was necessary in order that the overall tug astrionic module design 
could take place and be meaningful. 
4.2.2 System Configuration 
A composite communications functional block diagram is illustrated in Figure 3-2. This 
block diagram shows th~ total system equipment needed for communications. The 
equipment as shown is :ictually needed for only the low earth orbit (LEO) manned mission 
which is followed by the 180 day free drift storage. The other missions require a lesser 
amount of equipment as shown by Table 3-2. 
The functional block diagram illustrates the flow of the information signals and the 
control signals. The interface between the communications equipment and the other 
SUbsystems for digital signals is via the standard interface unit (SlU) and data bus. Power for 
communications is 28 vdc supplied by the astrionuc module. 
The equipment shown as dotted boxes represents equipment which would not 
normally be located in the astrionic module. It is also conceivable that the equipment used 
only for manned missions could be located in the crew module. 
4.2.3 Equipment Description 
4.2.3.1 General 
A listing of tug communications equipment characteristics (size, weight, power, heat 
dissipation) together with equipment usage is given in Table 3-2. The totals are given for 
each mission for each characteristic itemized. 
It should be noted that only four different equipment configurations rt'8uited from this 
study. These differences resulted from the different requirements between manned and 
unmanned vehicles and from the requirement for free drift orbital storage at the end of 
some missions. The manned versions require extra equipment in the form of a VHF 
transceiver for backup voice communications and an audio subsystem. The storage mode 
missions require additional redundant command receivers and command decoders. 
It is conceivable that a tug may be reconfigured for a new miosion while docked to a 
shuttle or space station. TIle "modular" design concept for tug astricnics would preclude 
the necessity of flying excessive capability on anyone mission. 
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4.2.3.2 Unified S-Dand Equipment 
The Unified S-Band (USB) equipment is the heart of the communications layout since 
it is the prime link between the tug and the ground stations. 
The USB link was chosen becanse of the anticipated reqnirement for simultaneous 
downlink TV,l'CM, and voice (for manned missions). The USB also provides the uplink 
command channel and transponder for tracking and ranging. 
The eqnipment consists of a transmitter, a power amplifier (tentatively identified at 20 
W), a receiver with preamplifier, a transponder for turn-around of the ranging signal, a 
premodulation processor providing subcarriers and baseband make-up, and the 
demodulators for the uplink signals. The power amplifier could be modular with high and 
low power outpU~3 selectable as required. 
The input signals, ill addition to controls and power, are: RF input to receiver, PCM 
down data, video, and audio to .he premodulation processor. 
The output signals, in addition to the mode and status signals, are: RF to the antenna 
system, updata (PCM) to the command decoder, and audio to the audio subsystem. 
The estimated characteristics of the USB equipment are listed in Table 3-2. 
4.2.3.3 Unified S-Band Antenna System 
The S-Band RF signal flow (out) is from the transmitter through the diplexer to an 
antenna switch which pennits selection of the omni coverage lo-gain antennas or the 
directional hi-gain antenna. The omni antennas (4) are conventional flush mounted types 
connected through a power divider. 
The hi-gain antenna has tentatively been identified as a four-foot diameter parabola 
pro'Jlding a gain of approximately 26 db. It may be necessary to have a gain switching 
feature (beam width changing) for this antenna. The antenna is to be articulated with 
provision for using pointing signals developed by the tug data processor to point the antenna 
toward the station communicating with the tug. TItis steerable type antenna is necessary in 
order not to place attitude constraints on the tug while communicating on links requiring 
the use of the hi-gain antenna. 
4.2.3.4 VHF Transceiver Equipment 
A VHF transceiver will be required as a back-up for voice and low data rate 
transmissions for manned missions. The VHF link will be the prir.le voice link between the 
tug and the shuttle, station, or other vehicles. Its omni antennas relieve the tug of any 
attitude restrictions while docking, maneuvering, and communicating with space vehicles. 
The omni antennas (2) are a blade type and will extend a few inches out from the skin 
surfacl' They are coupled to the RF cable and diplexer through a power divider. 
Calculations show that a 2 watt transmitter would be sufficient for 100 nmi. 
vehicle-to-v~hicle communications. 
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In addition to the voice link, the VHF transceiver could provide a low data rate 
channel with a bandwi<ith of approximately 30 to 50 KHz. Possible carriers are in the 
136-148 MR"l range. 
For some missions there may be a requi ement for a VHF range and range rate 
transponder to be compatible with shuttle ·and space station. TIlls feature can be provided 
by the VHF equipment. 
The EVA communications a~ also in the VHF band with possible frequency 
assignments in the 259 to 297 MHz range. 
4.2.3.5 Audio Subsystem 
The audio subsystem is required for manned missions and provides the line drivers and 
interface conditioning between the intercoms (head sets) and the modulators/demodulators 
of the transmitter/receiver. 
For the docked mode, a hardwire interconnection between the tug and the other 
vehicle has been anticipated. 
The number of intercom units has been estimated at five: 3-crew module, I - astrionic 
module, and I - cargo module. 
4.2.3.6 VHF Command Receiver 
The VHF command receiver is required as a low power drain device to receive 
commands to power-up the astrionie module and bring other subsystems on. This 
requirement results from the 180 day free drift storage mode. 
The receiver wiII operate in the 136-148 MHz band and is a relatively smaIl. light 
weight, and low power package (see characteristics. Table 3-2). It utilizes the VHF omni 
antennas mentioned in Section 4.2.3.4. 
To meet reliability requirements it is anticipated that two of these units will be 
provided which will operate at separate frequencies. 
4.2.3.7 Command Decoder Electronics 
The purpose of the command decoder electronics is to perform the function of a 
sub-bit decoder and to interface with the standard interface unit (Sm) to put the uplink 
command words on the data bus. W!1ether the functions of message validation. parity 
checks, etc. are performed in this unit will depend on the philosophy of the total data bus 
design, the quantity of commands to be processed, and the data rates. 
For certain commands relating exclusively to communications, it is considered that the 
unit will perform the decoding, verification, and command driver functions. The commands 
to bring the astrionic module out of the storage mode will also be processed by the 
command decoder electronics. Reliability requirements will be met by providing redundant 
circuits or units as required. 
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4.2.3.8 TV Equipment 
The TV equipment is treated as part of communications even though it will probably 
be located in the crew module, carge module, or both. Commercial grade black and white 
TV requiring 2.9 MHz bandwidth has been postulated. (Color will require a 4.2 MHz 
bandwidth.) 
TIle camera and its control unit will be space qualified items capable of remote control 
through the command link. The control unit will incorporate all the normally desired 
features of lens and filter changes, zoom, and complete articulation. 
The monitor unit is provided for monitoring the onboard camera output. It is treated 
as part of the display and monitor equipment. 
4.2.3.9 Communications Controls 
The controls for the communications equipment for the manned missions will be 
located in the crew module. They are therefore considered as part of the display and control 
equipment. TIle exact functions which will require crew control and the exact method of 
implementing the controls have not yet been established. 
4.3 SYS;;fEM CONSIDERATIONS 
4.3.1 Environment 
In a study of this nature some consideration must be given to environmental factors. 
With the exception of the reusable nuclear shuttle (RNS) no new environmental conditions 
have been identified in which space communications equipment has not already been proven 
reliable. Meeting the RNS environmental conditions, when they become known, is not 
expected to be a major problem for the communication equipment. 
The communications equipment outlined in this study will operate within the 
temperature range of -200 C (40 F) to +7SoC (+1680 F) and this could be extended if 
required by additional development and qualification effort. In a storage mode a typical 
range is 400 C to +8SoC. 
4.3.2 Reliability 
The reliability of all the tug communications equipment is estimated at 0.996 for a 14 
day mission. This figure has been associated with the Apollo USB equipment. Considering 
possible improvements within the tug development time frame, it is expected that this figure 
could be improved even for longer missions. 
A simplex configuration is recommended for the communications equipment with the 
exception of the command receiver and command decoder primarily required for the 180 
day free drift storage mode. 
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4.3.3 Onboard Checkout 
The communications equipment must have sufficient test and monitor points built-in 
to permit automated checkout and test in conjunction with an onboard checkout function. 
The function should isolate faults to a replaceable unit for ease of maintenance and quick 
tum-around repair by replacement. 
4.3.4 New Technology Considerations 
Techniques and hardware now exist for meeting the anticipated tug communications 
requirements as evidenced by Apollo CSM and LM, Lunar Orbiter, Mariner vehicle, and 
synchronous satellite operation. The tug, however, should employ second generation USB 
equipment to take advantage of expected technology advancements. These improvements 
will be evolutionary in nature. Small but significant improvements in transmitter efficiency 
to reduce onboard power requirements, in electronic circuit packaging to reduce size and 
weight, and in reliability to improve operations can be anticipated in the 1971 to 1974 time 
frame. 
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APPENDIX I 
ANALYSIS OF ASTRIONIC MODULE STRUCTURE 
AND COMPONENT PACKAGING AND LAYOUT 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
This section deals with packaging schemes for housing, supporting, and protecting the 
equipment in the astrionic module (AM). Packaging constraints at the "black bOlC" level are 
presented, as well as the. mouriting of boxes to panel., mounting of panels to the structure, 
structural options, and interfacing of the astrionic module with other tug elements. 
Primary emphasis ,has been pIac~don determining the feasibility of locating the 
necessary complement of astrionic equipment in the physical space allotted. Equipment 
panel layouts were derived and methops of integration of panels to the varlouspotential 
structural concepts were investigated. Prime consideration was given to accessibility, weight, 
and modularity of design. 
Potential astrionic mOdule structural 'Options were invesjjgatedrelative to interface and 
structural loading requirements. Two potential schemes, the open frame and shell structural 
concepts, are presented and discussed in the study. . 
2.0 STUDY GUIDELINES AND GROUNDRULES 
';'-
The basic concepts developed for the astrionic module structure and eqnipment 
packaging and layout were based on the following guidelines and groundrules: 
" 
The astrionic module shall be of modular design to optimize the use of common 
equipment and concepts across the spectrum of space vehicle element 
requirements. 
" The astrionic module will be constructed in a basic ring configuration which is 
nominally 14 feet in diameter with height to be optimized. 
" 
" 
" 
The astrionic module will be configured to allow maximum accessibility for 
remove-and-replace maintenance and reconfiguration operations in space. 
A standard physical interface for astrionic equipment will be provided to simplify 
interchange of components. 
The space tug shall be compatible with the earth and lunar orbiting space stations, 
the space shuttle and the reusable nuclear shuttle. 
" The space tug shall have docking devices compatible with all space vehicle 
hardware elements. 
" Personnel safety shall be maximized during maintenance and reconfiguration 
operations . 
" The tug may be launched either ina four stage Saturn V configuration or in the 
cargo bay of the space shuttle. In either case, the tug will, be subjected only to 
acceleration loads from powered flight (i.e., no aerodynamic loading). 
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3.0 SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
., Using present "state-of-the-art" black box level packaging, all of the astrionic 
equipment, inclildingexpendables, required for the most complex tug mission can 
be mounted within 13.5-feet diameter by 4~feet high astrionic module envelope. 
If reliability enhancement teclmiques dictate extensive black box level 
redundancy, component installation design is "impacted, and the above conclusion 
wOlild require further study. 
In most cases, mission peculiar (uruque) subsystems or'equipment can be located 
em a single panel allowing total panel modularity of installation and removal. 
;].econfigurationof tug equipment complement via extra-vehicular activity (EVA) 
in space is feasible. 
Two structural concepts, shell and open frame, are feasible and should be 
evaluated further as loads become better defined and impact on interfacing 
structures can be evaluated. Several variations of providing adequate accessibility 
are available with each concept. 
• AM structural weight is relatively insensitive to tug payload weight, indicating 
that one structural design forall tug missions appears attractive. 
• Micrometeoroid protection requirnments appear to be the most significant 
environmental factor in the design of the AM structure. 
4.0 DETAILED ANALYSIS 
4.1 COMPONENT HOUSING CONCEPT 
The majority of the astrionic equipment to be used in the astrionic module will be 
present "state-of-the-art" in function; however, the application of the equipment to the 
space tug mission requirements will call for special or modified packaging. This is standard 
procedure for space oriented hardware and can be assumed to add little cost over other 
space oriented hardware of similar functional capabilities. 
To satisfy the space tug mission requirements, the components (black boxes) will have 
some unique characteristics. The prime factors used for guidelines for the component 
housing concept are - crew safety, EVA time, equipment function, and cost. The concept 
recommended is one of packaging the required equipment in the optimum number of 
housings possible within a maximum size which is constrained by physical space, handling, 
and maintenance requirements. This concept of packaging entire functional elements, or 
subsystems, in as few housings as possible enhances the ability to customize the astrionic 
module for each particular mission. /n addition, interconnections and system weight are 
reduced to a minimum. 
4.1.1 Shape 
The shape of the black boxes will be such that they will have sufficiently rounded 
corners and edges to prevent puncture or tear to personnel pressure suits. Boxes will have a 
hinged cover, as required, capable of latching/unlatching by a gloved hand. Hinges and 
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latches will be capable of maintaining a pressure sealed condition when the covers are 
closed. These hinged covers will allow access to the lowest replaceable units (LRU) which 
can be at a level internal to the boxes. . 
Hardware used for mounting the units on the panels/structure will be operable by the 
gloved hand with minimum tooling. The panel contact area (back) of the boxes is flat and of 
such an area that maximum heat transfer exists consistent with physicallayollt constraints. 
4.1.2 Size 
All black boxes will be of a formulated width and height and will have mounting 
hardware located to match two or more holes in the component mounting panel. This will 
allow installation of any box in any area containing sufficient holes for mounting without 
interference with adjacent equipment (see Figure 4-1). The size of any component to be 
handled shall not exceed 20 x 25 x 40 inches and shall have a mass moment of inertia less 
than or equal to 250 Ib-in-sec2. 
4.1.3 Handholds and Tether Attach Points 
Each black box shall have at least one handle, compatible with the gloved hand, 
located on the face of the cover so as to enable the correct positioning of the unit on the 
mounting panel. In addition to the handle(s), the boxes shall have a tether attach ring or eye 
recessed in the cover. 
4.1.4 Electrical Interface 
Each component unit will have all electrical connectors on the cover recessed below 
the mean surface plane. These connectors will provide interface to other components, the 
data bus, and the power system, as required. The electrical connectors shall be a 
quick-disconnect type capable of operation by the gloved hand without the use of tools. 
Connectors will be keyed to avoid potential cross-connection during removal and/or 
replacement operations. 
4.1.5 Mechanical Interface 
All mechanical pressure and fluid connections will be located on the component cover 
and recessed below the mean surface plane. The connectors will be a quick-disconnect type 
capable of operation with the gloved hand without the use of tools. Pressurized components 
will be fitted with automatic pressure release devices actuated by dis~onnecting the pressure 
line. 
4.1.6 Component Marking 
All component units shall be clearly marked for: 
• Component identification with part number, part name and weight 
• Location in astrionic module (panel no./panellocatlOn) 
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Figure 4-1. Component Mounting Panel (Conditioned) 
• Cable connection identification 
• Pressure requirements 
III Warning labels, if required 
• Orientation 
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4.2 COMPONENT MOUNTING PANELS 
4.2.1 Panel Description 
To fulfIll the requirement for maximum modUlarity, the component mounting panels 
shall be one size and shall'be interchangeable. A preliminary size of approximately 36 by 48 
inches·hasbeen·chosen. The size of the panels may be reduced with the reduction in size of 
theimalcomponent design with coincident reduction in module weight. 
The panels will be rectangular in shape and will have all corners, edges and protrusions 
rounded sufficiently to anow handling in space without puncturing or tearing personnel 
pressure suits. 
Two types of panels will be used: conditioned panels for components requiringthennal 
control and unconditioned panels for equipment containing an integral thermal control or 
requiring no thennal control. Both types will be physically interchangeable, having the same 
mounting holes for installation to the structure and the same hole patterns for attaching 
components. 
For the components requiring thermal conditioning, panels with fluid passages will be 
used. 11Iese panels win have a quick-disconnect fitting for a plug-in type connection with 
the thennal control manifold. The coolant fluid will be contained in the panels at all times 
whether in use or in storage to minimize the entry of air or voids into the system when 
changeout occurs. This concept also reduces the requirement to refill the coolant reservoirs. 
Components having no need for thermal control or having internal conditioning will be 
mounted on unconditioned panels. These panels will be lighter in weight than the panels 
with coolant passages. The prime advantage offered by the unconditioned panels is cost 
saving over the conditioned panels. 
Each panel will be fitted with captive quick-release type fasteners used to mount the 
panels to the structure. The fasteners shall be operable by the gloved hand with minimum 
tooling, 
All panels shan have identical hole patterns for the mounting of components (see 
Figure 4-1). A hole pattern of 4 by 4 inches over the panel surfaces is a feasible pattern for 
attaching the components by means of latch type fasteners. This will anow a random 
placement/non-interference installation of components. The optimum hole pattern may be 
determined by heat transfer capabilitir:s of contact areas betwt!en components and panels. 
Each panel will have the capabi:ity of accepting a detachable handhold to be used 
during changeout operations. The handhold shan attach and detach with the gloved hand 
and with minimum tooling. 
All panels shall be clearly marked for: 
III Identification by part number, name and weight 
• Location in astrionic module (Panel No.) 
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• Coolant connection inlet and outlet 
If Warning labels, if required 
• Orientation (top~ 
In keeping with the modular concept, it is usually feasible to group related components on a panel to minimize the changeout time and effort for reconfiguration. For example, some missions will not require complete navigation systems; others may not require complete power systems. With the proposed packaging scheme, these may be added or deleted with the change out of a complete panel. 
Figures 4-2 and 4-3 depict the astrionic equipment layout as defined for the lunar landing mission. All other missions would result in a deletion of equipment from tins layout. As can be seen, entire SUbsystems can be grouped on individual panels. All necessary equipment can be housed in the required space with an 8-panel configuration. 
4.2.2 Mounting Pads, Brackets and Hinges 
The component mounting panels will be attached to the structure by means of pads, brackets or hinges permanently fixed on the skin or structural frames. In addition to the pads, brackets or hinges required to mount the co:uponent pa: 'Is, other pads and brackets shall be fixed to the structure to accommodate the mounting of components directly to the skin Or structural frames between the panels or on the external surfaces. All pads, brackets and hinges shall accept the same captive, quick-disconnect fasteners used on the panels for attaching components. 
4.3 STRUCTURE 
4.3.1 Design Requirements 
The astrionic module structure is defined totally in terms of the satisfaction of system requirements. These requirements define the functions which the structure must perform and lInder what conditions this performance is to be accomplished. Functions and conditions include: 
• Loads Environment 
• Equipment Mounting 
" 
Accessibility 
• Environmental Protection 
III Weight 
• System Growth 
• Modular Interface 
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Figure 4-2. Astrionic Module Component Layout 
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4.3.1.1 Loads Environment 
Several ground rules for determining preliminary loads for the astrionic module were 
formulated. 
" For four stage Satren V appllcations, the astrionic module will not transmit boost 
flight loads to any "payload" except for space tug elements above the module. To 
ensure investigating the worst loading case, it is considered possible that the space 
tug will be launched either nose .. gp or nose-down. 
iii A series of launch stack loads ranging from 40,000 to 120,000 pounds was used 
to develop curves for structural weight. 
" The dynamic load factors are similar to those of the Saturn V. The peak load 
factor considered is 5.9 g; Saturn V steady-state load factors are in the 4.0 to 4.5 
g range. In this preliminary structural investigation, no effort has been directed to 
a better definition of the peak load factor. 
" The ultimate load factor used for this study was set at 8, derived from 1.4 
manned rating and 5.9 peak dynamic loads. The actual factor is 8.26 but has been 
round<:d off for the study. 
'" It is not necessary for the loads into and out of the astrionic module to be 
uniformly distributed. The module has a limited depth. and in most cases the 
adjacent structure has more depth and therefore a more efficient means of 
redistributing concentrated loads. 
o The four configurations of launch attitude and support methods as a four stage 
Saturn V configuration, shown in Figure 4-4, represent "worst-case" support 
conditions for the tug. Neglecting the weight of the tug and using propulsion 
module and payload weights as shown in the figure, a "stack load" of 100.000 
pounds is defined. 
4.3.1.2 Equipment Mounting 
The equipffi_ • loads on the astrionic module are planned to be transferred to fittings 
provided on the structure. These fittings are attach points for the eight equipment panels. 
The magnitude of the loads introduced is usually small enough that only local effects need 
be considered. Dynamic effects will require a more detailed study and can best be 
accomplished using an actual configuration with actual equipments. 
4.3.1.3 Accessibility 
Accessibility requirements frequently have significant impact on structural design. For 
example, the provision for a door in a structure requires considerable reinforcemer.t around 
that door to be structurally adequate for the defined load environment. Furthermore, the 
creation of stress concentrations causes problems in structural fatigue which must be 
addressed. A diagram of the astrionic module structure with large cutouts as compared to a 
"baseline" honeycomb structure is shown in Figure 4-5. 
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4.3.1.4 Environmental Protection 
Environmental factors considered in the definition of the structure include; (I) natural radiation, (2) boost flight acceleration loads and (3) micrometeoroid protection. Since the astrionic module will not carry primary flight boost vehicle loads (reference I-I), but will be carried inside a shroud during boost, the effect of item (2) above is minimized. 
Metallic materials are not adversely affected by natural radiation eXp'ected to be encountered in space operations (references 1-2, 1-3, 1-4). The leading candidates for structural materials for the astrionic module are metallic and are considered adequate for this environment. A more thorough discussion of radiation impact on the astrionic module is found in Appendix P. 
Micrometeoroid protection requirements appear to be the most significant environmental factor in the design of the astrionic module structure. A total skin thickness of 0.078 inch aluminum in a I-inch sandwich construction is required to provide a 0.99 probability of no puncture for the 180-day quiescent mode (reference I-I, 1-5). This requirement has a profound effect on structural weight as shown in Figure 4-6. 
4.3.1.5 Weight 
For a given set of structural requirements there exists a potential minimum weight design. Whether that minimum weight is really required is a decision that must be made as the result of trade studies. One of the prime elements is cost-and this cost must include a value for the worth of a payload increase. The weight budget adopted for the structure will then determine the degree of sophistication of the resulting structure. In general, severe weight limitations on the structure will result in more costly designs. 
4.3.1.6 System Growth 
System growth is one of the least obvious factors affecting the structural design. Figure 4-6 indicates that the required structural weight is relatively insensitive to payload weight, thus enhancing the view toward designing-in system growth by designing for the most stringent mission requirement. 
4.3.1.7 Modular Interfac. 
The tug structural design will be made compatibl~ with the design of a standard interface docking mechanism that will be common to all space elements. Possible docking mechanism concepts include: 
1-12 
GIl "Pressure cooker" locking action-modules are mated and then rotated 5 to ) 0 degrees to insure positive locking 
• Magnetic locking action 
• Linear actuators with locking hooks 
• Apollo type probe-drogue locking 
• Pip-pin type locking (ball-in-groove) 
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Figure 4-6. Earth Launch Environment Structural Loading 
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4.3.2 Design Concepts 
'4.3.2.1 Shell Structure 
Research into the current literature on aerospace structures (references 1-5 thru 1-9) indicates that honeycomb sandwich structures offer the lightest possible structure available using current technology. The basic reason for this is that panels and cylinders loaded in compression may approach the material compressive yield stress-a feat not possible with any other design technique. 
The material used for the study was 7178-T6 aluminum alloy face sheets and 5052 aluminum alloy core. These alloys were chosen as representative of similar alloys of ready availability. 
Materials technology in the development of other materials for use in honeycomb sandwich construction has advanced significantly in recent years. As a result, it is now technically feasible, and in many cases cost-effective, to use as basic materials various combinations of 
" 
TItanium 
.. Beryllium 
• Boron Epoxy 
It Carbon Epoxy 
III Nylon 
III Fiberglass 
The baseline shell structure chosen for this study is considered to consist of: 
<I> A basic shell of aluminum honeycomb sandwich 
" Upper and lower interface rings 
" Necessary brackets and fittings for equipment panel mounting 
e "Mating" mechanism at the upper and lower interface rings 
No allowance is made in the baseline structure for micrometeoroid protection. The following table is the weight breakdown for a "stack load" of 80,000 pounds: 
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Element 
Face Sheets (0.010") 
Core (3.1 #) 
Upper Ring 
Lower Ring 
Brackets, Attachments 
Mating Mechanism 
Weight (Ibs) 
48.8 
43.9 
19.7 
19.7 
40.0 
40.0 
212.1 
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To provide adequate micrometeoroid protection, a face sheet thickness of 0.039 inches 
is required (reference 1-1), and the total weight increases from 212 pounds to 355 pounds 
(see Figure 4-6). 
The baseline structure weight was calculated for 40,000, 80,000 and 120,000 pound 
stack weights. These values define a curve of structural weil\~t versus "stack load." 
4.3.2.2 Open Frame Structure 
This structure, shown in Figure 4-5, consists of eight columns configured to allow 
48-illCh wide panels to fit between adjacent columns. The configuration features upper and 
lower interface rings and a 6-inch deep band of honeycomb sandwich at the upper and lower 
interfaces to connect the eight columns together and provide a nominal torsional rigidity to 
the structure. 
The main load-carrying element of the column is about 13 inches wide and runs the 
full depth of the module (48 inches). This element was designed as a stiffened-skin 
structure, an integrally machined panel structure, and as a honeycomb sandwich structure. 
The side panels of each column are used as structure for the attachment of the 
mounting panels. The open design feature in this concept allows the options of either or 
both side component mounting or even hinging a panel for swing-out access. 
The basic structure weights for these configurations are shown in Figure 4-6. 
A brief discussion of the characteristics of the main load-carrying element (column) 
follows: 
4.3.2.2.1 Stiffened Skin Construction. This configuration, View A in Figure 4-5, was 
designed as an element of a skin: one tee and two corner angles to join the side panels to the 
column. A total of 70 cross sections were investigated, and the least weight cross sections 
for 40,000, 80,000, and 120,000 pound stack weights were chosen. The cross section for 
80,000 pound stack weight is presented below: 
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4.3.2.2.2 Integrally-Machined Stiffened Skin. TIlls configuration, View B in Figure 4-5, is 
fabricated by machining a solid piece of material or an extruded shape to the required cross 
section. The following cross section is desigued for a stack load of 80,000 pounds and 
represents a minimum weight cross sectioh. 
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4.3.2.2.3 Honeycomb Sandwich. This configuration, View C in Figure 4-5, is of standard 
construction. Edge members are not shown. The weight breakdown for this configuration is 
that shown in Section 4.3.2.1. 
4.3.2.3 Comparison of Shell and Open Frame Configurations 
4.3.2.3.1 Shell. 
Advantages: 
G'I Least weight configuration 
II Best stress distribution 
G'I Micrometeoriod prote~tion inherent in basic structure 
• Thermal and environmental protection in basic structure 
Disadvantages: 
e Accessibility limited by basic configuration 
• Local reinforcement required for everY load concentration point 
4.3.2.3.2 Open Frame. 
Advantages: 
" Maximum accessibility to components 
G Maximum flexibility of panel mounting schemes 
Disadvantages: 
e Less efficient structurally 
(I Heavier weight than shell 
II Requires additional means of micrometeoroid protection 
II Requires additional means of thermal and environmental protection 
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4.4 MODULE ASSEMBLY 
4.4.1 Access 
Figures 4-7 and 4-8 show the general layout of the assembled module for the shell 
structure and open frame structure, respectively. 
As can be seen in Figure 4-7, access to the components for maintenance operations for 
the shell structure would be through a hinged access opening which also serves as a part of 
the extract/retract mechanism for the high-gain antenna and landing radar. Equipment and 
the radiators are mounted to the interior and exterior of the shell, respectively, by mounting 
pads. Fluid lill,Es and cabling are routed through brackets attached to the structure above 
and below the panels. For these operations, internal lighting would be required. In the event 
of major AM reconfiguration, the AM could be destaged from the forward module to 
provide increased accessibility. 
The radiator and louvers are not shown in the overall view of Figure 4-7 for clarity; 
however, they are depicted in the sectional view. 
Figure 4-8 shows the accessibility advantage of the open frame structural concept. 
Access to the components is from the outside through individual radiator doors hinged from 
the vertical columns. The component mounting panels are mounted to clips located on the 
inboard edge of the triangular vertical columns. Figures 4-9 thru 4-13 show several alternate 
component mounting and access methods. 
Figure 4-9 shows the expansion capability of the open frame structural concept to 
accept additional equipment. By omitting one panel, the unit may be entered through the 
radiator/door, and components may be mounted on the internal surfaces of the seven 
remaining panels. Inside access could also be obtained by removing the module immediately 
forward of the astrionic module (Le., crew or cargo module). 
Figure 4-10 shows the capability of using both sides of the mounting panels by hinging 
the panel in two places. This provides external or internal access to both sides of the panels 
as well as doubling the available surface area for mounting equipment. 
Figure 4-11 shows the cover plate/radiators and the component mounting panels 
mounted in a sliding bracket. Access is attained by pulling the cover plate/radiators 
outboard and exposing both sides of the component panels. A folding seat/platform may be 
used to hold the crew member in position while working. 
Figure 4-12 shows the expansion capability of the shell structure to accept arlditional 
equipment. Hinged brackets holding the panels inboard will allow component mounting on 
both sides. 
Figure 4-13 shows the possibility of access to all components by opening two clamshell 
doors. This concept requires a smaller structural ring. Expansion is limited to added height. 
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Figure 4-9. Open Frame Structural Option Alternate Access 
In summary, there are mal., ,,,asible concepts of mounting the component panels to the basic open frame structure. Selection of the optimum design should be made in follow-on studies when accessibility needs are better defined. It was shown that a single concept can be devised which would allow either internal or external access, if necessary. 
4.4.2 Antennas 
Antennas for the USB and VHF systems shall be hard-mounted to the external skin ur frame. 
The high-gain antenna and the landing rddar antenna, when required, shall be mounted on swing arm type frames and will be stored inboard during the powered down phases. Upon the signal to activate, these antennas will swing out to operating position and gimbal, as req'til'ed. 
4.4.3 Viewports 
Certain tracking devices require viewports to the outside of the structure. These ports will be held to a minimum size to maintain structural adequacy. Micrometeoroid protection for these devices must either be self~ontained or a retractable micrometeoroid cover provided. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
This study is directed toward defining the thermal control problem and identifying candidate therm": control concepts for the space tug astrionic module application. The investigation first discusses the projected space tug missions and categorizes them according to common phases of thermal environment. Passive thermal control techniques are then considered in an attempt to define a passive system for maintaining temperature control in these environments during the extended dormant (storage) mission phases. Active conditioning techniques are investigated for those phases of the mission requiring additional thermal control capability. 
The system recommended as a result of this brief investigation combines passive and active conditioning methods and is flexible toward the mUlti-mission, reusable system role of the space tug vehicle. 
2.0 STUDY GUIDELINES AND GROUNDRULES 
Overall guidelines, groundrules and assumptions for the space tug study are discussed in previous appendices of this report. Details and/or additions which particularly influence the thermal control study are presented in this section: 
QI Thermal control will be provided for only the astrionic module 
II The astrionic module will be nominally 13Yz feet in di:l!l1eter and height will be optimized 
III The astrionic module will be packaged to allow a remove-alJd-replace maintenance and reconfiguration concept ill space 
ell The tug shall be reusable by refueling, replacement of consumables and minimum 
refurbishmeI1lt 
o External power and environmental conditioning may be provided to the space tug astrionic module by a space element when the tug is docked with the element 
• The space tug shall be compatible with the earth and lunar orbit space stations, the space shuttle and the reusable nuclear shuttle 
o The space tug will be delivered to orbit by a space shuttle or Saturn derivative vehicle 
III The space tug shall be capable of maintaining a quiescent status for up to ISO days in earth or lunar orbit when docked to other vehicles or free flying. 
• The low carth orbit is defined as between 100 and 2S0 nautical miles altitude 
with a range of inclination of 2S.50 to 550 • 
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Thermal conditioning is required to maintain an acceptable temperature environment for tbe astrionic equipment. Primary factors in achieving this end are tbe allowable temperature range of the equipment, the electronic heat to be dissipated and the tbermal environment in which the equipment must operate. The former two are dependent upon the specific electronic components comprising the astrionic system. Based on tbe identified astrionic equipment list and component type characteristics, allowable temperature limits of 0-1300 F for inactive periods lind 45-1000 F for active periods appears reasonable. Maltirnum component power dissipation was determined to be on the order of 1000 watts for all missions. In addition, 300 watts cooling capability will be required for conditioning the two kilowatt fuel cell of the electrical power system. Preliminary duty cycle estimates indicate tbat the continuous (average) level of power dissipation is sufficiently close to the maximum level that tbe latter may be used in determining total requirements for the active mission duration. Thus, the thermal ~Jntrol system will be sized to accommodate 1.3 kilowatts of electronic power dissipation. 
The thermal environment is unique for each vehicle mission, as it is dependent on flight path and vehicle attitude, and also varies with time of year and day of vehicle launch. Since most of these conditions are not known at this phase of the investigation, worst case thermal environments were assumed in thermal control considerations. 
II> Cold Case - Minimum heating conditions occur for module with no exposure to solar radiation or for vehicle in maximum shadow orbit 
III Hot Case - Maximum heating conditions occur for module continuously exposed to solar radiation or for vehicle in minimum shadow orbit. 
In addition, it is assumed that the astrionic module is completely isolated, thermally, from all other stages and/or systems. 
The mission description for the space tug vehicle reveals, as regards the external thermal environment, that the broad spectrum of missions can be categorized (with only one exception) to include essentially three common mission phases: 
1-2 
f! Low Earth Orbit (LEO) - Each mission begins with the space tug vehicle linked with a space element in low earth orbit. Orbit parameters are variable and include inclinations between 28.5 and 550 and altitudes from 100 to 280 nautical miles. Astrionic systems are powered up to begin the vehicle mission. This initial phase ranges up to 5 hours in duration (with systems powered up). 
III Transfer Phase - The vehicle initiates a transfer trajectory toward a specific objective including synchronous orbit, translunar and deep space coast. This mission phase ranges up to 57 hours active system duration. 
o Low Earth Orbit - The vehicle returns to low earth orbit and goes into a storage 
mode prior to refurbishment for the next mission. This storage mode may be either docked with another space :;lc!:'.et1t or free-flying and last up to 180 days. The orbit parameters mayor may not bl! ieen1.ical to its initial orbit phase. 
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The only exception to the above generalization occurs in the case of the lunar mission. 
Missions which include a lunm- orbit or lunar surface operation are distinctly different from 
all other missions and present unique thermal environment problems, the technical depth of 
which put them beyond the time scope of this study. (A brief discus'sion of some of the 
thermal aspects of the lunar missions is given in Section 4.4.) 
All remaining thermal control considerations will be directed toward satisfying the 
thermal environment described by the above paragraphs. 
3.0 SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
The preliminary analyses of this investigation indicate that thermal conditioning of the 
space tug astrionic module can be achieved with present state-of-the-art techniques while 
maintaining flexi.bility toward the multi-mission role. 
The extended duration of the dormant (storage) mission phase suggests that passive 
type thermal control methods be utilized. The additional capability required during the 
active mission phases demands an active thermal control system. 
e Passive control is possible through a high degree of thermal isolation between the 
vehicle internal compartment and the external environment. This is achieved in 
the recommended system by locating all major astrionic components on an laner 
structure which is surrounded on the outboard side by an outer shell. Highly 
effective multi-foil insulation and the use of low conductive structural materials 
between the two elements provide the necessary isolation. Thermal control 
coatings on the outer shell provide the necessary interface with the external 
radiation environment. 
II Active control is achieved through a circulating fluid, closed loop system. The 
electronic packages which require cooling are mounted on coldplates which are 
located on the inner structural element. The primary trade item was the type of 
heat sink device to be employed. The prime candidates were expendable fluid 
heat rejection systeIT'.s and space radiators, which require no expendables. The 
radiator proved to be the' optimum choice for the spectrum of space tug missions. 
Radiator size requirements suggest that the radiators form tile outer shell of the 
astrionic module. To integrate tile active and passive systems through this 
common link, the use of temperature driven mechanical louvers is necessary to 
cover the radiator surface (md provide the proper surface area/optical proper-ty 
control. Thus the "passive system" described in the above paragraph is more 
act.:urately termed semi-passive. 
The thermal control concept recommended as a result of this study is the same for all 
projected missi'Jns, with the exception of the lunar missions, and is depicted in Figures 4-1 
and 4-2. A.s described in previous paragraphs (Section 2.0 above), the requirements of the 
lumlr missions were not considered in tile selection of the recommended system. 
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4.0 DETAILED ANALYSIS 
The space tug mission description reveals that the greatest portion of the space tug mission is spent in the quiescent or dormant phase in which a predominant portion of the astrionic equipment is either powered down or used only infrequently. As this period is extensive (up to i80 days) when comp?.red with the active portion of the mission (up to 60 hours), the approach taken in the analysis was to first consider the dormant period then expanding and/or refining the concepts to include the entire mission spectrum. The lunar missions are distinctly different from the other tug missions and will be detailed in Section 4.4. 
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Figure 4-1. Passive Thermal Control Structure 
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4.1 DORMANT/QUIESCENT MISSION PHASE (EARTH ORBIT) 
The duration of the dormant mission phase dictates that prime emphasis be placed on passive-type thermal control concepts. Assuming a general astrionic module structural configuration as shown in Figure 4-1 with the electronic components located on or within the inner structure, this becomes largely a problem of determining the required optical properties of the outer skin and defining the thermal link between components and outer skin which will insure that the components will remain within allowable temperature limits. Design for thermal control using passive techniques such as this require exact knowledge of vehicle attitude, p~rticularly relative to solar radiation. Presently this is not defined, and it is not possible to determine exact surface requirements. However, it is beneficial to <;onsider some of the known "worst case" conditions and assess the overali feasibility of th" passive control approach. 
The maximum and minimum low earth orbit heating conditions for the vehicle occur as follows: 
• Maximum Vehicle Heating - 280 n.m., 550 inclination orbit with the vehicle continuously exposed to the sun 
III Minimum Vehicle Heating - 100 n.m., 28 50 inclination orbit (maximum time in earth's shadow) 
With the aid of a computer program developed to study the thermal environment and temperature of orbiting space vehicles (Reference J-I) the incident heat loads were determined for an earth/velocity oriented vehicle. The results are shown in Figures 4-3 and 4-4 for the above maximum and minimum heating cases, respectively. Total incident heat, solar + albedo + earth infrared, is shown as a function of time (position in orbit) for the quadrant vehicle locations. Average values over the total vehicle surface are approximately 175 btu/hrift2 and 90 btu/hr/ft2 for the maximum and minimum heating cases, respectively. Using the average incident heat with the simplification that the outer shell temperature is constant around the shell and has an allowable range equivalent to that of the components (O-I300F), the required optical property ratio(CI's/e) was determined by an energy balance. The results, presented in Figure 4-5, show that to satisfy the maximum heating case O/s/e ~ I .2; similarly the cold case demands O/s/e ?:0.8. Thus a thermal control coating with a solar absorptivity/emissivity ratio between 0.8 and 1.2 would be sufficient to maintain passive temperature control. These values are well within the range of that attainable with existing coatings. 
The assumption of constant temperature and incident heat around the vehicle is equivalent to assuming vehicle rotation such that an even temperature is maintained. While not being strictly true, this is sufficient for a tirst approximation. The utilization of super insulation between the outer shell and the internal compartment, in addition to dampening the effect of the highly transient orbital thermal environment. significantly increases lateral conduction around the vehicle outer shell. It should be noted that the above results are independent of the total mission time in the dormant (orbit) phase. 
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Figure 4-3. Incident Heat VS. Position in Orbit Maximum Heating Case (No Shadow) 
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Figure 4-4. Incident Heat VS. Position III Orbit Minimum Heating Case (Maximum Shadow) 
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Some orbital heating conditions are possible in which the range of the thermal environment is such that no one set of optical properties on the outer skin will suffice for both maximum and minimum extremes. (This is not the case for missions considered in this study; however, it probably will exist for the lunar missions to be studied later.) In the hot case, a 10wasfEratio is desired; in the cold case, the opposite is true. Under such conditions, the only way to maintain completely passive thermal control is to impose a constraint on vehicle attitude. In this manner, the thermal environment range to which the vehicle is exposed is essentially narrowed (controlled) such that one set of optical properties will suffice. This, however, may not be a feasible approach for the space tug mission, particularly in light of the long duration of the dormant mission phase. In this case, an alternate method of maintaining dormant phase temperature control with other than an active system is to employ a technique such as that shown in Figure 4-6. This system, referred to as semi-passive, controls the radiation heat exchange by providing two surfaces with different optical properties and varying the percent area of exposure of the two surfaces via a system of louvers. The position of the louvers is controlled by means of temperature sensitive bi-metallic thermal actuators. In this manner, the optical properties are effectively changed with the varying thermal environment. Systems of this type have been used or propos~d on a number of space vehicles including Mariner, aGO, Pioneer, Pegasus and Voyager. 
Figure 4-7 illustrates a typical case of the effect that louvers would have on surface temperatures. The temperature profiles shown are for measurement point "A" in Figure 4-4. The solid line represents the temperature of a surface with fixed optical properties, and the dashed line represents the temperature of this surface with two sets of optical properties (louver system). As shown, peak temperatures are significantly less with the louvers. The dampening effect could also be achieved on the minimum temperatures by using a higher as/e vain;; for the louver system (e.g.,as/e= 0.9/0.75 = 1.2 instead of 0.9/0.9 = 1.0). 
It will be seen in later paragraphs that one of the prime candidates for the heat exchange device for active thermal control is a space radiator. The effectiveness of such a devict: is strongly dependent upon the absorptivity/emissivity ratio of its radiating surface. A Iowa high E combination is naturally desired to minimize the effect of incident thermal radiation and maximize the emitted energy. That such a device (low as/e) is incompatible with the optical property values determined above (0.8~ as/e ~1.2) for the passive system can be offset by employing a 10llver system slIch as that shown in Figure 4-6. In this figure, the low as/e surface would constitute the external surface of the space radiator. 
The conclusions to be drawn at this point are that while exact vehicle attitudes are not fixed, a first approximation using existing mission parnmeters and known worst case conditions of inclination and attitude indicates that passive thermal control is feasible for the dormant/quiescent mission phases. However. to properly integrate with toe active thermal control concept will require the use of semi-passive techniques (louvers). 
4.2 ACTIVE MISSION PHASE 
In the active phases of the mission. two additional parameters enter into the thermal control problem: 
o Component temperature requirements are generally more stringent in the active phase. 
o TIle components dissipate electrical power in the form of waste heat. 
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These parmneters arc physically opposed and dictate a linn rcquirem<:nt for cooling. To cool passively would require. at a minimum. all intimate thermallillk witi; llle external environment. Howc;ver. in order to maintain a l"l"iw type system for the long term dormant mission phase. the design evolved thus tilr in this study has resultcd in a system which is thermally isolatcd from the external environment. Thus while passive techniques arc sufficient to maint<)in the astrionic components within 1I110wabIe temperature levels in the dormant phases of the mission. such is not the case when the components arc powered up. For the adiw pImscs of the mission. actlYe thennal control is required to supplement the passiw methods and provide the "ddilional c"pahility required for these periods. Figure 4-7 A illlliclites this graphically (Reference J-3 l. 
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TIle optimum thermal design for the astrionic module application is to employ a closed 
loop fluid circulation system such as that shown schematically in Figure 4-8. The electronic 
packages are mounted on thermal conditioning panels (coldplates) through which the 
coolant fluid circulates. Heat is transferred to the fluid by conduction and convection. The 
fl uid then rejects the heat from the system at a cen tral heat sink. Closed loop systems such 
as this are highly flexible with varying mission requirements and provide control with 
relatively narrow temperature control bands. TIle heat sink selected for use on a particular 
system is dependent on a number of factors including the amount of heat to be dissipated. 
degree of temperature control required and operating life as well as weight. cost and 
reliability. For the realm of operation of the space tug astrionic module. the optimum 
systems are those employing either expendable fluid heat rejection systems or space 
radiators. 
Expendable fluid systems are those which utilize the latent heat associated with a 
change of phase of a secondary fluid. Two prominent types which have been used to varying 
degrees in a number of spacecraft applications are water boilers and sublimators. General 
performance of water boilers is less satisfadory than sublimators. particularly with 
fluctuating heat loads. Control problems arc inherent in the water boiler system. and in 
addition. wdght requirements art: gcnerally in excess of those for the sub lima tor system. 
For these reasons. water boilers W('fe eliminated from further consideration. 
TIms. the active system heat exchanger options have been reduced to two: a sublimator 
or space radiator. The following paragraphs will discLO, , how each option would relate to 
thermal control of the astrionic module and identify pertinent trade items to be considered 
in selecting the optimum conliguration. 
Simply stated. a space radiator rejec" heat directly to deep space by virtue of th~ 
temperature and optical properties of its mdiating area. In the space tug astrionic module 
application. the mdiatorls) would be inlegrat~d into the outer shell of the vehicle as shown 
in Figure 4-9 and would receive heatcd coolanl fluid frol1\ the coldplate loop. As the Iluid 
passcs through the mdiator. the heat emitted by the radiator surfaces is extracted from the 
coolm1l. TIle fluid then completes the loop by being resupplied to Ihe .:oldplates at a lower 
temperature. 
TIle performance clmraclcristks of radiaton. arc cOl1\plc~ in that they arc hil,lltly 
dependent on a number of specilic thermal desil,ln and geometric parameters. Detailed 
design is not within the scope of this study: however. a conceptual analysis based on a 
typical design was undertaken to demonstcalc' the feasibility of radiators for this 
application. The results indicated that for the range of opemlion of the space tug astrionics. 
the required emitting surface an:a was <)0 to I ~5 square feet. This b consistent with values 
of 25 to 50 btu/hr./ft.2 of surl:lce area quoted in Referem:es J-2 and J4 for similar 
applications and reveals that :I major portion of the external surface of the astrionic module 
would be mdiator surl:cce area. As was treated in Section ·t I. the extermll skin surface was a 
primary design item of th,' passive tl1l:rmal control concept. TIllis. since the radiator now 
forms this surface. it must Imw optical properties compatible with both lIctivc "nil pllssive 
systems. The radiator demands II high emissivity and low asle filti" for effective operation. 
Initial estimates pl.lce the vlIlu,' of OtS/E <0.4/0.9 lor the allowable surface area. This docs 
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not appear consistent with the 0.8 ~ as/IE ~ 1.2 determined previously. Hence, use of a space radiator in this application would also require the use of louvers as discussed in Section 4.1. An additional benefit can be derived from the use..of louvers if the range of actuation is made consistent with the desired temperature range of the active system radiator. The louvers become the control mechanism for the active system and additional fluid control techniques would not be required. 
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Estimated weights for radiators are in the range of 0.5 to 1.25 pounds per square foot 
(References J-2, J-3 and J-4) depending on the particular design. The top end of the range 
includes an allowance for coolant fluid within the radiator and a double wall thickness on 
the external side of the fluid passage. The double wall thickness is an added factor for 
protection against meteoroid penetration and contributes only some 5-10% of the cited 
weight. Louvers would contribute an additional 0.5 to 1.0 pounds per square foot 
(Reference J-5). Based on a maximum surface area of 125 square feet, using a weight factor 
of 1.25 and 0.75 pounds per square foot for the radiators and louvers, respectively, total 
weight for the radiator/louver heat sink concept would approximate 250 pounds. 
The principal advantages of the radiator approach is that the'l: exchange devices are 
not mission duration limited. Sinr.e no expendables are required, the device will function 
continuously with virtually no requirement to be refurbished or recharged between missions 
or mission phases. This is an almost overwhelming plus factor when considering the 
multi-mission reusable role of the space tug vehicle. The usual disadvantages of radiators 
such as I) reduced performance due to possible degradation of the surface optical properties 
and 2) reduced reliability due to possible meteoroid penetration can be overcome by proper 
engineering d~ign and maintenance philosophy. For example, a large amount of data is 
ay-ailable on the degradation of optical properties in the space environment. The band of 
louver ccntrol can he selected to compensate for the predicted degradation. TIris will be 
simplified further by maintainability provisions that are required by space tug design 
groundtules. 
4.2.2 Sublimator 
A sublimator is a two fluid heat exchanger in which an expendable fluid, on being 
exposed to the space vacuum, freezes and then sublimes to vapor. The heat of vaporization 
is removed from the primary coolant fluid flowing in adjacent passages. The integration of 
the sublimator into a typical system is shown in Figure 4-10. Temperature control is 
generally obtained by modulating the amount of coolant fluid through or around the 
sublimator 0'. alternately, by controlling expendable fluid to the sublimator. The 
expendable fluid is supplied from a pressurized reservoir. The amount of t1uid required is 
dependent on the total quantity of energy to be dissipated (over the duration of the specific 
mission) and the latent heat of vaporization of the secondary fluid itself. The relationship is: 
m = ...2. x 8 
h 
where Q is the continuous (average) heat dissipated, btu/hr 
h is the latent heat of vaporization. btu/Ibm 
(j is the active mission duration, hrs. 
Of the candidate fluids, water offers the greatest heat dissipation per unit weight (l050 
btu/Ibm) and will therefore be used in determining mass requirements. As stated in Section 
2.0, the electronic cooling requirement is for 1.3 kilowatts. In addition to this. it will be 
c9nservatively assumed that the maximum external environment net heat input to the 
system will be less than 0.75 kw in each case. Using the above relationship, the expendable 
water mass requirement was determined for each mission and compiled in Table 4-1 along 
with th" weight of the supporting hardware peculiar to the sublimator ~ystem-storage tanks, 
pressure regulation system, control hardware, etc. 
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The fuel cells of the electrical power system produce water as a by-product of the power conversion process. This fluid could be recovered and used as a part of the expendable water supply; however, it is at an elevated temperature and would require cooling itself before it could be used in the sublimation process. The additional water which wo uld have to be stored to cool this by-product water plus the necessity of adding a mechanical recovery system would greatly offset any benefits gained by recovering and using the waste water in the heat exchanger subsystem. 
4.2.3 Sublimator/Radiator Trade 
The degree of thermal control obtained from each of these candidate heat exchanger systems is satisfactory for the astrionic module application. Hence, the trade to determine the optimum system must be made on the basis of weight, cost, reliability and applicability to intended mission. The weight of the radiator system was determined to be a maximum of 250 pounds, while that of the sublimator system varied from 107 to 530 pounds. Neither system appr'ars to offer commanding advantage from a relative weight standpoint. Initial hardware costs would likely favor the sublimator system. In terms of reliability, a detailed design evaluation would be necessary to obtain explicit values, but in general terms it would essentially be the possibility of meteoroid puncture of the radiator coohlllt passages versus the reduced reliability of additional sublimator components (valves, pressure regulator). The overwhelming trade item to determine the ultimate choice is considered to be the applicability to the intended missions. The space tug concept is that of a utility vehicle to be used in both a support system and primary vehicle role. It must be capable of performing a spectrum of missions and be reusable with a minimum of refurbishment over an extended lifetime. The space radiator offers distinct advantages over the sublimator concept in that it requires no consumables and is therefore not limited by the duration of a specific mission and requires no refurbishment between missions. The sublimator system requires replacement of consumed fluids and must be serviced between (before) each new mission, the amount of fluid needed being dependent upon the particular mission requirements. Thus, the recommended heat exchanger device for further thermal control system study (see Section 4.4) is the space radiator. Table 4-1 A summarizes the heat rejection trade. 
Table 4-1. 
Duration, MUllmum 
Stored Tanka~ Pressure TOlil MISSion Alilt/!! Com'lonen1 Coor"19 Walll' at 20"" 01 Subllmator Regulation Welghl OUt.'ratlOll Capabllltv Siored Walt" Ilbs) and ContrOl (Hounl IK.rowatul ILbsl ILb~1 Hardware (Un) flbsl 
I SvnchrOJlOus O,blt 
11 Ellpendable IJhUIon 
11 Tugl 19 >0' 135 
" 
25 25 212 21 Reusable MISSion 
I 12 Tugsl ND 2 Tug 60 >0' 400 80 25 25 530 No 1 Tug 18 20. 1>0 2. 25 2S 191' 
" 
Orbital OperatIons ,. >0' 160 3> 25 2. 242 
til Planetil, .. 12 Tugs' 
No 1 Tug (relu,n) ,. >0. 160 3> 25 25 242 No 2 Tug Idls,)Qsl') 1 20. 41 10 ,. 25 107 
IV Fourth Stagt> 16 205 101 22 25 25 179 
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Table 4-IA. Active Heat Rejection Options 
ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES 
• WATER BOILER • NO MICROMETEDROlD • REQUIRES EXPENDABLES EXPOSURE 
• CONTROL MORE DIFFICULT 
• NO ORIENTATION CON· • RELATIVELY HEAVY STRAINT 
• COMPACT 
• SUBLIMATORS • NO MICROMETEOROlD • REQUIRES EXPENDABLES EXPOSURE 
• REQUIRES ADDED SUPPORT 
• NO ORIENTATION CON· EQUIPMENT 
~RAINT 
• COMPACT 
• NO EXPENDABLES • MICROMETEOROID EXPOSURE • RADIATORS REQUIRED 
4.3 THERMAL CONTROL CONCEPT DESCRIPTION 
The thennal control concept that has evolved to this point consists of a passive technique for maintaining acceptable component temperatures during pDwer-down modes and active techniques to provide the additional capability needed during the active mission phases. This section attempts to integr.tte the two techniques intr' :"otal conceptual design for the astrionic Module. 
The recommended thermal control concept for the astrionic module is shown in Figures 4-1 and 4-2. The electronic components are mounted to coldplates which are fastened to the primary (load bearing) structure. When the components are powered UP. a pump circulates the coolant fluid to space radiators which reject heat to the deep space environment. The radiator consists of coolant passages implanted in a thin metal shell which encircles the primary s~ructural ring as shown in Figures 4-1 and 4-9. 111is outer shell foJrms a thermal radiation barrier to the external environment. Further isolation betweel. the internul compartment and the external environment is afforded by low conductivity standoffs which fasten the outer shell to the inner ring and through the use of multifoil insulation between the two elements. It should be noted that the outer shell is not a structur.tl member. its only purpose being to present a controlled surface to the external environment for thernlal and for micrometeoroid protection. 
A system of louver panels cover the mdiator surface area and will be fastened directly to the segmented mdiator panels. These individuul modules are compatIble with the acces.<ibility options discussed in Appendix l. The louvers urc driven by bi·metallic thermal actuators sensing temperature of the underlying surlace. The segmented louvers function independently. giVing a degree of local control around the vehicle. Individual louver/radiator panels may be rellloved for the expendable missions to provide an optimum combination of thermal control. weight and cost. 
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4.3.1 Pressurization 
Liquid pressurization of the coolant loop can be provided by two methods: 
o GN2 pressurization through a bladder/liquid interface 
• Mechanical pressurization using a spring loaded bellows type accumulator. 
The latter requires no consumables and is therefore preferred in this application. Some 
capacity, though limited, is available within the bellows accumulator for providing makeup 
fluid in the event of small leaks. 
4.3.2 Temperature Regulation 
Coolant temperature control can be achieved through a number of schemes. The 
optimum approach appears to be the utilization of the louvers to regulate the amount of 
radiating area. The actuators would have an opc:rating range consistent with the required 
radiating temperature of the emitting surface. An alternate method of control is to use a 
fluid bY-pass around the heat exchanger when cooling is not required, identical to the 
approach previously illustrated in Figure 4-10 for the sublimator system. 
1~~; _____ 
4.3.3 Service Heat Exchanger 
An auxiliary heat exchanger is included to allow conditioning of "Ie onboard system 
by a space element when the tug is docked with the element and for ground conditioning 
during system checkout. 
43.4 Coolant Fluid 
The coolant fluid selected must have a low freezing (pour) point as well as the other 
desirable properties of low viscosity, high specific heat and compatibility with other 
materials. 
4.3.5 Reliability 
Principal reliability aspects generally common to liquid loop systems are the provision 
for assured containment and pressurization of the liquid volume and maintenance of 
circulation. The degree of reliability necessary or desirable and the resulting penalties for 
achieving this reliability is a study in itself and will not be considered here beyond the point 
of mentioning that because of its critical nature and reliability. the recommended system 
includes a redundant coolant pump. 
4.3.6 Weight, Size 
Rough estimates of weight and dimensional properties for the major system 
components are compiled in Table 4-2. 
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Table 4-2. Estimated Weight and Dimensional Properties of Thermul Control Components 
Weight 
Component No. (Combined) Size 
Pump 1150 watts) 2 !i0 Lb, 8"xS"x6" 
Coldplate 8 (Max) 200 Lbs 4S" x 36" x 1" 
Accumulator 1 30 Lbs 10" x 12" 
Radiator 8 147 Lbs 48" x 44" x 2" 
Louvers 8 88 Lbs 48" x 44" x 3" max. 
Service Heat Exchanger 1 10 Lbs S"xS"x3" 
Fluid 50 Lbs 
Multilayer Insulation 25 Lb, 
Plumbing, Misc. Hardware 60 Lb, 
Total 660 Lb, 
Values in this table are rough estimates for general planning purposes 
only. Reference Figure 4-2 for a schematic of this concept. 
4.4 LUNAR MISSIONS 
In previous pamgraphs (Section 2.0) the space tug missions were categorized to include 
a number of commOn phases of thermal environment. It was stated that the lunar missions 
could not be included in this generalization because of their unique environment and WOUld, 
because of time limitations. not be considered in the conceptual studies. 11tis section 
presents a brief discussion of the lunar missions attempting to point out some of the aspects 
which must be considered in order to provide satisfactory thermal control. 
The two prime factors in determining thermal control requirements are the electronic 
component thermal characteristics (power dissipation. allowable temperature. etc.) and the 
thermal environment to which the velticle wiII be exposed. The former has been defined for 
the lunar landing mission and from " thermal standpoint is no more severe than for the 
other space tug missions. The external Ihermal environment however is both more severe 
and more difficult to de line . 
The lunar mission as currently defined includcs both a lunar orbit and a surface 
operation. In each plwse. there is an active period in whi':!t Ihe astrionic components are 
powered lip and an inactive period in which the entire vehicle is in a quiescent or storage 
mode. 
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Lunar Orbit The determination of the orbital heating environment for a vehicle 
orbiling the moon is carried out in much the same lIlunner as for the earth orbit 
cases. The orbil parameters del1lling the worst possible thermal environments are 
tirst determined. this information thcn being input 1(" ~ digital computer program 
to deline Ihe exaet heating values. Perhaps the l11os1 significant difference 
between the lunar ,lIld earth orbit Cases is that. because of its relatively uniform 
atmosphere and sllOrt period of revolution. the dTcctivc emitting temperature of 
the planet earth is generally uniform. The moon. on the other hand. is for all 
pmctkal purposes void of an atmospherc and' experiences a relatively long day 
(approximately two eurth weeks), This results in large variations in temperature 
(>500 F degrees) over the surface. causing large variations of lunar thermal heat 
Ilux with lalItude and longitude which must be taken into consideration. The 
orbit parameters mllst be carefully selected in order to ,Ivoid significant errors in 
the thermal unalysis. 
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e Lunar Surface Operation - Determination of the thermal environment for a 
vehicle on the lunar surface is also complex. The two week periods of sunlig.lJ.t and 
darkness present exactly opposite environmental extremes. During the lunar day, 
the high temperatures of the surface (up to 2500 F) and large "view factor" result 
in values of lunar emission stdang a surface vehicle in excess of the normally 
predominant solar incidence. Areas with irregular surface conditions (mountains, 
craters, etc.) may intensify the heating conditions. In the lunar night, surface 
temperatures approach -2500 F. 
As with the other space tug missions, the lunar missions include extemive periods in 
which the vehicle astrionics is in a quiescent or storage mode (up to 180 days in lunar orbit 
and 42 days on the lunar surface). Thus, prime emphasis should be placed on passive 
thermal control techniques. The ultimate design of a vehicle which must withstand both the 
extremes of the lunar surface environment as well as lunar orbital heating will necessarily 
include extensive thermal protection and conditioning schemes in excess of those required 
for the other space tug missions. This could be accomplished with the baseline concept as 
defined herein with additional conditioning techniques (e.g .• sublimator system) added in 
kit or modular form to provide capability for meeting the additional requirements of the 
lunar mission. 
4.5 FUTURE TECHNOLOGY 
The thermal control system/concepts recommended in this study are present 
state-of-the-art. It is not anticipated that advancements in technology within the time frame 
of the space tug evaluation will significantly affect these techniques. Potential refinement 
and demonstration of practicality of known concepts. plus the possibility that new 
information gained in the evaluation of the space tug will allow consideration of different 
techniques, make it advisable to mention some "future technology." 
The heat dissipation function in the space environment is essentially limited to two 
processes: 
• Thermal radiation to deep spa~e 
C/ Utilization of phase ~hange energy. or sensible heat capacity, of a stored, 
expendable fluid. 
All cooling systems must eventually come to one or both of these two processes; 
hence. most "new te~hniques" are either refinements of old methods utilizing these 
processes or new ways to utilize them. Some of these techniques which could become 
applicable to the astrionic module are: 
• Thermodynamic Cycles - Active conditioning systems are possible which use 
methods of removing heat from a source to a sink at a higher temperature. 
Systems employing gas and vapor cycles may be used in conjunction with space 
radiators to decrease the required emitting area of the radiator surface. In general. 
these systems require more complex equipment than other active conditioning 
systems and none have been demonstrated in an actual space vehicle. 
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Thennoelectric Cooling - Similar to the thennodynamic cycle, systems 
employing the thennoelectric effect remove heat from a source to a sink at a 
bigher temperature. Both of these techniques are perhaps more correctly called 
"heat pumps" in that they do not in themselves dissipate ];·~at but effectively 
improve the thermal link between source and sink. These systems have a common 
undesirable element, a very high ratio of power input to heat pumping rate. 
Improvements in this condition depend on the development of new and better 
materials. 
Heat Pipe ..c TIle heat pipe is a highly effective fluid heat tran~fer device which is 
self-contained, has no moving parts, and can transport many times as much heat 
as a solid conductor of the same cross-section. Essmtially, the heat pipe may be 
thought of as a very low resistance heat conductor. Potential use appears best on 
the electronic component level in improving heat rejection to a primary thermal 
conditioning system. 
Utilization of Hydrogen Boil-0ff - A propulsion stage h, space which contains 
residual liqUid hydrogen receives therm~l energy from solar and other sources. 
causing the hydrogen to c'Iapomte. This boii-off conld conceivably be used to 
supplement existing heat rejection systems or in some cases provide the sole heal 
dissipation process. 
TIlermal Control Coatings with Vuriable Optical Properties - An advanc~d 
concept which has received considerable attention in recent years and which may 
become a candidate for replacing the louvers. on the recommended 'ystem. is the 
use of thermal control coatings with variable optical properties. The ale mtio of 
these materials changes reversibly to present a "controlled" value consistent with 
the desired tempemture. Some of the mechanisms involved include polarization. 
change in tmnsparency. chemical effects and e1ectroluminescence. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this appendix is to present the results of the initial study of the space 
tug checkout function. The first step of the study was to determine the checkout 
requirements for the system. Based on the checkout requirements, various types of tests to 
be provided were defined. Then a preliminary analysis of checkout methods was performed 
to establish system configurations which fulml the space tug requirements. 
2.0 GUIDELINES AND CONSTRAINTS 
The checkout system study was performed based on the following guidelines and 
constraints: 
I. The tug is based and maintained in space and on the ground. 
2. The tug may be configured for manned or unmanned missions. In the unmanned 
configuration, the tug will be operated automatically or by remote operation 
from the earth or other space element. 
3. The tug astrionic module design shall minimize the need for ground support. 
4. The tug shall be capable of going from the quiescent state to a fully operational 
state within two hours. 
S. The astrionic module will be packaged to allow a remove and replace maintenance 
and reconfiguration concept in space. 
6. The design goal of the checkout function will be to locate failures to a lowest 
replaceable unit (LRU) consistent with the philosophy of modular astrionics. 
7. The astrionic system will be capable of checkout and monitoring for the total tug 
consistent with the tug maintenance concepts. 
8. Between missions, maintenance will be performed as required to upgrade the 
reliability to the required level. During the mission, maintenance will be limited to 
switching to redundant paths. 
9. The following definitions of failure criticalities establish a baseline for checkolit 
requirements: 
(IJ Criticality I failure is one that j\ .dizes the safety of the crew. 
• Criticality II failure is one that causes a primary mission abort. 
l1li Criticality III failure is one that neither jeopardizes crew safety nor results in 
primary mission abort but causes other mission impact. (For example, a 
failure which causes loss of vehicle autonomy.) 
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3.0 SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
Test requirements and test definitions for the space tug were examined. Two approaches to providing an onboard checkout capability for the tug are presented: I) centralized checkout and 2) built-in test equipment. The advantages and disadvantages of each approach were appraised based on the overall tug requirements and the projected astrionic systems. It was concluded that the centralized checkout approach provides major advantages and should be considered the prime checkout tool. Howewr. it was pointed out that built-in test equipment would be more advantageous in some areas. Therefore. the tug checkout function should be a combination of centralized checkout and built-in test equipment. 
4.0 DETAILED ANALYSIS 
4.1 CHECKOUT REQUI REMENTS 
Checkout for the tug includes the process of determining the operational capability of the various tug systems. detecting and isolating malfunctions. and reveril1cation of opemtiOI'ul status after a maintenance sequence. Checkout will indude pre-night. pre-mission. and operational checkout. as required in the various mission phases. 
Th< tug checkout function will be accomplished by onboard equipment and will provide !lIe means for automatic and manual operation. The status of tug systems. as determineC: by the checkout function. will be provided to the crew and through the telemetry s)'stem to the ground or other space elements. 
K-2 
The following requirements provide the basis for del1nition of checkuut capabilities: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Detectiun of a critical malfunction shall result in switching to an alternate unit. 
module. path. or method. in order to compkte thc mi"ion or save the vehicle. 
The system will monitor various parameters for trends and detennine a prediction 
of the time that an uns(ltisfactory condition will exist. The capabil!ty shall exist to alert the crew and mission control of equipment degradation or potential failures. 
A preset testing sequence utilizing test stimuli to a unit. either generated internally or externally to thl' unit. shall he provided. The testing sequence will include analysis of the unit outputs. 
Diagnostic testing u.ing data from " number of SOUfces shall be provided. Diagnostic testing will be required when the cause of an anomaly is not readily apparent from individual monitoring points. 
The design goul for the dleckout funLtion will be to isolate malfunctions to a lowest replaceable unit for any subsystem. 
Capability to test the entire vehicle shall he provided. 
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II The checkout function shall be capable of remote activation and monitoring. 
III The checkout function will he desir-ned so oils to not adversely affect the 
component or subsystem under test. 
OIl Onhoard vehicle checkout equipment and test techniques shall be compatible 
with launch and support facilities, insofar as possible. 
4.1.2 Test Definitions 
There will be sevenll general types of tests wquired to fulfill the checkout objectives 
for the tug systems. Definition of these tests wilJ further aid in decision-making regarding 
the checkout function configuration. These t~st5 ;lre discussed in the following paragraphs. 
4.1..~.1 Overall Systems Test 
The ovemll systems test will provide " complete vchide systems test with a maximum 
capability to determine readiness of the equipment to successfully complete its assigned 
mission. This test will be performed at system activation, whether on the ground or in space 
at the end of a quiescent mission phase. It shall also be available for system check,)ut after 
maintenance and/or refurbishment. The test will be designed for l1exibility to allow 
checkout for various vehide, payload, and mission equipment configurations. 
This test will be stored in the maos storage device and will be called into the computer 
main memory when needed. This test will perform a complete end-to-end checkout of all 
systems and subsystems_ All redundant paths will be tested when pmcticable, along with the 
switching circuit for the redundant paths. The checkout system itself will be tested by 
cimgnostic self-test programs or built-in §elf-test equipmt!nt. 
The test will provide for trend analysis as well as detection of failures. Trend analysis 
will be performed by comparing data with preset limits und/or previously stored system test 
data_ Data compression techniques of lime and/or magnitude compression will be used for 
analysis of data. Data obtained will be retained in mass or main storage for engineering 
rvaluation purposes and U'-, in later checkout sequences. 
In the event of the detection of an anomaly, the systen1 will notify the crew (if 
manned) and mission control (ground or space clements) through the telemetry system. 
Maximum data concerning the problem will be transmitted. The same data will be stored in 
computer storage. After all pertinent data is saved, diagnostic routines will be performed to 
isolate the cause of the problem. The decision to continue or abort the mission will be made 
based on factors such as mission and pnyload criticality, backup capabilitie$ available, and 
availability of manpower and spare equipments to perform maintenance. 
4.1.2.2 System Functional Tests 
System functi,,! .. -\ tests will provide the checkout capnbilitics requircd during active 
mission phases. il1esc tests will be performed continuously on an interleaved basis with 
system functior.al operations. The tests will be co-resident with operational progmms in the 
central processor main memory. The frequency of the vnrious tests will be depcndent on 
such factors as subsystem criticality, mission phase, and previous indications of equipment 
condition. 
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This test will establish the necessary confidence in tug systems to continue l11tO 
following mission phases. It will analyze operational data to the maximum extent pl',ssible 
with minimal possible use of special tests or routines. Subsystem outputs will be tested - ~ 
general!y, with points internal to subsystems tested less often. Internal points may be 
examined when Clutputs indil'ate a possible problem. Reasonableness tests will be 
performed. Data will be compal1ld with data stored from previous missions or tes'[ runs in 
order to detect deteriorating conditions. Approximately 10% of all system test points will 
be monitored by this test. Approximately 2% of available tests will be utilized for trend 
analysis. 
In the event of a malfunction, automatic switching (software or 'hardware controlled) 
to alternate methods or equipment will take place. Mission control and the crew (if manned) 
will be notified of the problem. The onboard data management fUllction will have a 
capability of deciding whether to abort the mission or continue. This capability may be 
overrid.den from mission control or the crew module on manned missions. 
4.1.2.3 Diagnostic Tests 
Diagnostic tests will normally be stored in the mass storage of the data management 
subsystem. There will be overall system diagilostic tests. as well as subsystem dedicated 
tests. The diagnostics may be called iuto Gperation automatically by other tests of the 
checkout system. or they may be operated on command from mission control or the crew 
module. 
The goal of the diagnostic tests will be to isolate any malfunction to an LRU. LRUs 
will be defined by the following characteristics: 
Isolation capability of the checkout system 
Physical size of the unit 
• Ease of replacement of the unit 
Isolation of a malfunction to a particular LRU will result ill one or more of the 
following actions. Information concerning the malfunctioning LRU will be stored in 
memory. telemetered to mission control. and conullunicatcd to the crew module, if the 
particular mission is manned. If a malfunction occurs in a quiescent mission phase and 
maintenance fucilities and manpower are available, the equipment may be reliaired and the 
system reverified. If II malfu~wtion occurs during a mission, thcn decisions will be made as to 
whether to abort or attempt to complete the mission with limited capability. 
4.2 CHECKOUT FUNCTION CONFIGURATION 
A primary consideration in the process of cstllblishing the tug checkout configuration 
is the requirement for a,· tonomOU5 unboard checkout for the vllrious tug modules and 
systems. The system must be versatile and effective in IT ceting test requirements for the 
multitude of vehil;le configurations. missions. and payloads 
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There are two generally accepted methods of providing an onboard checkout capability. One approach is to use a central computer for test control and data analysis. The second approach provides built-in-test equipment (BITE) in each subsystem. Each of these methods has advantages and disadvantages. A compromise approach should attempt to use the best points of both methods to provide the most effective system at the lowest cost possible. 
4.2.1 Central Computer Checkout 
The central computer approach to onboard checkout offers the immediately obvious advantage of utilizing the operational equipment and functional data paths of the tug data management function described in Appendix C. Subsystem data alreadY available in the computer for operational purposes may be analyzed for checkout purposes with a minimum hardware penalty. The data bus and interface units provide the means of controlling. interrogating, and analyzing data from the various tug subsystems. 
The computer provides the capability of more detailed control "nd analysis of test data than does BITE_ In the event of an apparent malfunction, the computer may interrogate different da. ~ sources to isolate the cause of the problem. A computer controlled checkout system may be programmed to work around transient indications of failures, whereas a pure hardware system might cause switchout of equipment on a transient. 
Inherent in the computer controlled checkout is the capability of working around malfunctions by automatically utilizing alternate paths. Also, the computer system provides testing of different hardware configurations by changing the checkout programs. In the case of manned missions, the computer allows manual opemtion of the checkout system. 
A centrally controlled checkout system provides th~ advantage of preserving test data. In the tug system, this data will be stored in the mass or main storage device. Stomge of test data allows long term evaluation of equipment performance. The stored data may be telemetered to mission control at convenient periods for flight evaluation. 
There are penalties associated with use of computer for checkout. One of these is the effort required to develop the checkout programs. AI! equipment must be analyzed in detail to obtain specific lest requirements from which detniled programming flow charts must be developed. TIlen the programs must be written and checked out. 
The impact on the processing system must be considered. Additional main stomge capacity will be needed for the checkout programs. The computer speed must be such thnt checkout can be handled along with the operdtional programs. An examination of requirements based on past experience, however, indicates that the proposed tug data management function would be able to handle the tug checkout requirements. The storage capability will range from ;; percent to 30 percent of the total main storage reqUirement, depending on the mission. More comprehensive checkout programs may be stored in mass storage for extensive checkout during maintenance. 
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4.2.2 Built-In Test Equipment 
BITE is test equipment designed and built as an integral part of the prime equipment. 
BITE may be designed to provide checkout and malfunction isolation capability to almost 
any desired level. though there is obviously a practical limit to how much BITE should be 
added. BITE offers the advantage. in addition to utilization in a system configuration, of 
being available for use at any maintenance location. 
Use of BITE provides test decisions at the SUbsystem or sometimes a lower level. 
Contrasted to the centralized checkout approach, BITE would impose minimum burden on 
the tug data management function. Only status indications for various pieces of equipment 
would be forwarded to the computer via the data bus. Raw parameter data would not be 
forwarded. It follows that the previously discussed advantages in the centralized approach of 
storage of test data would not exist with this approach. 
Redundancy for reliability purposes is a prime consideration in tug astrionics design. 
BITE and reliability redundancy may be designed as a joint function to provide both 
malfunction isolation and switching capabilities. Stimuli generation for test purposes will be 
morc effectively provided by BITE circuitry as opposed to imposing the burden of stimuli 
generation on the central processor. 
A checkout system utilizing BITE involves several major penalties. Use of BITE adds 
weight and size to the prime equipment. The additional circuitry involved in BITE increases 
the pro!Jability of failures. BITE must be designed to minimize the likelihood of BITE 
failures impairing total tug capability. 
It is recommended that. as definition of the tug continues. the design of the checkout 
system be pursued to determine the most cost effective combination of centralized versus 
BITE checkout. Based on the preceding discussions of requirements and checkout methods. 
it is recommended that centralized checkout should be provided as the prime checkout tool. 
However. all lUg systems IIlllst be analy,ed for test purposes since there wil! be areas where 
BITE will provide the most effective test capability. Also. there may be subsystem tes: 
requirements which impose an extreme penalty on the dat'l management function. In these 
cuses. BITE will be required at the SUbsystem level. However. the datu management function 
should provide the ovemll test control. 
A fairly recent advance in checkout capability is inherent in use of the data bus and its 
assodated interface units. The interface units for the various subsystems may be designed to 
perform certain checkout functions. such as stimuli generation and limit checking. This 
would lessen the burden of checkout on the central processing system. The development of 
interlill;e units with a checkout capability is a future considcmtion for use in the tug. along 
with the centralized and built-in test equipment methods. 
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The preceding discussion was based on the use of the data bus and interface units to provide the electrical interface connections for the tug data management function. If the data bus is not used, then the checkout configuration would be modified. Use of a centralized input/output function would impose a greater burden on data management in monitOring all the test points that would be brought to a centralized point. Checkout control would still be centralized. However, the checkout burden would be shifted further towards BITE at the sUbsystem level in order to limit the quantity of test points to be interfaced with the central processor. 
The centralized checkout aided by BITE wilJ be used across the spectrum of space tug design missions. This scheme can be used generally for any space element possessing a central computing capability. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
Maintainability should be one of the primary considerations in any eevelopment 
program. It is extremely important that no design decisions are made which would 
comprorrdse the basic capabilities for testing and repair of the tug astrionics. Therefore, the 
effort in this program has been to review preliminary designs and provide necessary inputs 
to system designers to ensure that the system design includes consideration of basic 
maintainability criteria. 
The maintainability philosophy and concepts have been developed to establish 
checkout and maintenance requirements. These requir!!ments provide :I baseline for 
maintainability design. The following areas received plimary emphasis during the 
preliminary maintainability analysis: 
• Test requirements 
.. Checkout function configurations 
e Definition of lowest replaceable units (LRUs) 
e Ease of access for maintenance 
2.0 GUIDELINES AND CONSTRAINTS 
The following guidelines and constraints provide the background for this study: 
• The tug is based and maintained in space or on the ground. 
• The tug astrionic module design shall minimize the need for ground support. 
• The tug shall be capable of going from the quiescent state to a fully operational 
state within two hours. 
• The astrionic module will be packaged to allow a remove and replace maintenance 
and reconfiguration concept in space. 
• Removp and replace maintenance will be performed between missions. During 
missions, maintenance will be limited to switching to redundant patils. 
It A standard physical interface for astrionic equipm!:'nt and :J standard electrical 
interface for all electrical equipment will be provided to simplify interchange of 
components and data tmnsfer. 
3.0 SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
The preliminary maintainability design effort for the tug astrionics has been concerned 
with insuring that due consideration be given to the basic checkout and maintenance 
concepts for the astrionic equipment. 
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Basic maintainability philosophy requires an onboard checkout function with the 
following test capabilities: 
19 Assumnce of equipment performance prior to missions. 
• Providing continued confidence in equipment performance during active mission 
phases on a non-interference basis with system operation. 
• Positive and rapid detection of malfunctions with isolation to a lowest replaceable 
unit (LRU). 
The checkout configuration concept defined to provide these capabilities consists of 
utilizing the centml processing capabilities of the data management function to the 
maximum extent possible. The checkout concept also includes the use of special built-in test 
equipment in some functional arcas. 
Primary maintainability design d .aracteristics of accessibility and replaceability have 
received special attention during the preliminary packaging and layout studies. All candidate 
structural configurations provide the desired capal1i1ity of facilitating ease of removal and 
replacement of equipment. The replacement capability is at two levels: the LRU level and 
the component panelleve). The panels contain groups of related components. 
A list of candidate LRUs has been generated. This list is based on the presently known 
functional and mechanical characteristics of the various equipment. The list will change as 
tug development progresses: however, the present list provides guidelines fur fllture activities 
in development of the checkout function. 
4.0 DETAILED ANALYSIS 
4.1 MAINTAINABILITY PHILOSOPHY 
For the purposes of this study. maintainability is defined to include those functions 
and/or capabilities which allow: 
Assessment of vehicle operational status 
Assessment of the "health" of the astrionic system 
Ability to detcd and isolate incipient and actual failure conditions 
Ability to "work-around" failed equipments and resume normal operation 
e Ease in the replacement of failed equipments 
Obviously maintainability considerati()~lS for the space tug must embrace earth a~ well 
as space-resident opcmtions. For this study. however. only space resident operations have 
been evaluated. The TCtlson is twofold: (I) earth based operations have not been defined, 
und (2) space residcnt operations impose more stringcnt maintllinllbility require.ments. 
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Autonomous operation is a basic design goal for space tug. From a maintainability standpoint tltis requirement dictates the need for all onboard capability which allows checkout of the vehicle astrionks and system and, dep''I1ding on the resulls. causes appmpriate action to be taken to pinpoint the cause of failure and switch in spare opemtional units. For unmanned missions, this call1lbility must be automatic since human intervention is not possible. For manned missiom;. the capability may be fully automatic or a combination of automatic and manual features. Witi' the automatic capability on manned missions. crew intervention is obviously not required. However. the information and the ability needed for crew intervention should be provided. A totally manual capability would lint sunke since "rew reaction times are not qUick enough to detect and correct failures in critical ntission functions. 
The guidelines presented in Section 2.0 concerning removing and replacing failed ul)its during and between missions dictates the need for two types of repair capability. During the mission. repair of a mnlfllnctioning unit is 1I0t accomplished. Instead. once the failure is detected. uutomatic swih:hing from the failed to an operational unit is accomplished. Between missions. repair of a failed unit is accomplished on a phYSical "remove and replace" basis. Therefore. packilging and ins lallation concepts for aslrionic hardware must fadlitate case of replacement with due LOnsidemtion of EVA opemlions. 
4.2 MAINTAINABILITY CONCEPTS 
TIle .. bove maintainability philosophy for tb~ tug establish .. the basic requiremenb ror 
,,·,t .:apat,ility and the levd of repair for the v:lriou, cdldon, of maintenan"e TIlcsc lIIalllh:nan.:e requirement, provide guidelines for the maintainabilit} design of the tug a,tnonk module. Two maintenance edleloll' for the tug have been ':<I"sldcred. TIle first is maintenance to b,' pcrronned prior to missi(lIL' or in <Iuk.,.cent missioll phase,. TIle sc.:ond echelon in\'oivc~ the: muinh:nan..:c: a~tions dunng iu.:th-.... mis.,ion philltC:~. 
MaintcIJ.tI1t.:C' dunng (lulI .. ~t:cnt nll~ion phasL" ba"h:.all) '~i\"lJJ\'C'~ t,-nsllring that tilL-
'dnOI" S},stCIIIS are at th., performalh:e le~d re<lI'urcd tor the /I,·"t m"'lon or ItllSShlll 1111= Ihe <Inboard .:hed.out hllidlun ,tulUld proVide the .:up.Jillht} .... 1'1111) t~'S!Jng all system, for 
,n<J.I"",,nd. A dldgIlU,tJ.: ':dpabJlII~ h. ,,,,I.lt,, malllllh:IIlII" tn a replaceable Item should be Ilfln ltll.:'d 
TIi" ",Inom, lIludul" dL'SI.!!I1 ,hould allo\ll t"" I"wl, 01 replacement Oue Ic\.:1 of h:"wLcmcnl -buuld b,' the blad .. ' '''' or 11"\\"" repld"'Jbk 1 .. lIt lLRU. len:) LRV Id .. ·nt;fh:.atlon mu~· l ... ~c Inlt. d\.':UUl1t rht.- It)lIo\\uJ~ 
,..... ... .. m:d !,: •• ··a "l .~"lt.."'~'Cl ~!L",L.I b.:.n Ill. """wl'<"·J1."I>~ ft:ud fI,.,.d It ""::!"'t~::h "I" l!)\"" ~i .... ..;"." .m: !:rm:p.-.!J h~ ",,::.:fh •. lM.'IDlct'9":"'''':, ~11!re d!.l.1<'Sl;:m L.~.:J ii~ .',;!,! ~-.... r . 4,~1,' 
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4.2.2 Active-Mis~ion Phases 
Maintenance in the nonnally accepted sense of the word will not be performed during a~tive mission pha:<es. The checkout funchun should p~ovlde automatic tcstmg of all systems on a continuous basis interleaved witl, nonnal ft.mctional operation. If a malfunction occurs. the repair action will consisr. oJf automatically switching to alternate methods or redundant equipment. 
Detection of a malfunction 1ll1lS! be followed by a decision process 10 delenninl! whether or n,'1 10 conlinue the miSSion. TIle decision will be based on scveral factors. TIle major factor; are mission and payload criticality. backup capabilitie~ aV"dilable. Jlld avaJlabIlity of manpower and spare cqUlpmcnts 10 perfonn maItIlCllancc. 
43 TEST REQUIREMENTS 
Test requirements have becn dcrdoped to Impkmcnl the mainlalllability concepts dl,cuS\ed III the preccdmg .CCllolI. TIle requiremcllts are u.ed 10 aid ill maintamabllil} deSign of Ihe cllUlpmcnl. In partkular. deCisions f<!gardmg lhe chcckoul funclJon deSign are b;Jsed on the lesl requirement- TIle I~"I relJwrcmenb ate L!I"ouped III t!m.-e calegoncs. O.o:r-dll .ystems 1.:.1 requtrl:ments dfC Ihosc m::ccsslldled by (JUles.:cnl 1I11ssioll pllase mamlellancc ,:ollcep!s S~slem t"unclhlllal le.I rt:()Ulremenh drc those Imposed by actm! nu~'lun phase mam£cnant:C' ..:on':':Ph. TIle third "':.J.t-c:gor} of rcquln:mCn[~ 1~ (or diugnostb.-I,,"'h 10 bc uUhzed when a IILtlh.II.:lioll has bee" dcl~"\:lcd ',y mcrall or fllllcllOllallcsb. 
4.l I OWf,,1I Syslcm, T c,1 ReqUtrCmcnh 
nlc o,er.lIl ~~'lelU' 101' should pcrlann a ..:omplelc ,,:., 01 Ih,· '.mul" IU!! syslem, TIl" t,,",1 slwuld be d""'I~cd lu pnn,dc md~mlU'U .unhdcn.c Illdl II", lug eqUlpmcnt ",III 
,u'H ... sh.lI~ ,omplclc Ihc plol"I!cd 11I."I"n nle l:sl "pc"!llon ,hould he Ilc'Ublc "nough 10 '·J ... I"f~h: .. 'h,,;kout of \Jl1lnr \chu,,·!1-" p,I)luoJd .• m&! tna ... ",)u 1.!"(llnpma:nl ,-onfagut"dllon'.!r. 
All re.iundolnt pallt>. J:.' \Yell d' Ih< o!,."' ... ·'olt~-d ,wlldlln!! .. 1 .... 11} lur Ihe R-dundanl pallts. will be 1 ..... lcd .\ ... jY.I.dll} 01 .ahdJIUll.! 11t,- .:11 .. -.:1..0111 '''lu'pm''llI ,hel/ 11111'1 b;: I'm .. d::d fnd-lo-t:nd ..... lIng "Iuuld !,., pcrlllnllrd u;>lulU!' tln,,"al lun.-lIuJUI mpul \1);114'. or 1.:.1 gl:lIcralcd stlntUIt 
"llu'- h,*'1 <ihnuld prt't-uk 'u: Ult:" ,.h:b.""ltOn .. ,: t1ct~n;.tr"IJ!!g \,.ondUldn,.1"\. ~lCU.a dl~.rerA: Id"Un.~ Sro'eral data ~lLd) ... 1 .... '11: .. 1" .. ,. II ... ) be tN:tI lu del"..-' <'qlllpm!!al! delefio ... llon Dala mol~ I", ,,,mp.u.-.l .... ID I"~I bm.h "r I~ .. ush ./(Ir.:d , ... tc:m I • .,., dill" f};atOl ~f.!~"1.r-:.;.~~t!l t..:...!:nw.:1..'"'II. Qf:' I:;;:.." .Jr.tJ ~ru~nnlid,. "",lBaif!fI.-~,tD C:i.'~ .• !) I!:.' ~-.! h!: ..l;::.;i;;E}!. (if dloti11gJ!:; 5'ar-Jni:!":",7'10 1}.13.oJ u!l:!~.mrd mU"lo1 bt- n:t~'r1i.---d hI( .·Q:~.H .. "4~~ ~JiwlW"n ..tt't..i.I t.'"W m @.3t", ,fl'.J,,·b~'3a ~"I!:l'#f:U:'" 
i4~'tt~ Ul1n::t; ..n.:1'· .. · Gl..:."""1I.wt::) ",~ rea"\! ~It' oil t.4.!.!li&.:;lU.t:i). fn~"",, ~tth ~ t!'{'f;criilti:c:, t~~,.;d~..tIr..'~d gn,fl Dttl::Un c~~tt~~ lI~t".J~n.o:') l\if~\r-=g!l It~"l.!t~~ ~ ,;j .. ~::::::c~. ~lp.J;r-~J!J. 6~1 L',1I...!r,J.:J~~4~fl\ ait~j rZ.l$~ r"ii~orr..: ~~:,tc:~t'? ~~ ~ ,,=-!""'""'"j" ;..r:~.. fib: ~4~:.::J;r'...:l." lS3 E .. '"'r:l.1 ... Sii~l b: dk ..... n1l:t:t i.rc~ -cn:,.!l ~t.""' ~ ~t~;;~.t:...'"O .. nl~ d;.t~ Qn~;:r -II~'} tt:~ ~.~grl. r'_..,.-.;;:...:J .. 'II .. ., (':-:;\l~~~ r~-='.:; c~ It: ...... i:'.t·~\- I1tlrlt~ J tClCllo t-t' ",q:l!.~i~1('...&::3 ~ . !!t.."lI. 
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The test opemlion ,hould analyze operational data to the maximum extent possible in 
order to minimize the Impact of checkout requirements on tug opemtions. Subsystem 
outputs will gellcmlly b~ used as test points, with points internal to subsystems examined 
less often. Reasonableness tests should be performed on various operational parameters. 
In general. the same data analysis techniques used in oveml! tests should be utilized to 
detect deteriomting conditions during opemtional phases. Data comparison techniques and 
comparison with presl·t limits would be utilized. Data may be ~omparcd with previously 
stored data from both :unctional and overul! tests. 
The detection of a malfunction will require automatic switching to backup capabilities 
of eIther alternale modes or redundant eqUlpments. Data concerning the problem would be 
provided to the crcw (if manned) and to mission controL 
DIagnostic lesl!> shall be developed to take maximum possible advantage of eqUIpment 
and melhod. cXlsling for operational purposes. Oper.ttional inputs and outpuls of 
equipment shuuld be used for diagnustic analyses where possible. This capability will be 
~I.lpplcmcntcd In .ome arca, by Ihe gellcrJllOn of lest ~(lInuli. In equipments where 
redundan~~ I' avaJlable. the reduJldan~y swil~hing cir~llilry should provide indication, uf 
malflln.:uonlllr. cqmpmcnt 
The dlJgnu_IIL IL .. " Ill"~ he oper.tlcd autumatlca!!, 111 Ihe cvenl of a malfuncllon. ur 
Ihe~ rna) br upemted under LOilirol ul nllSSlun .:omrol or Ihe .:rcw I if manned). TIle deSign 
g;lal uf the I1lal:lI",IIL' Lapablhl) WIll be llidlfunLllulI !>olallun tu an LRU. Dala rcg-dfding 
IJl;JlfUII.:tlOlI, Will I ... · refamcd III Ihe ".!nom.: ell"lpmellt. tclemelcred to mission ,·onlrol. 
and .:ommum.:alcd W Ih,' ':re'" mudule 011 I\\.t,:m:d iII~",n" In qUiescent lIIission phases. 
where 1Il;lInlcn.lIlc" 1 .. .:Jlm • .,. .. r.d manpower .Ire .I"ulabk-. tlw c'llllpment would be repaired 
anti th" ,.)" ....... 10 n:\cnfaC'd ~r.1 mdlturh:Uull O(LUr~ dunng .J nu~ioJ1. ,J real time dCCL\)On 
wouk! b<: made .. _ to whell,,:r 10 "burt or !o ,;olllplclC the mission wllh a degr"ded 
~l'.IbJlll) 
nle 11111 ... , lIt.!lIit.m ... bwl) ~lIo'l b", hIX" LOII.:cmed "lib poondmg Ibo,e 
m.>1ntatl!;1tlllll~ .fur", teruU" .. Iudl lumll lit. h"'" 1,..,.1 .1Ilt! repair .:on,:cl'" for thL' III~ 
a"J,tnu~h..~ nt~ b.!.ul. lTh.1utt .• nn.du1u) dc,ngn dUfa\.·h:nslJ.\.~ ub:ludc 
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4.4. I Checkout Configuration Concepts 
Analysis of tug requirements has led to a tentative configuration for the checkout function. This configuration utilizes the planned data management fUJlction in a centralized checkout concept. The existence of central processor capability along wita the data bus and associated interf3ce units provides an efficient test system with minimum additional Imrdware penalty. 
Built-in test equipment (BITE) will provide a necessary complement to centralize checkout in some areas. [n some subsystems BITE may provide a more cost effective test capability than a strictly centralized approach. There may be subsystem test requirements whidl impose too extreme a penalty on the data management function (refer to Appendix K fcr a marc detailed discussion of checkout). 
4.4.2 Layout and PJc,~aging 
Major emphasis in layout and packaging design has been concerned with providing maintainability features of accessihility and rcplaceability (see Appendix [ for a detailed discussion of structures and layout). The layout dcsign featurcs components mounted on componcnt mounting pancls. Minimum tooling is rcquircd to rcplacc components on panels. The panels arc attached to the main structure by captiv~ quick release type fasteners. Mounting of functionally related components on a single panel facil\:'utes systcm rcconfigur.l!ion by replaccmcnt of panels. 
Two prnnary structuml cOI1l;epls haw been evaluated shell structure and open fmme. The open frame concept "lIows m:cess from either inside or outside of the module. Some variations of the shell structufC providc the samc .. ..:cess capability. 
All connector,. dectrk .. 1 .uul mechanical. are quick-disconl1ect typcs. TIll: connectors 
.hould be coded and kc·yed III pn:vcnt accidental lIIis.:onnections. All cOlllponents and panel. should bc dearly marked with the following mformalinn: 
'" ParI numher. p .. r1 ''''lJIe. ~lId lvelght 
o lu.:.,lIulI IdenIJlk~\lun 
1& COI1I1~ctlUlI IIlcllllliotJolI' 
40 Onelll.,11I1I! 
til ord~r ,,, .... I01bl'," .. ~llo: tJ..-.r,m ul lRt!,_ .. '1>1 of .all!.bd~t.: UU':. !II!! lite Y.moru. 
.",Inu»" ':llmpm""h 11 .. , I,,,,,,, <!.·wlu""d illl;' Ii'll ..... I'rctlllltn.tl", ;!1!~ll<\b· or such 
"tt.lJ.o.'dl.Ih:, ." h" .... tln».Jl 'lJ!'<!itl.tfll). ....,t,,1I111I ,;,p:;iblllll:,,_ ~nrl ... ~ (If n:p!il';l!mcnl 
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4.4.3.1 Data Management Subsystem 
The following list delineates the LRUs for the data management subsystem: 
iii 
e 
It 
iii 
• 
III 
III 
Central Processor Unit 
Bus Control Unit 
Configuration Assignment Unit 
Magnetic Tape 
Aultiliary Monitoring Computer 
Main MemorY (Note I ) 
Display Memory (Note I) 
Note I: In case of the memories, if monolithic techl!ology is used, a lower lev..:1 of 
replacement will be possible. TIlis lower level will be a basic oper.!ting memorY 
module. ' 
4.4.3.2 Navigation, Guidance. and Control Subsystem (NG&C) 
In the NG&C subsystem. the LRU level for each functional component gener.llly 
divides into two areas: ! I) sensors and (2) electronics. 
c ____ . 
411 Inertial Mcasuril!g Unit C1MU) The stmpdown hexad IMU contains twelve 
sensors. Each of these sensors may be a replaceable itcm. The electronics for each 
sensor may be packaged with the sensor and thus be part of the l\!placcmcnt item 
iii SI;!r Trdcker . The sensor head and the electronics arc scparJle replaccable items 
for each Imcker. 
III Horilon Sensor TIle horizon sensor conlains two sensor assemblies and an 
electronics pro . c. Elich of Ih~'Sl' !Ilfel' il4!lllS is cOl1siucn .. d 10 be an tRU. 
e L;mdmark Track .... r TIll: LIndmark Trolckcr conicins two cOIndidate Lfllls' (I, 
the gimbal ussembly cont:linhlg the SI.'tlSOr hc.w alia (:!l the ek'l:troni~"S. III 
addition. the scn~or h~oId itself lIIay be rcp';;~'l:able_ 
'ill Las!:r RJI3~r -n!<\' bc= gcm:r.ttor OI~lIbll' illld tile eiectrOl1"5 .'\;1!:.\:Igc arC Ule 
ref\faceabk IMn; 
,." Landing R~llilr .\n ;1'1tl:lln;) omcmbty .wd an c3..'"j;lroni ...... I'OI<:k~gc arc UK! 
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4.4.3.3 Electrical Power Subsystem 
Each of the following components is considered an LRU for the power sUbsystem: 
• Fuel cell 
• Hydrogen tank 
III Oxygen tank 
• Battery 
III D.C. regulator 
• Battery charger 
4.4.3.4 Electric:11 Networks Subsystem 
The rollowing arc LRUs for ,be electrical networks subsystem: 
II Standard interface unit 
III Monitoring :Uld auxiliary monitoring units 
III Power distributor 
., Auxiliary power distributor 
• JlInction box 
4.4.3.5 nlemllal Conditioning Subsy~tel1l 
The fallowing coml~oncllls of the thennal conditioning subsystems arc LitUs: 
III Cooiallt pUIIIl' 
• Sen-i.:.: Ileat C:MhilllgCf 
/Ill Coman! ""lImllldlor 
1& ('Oll1llOnCnl UIIJlIIlIlng pauel 
«II lOllu:. Itlll~J 
IS! Rilllulor """,uon 
n:. ...:mInund .rod. "1lfi1:.1lt whf,!"t;;m lJ.r~A .. d=n Inlo ~ .Iri:-.a. 'l'> tOIl a-lRUs arc 
.. U:l<, .... :;d f~!l (t.mu .... u:n~=!S • ..... b a:> .ml;:n::1.n. dl1lklWb. ru~': "nllI.:n. lit •. is.Ol r"~"'JU. tt<'"'..!l 1lu d.,;trnr.K'S t.on (,"1 lfu;;;: ""t..~,& u. (lSB ~I:~,rm.:!lt C!J "UP tr~s..;:n~ 4ld '.~i<!tl!a 'iliirui (ijal~-or_b 
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The USB.equipment separates int.o four LRUs: 
• Power amplifier 
• Transppnder module 
III Modu1ator/!lemodl!iator 
§l Transceiver module 
The VHF transceiver separates into three LRUs: 
III Receiver modtde 
• Transmitter module 
• Ranging module 
The third category of equipment con,sists of the following LRUs: 
III VHF command receiver 
... Command decoder electronics 
• TV camer.! 
., USB hi-gain antenna control 
• Audio equiJllllCn! (intercom) 
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LO INTRODUCTION 
'This appendix presents the results of a study performed to: 
" Describe reliability enhancement techniques which could be implemented into the 
space tug astrionic ~?lstems, 
o Identify a reliability goal for space tug astrionics. 
II Evaluate the reliability of space tug astrionic configurations which utilize basic 
reliability enhancement techniques. 
2.0 STUDY GUIDELINES AND GROUNDRULES 
Overall guidelines, groundrules and assumptions for the space tug study are presented 
in previous appendicl!S of this report. Details or additions which particularly influence th~ 
reliability study are detailed in this section. 
The definition of required astrionic module reliability must be preceded by the 
definition of tolal progr,ml goals. For this study, it was assumed that the astrionic module 
should have a 90\1 probability of causing no mission failures in 100 missions. Since 
(goaIlIO(l = 0.9, the required astrionic module reliability goal equals 0.999. 
The extent and frequency of maintenance to be performed on the astrionic system will 
have a significant impact on system reliability requirements. By groundrule, the system must 
be capable of being maintained while in space residem:e. For this study it W"dS lISSUmoo that 
the m:tintenunce to be performed between miSSions would result ina completely operational 
system. That is. uU system ckments. both prime and back-up, are opl!r".ltional and all system 
clements are and "'~U be opemtmg within lite r.mge of their expe.:ted lifetimes. With this 
assumption. system eliability will be reset to the required level at the initiation of each 
II'JSSiOIl, The limitctl ml1intcnancc during the mission (i.e.. autom'ltic redundancy 
management) cnhall~~'" th~ probability of miS!>lon suc.:ess but does not reset system 
reliability since illI system clement" ')re no IOIll!.'!f func!loning. 
3.0 SUMMARY OF RESUL IS 
---~~- --~---
or Ule four .:onfigur.llioils cv.1luatcd. only olle. tlte n.~.ahlc synchronous orbit 
."(}nfiguratlUn, me:.:b lit. olSsumed o:qwremenls Through tile usc of lIi~er sparing, 0111 
ea,."p! the lunar !;sliding ,onfigurallUn .:an meet the relLlbility goal. 
A slJl,1Ufk..m1 rckmlltl) p.~ -t,J,"1U emls WIth the lunur landing .:onfil;lU<llion. 
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4.0 DETAILED ANALYSIS 
Redundancy is abundance, that is, having more than the minimum capacity to do the 
job. As used in the context of this study, it is the act of including more units in a system 
than the minimum required to do the job. System redundancy is mandatory for one or both 
of two reasons: (1) to achieve a higher probability of success for a given application than 
could be achieved with a bare minimum (simplex) system, and/or (2) to confonn to 
specifications which dictate tolerance to one or more failures. 
Two basic types of redundancy are recognized: masking and sparing. Masking is 
characterized by performance of the :!iVl'n function in three or more units and assumes the 
correct function will be represented by the majority in the event of any disagreement. The 
second general type of redundan.:y is sparing. It is characterized by perfonnance of the 
function by a "prime" unit and includes in the system a means for determining if the 
"prime" unit is operating correctly and a means for replacing the "prime" unit with a 
"good" unit in the event of its malfunction. 
For completeness the "theoretical" curves of Figure 4-1 are included to indicate some 
basic virtues and shortcomings of four commonly addressed hardware redundancy sch:-mes. 
One notiCES: 
iii The simplex (minimum hardware) system falls off most rapidly initially. gradually 
rounding its knee to asymptotically approach 0 at infinite time. 
o All the redundant systems hold up (i.e .• the curves are fairly lev,!!) before falling 
off. 
I!I Whcn the r>edundant system curves round their first knee. they fall off rapidly. 
o That if one waits long enough the TMR system becomes eventually less reliable 
than the simplex system. 
II) 1113t there is negligible difference between allY of Ihe systems if one wails long 
enougll. 
'nlC pre~cding ~\lI'\'C!> and ubservations are enli~te!ling 10 the extent they p~ 
upper bounds. However. in pmctical apphcutions: 
III It 15 academic whas hllPllcns at times which are in excess of the lotalmission time 
- the important thing is how it perfomlS within lite mh. "<ion time. 
e 4.ny n:dumlam;y scheme n.'quires additioml hard\l<;!re for in.l)!eil11!nlation which 
lends to minimize it" .,dvanlagcs SQRlC ilnplemeltlOltions ;mlr.,"!Ul affected (han 
others. 
• TIle 1I~lure of llle ~'tlujpm~nt tl.tl .. di~t;jl. analog and type of dj!il;;!. 'l1ulog. 
dtdalcs tftc t)-pe of n:dumUlll!)<. 
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Nonnally one is interested only in those portions of the curves which are in excess of 0.9 reliability (I chance in 10 of failure). Assume for a moment that the vehicle system is composed of 10 major equally complex subsystems and each subsystem is composed of 10 equally complex units (black boxes). If the vehicle has a reliability goal of 0.9 then each of the 10 subsystems should have a goal of 0.99, roughly, and each black box a goal of 0.999. Most commonly the redundancy is applied at the black box level; consequently, the most common region of interest and applicability of the curves is in the region between reliability levels of 0.99 and 1.0. When attributes of ~arious redundancy schemes in this region of interest are considered, and the additional detecting/switching hardware are included which increase the simplex failure mtes. as in Figure 4-2, there are significant changes in the relative "goodness" of the various schemes. In Figure 4-2, the sparing schemes, I + I and. I + 2, indicate a prime opemting unit with one and two spares respectively. The numbers follOWing in parentheses indicate the covcmge of the system. Coverdge is the !>robability of correctly detecting tlie need to switch, successfully switching, and effectively recovering from the malfunction. Considering Figure 4-2, it is apparent that: 
Sparing schemes offer the greatest potential for longevity only when the coverdge is high. 
TIle gmphs of the various schemes show that the scheme which is "best" for one 
reliability goal/mission/time combination may nol be best for .mother combination. 
TIle nature of tlie hardware and the time inteNdl the system can tolerd!e before 
malfuncllon recovery frcqut:ntly precludc schemcs that might otherwise be most desimble. 
4. I RELIABILITY I:MIANCl:MENT TECHNIQUES 
4.1.1 Masking 
TIle best knov. n Jlld widcI} Impkmented V'dnation of masking IS t .. ple modular redundancy (TMRI. II hu> the 11Ighl~ d ... imble virtUe'S of es.,cntially no dcl.ty in .,ystem operation wht:n .1 malfunctIOn CX'"urs aud uf Imndling intermittent and hard failures with equal faLllit~ On Ilu: utlier hand. TMR reqUires two units to fun~lion correctly at illI limes limiting Its "endurance". dnd II Ie/IUlre, .:onsidemblc hardw,m: to Inlplcmell! in somc sy'ICIIl> .ueh "" parallel urganized digital procc""or.>. 
Vanallull.. of the ba'IL ThIR ..:hem,· are feasibk For e~alllplo:. II "str.ught-forward 10 dele.:1 Ihe fadlll!! module 01 the Th!l{ Inad .1Ilt! repl".:" II wllh a fourth sparc mot.lule. 
Ouph~ .. IIUU 01 ILJrdv.an: 11.:1.. """'" Ihe must ..:ommon tliJ!': 01 redund.IIlL'Y ..:heme. It unllZ1 .... IV.O Identlca) unl!' runull"n""usI~ (ll:rfoIIIllug the ",me function and <.'llmparcs their 
'JUtp",s .n In Ihc pan Jnt! 'pan- • un,", of FI:;tm:" 4-1 ,md .;.: In the c:\'\!nt of dis:t~nt. bot.'J umr.. .m: ,\\,11"1<'11 ",,' ItI 1I1'~n: dl'r 1101 aUL'tIlJ.f) mean. of determining whkh Ir.ls m.IlI"n.:IUlll~.lI ~nd dnuth". 1'= or .. "mple" unn I. sv.l!chcd iii 10 L'UntJ/lUC tIn: ft:llctlon. I1!" ,~"" ... hane 1' ... , Ih~ 'nhani~ of hemS dli~lcnl from .J dC:->lgn st.mdpoint. sine:. II <11.:,:11',,1\ lund""' dU 1)1"" 01 m.JlfwKltun. I"~<'qll "'Imlltaneow; oco:umru:e of till: 'lame =!I,,"..t~"Jl '" ''''''' unlhl \!) lrul tru, ... wr.Jl!" " .... ,..OIul!~ hmlled moly h) llm:fnUuns of Itt~ ,.umr..a;t,; '\wd .... hru& ,~:un.,,7) 1'Mti\\.;.'!fC On Ilk o:bc, har.d. Ih~ t)-P: s.,¥st:em tl sam~htt 
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This type system has a variety of implementations all with one overwhelming 
requirement for success in application - namely, the "coverage" must be very near unity. 
Performance of the system is very sensitive to the coverage parameter. For example, 
predicted mission time at a fixed high reliability level may be degraded by a factor of IO if 
the coverage is reduced from 99.6% to 90%. It is probably reasonable to say that sparing 
systems should not be considered for practical applications unless the coverage can be made 
to exceed 90%. 
4.1.3 Software Coverage 
In systems containing programmable logic, malfunction detection can be implemented 
by techniques such as limit tests, generation of test patterns, arithmetic operation checks, 
etc. TIns type coverage has the advantage of being relatively efficient from a hardware 
implementation standpoint. However, it requires time to perform and in depth knowledge 
of the system manifestations for all possible failures, and it is extremely difficult to analyze 
(in a quantitative sense) the amount of coverage obtained. Often it has the drawback of not 
being dynamic, i.e., not handling intermittent anomalies well. But this can be a very valuable 
technique to augment the failure detection hardware upon which the coverage techniques 
largely depend. 
4.1.4 Dynamic Hardware Coverage 
Dynamic hardware coverage has recently emerged from the research era and represents 
the Lest choice of hardware implementation. It is characterized by specialized design 
techniques such as dynamically checked logic (including the checkers), error en';oding which 
enables dynamic detection and correction, multiple path reconfiguration, etc. These 
techniques are not amenable to retrofit but must be designed-in from tl>.:: beginning,. 
Additionally, quantitative knowledge of the technology failure modes and their probabilitif:s 
of occurrence, the mission application parameters - duration, reiiability level and recovery 
time, as well as the normal functional requirements must be known or defined and 
considered in detail. These designs require higher design costs but can result in significant 
weight and power savings as well as significantly greater longevity. 
4.1.5 System Balancing 
The foregoing has addressed the redundancy aspects of units irrespective of size. 
However, astrionic systems are composed of many different types of units and because of 
this diversity of the characteristics and functions of the elements comprising the system 
they are addressed individually in the system design. TIms reliable systems are frequently 
composed of elements which may have one type and/or level of redundancy lmd others 
another type. The reason for this is to obtain a balanced system design - that is, one which 
is free of having some elements much more likely to cause system failure than others. Also 
the characteristics of different devices make them more amenable to specific types of 
redundancy. 
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4.2 SPACE TUG ASTRIONlC SYSTEM RELIABILITY DESIGN 
The system design effort for reliability on the space tug has been devoted primarily ~o 
selecting the appropriate reliability enhancement techniques for each of the subsystems, 
estimating the major systems parameters which determine the reliability, formulating 
appropriate mathematical models for several system configurations and evaluating their 
reliability effectiveness to arrive at an appropriately balanced system recommendation. The 
system which has evolved is primarily characterized by standby sparing type of redundancy 
for most elements with two notable ex.zeptions· (1 ~ in the area of the system memory; and 
(2) in the configuration of the inertia; measurement unit. The design tool used for the 
quantitative modeling effort has been a time-shared computer terminal system (Reference 
M-I) which facilitates the modeling of a hypothetical system, the determination of system 
effects on reliability of the assumed parameters, and the modification of the parameters 
until a suitable design configuration is obtained. 
The system parameters for the study are mISSIon timelines, type of redundancy, 
power-on and power-off element failure rates, coverage (probability of detecting 
malfunctions, precluding their effect, and successfully recovering), and additional 
equipment to implement the redundancy. Of particular importance arc the coverage and the 
additional equipment to implement the redundancy. These are assumed to be 0.99 and 50% 
of the unit being covered, respectively. Also, failure rates with power-off amount to 
one-fifth the rate with power-on. 
4.2. I Data Management Subsystem 
I n the areas of the system which are primllrily digital. that is the 
computation/communication group consisting of the memory, central processing unit 
(CPU), configuration assignment unit (CAU), bus control unit (BCU), and the standard 
interface units (SIU), it is of critical importance th~t intermittent and hard failures be 
distingUished. Otherwise, the redundant eiements may be ineffective and indeed in some 
instances detract from system operation. Also of critical import:mcc is the ability to detect 
malfunctions as they occur during normal system operation. This prevents the propagation 
of errors and alIows appropriate corrective action to be taken in order that recovery from 
the malfunction may be effected. To this end, the digital portions are to be designed with 
dynamically self-testing circuitry (Reference M-2). AlI data transfers between units shall be 
encoded in order that error detection and correction may be effected on these transfers. The 
configuration assignment unit will provide the redundancy manllgement for the devices 
communicating with the datu bus and will be largely automatic with backup provided by 
reasonableness tests. 
4.2. 1 .. 1 "Memory Organization 
A relatively new concept for digit:11 memory organization providcs a very significant 
increase in error-free operating lifetime with a minimal increase in added hardware. together 
with excellent interm:ttent versus hard failure handling capability. The memory consists of a 
l1umber of BOM (Basic Operating Memory) elements eqll:ll to the number of bits in the 
system word. plus some spare BOMs which may be switched in to replace defective BOMs. 
All stored words contain redundant bits such that all single bit errors may be detected and 
corrected during normal system operation. TilUS. even though failed storage clements may 
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be randomly located on various BOMs, there is a high tolerance to this type failure, because 
the likelihood of a given word containil)g more than one of these bad bits is very low. On 
the other hand, assume that a catastrophic failure of one of the operating BOMs occurs, 
which effectively causes every bit which is read to be in error; e.g., a sensing circuit failure. 
The bits are corrected before the word is outputed to the system. Concurrently, the 
configuration assignment unit notes the multiplicity of bit errors from this BOM and 
institutes a recovery strategy to replace it. The replacement BaM may be loaded with good 
bits by utilization of the remaining word bits and the single-error correcting double-error 
detecting circuitry. Thus, the memory may be recovered intact from this catastrophic 
failure. 
4.2. I .2 Central Processor Organization 
The data management subsystem is composed of the central processor unit (CPU), the 
bus control unit (BCU), the configuration assignment unit (CAU), and the bit/BaM memory 
with its single-error correct/double-error detect circuitry. Each of these units will be 
designed to be rlynamically self-checking; thus, all single failures in both the functional and 
the checking c; rcuitry will be indicated immediately as they occur and before errors can be 
propagated tf' contaminate previously generated good data. Malfunction indication signals 
from each of the units will be received by the CAU. Normally, the first malfunction from a 
given unit will be assumed to be intermittent, and a re-try procedure will be initiated. 
Failure ,Nill be presumed when a sufficient number of re-tries does not result in successful 
performance of the operation. A recovery strategy will then be initiated by the CAU to 
transfer the data and status information to a standby and reconfigure the system to operate 
with the standby. 
4.2.2 Inertial Measuring Unit 
The hexad inertial measurement unit was originally proposed and analyzed by Gilmore 
(Reference M-3) in a master's degree thesis at MIT. Briefly, it utilizes six gyros mounted so 
as to have their input axes perpendicular to the faces of a regular dodecahedron. The axes of 
the dodecahedron make equal angles with the orthogonal triad vehicle axes. Thus, none of 
the six gyros' input axes are colinear with the vehicle coordinate axis, but each measures a 
known component of each vehicle axis motion. By virtue of thi' known geometric 
relationship, Gilmore develops relationships relating the output measurements of the gyros 
which may be used to verify their proper functioning, or alternatively, identifying any 
single, or any pair, of hexad element failures. Thus, the accelerometer and the rate gyro 
subunits would each consist of six accelerometers and associated electronics with system 
success obtained when any four are functional. Successful system function can indeed be 
obtained with only three of the six correctly functioning; however, identification of the 
third failed element cannot be obtained solely by comparison of their outputs. Auxiliary 
methods such as wheel speed sensing or reasonableness tests would need to be used. 
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4.2.3 System Encoding and Decoding 
Extensive use should be made of error detecting/correcting encoding in order to 
maximize the system reliability with a minimum of hardware. For example, the bit/BOM 
memory organization is of little use unless augmented by circuitry which can correct and 
detect individual bit failures. The single-error correct/double-error detect (SEC/OED) 
memory input/output (I/O) section provides this function. The basic machine data word 
length is 32 bits. This word lengtil requires 7 (redundant) bits be added in order that any 
single bit failure may be corrected and any double bit failure may be detected (but not 
corrected). Thus, each word stored in memory would be 39 bits. It is fortunate that the 
same physical circuitry which is used to encode words entering memory may be used to 
decode, correct, and detect bit failures· of words leaving memory. Additi.onally, this circuitry 
can be designed to be dynamically self-testing in order to avoid its failing and erroneously 
"correcting" good data or failing to detect bad data. The data bus is another portion of the 
system where error encoding techniques will be utilized. Although the bus hardware may be 
extremely reliable, experience has shown that transfer of information between units in any 
system is susceptible to noise. This susceptibility will be effectively precluded by 
appropriate coding implementations for the bus. 
4.3 SYSTEM RELIABILITY ESTIMATES 
The following tug missions and their respective astrionic systems were evaluated and 
reliability estimates were determined: 
• Expendable Synchronous Orbit 
• Reusable Synchronous Orbit 
., Lunar Landing 
lit Four Stage Saturn V 
Table 4-1 and Figure 4-3 present the results of this evaluation. 
4.3.1 Expendable S~~ro~l<?~~ Orbi!..~.!~!O!l 
The "as defined" system configuration. which is virtually a simplex system has more 
than eight times the goal failure probability: however. this deficiency may be overcome by 
selective sparing of some of the larger failure rute components. Therefore, the fact that the 
configurution does not meet the goal is not deemed a signilicant design deliciency at this 
phase. 
The "tiS dellned" system conliguration ror the tug 1 system configurution exceeds the 
goal. The tug II system configuration has problems which may he solved by sufficiently high 
level sparing or lllore desirably by increasing the covemge to lllake greatest lise of the sparing 
levels presently defined with. perhaps. increasing the spuring in selected arcus. Merely 
providing two spares for ull of the critictll units with the present covemge will not likely be 
sufi1cient to meet the reliability goal. 
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Table 4-1. Reliability of Configured Systems 
Estimated Corresponding 
Mission Reliability Unreliabillty x 103 
(See Note 11 (See Note 2) 
Expendable Sync Orbit 0.991655 8.345 
Reusable Sync Orbit 
Tug I 0.99139 0.861 
Tug II 0.997231 2.769 
LUnar Landing 0.974007 25.993 
Fourth Stage 0.983597 16.403 
Goal 0.999 1.000 
Notes: 
(11 Estimated reliabllIties are for the astrionic system configuration as defined. 
The components for the astrionic system configurations are defined in 
the main body of this report (Section 4.0 - System Description). 
(21 Unreliability ::.1.0 minus the reliability. 
4.3.3 Lunar Landing Mission 
The "as defined" system has nearly 26 times the goal failure probability. This is due 
primarily to the combination of non-redundant critical elements and to the length of the 
stay (42 days) on the IlJnar surface. A significant increase in the probability of success of 
this mission can be gained by making all critical elements redundant and/or modifying the 
groundrules to allow refurbishment on the lunar surface before return liftoff. More than 90 
percent of the mission unreliability is contributed by the long lunar stay. Modification of 
the groundrule would enable minor, straight-forward modifications to the "as defined" 
system to F":1eet the goal. The probability of having all crew safety equipment (including 
redundancy) and all remaining functions operational at the conclusion of the lunar stay is 
greater than 0.96. Mission rules permitting, four missions out of 100 would require 
refurbishment on the lunar surface. 
In the event it is not feasible to change the groundrule, replication of all critical system 
elements must be done and the coverage on virtually all elements must be increased, which 
entails additional hardware. However, this hardware increase penalty might be wholly or 
partially offset by enabling the sparing level required for some of the other mission 
configurations to be reduced. Thus, the penalty will de!Jend, to a large extent, on the 
number and type of missions to be fiown. 
4.3.4 Four Stage Saturn V 
The "as defined" system has 16 times the goal failure probability. This is due to the 
lack of redundancy in several units of the "as defined" system. Duplexing some or all of 
these will bring the overall system well within the goal. 
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4.4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Of the four configurations evaluated, only one, the reusable synchronous orbit 
configuration, meets the assumed requirements. Through the use of higher level sparing, all 
except the lunar landing configuration can meet the reliability goal. 
Figure 4-4 shows the astrionic module reliability for the systems previously discussed. 
Estimates are also included of totally duplex and totally triplex configurations to indicate 
the reasonable limits to which the current dec' "may be extended. The pacing mission is 
obviously the lunar landing mission. 
A significant reliability problem exists with the lunar landing configuration. 
Implementation of full I + 2 sparing with 0.99 coverage does not enhance system reliability 
to an acceptable goal because of the long (- 44 days) mission time. A solution to this 
problem can be realized in one of two w:;ys: (1) Either change the groundrule which 
precludes th~ maintenance activity during the mission to reset reliability to an acceptable 
level, or (2) implement more sophisticated enhancement techniques, such as increasing the 
amount of coverage. The optimum solution cannot be determined without a detailed 
identification and evaluation of resultant penalties associated with each solution. 
The rationale for the 0.999 reliability goal is based on a probability of success for a 
100-mission program which is at least 90 percent likely to have no mission failures. Thus, 
Goal lOO = 0.9, Goal = 0.999. If the likelihood of no mission failures during the program 
(the 0.9) and/or the total number of missions in the program should be less and/or one or 
more mission failures could be tolerated, the goal may be correspondingly reduced. figure 
4-5 is a plot of the probability of no failures vs. number of missions for each of the "as 
defined" systems. As the program becomes more precisely defined regarding the number of 
missions of each type, these plots may be used to assess the total program success impact of 
each type of mission. For purposes of comparison, the Saturn Program with a goal of 0.992 
for the astrionic system is included. The solid portion of this curve represents the 
probability of no failures for the current 1U program (27 units). The clotted portion shows 
the effect on the probability of u 100 unit 1U program. 
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Figure 4-4. Astrionic Module Reliability 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
TItis appendix presents the results of the space tug safety assurance anal)'sis. Both 
unmanned and manned space tug missions are addressed. The safety assurance analysis is 
concerned with identifying those parameters of the propulsion, astrionic, crew and payload 
systems which should be monitored in order to identify off-nominal conditions which could 
cause loss of crew, vehicle, payload or mission. Further, the analysis is concerned with 
recommending emergency action, depending on mission phase, which should be taken if an 
off-nominal event occurs. 
2.0 GUIDELINES AND GROUNDRULES 
e It is assumed that the propulsion module will have one main engine. 
I) Crew, in the context that it is used in this appendix, includes depot, space station, 
RNS, and space shuttle as well as tug crews when these crews are in proximity to 
the tug. 
.. In the event of a catastrophic failure, a rescue mission car; be performed by 
another tug. 
e The crew module will be separable from the astrionic module/propulsion module. 
II The safety assurance function will provide the following, as required: 
Automatic, manual and remote abort modes. 
Phase independent/dependent procedures for responding to catastrophic and 
critical malfunctions/conditions to assure crew and vehicle safety or 
completion of primary mission objective. 
Caution and warning displays located in the crew module to inform crew of 
critical off-nominal conditions. 
I» The astrionic components will be rated as to their criticality as follows: 
Criticality I failure is one that jeopardizes the safety of the crew. 
Criticality II failUre is one that causes a primary mission abort. 
Criticality III failure is one that neither jeopardizes crew safety nor results in 
primary mission abort but causes other mission impact. (For example. a 
failure which causes loss of vehicle autonomy.) 
3.0 SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
3.i CATASTROPHIC AND CRITICAL MALFUNCTIONS/CONDITIONS 
A catastrophic malfunction or condition is one that could cause an immediate injury or 
damage hazard to the crew, vehicle or payload. A critical malfunction or condition, while 
not causing an immediate hazard. may prevent successful completion of the mission. The 
following malfunctions and conditions have been identified as catastrophic for the crew, 
vehicle or payload: 
N-I 
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.. Loss of Attitude Control 
.. Guidance Reference Fail 
Loss of Electrical Power 
Reactant Tanks Explosion Hazard 
• Battery Explosion Hazard 
II> TVC Actuator Hardover or Stationary in One Position 
• Loss of Crew Module Life Support System 
1\1 Loss of Crew Module Electrical Power 
The following malfunctions and conditions have been identified as critical for the mission: 
III Loss of Rendezvous and Docking Radar 
III Loss of Temperature Control 
8 Loss of Landing Radar 
The parameters necessary tv detect the above malfunctions and conditions and the 
recommended emergency actions are discussed later in this appendix. 
3.2 AUTOMATIC, MANUAL AND REMOTE MISSION ABORTS 
A requirement to automatically separate the crew or cargo module from the vehicle in 
order to preserve their saf~ty has not been identified except for the four stage Saturn V 
mission when it is manned. The emergency malfunction detection and response portion of 
the safety system will be an open loop system. The decision to separate could be made by 
the crew or at a remote location. The on-board computer could be programmed to make 
separation decisions for unmanned tug missions. An automatic sequence to shutoff the main 
engine will be required in the event of a hardover TVC actuator. 
3.3 LOSS OF VEHICLE AUTONOMY 
Loss or vehicle autonomy can occur with failures in the navigation function. This 
situation will require that the tug receive command and data assistance from the ground, 
space station. or nearby vehicles in order to perform the mission. 
3.4 SAFETY ASSURANCE IMPACT ON PRIME SYSTEM DESIGN 
N-2 
Capability should exist to separate the crew module or cargo module from the 
vehicle. 
Capability should exist to separate the crew module/astrionic module from the 
propulsion module (manned missions). 
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• Pyrotechnic devices are recommended as backup capability for a module interface 
locking mechanism failure to unlock. 
4.0 DETAILED ANALYSIS 
4.1 UNMANNED MISSIONS (REUSABLE) 
The navigation, power generation, guidance and control, thermal control and structures 
have been identified as critical functions. Mission requirements, component criticality and 
critical parameters have been defined for these subsystems. Mission rules for responding to 
failures in these subsystems have been defined for the synchronous orbit missions, i.e., 
delivery and retrieval of satellites. No automatic abort requirement has been identified for 
unmanned missions. 
4.1.1 Navigation Function 
4.1.1.1 Mission Requirements 
• Provide inertial reference, attitude, and velocity information for guidance for all 
flight phases. 
• Provide for autonomous IMU alignment. 
o Provide for autonomous navigation update (vehicle state update). 
• Provide range, range rate, angular position, and angular rate for rendezvous and docking operations. 
4.1.1 .2 Component Criticality 
The following paragraphs present the rationale for selecting navigation function 
component criticalities. These criticalities are based upon the impact of losing the 
component output without regard ,,' redundancy. For example. when analyzing the IMU to 
determine its criticality, it was assumed that its output failed regardless of the number of 
individual failures required to accomplish this. Component criticality is summarized in Table 
4-1. 
Table 4-I. Navigation Function Component Criticality 
Component Criticality 
IMU II 
Horizon Sensor or Landmark Sensor 11\ 
Star Trackers III 
Rendezvous and Docking Redar II 
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4.1.1.2.1 IMU Alignment and Navigation Update Sensors 
An operational IMU is mandatory for all mission phases. Loss of either attitude or 
velocity information during any phase will result in loss of mission or vehicle. Periodic IMU 
alignment and vehicle navigation update may be required. Alignment is accomplished 
automa tically by two star trackers which fix the position of the vehicle with respect to the 
inertial reference. If one star tracker fails, the other star tracker can satisfactorily align the 
IMU by taking one star fix at a time. Navigation update is accomplished automatically by 
the two star trackers and a horizon or landmark sensor. Again, a failed star tracker is not 
critical. One star tracker can be used. If the IMU has been aligned, only the horizon or 
landmark sensor is needed. Loss of horizon or landmark sensor will result in loss of vehicle 
autonomy. Ground support or support from another space element (e.g., space station) 
would be needed to perform the navigation update. 
4.1.1.2.2 Rendezvous and Docking Radar 
The rendezvous and <locking radar provides for autonomous rendezvous and docking 
operations of the space tug. A failed radar would not necessarily preclude a rendezvous 
operation if navigation assistance is provided by ground support or another space element. 
Automatic docking cannot be accomplished with a failed radar. Remotely operated docking 
with a target that does not have a docking radar cannot be accomplished with a failed tug 
radar. Thus, loss of the radar will result in loss of those missions where it is essential that an 
automatic docking occur. Further study will be required to determine if remotely operated 
docking with a target that has a docking radar can be safely accomplished. 
4.1.1.3 Critical Parameters 
The navigation sensor outputs will normally be processed by the on-board computer. 
The computer can perform reasonableness checks on the data to identify a failed 
component and issue appropriate alert signals such as the following: 
• Guidance Reference Fail 
• Horizon or Landmark Sensor Fail (not critical. but requires navigation update via 
command link) 
• Rendezvous and Docking Radar Fail 
o Star Tracker Fail (not critical. but requires computer commands to operational 
Star Tracker to uccomplish both star sightings) 
These sensors may also have self-test capability to detcct internal malfunctions. Failure 
signals appropriate to the internal malfunction will be made available to the computer which 
could issue the aforementioned alert signals. 
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4.1.2 Power Generation Function 
4.1.2.1 Mission Requirement 
Provide sufficient electrical power to operate all astrionic subsystems. 
4.1.2.2 Component Criticality 
The power generation system consists of two fuel cells which are normally sharing the 
total power load. If either fuel cell fails the other cell is capable of supporting the total 
power load. However, this situation will require power distribution reconfiguration to open 
circuit the bad cell and put the operational cell on both main buses. Further, it is assumed 
that an explosion hazard could exist due to the cryogenically stored consumables (oxygen 
and hydrogen). Thus, the fuel cells and their reactant supply systems are rated as Criticality 
II components. 
4.1.2.3 Critical Parameters 
The following parameters have been identified as critical and are the recommended 
minimum measurements to be taken by the onboard checkout function for malfunction 
detection: 
• Fuel Cell Output Voltage 
• Fuel Cell Output Current 
• H 2 Tank Pressure 
• 02 Tank Pressure 
The output voltage and current measurements will provide an indication of degraded fuel 
cell operation. The pressure measurements will provide an indication of reactant leakage or 
an impending explosion hazard. 
4.1.3 Guidance and Control Function 
4.1.3.1 Mission Requirements 
• Issue engine start, stop, throttle and attitude commands to place the vehicle in a 
desired position and orientation in space. 
• Maintain vehicle attitude control. 
4.1.3.2 Component Criticality 
With the possible exception of the four stage Saturn V mission, there are no unique 
guidance and control function components. These functions are performed by the on-board 
digital computer using data supplied by the navigation sensors and resulting in commands to 
the propulsion module engine and RCS thrusters. Control accelerometers and a rate gyro 
package may be required for the four stage Saturn V mission for load relief and vehicle 
stability during S-IC burn. The on-board digital computer is categorized as Criticality II. 
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4.1.3.3 Critical Parameters 
4.1.3.3.1 Loss of Attitude Control 
Loss of attitude control is a catastrophic failure which could be detected by the 
on-board computer by checking for the following: 
• Excessive attitude errors or rate 
• Sequencing malfunctions 
OJ Luss of computational capability (computer self-check) 
4.1.3.3.2 Loss of Engine Thrust 
The parameter to monitor to detect this situation is the acceleration along the vehicle 
longitudinal axis. This information can be derived by the computer from IMU data and 
compared to a stored acceleration value as a function of mission time and thrust command. 
4.1.3.3.3 TVe Actuator Failures 
In order to detect actuator failures (hardover or stationary in one position) the engine 
position and the engine position command in both pitch and yaw should be compared for 
agreement within limits. 
4.1.4 Thermal Control Function 
4.1.4.1 Mission Requirement 
Maintain an acceptable temperature environment for the astrionic equipment during 
both active and passive tug modes. 
4.1.4.2 Component Criticality 
The critical failure mode is the loss of temperature control which will result in 
overheating or overcooling of the astrionic equipment. The active system includes a coolant 
pump, accumulator and radiators, all of which, if failed, could cause loss of coolant 
temperature control. This would result in loss of astrionic equipment temperature control 
and jeopardize successful mission completion. Thus, the thermal control components are 
rated as Criticality 11. 
4.1.4.3 Critical Parameters 
• Coolant temperature 
&) Coolant pump inlet and outlet pressures 
The coolant temperature measurement will provide an early indication of loss of 
satisfactory control of coolant temperature. Temperature sensors on electrical components 
may also be monitored. The pump pressures will provide an indication of pump and 
accumulator operation. 
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4.1.5 Structures 
The analysis of the structural system is limited to the module interface lock. 
4.1.5.1 Mission Requirement 
Physically lock or unlock adjacent modules after docking or prior to separation. 
4.1.5.2 Component Criticality 
Failure of the module interface locking hardware to unlock would prevent separation 
of modules. Ail will be seen in the mission rules, there are failures for which it is desirable to 
separate the payload from the vehicle in order to prevent possible damage to the payload. 
Further, a failure to separate may result in loss of mission. Thus the locking hardware is 
rated as a Criticality II device. 
Since the locking hardware is a mission critical device, pyrotechnics are recommended 
as backup to separate the payload module from the vehicle. 
4.1.5.3 Critical Parameters 
The critical parameters for the locking hardware would be discrete signals (from limit 
switches) which would indicate when locking and unlocking is complete. 
4.1.6 Mission Rules for Synchronous Orbit Missions (Reusable) 
Table 4-2 outlines mission lUles for response to catastrophic and critical 
malfunctions/conditions for the reusable synchronous orbit missions. 
4.2 MANNED MISSIONS 
The critical functions previously discussed in the unmanned missions section will also 
be critical for manned missions. The mission requirements and critical parameters which 
were defined for these functions will be the same as for unmanned missions. Component 
criticality for the navigation, guidance and control, and power functions will change due to 
the presence of the crew. Additional components are considered for manned missions. These 
are a landing radar and an emergency supply battery. These components and their respective 
component criticalities are discussed in the succeeding paragraphs. Further, the caution aod 
warning displays, life support and CM electrical power systems are discussed. Finally, 
mission rules for responding to catastrophic and critical malfUnctions/conditions have been 
defined for the lunar landing mission. Automatic abort for manned four stage Saturn V 
missions may be required for crew safety. No other automatic abort requirement has been 
identified for manned missions. 
4.2.1 Navigation Function 
In addition to the sensors previously discussed, a landing radar is included to provide 
for automatic lunar landing capability. The landing radar will provide altitude, descent rate 
and horizontal velocity for guidance and control. 
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Table 4-2. Synchronous Orbit Mission (Unmanned Reusable) Mission Rules 
N-8 
Malfunction/Candltlon Phase Ruling Comments 
Guidance Reference Fail All Abort Mission-Deactivate Vehicle 
Loss of Attitude Control All Abort Mission-Deactivate Vehicle 
Horizon or Landmark Sensor Fail All Continue Mission-Autonomy is lost. 
Achieve nav. updates yia command link. 
Loss of Star Tracker Ail Continue Mission-Computer commands 
other star tracker to make two 
star sightings 
One Fuel Cell Failed All Continue Mission-Configure operationsl 
call 10 both buses. Open circuit 
failed cell. 
Both Fuel Cells Failed All Abort Mission-Deactivate Vehicle 
Reactant Tank Explosion Hazard All Separate payload to safe distance. 
Continue to monitor tank pressure. 
If pressure drops to safe levels docl' 
with payload and continue mission. 
(Decision could be made to continue 
mission with risk.) 
Loss of Engine Thrust, Main Engine Automatic Engine Shutoff-If RCS 
Actuator Hardover or Burn can provide required velocity change 
Stationary in One Position to achieve sync orbit. complete mission 
and deactivate vehicle. If RCS can 
provide required velocity change to 
return to LEO, rendezvous and dock 
with shuttle. 
LEO Switch to RCS control-rendezvous 
and dock with shuttle. 
Sync Orbit Switch to Res control-place payload 
and deactivate vehicle. 
Loss of Coolant Temp. Control LEO Abort mission-rendezvous and dock 
with shuttle. 
Orbital Complete mission-deactivate vehicle. 
Transfer and (Equipment temperature tolerances 
Sync Orbit are not immediately exceeded with 
loss of coolant temperature control. 
However. if time to go to achieve sync 
orbit is greater than predicted time for 
unacceptable temperature lavels to occur, 
Tt may be desirable to abort the mission 
and rendezvous and dock with shuttle.) 
Rendezvous and Docking Rendezvous Continue Mission-receive navigation 
Radar Fail data via command link. 
Docking No go for docking. 
Locking Hardware Unlock Fall Separation Fire Pyro Device 
Locking Hardware Lock Fail Docking Abort Mission-command locking hard\wre 
to unlock position and separate. 
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4.2.1.1 Landing Radar Critical Parameters 
The data provided by the landing radar will normally be processed by the on-board 
digital computer. As with the other navigation sensor outputs, the computer can perform 
reasonableness checks on the landing radar data to detect failures and then issue the alert 
signal-Landing Radar Fail. 
4.2.1.2 Component Criticality 
An lMU failure (Guidance Reference Fail) is a catastrophic failure. The safety of the 
crew is immediately jeopardized and may require that a rescue mission be performed. Loss 
of a star tracker or horizon or landmark tracker will prevent autonomous vehicle operation, 
but the mission can still be performed and crew safety is not jeopardized. The capability to 
automatically rendezvous and dock is not considered critical for mission performance. 
Rendezvous could be accomplished with navigation data supplied by the ground or another 
space element. Docking could be performed in a manual guidance mode. For lunar landing 
missions, an operational landing radar is required until an adequate navigation update is 
accomplished after which the crew could manually guide to the landing site. A failed radar 
prior to the update would require a mission abort. The navigation function component 
criticality is summarized in Table 4-3. 
4.2.2 Guidance and Control 
The onboard digital computer is a Criticality I component for manned missions. 
4.2.3 Power Function (Astrionic Module) 
The primary power for manned missions is similar to that for unmanned missions. The 
manned mission configuration will include an emergency supply battery which will be used 
only if the primary power system fails, and then it will provide loads for only the critical 
components. 
4.2.3.1 Emergency Supply Battery Critical Parameters 
It is possible for an explosion hazard to develop with batteries. This can occur if the 
battery becomes overcharged or has a reverse charfing cell. Both of these conditions cause 
the release of gases in the sealed cells and subsequent incre1se in pressure. A reverse charging 
cell can be detected by a battery voltage measurement. An overcharged cell can be detected 
by a battery temperature measurement. 
Table 4-3. Navigation Subsystem Component Criticality 
Component Criticality 
1MU 1 
Horizon or Landmark Sensor 111 
Star Trackers 111 
Rendezvous and Docking Radar 111 
Landing Radar 11 
N-9 
Table 4-4. Manned Lunar Landing Mission Rules 
MllfunC1lon/ColKlitlon Ph'51! 
Loss of eM Lifo SupponSyltem All 
Lon of eM elecuiCiI p~ All 
Guidance Reference Fill or LUlOIrOrbit 
LOIS of Attitude Control 
Powe:cd D~nt 
lind Ascent 
Horizon or Landmark Senwr Fail All 
Lon of Star Tracker All 
On. fuel Cell Failed All 
Both Fuel Cells FOilled All 
Raac:tllnt Tank or Battery All 
Ellp/Olion Ha~ .. d IAMI 
Lms of Engine Th/l,lst LUI\l!fOrbit 
rO'M!red Des.cent 
and As.cent 
Actuator Hardollef or Lunar Orbit 
SUltlonl/rv In One Position 
Powered Descen! 
and Ascent 
Loss of COolant Temp. Control LuntrOrbit 
POMfOO Octe:nt 
and Ascent 
Rcrdazvous lid Docking Rad~ Flil All 
LandlOSf RIId« Fall Lunar Orbit 
Power~ Descent 
Ruling-Comments 
Abert Mission-Switch to effitrgency 
system IX' supplV and cJoc:k with LOSS 
ASAP. {On IUM( surfae:, [tmav be 
desirable to place as low:ll dom.nd on 
the backup life suppon system as 
ponlble :lind JIWlIlt rescue.} 
Abort MiRion-5'f1itm to emergcney 
supply end doc:': with LOSS ASAP, 
Abon Miulon~p.wDte eM/AM from PM. 
PIKe eM In manu»! attitude control 
mode and ZlWlIit rescue. 
Abort Migion-AUempt to achieve orbit. 
Separate eM/AM from PM. P[Dee eM In 
rmlnUlI attitude centrol mode and _It 
rmull. At some time durlll9 powered 
dllScent. e.g., landing site visible, It may 
be dllSlrable to Ilnd.nd DWalt T&$Cue 
TIther than a1tempt to abort to orbit. 
Both abort modeswi1l require manu" 
guidance tllk~r. 
Comlnue Minion-Autonomy is lost. 
Achlevo n'lI. upd.:t1t via command link 
or manually via opticallllignmcnt. 
Continue Mission-Computef comm:llnds 
other SUII' tracker to make two star 
si~tillg$ or manu,lIy viD optical 
alignment. 
Continue Miuion-Configure operation!1 
cell to both bURS. Open circuit f'lIed 
cell. 
Abort Mlu>on-Oock with LOSS ASAP. 
Th~ emergency supply battery should 
be configured to the criticzlloatl bus 
and both fuel cellJ open clr~ulted. 
Abort Mission-Separate eM frDlTl AM/PM 
JS~n IU practlc:al. PIItCU eM in mlnuel 
attitude control mode and a\'IIIll rescu!l. 
If on IUMe surface, AM shall be powered 
down and crew will take appropriate 
safety preeautlons, 
Abort Minion-Switch to RCS control, 
rendcZllouslnd dock with LOSS. 
Abort Miuion-Using RCS attempt to 
remaIn In or achieve some nominal 
ornit lind lwait rcscue. 
Abort Miuion-Switch 10 RCS (;gntrol. 
rendell/ous lind dotk With LOSS, 
Automatic EngineShutoll-Attempt to 
remain in or .chiel/ll some nominal 
orbit using Res and await reu::ue, 
Abort Misslon-Rendetvous and dock 
with LOSS. 
COntinue Minion 
Continue Miuion-NslIl",tJon assistance 
rfquired from LOSS for rende:vous. 
Mlnual (;gnnol akco\'er required for 
docking operations. 
Abott Mlnlon-Rl!!ndezvous lind dock 
with LOSS, 
Continue Miniun-If .atqulte updoste 
of vehicle sta1e vectors hiS bl!en 
.c:camplhhed, Otherwise lbon minion, 
rende:vouSlI.d dock with LOSS. 
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4.2.3.2 Component CIiticality 
A catastrophic failure mode exists with both the battery and the fuel cell. A battery or 
reactant tank explosion would jeopardize crew safety. Thus, the power subsystem 
components are rated as CIiticality I. 
4.2.4 Caution and Warning Displays 
The caution and warning capability will be provided by the crew display function. A 
cIitical off-nominal condition will be displayed, and an audible tone will be generated in the 
crew module. (See Crew Display, Appendix 0.) 
4.2.5 Crew Module Life Support and ElectIical Power Systems 
Failures in the crew module life support and electIical power systems may immediately 
jeopardize crew safety. The critical parameters necessary to detect catastrophic and cIiticai 
malfunctions/conditions would be displayed to the crew. The crew, aided by mission rules 
dedicated to these two systems, would decide what response is required for a catastrophic or 
cIitical malfunction/condition. 
It is possible that the astIionics will provide primary electrical power to operate the 
crew module life support system. If so, then it would be desiIable to have the crew and 
astIionic modules separable from the propulsion module. The crew could then separate from 
the vehicle, whenever required for their safety, and retain the primary power source for 
their life support system. However, the occurrence of an explosion hazard in the AM 
pIimary power system will require that the crew module separate from the vehicle and 
operate the CM life support system with the CM emergency power supply. 
4.2.6 Mission Rules for Lunar Landing Missions 
Table 4-4 outlines mil'sion rules for response to catastrophic and critical 
malfunctions/conditions for lunar landing missions. It is assumed that a Lunar Orbiting 
Space Station (LOSS) is present. 
N-I 
REFERENCES 
Final Flight Mission Rules Apollo 13 (AS-508/I09/LM-7) MSC-D1807, February 12, 
1970 
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APPENDIX 0 
SPACE TUG DISPLAY CONSIDERATIONS 
[ 
IBM No. 69-K44-0006H 
MSFC-DRL-D08 
LINE ITEM No. 268 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this study is to address displays and controls required by the space tug 
crew to perfonn assigned missions. The two types of displays and controls that will be 
presented are: 
'" Switches, dials, lights, etc. 
'" Multipurpose Electronic Displays (MED) 
Major emphasis will be placed on the MED. 
The philosophy for manned missions is to have a crew module as part of the space tug. 
The three man tug crew is composed of: 
'" Commander 
Pilot 
'" 
Experimenter 
The commander and pilot will each have a flight station and the experimenter a 
"housekeeping" station. The commander and pilot stations will each have a multipurp"ose 
electronic display (MED) th:l.t will present command and status infonnation. The third 
station will have a status MED. The space tug will have the capability of being operated by 
either the commander or pilot. The flight crew will have the capability to select what MED 
information is to be displayed by keying the select button on the keyboard. 
The infonnation will be presented as command or status. It will be !}resented: 
'" On call by the operator 
'" 
When an out-of-tolerance condition exists. 
In addition to the MED :md keyboard the two pilots will have a manual control stick. 
The manual control stick will have manual override capability; thereby, the flight crew will 
have the option of switching from an automatic sequence to manual by keying in the code. 
2.0 STUDY GUIDELINES AND GROUND RULES 
The following guidelines and groundrules form the basis for the displays and controls: 
'" 
J)ocking and lunar landing may be completely automatic 
Be capable of being flown by one crewman 
'" 
Be operated automatically 
'" 
Various types of displays and controls will be considered 
'" Manual control override possible 
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3.0 SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
Displays and controls as used in the Apollo command module and lunar module such 
as meters, switches, dials, etc. were considered. This method for display and control for the 
space tug was rejected for the following reasons: . 
.. Requires complex electrical design to provide automatic checkout, operations al J 
onboard autonomy 
.. Requires constant monitoring by the pilots 
.. Requires mOre cabin space than centralized MED Display concept. 
With the current emphases placed on autonomy in space vehicles, use of multipurpose 
electronic displays and keyboards is favored. 
The Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) was chosen as the MED for the space tug in this study 
for tb' 'lllowing reasons: 
.. State-of-the-art 
" Currently planned for other space transportation systems. 
A follow-on trade study of the following advanced displays is recommended: 
.. Deformagraphic Storage Display Tube (DSDT) 
.. Light Emitting Diode (LED) 
.. Fiber Optics 
.. Others 
A circuit breaker panel has been allocated for instantaneous access for power on/off. 
3.1 DISPLAY AND CONTROL DEFINITION 
The display and control system is the method the space tug crew utilizes to monitor, 
maneuver. and perform other mission operations while in a space environment. 
3.2 DISPLAY AND CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS 
The physical chamcteristics of the displays and controls considered are: 
It Weight 
.. Power 
.. Heat dissipated 
The physical characteristics of the cathode ray tube, keyboard and manual control 
signal converter are given in Table 3-1. 
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Table 3-1. Display and Control Characteristics 
Unit (Total) Wt (Lb,) (Ea.) Pwr (W) (Ea.) Heat Dissipation (BTU/Hr) (Ea.) 
CRT (7 x9) (3) 25 180 380 
K~vboard (3) 13 20 TBD 
Manual Control 
Signal Converter (2) 40 120 TBD 
4.0 DETAILED ANALYSIS 
4.1 DISPLAY REQmREMENTS 
4.1.1 Display and Control System 
The display and control system will be comprised of the following elements: 
ID Commander's display 
.. Commander's keyboard 
• Commander's manual control stick 
• Pilot's display 
" 
Pilot's keyboard 
" 
Pilot's manual control stick 
• Experimenter's display 
• Experimenter's keyboard 
• Commun~cation panel 
4.1.2 Display and Control Display Format 
Flight commands and status information will be presented to the crew as formatted 
information. The information to be displayed will be presented on the MED that has been 
preselected by keying the infOimation through the keyboard. The information will be 
presented in the manner described below. The formats shown are only selective examples of 
a few parameters to be monitored. In a flight presentation, several parameters would appear 
on the MED simultaneously. . 
4.1.2.1 Altitude, Reference Figure 4-1 
Altitude is indicated on a vertical fixed scale. The thousands of feet are indicated by 
numerals below the vertical scale. The hundreds are indicated on a scale with major 
increments every 10 feet and minor increments every 2 feet. The altitude value will be 
indicated by a moving symbol « ). The command altitude will be displayed by the symbol 
(=). 
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-=50 
-::40 
~-=30 
- -
-=20 
-=0 
100 
Figure 4-1. Altitude Display Format 965·145 
When the commanded and actual altitude are the same, the symbol will be superimposed. 
4.1.2.2 Angle of Attack, Reference Figure 4-2 
The angle of attack is indicated on a vertical fixed scale with 50 major increments and 10 minor increment. The scale limits will be from -100 to +200 . The angle of attack index symbol ( < ) moves vertically with reference to the center line of the vehicle. 
4.1 .2.3 Apogee/Perigee, Reference Figure 4-3 
This flight parameter will be presented to the pilot as a decimal readout. The display will be indicated to the nearest 10th of a nautical mile. 
4.1 .2.4 Check Ust Data (Data Bus), Reference Figure 4-4 
The unit with the specific measurements will be displayed. If an out-of-tolerance condition exists, the symbol (*) will appear to the rigi1t of the unit name. 
4.1.2.5 tN Remaining (fps), Reference Figure 4-5 
The digital readout of AV presents data througi1out the maneuver. TIle vertical scale with indicator ( > ) provides data for the last 50 fps. 
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Figure 4-2. Angle of Attack Display Fonnat 
APOGEE DDD.D NM 
PERIGEE DDD.D NM 
Figure 4-3. Apogee/Perigee Display Fonnat 
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965-146 
965-147 
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DBCU NO.1 
TEMP NO.1 
TEMP NO.2 
VOLT NO.1* 
VOLT NO. 2 
DISC NO.1 
DISC NO.2 
DISC NO.3 
DISC NO. 4 
DISC NO.5 
DISC NO.6 
DISC NO.7 
DISC NO.8 
DBCU NO.2 
TEMP NO.1 
TEMP NO.2 
VOLT NO.1" 
¥OLTNO.2 
DISC NO.1 
DISC NO.2 
DISC NO.3 
DISC NO.4 
DISC NO.5 
DISC NO.6 
DISC NO.7 
DISC NO.8 
DBCU NO.3 
TEMP NO.1 
TEMP NO.1 
VOLT NO.1 
VOLT NO. 2 
DISC NO.1 
DISC NO.2 
DISC NO.3 
DISC NO.4 
DISC NO. 5" 
DISC NO.6 
DISC NO.7 
DISC NO.8 
.. OUT OF TOLERANCE INDICATOR 
DATA BUS CONTROL UNIT 
Figure 4-4. Check List (Data Bus Control Unit) Display Format 
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Figure 4·5 _ AV Remaining (FPS) Dis, .lay Fonnat 
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4.1.2.6 Docking Grid, Reference Figure +6 
A fixed grid with lines representing vehicle XY and XZ planes is presented. The scaling 
will b-e in feet With inajor increments of 10 feet andnrlnor increments of 2.5 feet. The 
maximum drstance displayed will be 50 feet. Other display formats will be used prior to this 
distance. The target will be depicted as a moving .symbol(,Q-}. When the target symbol is 
positioned in the grid, the space tug will be in the correct attitude for docking. 
Also included on the docking grid format is the range and range rate relative to 
docking. The range scale will be a decimal readout, reading from 0.1 feet to 100 NM. The 
rate of approach will also be a decimal readout, reading from 0.1 fps to 100 fps. 
4.1.3 Display Keyboard, Reference Figure 4-7 
To send commands, verify commands, and monitor the status of the various 
parameters, a 30-key keyboard is provided. 
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4 
3 
2 
54321=1= 
III Ii II q 111\111111 gill III 11111 I II jill I 
RANGE DDD.D FT 
RATE OF APPROACH 
DDD.D FDS 
Figure 4-6. Docking Grid Display Format 
-=-1 2 3 4 5 
965·150 
0-7 
~ , 
DD 
El EJ [f] [[J~. ~!rv EIBB 
GD008[:J[:J[J[:J[:J 
El~ VERB .L::::J BE1El lIN. FO.I HOLD 
lENT-I ER 
Figure 4-7 _ Space Tug Keyboard 965-151 
An explanation of the keyboard follows: 
MODE - Used to select the flight mode vehicle is in and thereby select display 
parameter set_ 
+AND - Are sign keys used to identify the decimal data. 
NOUN - Pushing this button indicates that the next two numerical characters keyed 
are to be interpreted as the noun code. 
VERB - Pushing this button indicates that the next two numerical characters keyed 
are to be interpreted as the verb code. 
STANDBY - Is keyed to stop computer to hold for update 
INFORMATION HOLD - To hold information on CRT longer than normal time. 
RESET - Turn off alarm conditions on MED providing the alarm condition has been 
corrected. 
CLEAR - Used during a data loading sequence to clear or blank the data display 
register being used. It allows the operator to reload the data word. 
ENTER - [s lIsed as follows: 
• To direct or execute the verb/m;un code 
• To accept a data word just l':}:lded 
• In response to a "please perform" request 
t+ 4 ~ Used to [ocate cursor 
MED SELECT - Used to select MED for displaying information 
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TERMINA TE DISPLAY - Stop information being displayed to perform another operation. 
ADVANCE - Used to advance the computer to another step. 
CONTINUE - Used to pick up where the computer operation was stopped and proceed. 
0-9 - Numeric numbers 
Two keys are not used for this keyboard, providing growth capability. If more than two additional keys are required, another keyboard with more key positions would be used. 
4. 1.3 Manual Flight Control 
The crew has the option of manual flight control. Manual control of the space tug will be provided by a side arm controller. Signal conversion will be through a flight control signal converter. 
4.1.4 Display Console, Reference Figure 4-8 
The display console configuration should be laid out for ease of operation and viewing for the crew. Crew viewing distance should not exceed 30 inches. However, it may be necessary to view 48 inches. Crew reach should not exceed 26 inches. 
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Figure 4-8. Space Tug Display Console 
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4.1.4.1 Display Characteristics 
The characteristics of the display shall be as follows: 
• The resolution of the display shall be a minimum of 5 12 line parts. 
• The maximum effective spot size for stroke writing shall be 0.009 inches. 
• The display reflectance shall not be greater than 10% of the ambient light. 
• Contrast ratio shall be a minimum of 2.5 to I in a 100b ft. lambert ambient with 
fIlters . 
., The display refresh rate shall be 30 to 40 cps. 
• Caution and warning shall De displayed at a rate of I to 4 times per second. 
• Usable display area shall be a minimum of 7 x 9 inches. 
• Character size - nominal 0.25 inch height, 0.18 inch width. 
II Horizontal spacing between characters shall be a nominal 0.090. 
• Vertical spacing between characters shall be a nominal 0.107. 
• Display shall have 10-20 ft. lamberts of luminance after passing through any 
fIlters and with a minimum 2.5: 1 contrast ratio. 
• Filter design shall include dark (night) adaptation. 
01 The time required to display 16 lines, 32 characters per line shall not exceed 10 
milliseconds. 
01 Control of display focus and intensity shall be provided. 
4.1.4.2 Operational Environment 
The display console shall have the following ch-imcteristics: 
• Control panel illumination nominally SO-foot candles. 
• Ambient illumination from a variable light source capable of 200 ft. candles. 
4.1.4.3 Keyboard 
The numeric keyboard shall have 30 keys and provide for a convenient crew interface. 
Keys shall be a minimum of 0.75 inches across, spaced on I inch centers. 
• Key resistance shall be 5-10 ounces. 
• Lettering shall be a minimum of 0.18 inches in height. 
• Response to key signal is less than SO milliseconds. 
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4.1.4.4 Circuit Breaker Panel 
The circuit breaker panel shall be laid out with circuit breakers and a light. The light 
shall light up on an open in the circuit. A circuit breaker panel with 39 circuit breakers has 
been allocated for instantaneous access for power on/off. 
4.2 CAUTION AND WARNING (C&W) 
The caution and warning shall be displayed on the MED. The C&W will be 
superimposed on the MED and will be shown by cycling at a rate of I to 4 CPS. Audible 
signals will sound in the e"ent that a warning signal is presented. 
4.3 MISSION CONSTRAINTS 
The crew display and control system allows one crew member to operate the space tug 
in automatic and/or manual modes during orbital coast/burn, rendezvous, docking, lunar 
landing, etc. 
4.4 MISSION MODES 
During the space tug stay in a space environment, it will operate in specified modes. 
The mission modes and their numeric designation listed are for lunar landing, but would be 
applicable to all manned missions by selecting the desired mission modes: 
1. Reactivation 
2. Undocking 
3. Transfer Burn 
4. Orbital Coast 
5. Power Descent Landing 
6. Deactiv!1tion 
7. Storage 
8. Reactivation 
9. Powered Ascent 
10. Orbital Coast 
II. Rendezvous 
12. Docking 
13. Deactivation 
14. Storage 
15. Maintenance 
16. Refueling 
4.5 DISPLAY AND CONTROL INTERFACE 
The displays and controls will interface with the astrionic system data bus as shown in 
Figure 4-9. 
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Figure 4-9. Display Interface 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
The space tug will be exposed to both natural and induced radiation environments. 
This section discnsses these environments; their effects on components, circuits, and 
systems; radiation hardening techniques; a system hardening plan; and the penalties 
associated with radiation hardening. Since this subject is presented in an unclassified 
document, many aspects are treated in general terms. 
2.0 GROUNDRULES AND ASSUMPTIONS 
No specific radiation levels, tec1mology or system are discussed in this section since 
detailed specifications and definitions are not available, and an unclassifid presentation is 
given. However, the data presented does include the radiation types and range of levels that 
should encompass any space tug radiation environment and radiation effects and hardening 
for components, circuit and system technologies representative of those that could be used 
to implement space tug astrionics. 
3.0 SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
The space tug may be exposed to both natural and induced radiation environments as 
follows: 
Natural: 
Solar Cosmic Particles and Flares 
Natural Radiation Belt (Van Allen) 
Galactic or Extra-Galactic Cosmic Particles 
Induced: 
Nuclear Reactor RadiatIon 
NERVA 
Space Base Power Reactors 
Pulsed Radiation (including artificial radiation beIts) 
For space tug missions now being considered, natural radiation environments have little 
impact on the design of space tug astrionics. However, in the case of energetic solar flart; 
activity, space tug mi~sions may have tu be delayed or terminated early, thus imposing an 
operational constraint. 
Interaction of the space tug with induced nuclear reactor radiation from NERV A and 
space base power reactors will impose minimum impact on tug astrionics design. Here again, 
however, tug operational safety constraints will have to be met in order to keep the tug in 
zones of low radiation environments. 
By far, the most stringent environment to which the tug could be exposed is that from 
pulsed radiation. Techniques exist to harden electronics for this type environment but will 
impact cost, weight, power requirements, etc. These hardening teclmiques must be 
considered in the initial design of the space tug astrionic module. To harden a system once 
the system approach and technologies to implement that approach have been finalized 
becomes a formidable task. 
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4.0 DETAILED ANALYSIS 
4.1 RADIATION ENVIRONMENT 
In addition to the temperature, shock, and vibration environments associ?ted with 
space systems, the space tug astrionic module must be designed to function properly in 
natural and induced radiation environments. The combined radiation environments present 
a multiplicity of types of radiation and effects on electronic subsystems. This section 
defines the radiation environments relevant to a space tug mission profile. The radiation 
environment presented by pulsed radiation and its interaction with the geomagnetosphere 
can be extremely hostile. The radiation levels to which the system is hardened depends upon 
whether the system is to be manned or unmanned at the time of and subsequent to the 
encounter. The electronic and mechanical components of the system can be designed to 
withstand much more severe doses than those lethal to a human biological system. There is a 
considerable difference in the cost of hardening a system from an equipment standpoint as 
against hardening to the lethal doses in tissue. Consequently, a distinction will be made 
between a manned (low level) or unmanned (high level) system radiation environment in the 
following sections. 
4.1.1 Pulsed Radiation 
The worst case, and most likely, pulsed radiation encounter is one occurring at high 
altitude (on the order of 50 to 300 nmi) near the end of the system lifetime. The radiative 
emanations of pulsed radiation at about 100 nmi have the general time history indicated in 
Figure 4-1. 
The energy spectra and intensities of the various types of radiation are critically 
dependent on the radiation source, source altitude and range to the receive,. As a rule, the 
worst case is assumed for the hardening of a system. The range can be selected to be 
consistent with the maximum tolerable effect associated with one or more of the radiation 
types. 
X RAYS ~ , GAMMA RAYS 
NEMP FAST NEUTRONS 
J I I I I I I I 
, , 
, 10,6 I 10,3 
SECONDS 
965-154 
Figure 4-1. Idealized Pulsed Radiation Time History 
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4.1.1.i Prompt Gamma Rays 
F'ssion gamma rays have a spectrum which gives them the characteristic of being highly 
penett ating. It is futile to consider shielding on a system where weight reduction has a high 
priody. 
The significant characteristics of prompt gamma rays on electronics are the ionization 
does rate [rads (Si)/sec] and the ionized dose [rad (Si)] discussed in Section 4.2.1. 
4.1.1.2 X-Rays 
The energy spectra of pulsed radiation X-rays permit the consideration of shielding as a 
hardening measure, even in a weight conscious system. The principal effects of X-rays are 
ionization, thermal, and mechanical as listed in Sections 4.2.1,4.2.3, and 4.2.4, respectively. 
4.1.1.3 Fast Neutrons 
The neutron spectra associated with pulsed radiation are of sufficiently high energies 
that shielding is impractical for all but ~rfund sllstems. The effects on electronics of low to 
moderate neutron fluences (lOll to 10 n/cm-) fall in the displacement damage category 
only (Section 4.2.2). The effects of high fluences (1013 to 5 x 1014 n/cm2) include 
ionization as well as displacement damage. The passage of a high intensity pulse of fast 
neutrons through the materials of a system generates ionizing radiation which can 
contribute the major portion of the ionizing dose absorbed in components and materials. 
The nature of that dose is dependent on the choice of system materials. This effect is not 
significant for a system designed to tolerate doses only up to lethal doses in tissue. The 
X-ray, gamma ray, and neutron induced doses involving a high neutron fluence would be far 
in excess of the lethal dose range. A manned system is therefore immune by definition to 
one of th" more serious problems confronting the design of a hardened unmanned system. If 
the space tug is designed to tolerate levels commensurate with an unmanned system, this 
effect will have a significant impact on total system design. 
4.1.1.4 Nuclear Electromagnetic Pulse (NEMP) 
Pulsed radiation is accompanied by two principal types of electromagnetic effects 
(References P-3, P-4, and P-5). (Electromagnetic radiation as used in this section applies to 
radiation of longer wavelengths II an are characteristic of gamma and X-rays.) One involves 
alterations to the electrical properties of the atmosphere causing communication and radar 
blackout. This mechanism will not be considered in this study since only communications 
and radar in ihe vicinity of the pulsed source will be altered. The war. t that could happen 
would be a local blackout in communication with the space tug from the ground which 
could last from minutes to hours. There would be no similar blackout associated with 
space-to-space communications (as opposed to ground-to-space or space-Io-ground). The 
second electromagnetic effect will be of primary interest since it produces an 
electromagnetic pulse of short duration. possibly causing detrimental effects in the space tug 
astrionics. 
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There appears to be at least four different mechanisms whereby an electromagnetic 
pulse may produce problems in the astrionics from pulsed sources (References P-5 and P-9). 
The fIrst two are associated with gamma and X-radiations producing asymmetric charge 
distributions in the region surrounding the source (Reference P-I). The third is the result of 
the rapid expansion of the essentially perfectly conducting plasma of residues in the earth's 
magnetic fIeld (Reference P-2). Finally, ll'lmma interactions in an asymmetric case will 
produce scattered electrons generating the electromagnetic pulse (Reference pol). These 
mechanisms and the threats they produce will be discussed in the following sections. Since 
this paper is unclassifIed, the threat ~cenarios cannot be given in detail as to source yield, 
fIeld strengths, time profIles, etc. 
The fIrst two mechanisms, often called the Compton-Electron (Reference P-5) and 
Photo-Electron (Reference P-14) Models are believed to be the prinCipal means for 
generation of the NEMP from sources on or slightly above the earth's surface and near the 
top of the sensible atmosphere. The third mechanism called the Field-Displacement Model 
(Reference P-5) is responsible for the NEMP produced at greater altitudes where the only 
interacting medium is the geomagnetic fIeld. Likewise, the fourth mechanism, the 
Gamma-Weapon Case Model (Reference P-14), is produced at great altitudes where the only 
media for interaction is either the pulsed source case or the geomagnetic fIeld. 
4.1.1.4.1 Compton-Electron Model. The initial gamma radiation leaves the source with very 
high energies colliding with electrons in the atoms and the molecules of the surrounding air, 
thus transferring energy (Reference P-5). These electrons generally move out rapidly from 
the center of the source. In order for these electrons to produce an electromagnetic pulse, 
some sort of asymmetrical medium must be available for interaction. This medium could be 
the earth, the atmospheric density gradient, or any structural material. These asymmetries 
produce an effective compton-electron pulse which is like a vertical radiating dipole. The 
current pulse in the air radiates electromagnetic energy just as it would if it were flowing in 
a wire transmitting-antenna, and this radiation constitutes the fIrst part of the characteristic 
signal of the pulsed radiation. The compton-electrons, flowing away from the positive ions, 
produce a radial electric fIeld. Under the influence of the electric fIeld, there is a large 
number of electrons present which flow back toward the originating point. This initiates a 
second pulse of current which is rapidly terminated by recombination. This characteristic 
action occurs very rapidly, thus producing frequencies as high as one GHz. However, only a 
very small part of the total electromagnetic energy is radiated at such high frequencies. Most 
of the energy is centered around frequencies of tens to hundreds of kHz when detected at 
hundreds of miles. The possibility of a second NEMP produced by X-radiation will be 
discussed in the following section. 
4.1.1.4.2 Photo-Electron Model. The mechanism is essentially the same as described above 
except the radiatioii-prodlicing the electrons is X-radiation instead of gamma radiation 
(Reference P-14). The interaction of gamma and X-radiation with matter is well 
documented and. thus. will not be discussed here. The photo-electron mechanism is most 
pronounced by pulsed radiation sources at or above an altitude of fIfty miles. This 
mechanism produces the most intense electromagnetic signal immediately above the D-Iayer 
where the X-rays interact. The longitudinal electric fIeld produced is of the order of a few 
thousand volts p<:r meter. The transverse field is of the order of tens of volts per meter. 
Thus. the field strengths produced by X-radiation tend to be smaller than fIelds produced by 
gamma radiation. However. th,' photo-electron mechanism can be important where the 
electron yield is much greater than the compton-electron process described here. 
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4.1.1.4.3 Field-Displacement Model. This mechanism will be of significance when the space 
tug is in a synchronous orbit or in some extremely high altitude orbit (Reference P-5). 
Immediately after initiation of the pulsed ndiation, the hot debris is essentially a highly 
ionized plasma which is expanding rapidly. A property possessed by all plasmas is a 
tendency to exclude a magnetic field such as that of the earth from its interior. The 
expanding plasma of residues thus causes a violent distortion of the earth's magnetic field. 
As a result of the interaction, an electromagnetic pulse is propagated over very long 
distances at high altitudes. 
4.1.1.4.4 Gamma-Weapon Case Model. The gamma radiation from pulsed sources is never 
fully symmetric because of the presence of ancillary apparatus, external structures, or the 
carrying vehicle (Reference P-14). The polarization of radiation from this mechanism is 
random, whereas the natural asymmetries tend to be vertically polarized. There are at least 
two possible ways by which such an asymmetrical distribution of electrons might be 
generated: (Reference P-I) because of the design of the source, and (Reference P-2) because 
the shield material may be asymmetrically placed around the source. Such shields are to 
reduce the flux radiated in a given direction and thus make more difficult long-range 
detection of X-rays. The shield might be a flat plate or a hemisphere a few meters from the 
device so oriented as to shadow the source from possible X-ray detectors. This mechanism is 
normally of interest only above 10,000 miles. 
4.1.1.5 Artificial Radiation Belts 
A high altitude source of pulsed radiation can cause an artificial belt of electrons and 
protons to form, overlapping the Van Allen belt, within a few minutes to hours after 
initiation. The effect is to significantly enhance the radiation hazards in the region of the 
belts. The artificial proton flux is relatively inconsequential to the electron flux which has a 
fission beta decay spectrum. The latter is somewhat more energetic than the natural electron 
belt spectrum and has therefore greater penetrability and presents a more severe 
bremsstrahlung problem. 
The artificial belts decay rapidly at the belt/atmosphere interface (characteristic decay 
time about a week). At the middle of the artificial belt the decay time is several months. 
Years are required for the artificial belt to completely dissipate. 
The electrons with energies greater than 0.5 Mev are influential in causing displacement 
damage (Section 4.2.2) and ionization effects (Section 4.2.1) in the electronics of a space 
system exposed to the radiation field for more than a few months after a burst. 
4.1.1.6 Thermal Pulse 
The high intensity light pulse is of little consequence from a pulsed source appreciably 
higher than 10 nmi. Accordingly. it can be considered as having negligible effect on the 
space tug. If the pulsed source occurred in the high density portion of the atmosphere, the 
thermal pulse which covers the entire UV. visible and IR spectra could seriously overload a 
high gain optical system on the tug. 
4.1.1. 7 Overpressure 
The pressure has no effect on the tug at altitudes less than 10 nmi. insofar as nuclear 
pulsed radiation encounters are concerned. 
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4.1.2 Natural Space Radiation Environment 
The mission profile of the space tug exposes the system to three sources of natural 
space radiation: galactic and extra-galactic cosmic particles, solar cosmic particles and flares, 
and the earth's natural radiation belt. This section describes aspects of these radiation fields 
pertinent to the space tug astrionic design. 
4.1.2.1 Solar Cosmic Particles and Flares 
The normal solar cosmic flux consists primarily of positively charged protons with 
average energies of approximately 100 mev per particle (Reference P-7). However, this 
proton flux intensity is relatively small and is additionally decreased in low earth orbit by 
the deflection of the protons by the earth's magnetic field. The most stringent environment 
that the space tug will encounter will occur during the synchronous orbit and RNS 
earth/moon missions and lunar orbit operations. Experience gained by the successes of 
Syncom II and Syncom III communications satellites which operated for years in 
synchronous orbit and by the success of the Apollo lunar landing missions has demonstrated 
that normal solar cosmic particles do not present a design problem to the space tug 
astrionics. 
However, with increased proton energies and intensities which are characteristic of 
solar flare activity, both ionization and displacement damage can result. Shielding the space 
tug astrionics for protection against solar flares could impose a heavy cost and weight 
penalty. But, since: 
• 
• 
The geomagnetic field surrounding the earth provides some protection against 
solar flares, 
High energy solar flare events occur only on the average of approximately 9-10 
times per year, 
There is some predictability for solar flare events, and 
There is lag time of several hours between optical detection of solar flares on 
earth and the ensuing significant radiation increase. 
the space tug missions could be planned or the mission could be terminated to circumvent 
opcrating the space tug during a high intensity solar flare. 
4.1.2.2 Natural Radiation Belt (Van AlIcn) 
The Van Allen radiation belt consists mainly of I!nl!rgetic protons and electrons in a 
donut-shaped geometry surrounding the earth beginning at an altitude of about 200-500 nm 
and extending out to about 35,000-40.000 miles. Maximum proton and electron energy 
densities occur in the inner and outer regions of the belt. respectively; hence, the concept by 
some of the existence of more than one belt. The belt does not extend beyond earth 
latitudes of about 750 north or south and is thus open at the earth's polar regions 
(Reference P-7J. The energy spe~tra of both species of radiation vary widely. but permit the 
consideration of shielding as a hardening approach. 
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Electronic devices exposed to this environment will suffer both ionization and 
displacement damage. Unlike the pulsed radiation or solar flare sources, trapped natural 
radiation induces damage effects cumulative over lengthy periods of exposure. 
Since the low earth orbits of the space tug are below any significant portion of the 
natural radiation belt, the only space tug missions of concern are the ones which traverse 
throug.'l the belt and the synchronolls orbit mission. Synchronolls orbit altitude is in the 
outer, lower energy electron radiation region of the belt. The following analysis is based on 
the synchronous orl-,t mission and will thus reflect the most stringent radiation exposure 
criteria. 
Table 4-1 describes when the more sensitive transistors begin to show radiation damage 
which takes the form of reduced gain characteristics. 
Table 4-1. 
*Type of Damage Exposure 
Particle Energy To Transistors 
Protons >20mev >1011 protons/cm2 
Electrons 5mev >1013 electrons/t;m2 
*Camage to transistors decreases with decreasing electron 
energy. Damage increases, up to a point, on decreasing proton energy. 
The maximum radiation exposure to the space tug outer skin during the synchronous 
orbit mission is as follows (based on 24 hours at synchronous orbit altitude): 
Protons: 
>30 mev: (l03p/cm2-sec) (3.6 x 103 sec/hr) (4 hr) = 1.4 x 107p/cm2 
0.1 - 5 mev: (l08p/cm2-sec) (3.6 x 103 sec/hr) (30 hr) = 1.08 x 1013p/cm2 
Electrons: 
> 1.6 mev: (1 03e/cm2-sec) (3.6 x 103 sec/hr) (32 hr) = 1.15 x 108e/cm2 
>0.04mev: (2.5 x 108e/cm2-sec) (3.6 x 103 sec/hrl (32 hrl = 2.9 x IO l3e/cm2 
Liberal estimates were made on particle flux densities. Times for space tug exposure to 
various energy particles vary due to variation in particle flux densities with altitude. 
Table 4-2 is a summary of total particle exposure. 
As can be seen from comparing Tables 4-1 and 4-2, with the possible exception of 
relatively low energy protons, the radiation exposure to the space tug is insufficient to cause 
damage to space tug astrionics without taking credit for any shielding whatsoever. The range 
of 5 mev protons in aluminum (the space tug skin will likely consist of an aluminum alloy) 
is on the order of 0.02 cm. LeS" energetic protons would be less penetrating. The space tug 
skin will be thicker than this; thus the tug skin alone is capable of stopping protons of 5 mev 
energy and below. 
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Table 4-2. 
,,-
Type of Energy Total Exposure 
Particle To Outer Skin 
Protons >30mev 107 protons/cm2 
Protons 0.1-5 mev 1013 protons/cm2 
Electrons (Beta) >1.6 mev loB e!ectrons/cm2 
Electrons (Betal >0.04 mev 1013 electrons/cm2 
In addition to the factors of safety mentioned above, such as a liberal computation for 
total space tug exposure and the use of the space tug skin as shielding material, the 
following items would act as shielding material k further reduce space tug astrionic 
component internals from radiation exposure: 
• Cold plate panels and coolant 
I) Component mounting brackets 
,. Component enclosures 
e Component enclosure environments (i.e., some components may be pressurized) 
" Component internals will have a self-shielding effect upon electronic devices 
located farther toward the center of the component 
.. The space tug propulsion module and crew/cargo module will completely shield 
the top and bottom of the astrionic module 
• Thermal insulation, louvers, mdiators, etc. 
Giving additional c<mfidence in the op~'rability of the space tug during' the synchronous 
orbit mission is the fact that synchronous satellites (Syncom 11 and lll) have been placed 
into synchronous orbit and have operated there for years. 
4.1.2.3 Galactic or Extra-Galactic Cosmic Particles 
These particle fluxes are comprised pr1marily of positively charg~d particles with 
extremely high energies. The estimated average energy is approximatE!Y 104 mev, thus 
making shielding impractical {Reference P-71. The intensities of these fluxes are very low, 
however. and therefore the ionization and displacement damage associated with thEm is 
negligible relative to the consequences of exposure to solar flares or the natural trapped 
radiation. 
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4.1.3 Nuclear Reactor Radiation 
The space tug will be interfacing with NERV A engines (in the capacity of flying the 
RNS mission and when acting as a utility vehicle for servicing and maintaining RNS vehicles) 
and space base nuclear power reactors. Thus, the radiation exposure to the space tug from 
these sources must be considered as a contributor to the total radiation environment. 
The space tug astrionic module in the vicinity of an operating reactor will be primarily 
exposed. to highly penetrating gamma rays and neutrons. They will induce both ionization 
and displacement damage. For the most part, however, the problems posed by the reactor 
are similar to those of pulsed radiation with the exception of eX!1osure time and 
directionality. 
The most stringent radiation environment from nuclear reactors that the space tug \vill 
encounter will be in flying the RNS mission. Current NERVA/RNS design concepts indicate 
that at the location above the RNS propellant tank where the majority of the astrionics will 
be located, the radiation environment will be as follows (Reference P-8): 
Gamma Rate - I rad/sec (3.6 x 103 rads/hr) 
Gamma Dose - 3.6 x 104 rads 
Neutron - Negligible 
These levels are well within the state-of-the-art electronic technology and thus will impose 
no special design problems to the tug astrionics. Optical devices on the tug, such as 
landmark trackers, star trackers, etc., face outboard from the vehicle and thus should receive 
minimum radiation impingement on their optical face. 
When the space tug is in proximity to an RNS or space base nuclear power reactor, 
appropriate operational constraints will have to be observed to keep the tug in positions of 
low radiation environments. This will have no significant impact on the tug, however, and 
will be simply normal safety operating procedures. 
4.2 RADIATION EFFECTS IN COMPONENTS AND MATERIALS 
The effects of radiation on electronic components and materials can be separated into 
four general classes: ionization, displacement, thermal, and mechanical. These classes were 
used in Section 4.1 to designate the principal effects of various species of radiation which 
would be encountered by a space tug. This section describes the damage mechanisms of the 
four classes of effects and identifies those devices and materials most susceptible to the 
space tug radiation environment. Approximate failure levels will be presented in cases where 
they have been adequately determined. 
The ionization and displacement damage radiation levels whkh a space tug astrionic 
module can be designed to tolerate are given as a function of teclmology limitations in Table 
4-3. The indicated radiation levels are presumed to be the combined environments discussed 
in Section 4.1 and which would be consistent with space: tug mission profiles. 
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Table 4-3. Technology Limits :Versus Radiation Levels 
Combined Aaclistion Sources 
'Iontzati~hl EffectS Displacement Effects 
Technology Fluence 
Limits DO!ie Dose' Rate 1 MevSilieon Equivalent 
fad (,j) Rods (5j)/5oc Neutrons/cm2 
a b 
State-of-the Art 
Technology 106 1011 3x loB 1014 
Pushing Current 
Technology 2x 106 5xl011 109 3 x lOll, 
Probable 1973 
Technology 3x loB 1012 5x loB 3 x 1014 
a) Circumvented System (Reference Section 4.3.2) 
b) Uncircum'.'entad System 
The following subsections are concerned maio!.y with radiation effects on 
semiconductor devices. Optical equipment, such as star trackers, laser radars, etc., exhibit 
optical face discolor3tion which degrades the sensitivity of the device. However, radiation 
re~istant glasses are available to minio1ize this effect. Some glass is purposefully designed to 
exhibit high electrical conductivity so that, when a small electrical current is passed through 
it, opaqueness is annealed out. 
4.2. I Ionization Effects 
Most types of radiation interact, to a greater or lesser degree, with matter in such a way 
as to create charged particles in the absorbing medium which can respond to electric fields 
or diffuse. Semiconductor devices are quite sensitive to ionizing radiation and are of 
principal concern here. Dielectrics are somewhat less sensitive but are also a problem io 
sufficiently intense radiation fluxes. It is convenient to categorize ionization effects as either 
transient or permanent. 
4.2. 1.1 Transient Effects 
PN junction semiconductor devices will produce a transient photocurrent (Ipp) which 
can cause circuit upset. In the space tug the most susceptible devices would be power 
transistors, power diodes, junct!i.ln field effect transistors (JFET), .iu;:::tion isolated 
integrated circuits (particularly the linear types), silicon controll::~ rectifiers (SCR), and 
infra-red (IR) detectors. All th~::e !1evices can h" expe~t~d to suffer malfunction in their 
typical applications at dose rates less than )09 rad(Si)/sec lmlesl, appropriate hardening 
techmques arl.' employed. 
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A critical nonsemiconductor device which will malfunction (depending on circuit 
tolerances) at relatively low dose rates is the quartz crystal. Since it is frequently employed 
as a clock oscillator, it would be expected to operate properly even in a circumvented 
system. 
Capacitors will produce a transient leakage current or voltage reduction under the 
influence of an iouizing radiation pulse. This effect does not begin to become serious in 
most applications until dose rates exceed 109 rad(Si)/sec. 
4.2. 1.2 Permanent Effects 
The devices most sensitive to permanent ionizing doses are the members of the 
insulated gate FET (IGFET) family. At pulsed radiation doses of 104 to 105 rad(Si) the 
threshold voltage begins to degrade rapidly due to a space charge buildup in the oxide layer. 
Because of long-term annealing, the dama,:e from pulsed radiation can be considered 
permanent in a digital system. On the ot./ler hand, the same dose delivered in a slow, 
cumuiative fashion, as with some types of '.pace radiation and with radiation from NERVA, 
permits the IGFET to survive much higher doses of these types of radiation. At doses of a 
megarad (Si) the surface effects begin to measurably reduce the forward current transfer 
ratio of ordinary transistors. This is usually negligible compared to the same effect by 
neutrons. However, in a low neutron fluence environment, the effect could become 
Significant. 
4.2.2 Displacement Effects 
The displacement of atoms and disordering of semiconductor crystal lattices by 
particulate radiation influences the electrical parameters of devices. The most profoundly 
affected parameters are forward current transfer ratio (Beta) and V ce (Sat) of power 
transistors. The only device which suffers from displacement damage at fluences of less than 
101 I to 1012 neutrons/cm2 is the unijunction transistor. Beta begins to degrade between 
1012 and 1013n/cm2 for most silicon transistors. Fanout of integrated circuits begins to 
degrade at about lOI3n/cm2. Vce(Sat) of himl BVceo (greater than 80 volts) begins to 
increase rapidly at fluences between 5 x 10 13 and 1014n/cm2. The forward voltage of 
power diodes increases at the latter fluence levels. 
All of the above effects are permanent with the exception of the degraded Beta 
phenomenon. It is quasi-transient in that the Beta decreases to a minimum value at the 
beginning of the neutron pulse and within milliseconds increases to a relatively permanent 
value less than the pre-irradiation Beta. This Beta annealing is a problem when operation 
during high level neutron pulses is required. 
It should be noted that electrons. protons, and secondary neutrons from the natural 
space radiation environment create the same damage but in a slow cumulative fashion and 
not as effectively as the pulsed radiation neutrons. However, if neutron fluences are low, on 
the order of 101 I to 1012n/cm2, the natural space environment may produce the most 
significant damage. 
4.2.3 Thermal Effects 
The rapid deposition of large amounts of energy can raise the temperature of certain 
component materials, causing temporary malfunction or permanent damage. If the neutron 
fluence is much less than IOI'ln/cm2. neutron heating will be negligible. 
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It should also be pointed out that the V ce(Satl of power tnl!.1sistors is increased by a 
neutTon induced increase in collector bulk resistance. The irradiated transistor thus operates 
at a higher temperature and power level. Again, this effect is negligible for neutron fluences 
much less than 10 14 neutrons/ cm2. 
The implications of all of the above are that thermal effects will not be significant 
unless the total single pulse dose approaches a megarad (Sil. 
4.2.4 Mechanir;al Effects 
The only mechanical damage mechanism of concern for a manned system is the 
deterioration of certain polymers exposed to ionizing doses in excess of a megarad (Cl. 
Specifically, certain types of teflon will suffer chain scission and consequent softening of 
the material. Small amounts of flourine gas may evolve creating a potentially corrosive 
atmosphere in the electronic subsystem. The latter effect would require several megarads (C) 
before becoming a matter for concern. 
4.2.5 NEMP Component and Circuit Radiation Effects 
The definition of upset, as used here, is a circuit response which causes some electrical 
system or subsystem to malfunction which may be transient or permanent (Reference P-6). 
The analysis of the upset problem is usually straight-forward because the function of the 
circuit is well defined. The examination of the response of a bi-stable circuit used to store 
information serves as a good example. A transient through the power supply or a common 
wire may cause switching and loss of information. This is a permanent upset. A transient 
upset is one which produces an excursion and returns to the original operating condition. 
On the other hand, burnout, as used here, refers to the permanent change in the 
characteristics of a device (Reference P-6). Burnout is a problem which can be examined 
analytically, using digital circuit analysis codes with an assist from experimental data 
obtained from actual tests on devices. To a large extent, burnout results from energy 
deposition in a component, for example. due either to excessively large reverse voltages or 
forward currents. Each class of components (transistors. diodes, etc.) has its own peculiar 
burnout mechanisms (Reference P-6). 
Typical results with a 2N2222 transistor indicates that junction burnout occurs at an 
energy deposition level of approximately 100 microjoules with a 100 nanosecond pulse 
width (References P-I I and P-12). Typically. when a large reverse bias is applied to the base 
emitter junction from a low impedance (J 0 to 30 ohm) source, a current of hundreds of 
milliamperes will flow through the junction. Burnout can occur from pulsed sources greater 
than 50 miles distant when the junction areas are 10-3 square centimeters or smaller. A great 
deal of protection is required to prevent junction burnout. The energy is conducted into the 
circuits and components normally via long interconnecting cables. However. other 
mechanisms are also prevalent, such as inductive and capacitive coupling from currents 
racing up and down the vehicle skin. Also. antenna type coupling into components and 
circuits occurs. 
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Thus, in assessing the NEMP vulnerability of a system, one should realize that failure of 
the system to function in accordance with its design can occur not only on a subsystem level 
but on a component and circuit level as well (Reference P-IO). It is desirable to establish a 
means of predicting the failure level of system components due to high amplitude voltage 
pulses, especially in solid state electronic devices such as diodes and various types of 
transistors. The next step is to identify the susceptible components. Components or 
subsystems subject to operational upset include the following: 
• Low power or high speed digital processing systems, 
• Memory units, especially for digital processing such as core memories, drum 
storage, and buffers via wiring, 
• Control systems for in-flight guidance, 
II Protection or control systems for the distribution of power, 
• Subsystems employing long integration or recycling times for synchronization 
acquisition or signal processing, :;uch as gyros. 
Components subject to functional burnout include the following: 
• Active electronic devices such as semiconductor devices, especially high frequency 
transistors, integrated circuits, and microwave diodes. 
• Passive electrical and electronic components, especially low power or low voltage 
or precision type components, 
• Semiconductor diodes or silicon controlled rectifiers, especially in power supplies 
connected to long cables, 
• Meters, indicators, or relays, especially those employed to control power, flight, 
or guidance, 
• Insulated RF and power cables. especially those running near maximum rating, 
and 
II Components connected in systems containing large amounts of stored electrical 
energy. 
4.3 RADIATION HARDENING 
The purpose of radiation hardening is to provide a system or subsystem capable of 
performing required functions during and after exposure to a radiation environment. Before 
hardening can begin, the environment must be defined in sufficient detail to determine 
radiation effects of component and circuit technologies that could be used to implement the 
system. A trade-off effort considering various system configurations and modes of 
operation, various component and circuit technologies and various hardening techniques 
should then be conducted to select tile hardening approach to be used. Some combination 
of the hardening approaches discussed in this section will usually provide the most effective 
(cost, weight, performance) approach. 
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4.3.1 Intrinsic Hardening 
,. 
The intrinsic hardness level has been dermed as that level of radiation at which no 
effect on circuit operation occurs. For prompt ionizing pu!S% this level is the transient 
malfunction level of a circuit. Such transient malfunctions may effect system operation in 
any of the following ways: 
• Generate significant noise signals, 
• 
e 
Cause transient errors which may degrade system operation or result in system 
failure or mission abortion, or 
Degrade or burnout components which may cause system degradation or failure. 
The NEMP generates voltage and current surges in antennas, cabling, and wiring which 
can also cause circuit malfunctions and component degradation or burnout. 
The intrinsic hardness level for parameters of the radiation environment which cause 
permanent degradation of components and materials (neutrons, ionized dose, etc.) is that 
level at which circuit operation or component parameters are no longer within specification. 
System hardening to levels greater than the intrinsic hardness level of transient effects 
can be achieved. Intrinsic hardness levels for permanent effects usually limit system 
hardware even witt. component, circuit or unit redundancy since most permanent 
degradation occurs with or without power applied. 
4.3.2 Circumvention 
Circumvention has been defined for a digital computer as a combination of hardware 
and software concepts which enables a computer to suffer an unprogrammed temporary 
interruption as a result of transient malfunctions without appreciably affecting the solution 
of the real-time problem. This approach is not limited to a digital computer, however, and 
can be used to harden various sUbsystems. For a system utilizing a digital computer, 
circumvention is often the most cost effective hardening approach especially at high 
radiation levels where intrinsic hardening becomes very difficult. 
Circumvention requires a radiation detector and the hardware and software to 
reinitialize or restart. The radiation detector issues a clamp signal whenever the radiation 
exceeds a critical or circumvention level and maintains the clamp for a fixed period of time 
or until radiation has dropped below the critical level and circuits h.ave recovered. Elapsed 
time can be obtained from a resistor-capacitor timer as part of the detector circuitry or from 
a special hardened timer if greater accuracy is required. Some form of hard memory (drum, 
plated wire. tape, read only) that will retain the data required for restart and past data to 
update after restart is required. 
Typically it takes up to a microsecond or more to detect a critical level and generate a 
clamp signal and much longer to tum off power supplies. Errors and any component or 
circuit degradation or burnout that could occur during tltis time must be considered in any 
hardening effort. 
Multiple pulsed radiation time spacing must also be considered. If a second pulsed 
radiation occurred during restart, and the systems were not designed for this case, significant 
system errors or even system failure could occur. 
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4.3.3 Shielding 
Shielding in space systems is one of the most effective hardening techniques againsi all 
types of radiation with the exception of fast neutrons and gamma rays. For example, the 
t.1Uckness of shielding required to attenuate the dose from a fission gamma spectrum flux by 
an order of magnitude would be about 6 to 8 cm of lead or 3 to 5 cm of tantalum. 
Unfortu.."lately, shielding is also one of the most complicated m"thods, involving 
considerations of the total system architecture. Structural frames, plumbing, fuel tanks, or 
any matter intervening between the electronics and the external radiation environment 
modifles and transforms that environment. For example, the structural frame and 
component eqnipment casing will in general shield out a major portion of the particulate 
radiation fluxes of the natural space environment. In doing so, however, another type of 
radiation, bremsstrahlung, is created, which is a high energy (10-100 Kev) X-ray. This 
accounts for the large ionizing doses in electronics although relatively little of the original 
flux penetrates through to the electronic subsystem. 
It should be recognized that it is not always necessary to shield an entire subsystem. A 
combination of local shielding inside equipment cases and other hardening techniques is 
frequently the most cost effective approach in a system where weight reduction is of high 
priority. It is, as a rule, much less expensive to design local shielding, and it is much less 
expensive than the design of special radiation hardened devices which might otherwise be 
required. 
4.3.4 Specific Hardening Techniques 
One or more parameters of the radiation environment contribute to each basic 
category that must be considered in a hardening effort. The following categories are 
discllssed in this section: 
III Ionized dose rate 
II Ionized dose 
• Displacement effects 
'" 
NEMP 
II Thermal and mechanical effects. 
4.3.4.1 Ionizing Dose Rate 
Ionization radiation generates photo currents (Ipp) in semiconductor devices, increases 
the conductivity of capacitor dielectrics and causes charge scattering and secondary emission 
in components, materials and circuit assemblies. These effects cause circuit transients and at 
high levels can cause de'lice degradation or burnout. All of the following approaches can be 
used to harden to ionizing dose rate effects. 
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4.3.4.1.1 Component Selection. The large transient current that flOl'" aCross a reverse-biased 
semiconductor junction is one of the most significant effects of the IOnizing dose rate. High 
frequency, small geometry s'lmiconductors operated at low voltages will minimize these 
effects. Minimum Ipp will be generated in a transistor with the following characteristics: 
Small junction area 
.. Small collector base transition region 
.. Epitaxial collector with a minimum thickness and resistivity 
co Gold doping to minimize minority carrier lifetime. 
Typical values for logic transistors designed for minimum Ipp range from 20 to 80 
microamperes at an ionizing dose rate of 109 fads (Si)/sec. Approximately the same current 
levels for charge scattering and secondary emission are typical for this dose rate. Ipp in the 
milliampere and ampere range are typical for linear transistors and medium l:i1d high power 
devices at 109 rads (Sil/sec. 
Photosensing and pharo-detecting devices are very sensitive to ionizing radiation with 
photocurrents equaling or exceeding normal operating currents at rates as low as lOS to 106 
rads (Si)/sec. 
Component selection is always constrained by functional requirements. such as power 
rating. breakdown voltage. gain. etc. that the drcuit designer must consider in any design 
effort. 
4.3.4.1.2 Circuit Design. Most unhardened linear type circuitry will malfunction at 106 to 
108 rads (Sil/sec while unhardened logic and switching typ~ circuitry will malfunction at 
10 7 to 109 rads (Si)/sec. If radiation effects are included as criteria in the initial design 
effort. circuitry can be designed with an intrinsic hardness of 108 to IO IO rads (Si}/sec and 
with no burnout at 10 I I to 10 12 rads (Sil/sec. 
In addition, for many circuit applications functior.:ll requirements can be achieved, 
even with short duration transients. if these effects are considered in the initial design phase. 
Some specific circuit hardening techniques are: 
II Photocurrent cancellation or compensation 
" Low impedance circuitry 
.. Differential balancing 
.. Current limiting to prevent burnout at high dose rates 
Additional techniques are presented in the TREE HANDBOOK (Reference P-IS) and 
numerous circuit and system hardening study contracts. All of these techniques were used in 
the Advance Hardened Guidance Computer effort (Reference P-16). 
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4.3.4.1.3 Technology Selectiolt. Microelectronics selected from available commercial units 
will be used extensively in space tug astrionics. Some radiation hardened circuits are 
becoming available, but selection of technologies and specific circuit types and 
configurations from non-hardened units can also be used to harden electronic systems. 
Dielectric isolation eliminates substrate photocurrents, thus increasing intrinsic 
hardness levels, eliminates most potential latchup problems and minimizes burnout 
problems at Wgh dose rates. High speed logic circuits (Wgh currents, low resistance values) 
are harder than low power (low current, Wgh resistance) circuits. 
• A gold doped dielectric-isolated unit using tWn film resistors is one of the hardest 
technologies. However. even with tWs technology it is difficult to intrinsically harden linear 
circuits (sense amplih_cs, differential amplifiers, operational amplifieTS) to levels greater 
than 108 to 109 rads (Si)/sec. 
4.3.4.2 Total Ionized Dose 
The two most significant effects of the total ionized dose are degradation of metal 
oxide silicon FET (MOSFET) characteristics and capacitor discharge. Selected 
state-of-the-art MOSFETs should be usable at doses between 104 and 105 rads (Si) with 
production controls and screening. Some of the technologies now being developed offer 
promise of satisfactory op'eration at or above 105 rads (Si). Bipolar transistors and JFETs 
can be used at doses of 105 to 107 rads (Sil' 
Capacitor ionization effects can be modeled with a current source connected across the 
capacitor terminals in a direction to discharge the capacitor. This current is a function of 
both dose and dose rate as well as capacitor voltage and the dielectric material. Typical 
discharge ratios (voltage final/voltage initial) for common capacitor types will vary from 90 
to 40 percent for doses ranging from 104 to 106 rads. If the capacitor is used in a circuit 
where some charging CUITC'lt is available, the voltage loss will be less significant. Selection of 
capacitor dielectric for critical applications can minimize tins effect. 
4.3.4.3 Displacement Damage 
Displacement damage can result from neutrons, electrons or protons and is usually 
treated in terms of I mev equivalent neutron damage. Gain degradation of bipolar 
transistors and changes in other semiconductor characteristics occur at lOll to 1012n/cm2 
and become severe at 1013 to 1014n/cm2. Transistor gain degradation is a major problem. 
Significant changes in other transistor characteristics become a problem oni~J at levels where 
severe gain degradation has occurred. 
4.3.4.4 NEMP Hardening Techniques 
In order to harden the space tug to the NEMP from a pulsed radiation, it is necessary 
to obtain an estimate of the electromagnetic field environment in the neighborhood of the 
equipment, the induced currents flowing into the equipment on the interconnecting cables, 
and the NEMP induced into the system by antenna coupling mechanisms (Reference P-6). 
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The shielding effectiveness of the metal structures surrounding the electronic 
equipment must be ascertained. This can be accomplished in two ways: analytically and/or 
experimentally. Using either of these approaches. the shielding effectiveness of the space tug 
can be ascertained. Typically. the shielding effectiveness of geometries similar to the space 
tug give shielding attenuations ranging from 20 to 70 db depending on pulsed source size. 
apertures and discontinuities. the frequency of the incident radiation. skin thickness. 
material properties. and other parameters. The incident fields are reduced by one order of 
magnitude for each 20 db attenuation. 
The primary NEMP system vulnerability is to high voltage and current surges on 
electronic components and circuits (Reference P-6). These voltage and current surges can be 
several thousands of volts and hundreds of kilo amperes. respectively (Reference P-12). Such 
induced voltages and currents can burn out associated electronics. puncture cable insulation. 
degrade critical electrical components. blowout fuses and circuit breakers. disrupt critical 
signals in cables. and cause temporary or permanent damage to all connected electrical 
equipment not protected from current and/or voltage surges produced by the NEMP. This 
type of interference entering via the cables is normally designated as the conducted NEMP 
and is known to have the most detrimental effect on electronics such as the proposed tug 
astrionics. 
Hardening techniques for c'lIlducted NEMP are: proper cable arrangements (Figure 
4-2 I. good grounding and bonding techniques. cable shielding. cable surge arresters and 
protectors (Figures 4-3 and 4-4 I. and cable minimization. 
Since the space tug contains both directional and omnidirectional antennas. antenna 
coupling of energy into system cables and electronics must be considered (Reference P-6l. 
Miscellaneous NEMP hardening techniqucs which have been employed on operational 
syst!Jrns are: 
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• Good RFI design and practices were employed. 
.. The system was tested at threat le\'cls. 
.. An NEMP control plan was written. 
GI Ground loops were eliminated by tnmsformel' dewupling. differential circuitry. 
and shielded twisted pairs. 
• Power lines were single-point grounded. p(lired. and twisted. 
• 
" 
• 
• 
Signal lines were transformer dccoupled. shielded and twisted balanced pairs. 
The analog lincs were single-point grounded. 
Cable shields were grounded at one end to reduce capacith"e coupling and IR 
drops in the sheath. 
Circumvention W(lS emplvycd on the power lines. 
• Dedgn changcs included circumvention. cablc shielding. and a TREE wiring 
amillgcment. 
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COMPUTER CABINETS 
INCLUDING ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT POWER. SIGNAL AND 
GROUND CABLES 
(AI 
(8) 
NOTE: 1. TOTAL AREA OF WIRING LOOPS IN BOTH SYSTEMS IS ZERO IN 
ANY PLANE. 
2. EACH LINE INCLUDES ALL ELECTRICAL CQNNECTIONS TO 
COMPUTER CABINETS OF ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT. 
965·155 
Figure 4-2. (A) TREE. (8) RADIAL Wiring Systems for Reducing NEMP Susceptibility 
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Figure 4-3_ Operating Ranges of Generic Protection Devices 
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Figure 4-4_ Limiting Characteristic'S uf Generic Protective Devices 
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• Digital computer circuitry changes include: single-point grounding, signals fed by 
pulse transfonners to shielded twisted pairs, logic circuit clamps on umbilical 
disconnects, minimized feedback by low impedance drivers for pulsed 
transfonners, single end grounded cable shields to circuit ground, capacitor 
decoupled power lines in all computer subunits, and twisted power leads to 
batt<!ries. 
III Initial tests were performed by pulsing currents on the vehicle skin. 
.. System analyses include: single-point grounding, all power lines grouped and 
twisted, signal wires transformer decoupled and shielded, single end cable shield 
ground, input/output signals on balanced pairs and transfonner decoupled, clamps 
on all open circuits to the computer, and separate ground systems for the 
computer. 
• Re-design and re-testing, fixes, and final tests were performed on the system 
before final acceptance. 
.. Other hardening techniques employed include: shielding, surge protection, 
overdesign, the isolation matrix teclmique, orientation, grouping, cable routing, 
energy comparisons, elimination of ground loops, RFI shielding protection, and 
fiber optics. 
43.4.5 Thermal and Mechanical Effects 
Thennal and mechanical effects were covered in sections 4.2.3 and 4.2.4, respectively. 
They are a problem only at high radiation levels when little or no effective shield between 
components and the incident radiation is provided. Shielding and component and 
technology selections are used to harden these effects. 
4.4 SYSTEM HARDENING PROGRAM 
A typical system radiation hardening program is outlined in Table 4-4. The effort 
required for each task is dependent upon the type of system to be hardened, the radiation 
levels and system hardening approach sel~cted. 
4.4.1 Desi~ and Prot..otype Development 
The program outlined in Table 4-4 is presented to indicate major points of a hardening 
effort. Such an effort must be implemented to be compatible with the overall system 
development and production plan. 
4.4.1.1 Define Environment 
Although the environment incident upon a vehicie is specified, the details required for 
hardening are usually not provided. The pulse shapes or time histories for the types of 
radiation causing tmnsient effects (gamma, X-ray, NEMPJ are needed to specify component 
effects and to harden circuits and systems to these effects. The time spacing of any multiple 
pulsed radiation environment is critical to any system hardening effort. 
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Table 4-4. System Hardening Program 
DESIGN AND PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT 
Define Environment 
Select System Hardening Approoch 
Generate Radiation Effects Design Data 
Piece Parts Radiation Effects (Testing) 
Design Guidelines 
Hardened Design (Analysis and Testing) 
Circuit Selection 
Circuit Design 
Shielding 
Cabling 
Circumvention Hardware and Software 
Piece Part Radiation Qualification Tming 
Unit and Subsystem Qualification Tesnng 
System Testing 
PRODUCTION 
Piece Part Radiation Qualification Control 
Vendor Controls 
Radiation Testing 
Screening 
Unit and Subsystem Testmg 
System Testing 
The radiation levels in compon~nt materials and at wire. cable and circuit locations 
internal to the vehicle and inside cases or cable shields must be known to specify radiation 
effects. For some radiation types (X·rays. electrons. NEMP) the vehicle structure. cable 
shields. and equipment cases signilicantly modify the radiation levels and. consequently. 
radiation effects. The energy spectrum and pulse 5halks are also signilicant and must be 
considered. 
4.4.1.2 Select System Hardening Approach 
With the environment de tined and some data available on component. material and 
circuit radiation effects. a trade-off study to determine the system hardening approach can 
be initiated. It is usually far Illore effective to consider radiation hardening as an additional 
requirement during initial system detinition than to harden once components. circuitry. and 
functional units have been specified. 
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4.4.1.3 Generate Radiation Effects Design Data 
This effort will provide the designer (electrical, mechanical, installation, system) with 
the detailed radiation effects data required to select and design circuits, assemble and 
package equipment and configure units into a hardened functional system. Some radiation 
testing of components and microcircuits is usually required. 
Various radiation simulators or test facilities such as flash X-ray machines, linear 
accel~rators, fast burst reactors, and NEMP sources are available for radiation testing. A list 
of facilities can be found in References P-6 and P-17 while standard procedures for testing at 
these facilities are presented in References P-6 and P-18. 
4.4.1.4 Hardened Design 
The hardened design effort required is dependent upon the radiation levels and the 
system approach selected. If circumvention is used, the additional hardware and software to 
implement this approach must be designed. Both analysis and radiation testing will be 
required to evaluate and verify design procedures. Automatic circuit analysis programs such 
as SCEPTRE (Reference P-19) and PANE (Reference P-13) can be used for hardened circuit 
design efforts. Computer analysis can also be used to determine shielding effectiveness and 
tor NEMP hardening. 
4.4.1.5 Piece Part Radiation Qualification 
Semiconductor devices. microcircuits, and any other components or materials that will 
be significantly affected by the specified radiation environment and that are to be used in 
the production version of the system must be radiation qualified. The extent of this effort, 
which would become a part of the component assurance program. is dependent upon the 
radiation levels specified. Testing of significant sample lots at various radiation facilities is 
required for radiation qualification. 
4.4.1.6 Unit and Subsystem Qualification Testing 
Radiation testing is required whenever significant radiation levels ~re specified as part 
of the total environment. Usually standard production test equipment and procedures can 
be modified and adapted for radiation testing of units and subsystems. 
Transient testing (ionizing pUlse. NEMP) requires that units be operating and their 
performance evaluated during and immediately after l"Jdiation. Since test equipment will 
also be affected by the radiation. it must be shielded or connected remotely by cabling. 
Such testing is usually more difficult and expensive than normal production qualification 
testing. 
Testing for displact'ment effects can usually be done on a pre-test/post-test basis, 
irradiating units with no power applied and evaluating performance before and after 
radiation with standard test equipment. TIlis type of testing will degrade components and 
materials: therefore. units should not be used for other qualification tests after radiation. 
Refurbished units from other environmental tests (temperature, vibration) could be used 
effecting some cost savings. 
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4.4.1. 7 System Testing 
Most radiation testing can be done on a component, circuit or unit level. However, 
NEMP testing to verify system hardness is only y;:lid for a complete vehicle or portion of a 
vehicle with all equipment interconnected in its final configurations and exposed in a NEMP 
simulator. Some NEMP testing of components, circuits, cables and units is useful in 
designing and evaluating probable system hardness but is not sufficient to verify NEMP 
system hardness. 
4.4.2 Production 
Production controls to asSUre that radiation hardness designed into the system is 
maintained throughout the production phase is required. 
4.4.2.1 Piece Part Radiation Qualification Control 
A control plan that insures that piece parts meet radiation specifications is necessary. 
Usually this can be limited to those components exhibiting significant effects (primarily 
semiconductors) at the specified radiation levels. Either a vendor program to supply 
qualified parts or a user quality control program can be used. For relatively low levels of 
radiation, process controls and selection based on critical parameters should prove adequate 
for most semiconductor devices and microcircuits. Periodic random lot sampling and 
radiation testing should be a part of any qualification control program. 
The magnitUde of such a program is very dependent upon mdiation levels, the system 
hardening approach selected and the circuit technology used. For critical components or 
high radiation levels, non-d~.;tructive scanning tests or extensive sample lot testing will be 
necessary. For example. latchup can occur injunction isolated microcircuits at high ionizing 
dose rates (10 10 to 10 12 rads (Sil/sec) and screening tests may be required. State-of-the-art 
MOS devices will require extensive sample lot or screening tests for ionized dose effects at 
do,~s of 104 rads (Si) or greater. 
4.4.2.2 Unit and Subsystl'm Testing 
Testing for both transient effects and permanent degradation on a periodic basis using 
randomly selected units is required. Since tmnsient testing can be non-destructive. each 
production unit could be checked if necessary. A comprehensive piece part quality control 
program can minimize the unit testing required. 
If a circumvention system hardening approach is used. extensive testing of the 
circumvention hardware is necessary. Ionizing dose rate and NEMP detectors require testing 
to c:llibrate or set threshold levels and verify operation of the complete detector unit. 
4.4.2.3 System Testing 
NEMP system testing will be required if any configuration changes between the 
prototype and production system or other modifications to cables, circuits. or units that 
affect NEMP hardening have been madc. A tES! of all units critical to circumvention and 
recovery connected in an operating confIguration may also be required. If drcumvention for 
both ionized dose rate and NEMP is required. testing in both environments is appropriate. 
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4.5 HARDENING PENALTIES 
It is difficult to estimate the ramifications of hardening in terms of cost, weight, 
volume, power, etc., until a system hardening approach has been selected. In fact, these 
items are some of the things that are considered when performing a trade-off study to select 
a hardening approach. Some rough estimates of penalties and factors that must be 
considered are presented in this section. 
4.5.1 Cost 
Hardening costs based on Army, Navy and Air Force queries can be summarized as 
follows: The average percent increase ranges from 5 to 20 percent of the total system cost 
(including design, testing, production, etc.) for a hardened over a non-hardened system. It 
should be emphasized that this is only an average cost: thus, the actual costs for the space 
tug astrionics could be less or greater depending on the environment encountered. the 
astrionic design, and other factors. The number of systems to be built is not .\ factor since 
many of the hardening costs in design and development are fixed and not dependent on the 
number of production units. 
All the items listed in the hardening plan (Section 4.4) will affect costs. Hardened 
design and the glmemtion of the radiation effects data to support this effort can increase 
and even double the design costs over an unhardened system. It is estimated that piece part 
mdiation qualification testing would cost $10 to SIS per part or SI 00 to SI SO for a la-part 
lot size for each type to be qualified from anyone source. Unit and subsystem testing could 
cost from 20 to 100 percent more than a standard environmental test and an additional set 
of equipment may be required since some testing degrades components. 
It is estimated that mdiation qualified piece parts bought to specitication would cost 
15 to 20 percent more than similar parts with no radiation specitication. Usually only 
semiconductors and a few special items must be procured to radiation specifications. 
NEMP hardening can be considered as a "trial and error" approach. For example. 
present practice is to incorporate as many of the NEMP protective features as possible early 
in the design phase. then test and correct any problems. NEMP hardening costs are often a 
significant portion 0/3 to II:!) of total hardening costs. 
4.5.2 Weight 
NEMP hardening and sh;elding for other types of radiation (X-ray. electrons) will 
usually contribute most to any weight increases. The weight penalty can be enormous if the 
protection problem is not approached until late in system design. The best way to minimize 
weight is to include hardening in the initial design. The cable weight is normally increased 
by about a factor of two for cable shielding; slirge protectors increase the weight by a few 
ounces per protector. X-ray shielding. if required. is usually a few mils layer of tantalum or 
some other high density material. The weight is dependent upon the surface area of the 
equipment to be shielded. Circumvention hardware should increase weight by a small 
amount (a few pounds). 
Hardening to severe radiation levels ( 1010 to 10 I:! mds (Sil/sec. 10 13 to 10 14n/cm:!) 
will limit the choice of components and technologies and require special circuit and system 
designs. thus significantly increasing equipment weight. The percent increase is a difficult 
number to ascertain since it depends on the overall system size. the radiation environment. 
and other intangible factors. 
P-25 
4.5.3 Volume 
The same factors increasing weight will also increase the volume. 
4.5.4 Power 
The component and technology selection and circuit techniques for hardening require 
low impedance, high frequency type circuitry operated at high current or power levels. 
Additional components for photo current compensation or increased gain and special 
memory technologies such as drum or plated wire may also be required. The power 
requirements for such a hardened system could be much higher than an unhardened system 
designed for minimum power. Power increases can only be determined when specific 
hardening requirements can be compared to an unhardened version of the system. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 OBJECTIVE 
The primary objective of tltis appendix is to present preliminary recurring cost 
estimates for currently defmed items of a work breakdown structure (WBS) developed for 
th", space tug astrionie module. These cost estimates are presented in WBS format so that 
cost estimates for additional items addressed in future ph,'ses of this study can be added to 
the costs presented in this report. The WBS provides a consistent baseline for development 
and summation of cost data developed in tl1is phase and future phases of space tug studies. 
A secondary objective is to provide a very preliminary look at total space tug astrionic 
module costs. 
1.2 PREVIEW OF PRESENTATION 
Section 2.0 below contains a tentative WBS outline for the space tug program in block 
diagram form and a more detailed WBS for the astrionic module in tabular fonn Section 3.0 
presents preliminary estimates of recurring unit costs in WES format for currently defined 
portions of three alternate configurations of the astrionic module. A rough estimate of the 
space tug astrionic module non-recurring cost is presented in Section 4.0. 
2.0 WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE 
2.1 DERIVATIONOFWBS 
The work breakdown structure (WES) proposed for use on space tug is based on the 
preliminary space shuttle program WBS "resented in the "Astrionie System Optimization 
and Modular Astrionics for NASA Missions after 1974 - Monthly Pn ::ress Report for the 
period August 16 to September 18, 1969," MSFC No. m-6-602- I07. 
2.2 WES BLOCK DIAGRAM 
An outline of the proposed space tug WBS in block diagram form is presented in 
Figures 2-1, 2-2, and 2-3. Each chart contains an insert showing a sample of the WBS 
numbering system used. Numbers have been applied to only those blocks involved in the 
tiering of space tug astrionics costs. 
2.3 WBS LISTING 
Table 2-1 is a listing of all identified items in the WBS which are involved in the tiering 
of eosts of the astrionic module and its identified major systems (level 5), subsystems (level 
6) and assemblies (level 7). In several areas under the :iStrionic module (level 4), the WBS 
listing stops at level 5 or 6. This indicates that the Jower levels are not presently defined. 
Components (level 8) have not been identified at thir, time and thus are not listed. 
The "Technical Characteristics Data Form" taken from the documents referenced 
under paragraph 2.1 above has been used as the format for the WBS listing (Table 2-1). This 
form is designed for the presentation of technic,al, physical and mission characteristics of the 
WBS items. The form is used in this repori as a WBS listing only, and thns the columns 
intended for listing of technical charact.eristics are blank. This form was chosen for use in 
this report for convedence ,c.d to provide a ready format for the listing of technical 
characteristics in future space tug astrionic system studies. 
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Table 2-1. Technical Characteristics Data Fonn 
I QUlNltity Dr Value 
I Identification was Uniuof Number was !dentification Level Current Now Measure ~·acteristics Notes 
0.1 Program 2 
I 0.1.1 Launch Vehicle 3 0.1.2 Launch Operation 3 
<a.l.3 SpaceTL'ii 3 
0.1.3.1 Propulsion Module 4 
I 0.1.2.2 Astrionic Module 4 0.1.3.2.1 Struc!ure 5 0.1.3.2.2 5 
0.1.3.2.3 Astrionic5 5 
I ' . 0.1.3.2.3.1 Navigation, Guidlnce & Control 6 0.1.3.2.3.1.1 IMU 7 0.1.3.2.3.1.2 Lasu RDdar 7 
0.1.3.2.3,1,3 Star Tracker 7 
E 0.1.3.2.3.1.4 Landmark TnK.ker 7 0.1.3.2.3.1.5 Horizon Sensor 7 0.1.3.2.3.1.6 l.onding RodM 7 
0.1.3.2.3.1.7 Rate Gyros 7 
-." ~I' • g 
0.1.3.2.3.1.8 Accelerometers 7 
0.1.3.2.3.2 Instrumentation 6 
0.1.3.2.3.3 Data Management 6 
0.1.3,2.3.3.1 CPU 7 
U 0.1.3.2.3:3.2 Bus Cut Unit 7 0.1.3.2.3.3.3 Main Memory 7 0.1.3.2.3.3,4 MagTape 7 
0.1.3.2.3.3.5 Obplav Memory 7 
n 0.1.3.2.3.3,6 C. As;slgn. Unit 7 0.1.3.2.3.3.7 Aux. Mont. Comput. 7 0.1.3,2.3.4 Comrmnd Be Control 6 
0.1.3.2.3,4.1 USB Elect. 7 
! i 0.1,3.2.3k2 USB Diptexer 7 0.1.3.2.3,4.3 USB Antenna Switch 7 0.1.3.2.3.4.4 USB Power Divider 7 
0.1.3.2.3.4.5 USB Omni Antennas 7 
0.1.3.2.3.4.6 USB Hi·Gain Ant. Ctri 7 
0.1.3,2.3.4.7 USE' l-fi·Gain Ant. 7 
0.1.3.2.3.4.8 VH.- fransceiver 7 
0.1.3.2.3.4.9 VHF Dipfen:er 7 
II 0.1.3.2.3.~.1 0 VHF Power Oivid<!r 7 0.1.3.2.3.4.11 VHF Omni Ant. 7 0.1.3.2.3,4.12 Cmd. Decode Elec. 7 
0.1.3.2,3.4.13 TV came", 7 
0.1.3.2.3.4.14 TV Camera Ctrl 7 
0.1.3.2.3.4.15 VHF Command Revr 7 
0.1.3.2.3.5 Qn·Bo.ard Checkout 6 II 
0.1.3.2.3.6 Electrical PQ1M!r 6 
0.1.3.2.3.6.1 Fuel Cell 7 
I: 
u 
0.5 
, 
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Table 2-1. Technical Characteristics Data Fonn (Continued) L. 
ldentifiealion 
Number 
0.1.3.2.3.6.2 
0.1.3.2.3.6.3 
0.1.3.2.3.6.4 
0.1.3.2.3.6.5 
0.1.3.2.3.6.6 
0.1.3.2.3.6.7 
0.1.3.2.3.6.8 
0.1.3.2.3.7 
0.1.3.2.3.7.1 
0.1.3.2.3.7.2 
0.1.3.2.3.7.3 
0.1.3.2.3.7.4 
0.1.3.2.3.7.5 
0.1.3.2.3.7.F, 
0.1.3.2.3 -.1 
0.1.3.2.3.7.B 
0.1.3.2.3.7.9 
0.1.3.2.3.8 
0.' .3.2.3.8.1 
0.1.3.2.3.8.2 
0.1.3.2.3.8.3 
0.1.3.2.3.8.4 
0.1.3.2.3.8.5 
0.1.3.2.3.8.6 
0.1.3.2.3.8.7 
0.1.3.2.3.8.8 
0.1.3.2.3.8.9 
0.1.3.~ .3.9 
o ~.01 '1.4 
0.1.3.2.5 
0.1.3.2.6 
0.1.3.2.7 
0.1.3.3 
0.1.3.4 
0.1.3.5 
0.1.3.6 
0.1.3.7 
0.1.3.8 
0.1.3.9 
0.1.4 
0.1.5 
0.1.6 
0.1.7 
Q-6 
was Identification 
Reactant - H2 
Reactant - 02 
H2 Tank 
02 Tank 
Battery 
DC Regulator 
Battery Charger 
EleGtTical Networks 
SIU 
Data Bus 
Monitoring U.,it 
Aux Mon. Unit 
Power OiSlr. 
AUK Power DinT. 
Wire & cables 
Junction Boxes 
Audio Subsystem 
Thermal Conditioning 
CoOlant Pump 
Service Hent Exchanger 
Coolant Accum. 
Radiator 
Coolant Fluid 
Lou~rs 
Compo Mtg. Pane! 
Misc. Plumbing 
Multilayer Insulation 
Propellant Utilization 
Safety System 
Tooling & STE 
Ordnance System 
Qu.ntity Of Value 
was 
LIIWI Current Ne ... 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
6 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
6 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
6 
5 
5 
5 
UniUQf 
Measure Charaderistics Notes 
L 
II 
[] 
i . 
L 
Subsystem Installation & Checkout 5 I Crew Module I ., Test HDrdware 4 
Test Operations 4 
Facilities 4 
GSE 4 
SE&I 4 
Program Management 4 
Mission Operation 3 
Pav1aad/Spacecraft 3 
SE&I 3 
Program Man~men~ 3 
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3.0 COST PLAN FOR RECURRING COSTS 
3.1 COST GROUNDRULES 
The groundrules used in the development of the recurring cost estimates presented in 
paragraph 3.4 are as follows: 
o Cost estimates are in 1970 dollars at the total cost to the government level and 
should be considered as rough preliminary estimates. 
o It is assumed that a sufficient number of un,its will be produced to achieve full 
economics of scale in procurement of components and to pass the point where 
learning curve effects are applicable to the prime cDntractor's tasks. It is estimated 
that this would require production of at least 20 and possibly 50 units. 
• Only estimated recurring costs per unit are presented. Furthermore, these costs 
atre applicable to only those units produced after the point at which learning curve 
effects have become negligible. 
• It is assumed that units will be produced on a production line basis with no 
product improvement or mission oriented changes. 
• Costing has been limited to the astrionic module (level 4). Some items of the 
work breakdown structure which tier up to the astrionic module have been 
omitted in costing commensurate with the preliminary nature of the study. These 
items are shown on the cost estimate data forms in paragraph 3.4 with a notation 
that they have not been costed. Although it is expected that the recovering unit 
costs for these items would be small as a percentage of the recurring unit cost of 
the astrionic module as a whole, it must be recognized that the costs shown in the 
higher levels of the WBS do not include the costs for these items. 
• In estimatIng the recurring costs of the various WBS items the approach was to 
~ It the maximum possible portion of the costs against the hardware-oriented 
items and thus to minimize the costs against task-oriented WBS items such as 
subsystem installation and che .kout. This approach is consistent with the 
objective of having the costs for un item of hardware represent as nearly as 
possible the actual cost to the government of that hardware with its relatpd 
engineering support, quality support. procurement effort. etc. 
3.2 CONFIGURATIONS CaSTED 
Recurring unit cost estimates have been developed for three space tug astrionic module 
configurations. These configurations are as follows: 
o Astrionic Module Configuration for First Tug of Two-Tug Synchronous Orbit 
Mission 
• Astrionic Module Configuration for Second Tug of Two-Tug Synchronous Orbit 
Mission 
• Astrionic Module Configuration for Lunar Landing Mission 
.~ 
. \~ 
.. , j 
.. ~ 
, 
l 
··L 
These three configurations were chosen to provide a typical range of recurring costs for 
the ten poten~ial astrionic module configurations studied. 
3.3 COST PLAN SUMMARY 
The approach used in developing estimated recurring costs for the defined portions of 
the astrionic module is outlined below: 
• A list of major components required to make up each of the three configurations 
to be casted was generated. 
• Estimates of the costs of the major components were developed based on the 
assumption that all components would be purchased from subcontractors. These 
estimates were based on costs of similar components purchased in the past, 
estimates from vendors or engineering estimates. 
• Components were grouped into subsystems based on the WBS, and estimated 
component purchase costs per SUbsystem were calculated taking into account the 
number of each component required to make up a complete subsystem. 
• The tota'! recurring astrionic module labor costs were developed by multiplying 
labor costs developed for previous IBM low cost lU proposals by far.tors to 
compensate for the increased difficulty of building each of the three astrionic 
module configurations. 
• The total astrionic module recurring labor costs were allocated to the various 
SUbsystems in proportion to the percentage of the total component purchase costs 
attributable to each subsystem. 
It is important to keep in mind that the costs presented in paragraph 3.4 are 
preliminary estimates and that not all items of the astrionic module have been casted. The 
intent of the cost presentation is to provide available cost information for portions of the 
astrionic module in a format that will allow other costs developed in the future to be added 
to these costs in a consistent and orderly manner. 
3.4 RECURRING COST ESTIMATES 
The "Cost Estimate Data Form" taken from the documents referenced under 
paragraph 2.1 has been used as the format for the presentation of recurring cost estimates. 
Commensurate with the preliminary nature of this study, several of the columns on this 
form dealing with time-phasing of costs. number of units to be produced. etc. have been left 
blank. Also. as noted in the cost groundrule~, the "Expected Cost" column gives the 
estimated recurring unit cost of the lowest cost units to be produced rather than the 
expected cost of the tirst unit to be produced. 
Table 3-1 gives the estimated recurring unit costs for items of the astrionic module 
configuration for the first tug of the two-tug synchronous orbit mission. 
Table 3-2 gives the estimated recurring unit costs for items of the astrionic module 
configuration for the second tug of the two-tug synchronous orbit mission. 
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Table 3-1. Astrionic Module Estimated Recurring Unit CostH (Synchronous Mission 
Reusable 1st Tug) 
IdenUfieatlO41 !jVss No, E~~t. HIPU 
Nu""",, wes IdII!:ntlficwllon L .... Unitt C"-At·" Ceo, 
• b c d • I 
0.1.3.2 Astrionics Module • 7,870" 0.1.3.2.1 Structure 5 2"" 
0.1.3.2.2 5 
-
0.1.3.2.3 A,trlonlCS 5 7,370· 
0.1.3.2.3.1 NavigDtlcn, Guufcloce &: Control 6 3,320 
0.1.3.2.3.2 'mtrument9tion 6 Not Cottl!d 
0.1.3.2.3.:\ Data M~rne.nt 6 760 
0.1.3.2.3.4 Commsnd • Conuol 6 460 
0.1.3.2.3.5 On·Uostd Checkout 6 NotC05ted 
O.1.3.2.:t.6 Electrial p~ 6 1.830 
0.1.3.2.3.7 ElecuiCal NetWOfks 6 590 
0.1.3.2.3.8 Thermet ConditiOning 6 .,0 
0.1.3.2.3.9 Propellant Utilization 6 NatCosted 
0.1.3.2.4 Safety Synem 5 NotCosted 
0.1.3.2.5 Toohng&STE 5 Not Costed 
0.1.3.2.6 Ordnance System 5 Not CDSted 
0.1.3.2.7 Subsystem Innallallan & ChI!CkoUI ! 5 260 
··Ccst IS 10 $ II: 1.000 and IS for lowest cost Unit produced fOlUler than first Unit produced 
• Cost!> for level 5 &. 6 WBS Items not casted are miSSing from these level 4 & 5 totals 
L ..... ' Confid 
-
Con Ratmg Td T, Funct 
• h 
, i k 
1 
1 
-
2 
1 
-
2 
1 
-
2 
2 
1 
-
1 
Table 3-2. Astrionic Module Estimated Recurring Unit Costs (Synchronous Mission 
Reusable 2nd Tug) 
lw:nl"":~I,on WBS No EOlll'Cl 
Numbl" was l~nl"ICOIt.on LtnI1'l Un.u Con·' 
• b 
, d • 
01.32 AU"on,a Mcdule 4 8.220' 
0.1321 St'uclU.e • 24. 013.22 • 0.1.3.23 Anr'on,c" , 7.110· 
013231 Nr.t'!ilt,,:III. Gu~ne.· & Conlloi G 3.670 
013232 l"II.UlTlCnl:al,on • Nal COSloo 0.13233 Oalill M:an:ageml!nl G 1GO 
013.234 Comnand & Canual • 460 Q 13.2.35 On·B~rd Cheo:;kOu ' G NOI Co\1.od 
013236 EI«I"cal Pa....e. • I.B30 013.231 EIf;'C:U'cai Netl'llOlk~ G I ... 0.1 3:! 3S Therrmtl Condllton'ng G 41. 
013' .... 9 Propellant Uhlolallon • 1\101 Co\,rd 0132.4 Safely Sy"el'Tl • Noll CoSlrd DIl2!!; TQOhng6STE • NOI Coshod 0.13.26 O.d~nao Systl!m • NUICmlm 01311 SubWSlcm InUall:allon& t:h ..... ou' • 11. 
··Cuu "," S 0 1.000 :and" 10' IOW\!U COSI 1,,"1 ,,,ol''''''1I ... lh ... ItQn I.,,, tI",I Woduc .... 1 
• Co\b 10. ,~",!I 5.& 6 was II~m~ "01 cml,'tl olIl-' m"",'9 hum Ih,"\.l' 1 ....... 
' 
4 &!!; to,.h 
-.-~~--"'- .. --
HoghO!\1 1.0 ....... ' Conf.d Sprf'Q 
eo" C~, Ra,.ng Td 
" 
FUI\Cl 
I • h 
, , 
, 
1 I , 
1 i 
I , 
I 
1 I 
I , , , I 
1 
L_ 
, .... 
I 
1.0!~.n 
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Table 3-3 gives the estimated recurring unit costs for items of the astrionic module 
contiguration for the lunar landing mission. 
Table 34 is a copy of the defmitions of the confidence rating numbers which appear in 
column "h" on the three cost estimate data fonns. 
3.5 SUPPORTING ANALYSIS 
Table 3-5 provides level 7 data, summed to level 6, which is useful in giving utility to 
the tiering of flight hardware unit costs and the associated progmmmatic costs. The costs are 
summarized to levels 5 and 4 in Table 3-6. The total recurring costs are given in Table 3-7. 
The $8 million unit cost is an avemge figure between the costs of astrionic modules for the 
reusable first and second tugs for the synchronous mission. 
4.0 NON-RECURRING COST ESTIMATES 
This section presents rough order of magnitUde estimates of total space tug astrionic 
module non-recurring costs. The ground rules for these estimates are delineated in paragraph 
4.1. and a summary of the cost figures appears in pamgraph 4.2. See Figure 4-1 for the 
assumed implementation schedule. 
Table 3-3. Astrionic Module Estimated Recurring Unit Costs (Lunar Landing Mission) 
IdentIfICatIOn WDS No E.""" H_, L_, Conf'd ..... L_n 
N,_ was 112<1""C1110n L_' Umts Cost·· Con C"" RilIng Td T. F",,, ,_. 
• b 
, d • I , h , I k , 
0.1.3.2 Al1oo;'t1(; Module 4 10.eoo- 1 
0.1.3.2.1 Struclun:' 5 240 1 
0.1.3.22 5 
- -
0.1.3.2.3 Al1noM..-S 5 10.2SD- 2 
0.1.3.2..3.1 Nw'JIIt,on. Gu'~ct' 6; Ccmirol 6 5.:00 1 
0.1.323.2 Instrufflllnm.on 6 NolConed -
0.1.3.2.3.3 D.MII~nl • 1.CGO 2 D.l.J..2...l.4 CommIf\d 6: Control 6 4EO 1 
0.1.3.2.3.5 On-8l*"d Chtcka<1 6 NalConed -
0.1.3.2.3.6 EJect~ p_ 6 l.1l5O 2 
0.1.3.2..3.1 Electr~ NetworkS 6 1.020 2 
0.1..3.2.3.8 ThuITDI Candoltonlng: 6 510 1 
0.1 ,J.2.3.S t"reptlIJlnl Ut,hZ,IIIU:'n 6 WOleoned . 
0.1.3.2.4 s.lrtr System 5 Not Costed 
0.1.3.2.5 ToOhn;,Ii STE 5 NotCmtKl 
-
0.1.3.2.6 Ordnloce System 5 NotCostKl -
0.1.3.2.7 Sublysltm IMlallat,on a. Chtckout 5 310 1 
.. Cost" In S. 1.000 and., for lCM.tSt ctKt unit prodvetd rath« than f'nt un.t pmducrd. 
. Costs for level 5 Ii & WBS .ttm, nOll:mtedwe m,u"og ftem ltit1e 11Nfo1" a. 5 l[]bI~ 
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Conf. 
Lwei Esurf1l;,lIng Conditions Nature of Ihe Item 
ESClmalm!3 Time .nd Inform.tlon Accl!u Siale-ol·the-An 
Completelv mltdsqulllI I!fTIcunl of limo pro- The Iism IS subltrlnllaUy 
vldtd to mlko thellilimate or thero IS II oovond the current SI&ls·o'· 
1 complate lock of Keen 10 useful .;,sla h;~orCO~ Ihe·art. M!ljor development 
Low Ground Rules and Auumptlons work IS required. 
No guIdance was proVldlld C!I"! ground rules 
Production E Kpllrlllnce 
.nclall al1umpllOns mede by the IIU1mltor No production of any kmd 
Mfa "bllr.llry. has been starled 
Estimating Time and Informallon Access Stl!le·of-the·An 
A very short due date or mlljOr problems of Thllitem IS shghlly bsyond 
accen to aVDllable daUltend 10 make thiS thl! stale·of·lhe·arl and some 
2 estimate highly uncertatn. development work Will be 
Med Ground Ruins and Anumptlons reqUirod. 
Low 
Very Iinle 91udlnce was prOVldlld ralatlVlI 
~roduc!lon ExperlUncc 
10 !J'ound rules. Must althe assumptIOns Expehmentlilaboratoty flbrl' 
made by the ellimator weIll conmferod callan 01 II Similar Ilem 15 m 
,. qUIto .ubllrarv. prO(:elS. 
~stlm5tmg Time .. nd Informallon Access State·ol·the·Art 
A more accurale estimate could havc buen Tho Item IS Wlthm tho slato· 
m.ckt I' frcer Kcen or more lime h.d been of ·the·art but no commerCial 
IVlllabie to rtln:I!c:h known dlla sou~cc:s. counterpart eXlsu. 
3 Ciround Rules 2~ti .,\uumpllons Production Experlllnce Med 
HI"" Ground rullls wela gunerallv adequate. Many A prolotype 01 the Itllm hilS 
of the .euumptlons were aulhenllc.lI1i!d but" been produced. 
subn,ntl,l number aut considered questIOn· 
IbiD. 
EstlmlttnlJ Time and In'ormlliion Access StDle·ol·the·Art 
Thcr:! were minor probleml of IIccess to The Itllm Will Involve II minor 
aVllllble dati ,nd there WI1 generally modlflClll/on 01 conmerclBl or 
4 sufflclant lime to deflna Ind eost thlt Item. sllindllrd eorOlpaCII Inue Items. 
HI'" Ground Aulas and Assumptions Production Expeflllnce 
M!!Jor ground ruills were prOVided Ind most The Ilem has beon produt:cd 
of the IIHlJmplloPl Wllre authenllcated. In limited quantity. 
t? 
- lAir Force System\! Command MIIlJ.!, AFSCM 113.', "Cost ESlimallng Procedures" 
'":~ (.' ~',~ ;;(..;.:., ... ~.~~ ~' . .:.. ";"":':"'::>"';':~' 
Item DelCtiptlon 
SpeclflC(ljliOn St.lu. 
No wOI'k on I speclflclltlon hl'l1lrted. 
Operating Program Charactlltllttcs 
None of the ope for Ullng the Item 
h.!VD been formulaled. 
Specification Stlltus 
Work on II sJaCI,.callon IS tn 01111 early 
slags and only general fllqulJemenls 
Iro Identified. 
OPI!r!lllng Prooram CharactilrlStic$ 
The gen'eral oullm3 of Ihe OPC under 
which the Item Will be used hIlS beon 
only lentalIVelv defined ~lOd many 
specific delails ate lacking. 
SpeCification SllIluS 
A SpeCl'lCtlllOn for tho item has nOl 
belln completed bull specification on 
o SImilar Item IS IVIIII.ble. 
Operating PrO{lr;m CharactclIstlcs 
Tho uenerlll outline of the OPC hilS 
bolln formulated, but meny specific 
detlllls atll h!cklng. 
~peclflcatlOn Stalus 
A speclflcallon for the Item has been 
prepareci bul II under review or revilion. 
Oper81111D Program Characterisllcs 
Thll OPC hevlI been subiumtl::llly 
defined, but Ire under review or 
reVI$IOII. 
COlt Mlthods Dnd D.II 
~ 
The lIiUlTl_11I Is Qlmcm D poor gt,IHllnd 
lItt1a or no confidence I::Dn b! placed In It. 
D,tI 
--
An .almost totlllllCk of curre!)! Dnd 
rllhGble relevant dew mlklll thll COlt 
IISlimate compteUlly unc&f'llln. 
~ 
A higflly IlrbitrlfY rule·ol·thumb hll ben 
used. 
Data 
The dill usad to make Ihe "limite Is 
highly suspect, very 1parca in quanllty, 
and charecterized by major IncoOIlnenclas. 
Methods 
A commonly uGlld rultlo(l'·thumb cost 
factor, but with no supporting bick·up, 
hili besn uHd. 
Oalll 
The dati ussd have been ohtQlned from 
offiCI.!! or standllrd sourCH. Not.blllln· 
conSlstencills, Jack or currency, or IjIIPS in 
d<:ta reduce tho confldance in the Htimale. 
Methods 
The basic melhod und to derive the COit 
is well documented, but no double-check 
or authllnlic.:lon hili baan pOOlible. 
Dna 
The data used Irll pcMrelly releVlInt and 
from a repuloble ~our::ll. They Ife In· 
complete, preliminary, or nol completely 
turrent. however. 
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Table 3-5. Supporting Analysis Recurring Hardware Cost - Level 6 
[ 
was Unit No. Total 0 
Identification Cost Units Cost 
IMU 270 1 270 
L;lJSer R ada. 945 1 945 U 
Sta&" Tracker 338 2 676 
Landmark Tracker 337 1 337 
Nav. Guid. &: Control Subsystem Total (Level 6) 2Z!8 0 
CPU 81 2 162 
Bus. Control Unit 27 2 54 
Ma:in Meli;lOry 81 2 162 
Mag.T_ 68 1 68 
C. Assn. Unit 34 2 
--E!l.. 
U 
Data Mgt. Subsystem Total (Level 6) 514 
lISB 162 1 162 n 
VHF 81 1 81 
TV Camera 68 1 ~ 
Cmd. &: Control Subsystem Total (Level 6) 311 
Fuel Cell 203 2 ·006 u 
H2Tank 21)2 2 4G4 
02 Tank 203 2 406 
D.C. Regulator 4 2 __ 8_ 
Electrical Power Subsystem Total (Level 5) 1,224 0 
SIU 2.7 57 154 
Power Dist. S 1 9 
Aux Power Dist. 3 4 12 0 
Wires &: Cables 49 1 49 
Junction Boxes , 8 8 
Monitoring Unit G.B 24 163 
Electrical Networks SubS'istem Total (Level 6) 395 n 
Coolant Pump 34 2 68 
Servo HeDt Exch. 7 1 7 
Coofant Accum. 7 1 7 0 
Radiator 7 8 56 
Louvers 7 8 56 
Mtg.Pilnel 3 8 24 
Misc. Plumbing 20 1 20 0 . , , ,:! 
Multifoil Insulation 27 1 27 i 
Thermal Conditioning Subsystem Total (Level 5) 245 
Note: S in Thousands n 
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Table 3-6. Supporting Analysis Recurring aardware Cost - Levels 4 and 5 
W&lldentification Total Cos< 
AstrionN:s: Toto! (L .... ' 51 4,917 
Structure To,,", (Level 51 135 
was Hardware Items Not Cooed Total (Level 51 168 
--
Astrionic Module Total (Level 4). 5.220 
Note: S in Thousands 
Table 3-7. Supporting Analysis Total Recurring Cost 
Total Hardware Costs S5.22tl 
Total ProgrammatIc Costs 2.780 
---
Grand.Total Recurring 58.000 
Notes: 
(1) All data is based on an astrionlc module 
configured for the two tug syncilronous 
orbit mission. 
(2) S in thousand.<;. 
4.1 COST GROUNDRULES 
• Cost estimates are in 1970 dollars at the total cost to the government leveL 
• 
• 
• 
Estimates are based on a synchronous orbit mission astrionic module. 
Costs for major component development are not included. it is assumed that all 
basic components will be developed under other progrmns and will require only 
integrdtioll and engineerillg/t'!St for sp-dce tug astrionic module application. 
Costs for development of major components which are not av-dilable from vendors 
would have to be added to the figures presented in pamgraph 4.2. 
Recurring costs ignore learning curve effects and assume an optimum production 
mte of 4 to 6 units per year with a large unit buy. 
Costs for post-delivcry efforts such as spares. launch support. P'ilSt-fIiglit 
ev-,liuation. etc .• are not included. 
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ASTRIONICS I DESIGN. TEST/INTEGRATION OF ASTRIONIl:S 
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lUGHT TEST JRTIClE NO. 1 ~Y 
LAUNCH 
" 
I r-;::C/:,;;;O ::::L, 
FLIGHT TEST ARTICLE NO. 2 I :O-;IiY 
I CIO FAIl 
PRODUCTION ASSaY 
C/O 
o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
"{RS FROM AUTHORIZATION TO PROCEED IATPI 965-161 
Figure 4-1. implementation Schedule 
Q-14 
• Recurring flight program software costs are assumed to be negligible. 
G No costs are included for engineering changes after completion of the rust flight 
test article. 
• Authorization to Proceed (ATP) on a 4-1/2 year structure design/test/intCl.:tation 
program is assumed to occur 6-1/2 years prior to laun.:h of the first tligllt test 
article. 
61 A TP on a 3-1/2 rear astrionics integr-dtion/test program is assumed to occur 5 
years ptior to the rust launch. 
III Fabri .. 'ation of the rust flight test article is assumed to begin 5 years from original 
structure ATP with a l2-mon~h build period culminating in delivery of the article 
6 months prio, to launch. 
• Delivery of the second flight test article and subsequent production ;rrticies is to 
follow at intervals of 3 months. 
• Non-recurring cost estimates include the costs of 1 static test structure. I dynamic 
test structure. and J combination integration and mockup test structure, as well 
as estimated subcontrnct static and dynamic testing costs. 
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Development cost estimates also allow for five equivalent astrionic systems for 
non-flight engineering. This includes 2 systems for vibration, altitude and 
temperature testing: I system for qualification; I system for engineering model 
simulation: and I equivdlent system for engineering laboratory use . 
Two flight test articles are assumed. 
Mission recurring costs are based on ten missions per unit with a ten percent 
refurbishment factor per mission. 
4.2 COST ESTIMA TEl'; 
Table 4-1 shows the sumnUlry program costs. The estimating tedmiques follow. Note 
that mIssIon recurring costs assume a 10 mission lifetime and ten percent 
refurbishment/reconl1guration costs between missions. 
Estimating techniqu~s used for development of these rough order of magnitude 
non-recurring costs are as follows: 
" A level of manpower was assumed for the 3-1,'2 year astrionks test/integration 
effort. 
" Structure design/test/integr.!lion costs are ba.,ed on INT-21 Vehicle Instrument 
Unit Structure Study results. 
" Hardware co>1s for astrionks tcst/integmtion arc based on the applkation of a 
factor to the recurring costs prL-sented in Section 3.0 of this appendix. 
" Flight test arllck co,[ " factored up from cSlimaled recurring ullll cost data. 
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